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A B S T R A C T
There has been an immense popularity increase of mobile communication de-vices, such as smartphones and tablet PCs, due to the technical progress in
equipment manufacturing and communication. Paired with the constantly growing
availability of wireless broadband access over cellular networks the devices enable
the continuous consumption of applications. Furthermore, they foster new types
of applications, such as location-based services or mobile social networks, where
the user interacts with its vicinity or nearby users. Due to the increasing popularity
paired with the continuous consumption of applications cellular networks can hardly
handle the resulting traffic that frequently exceeds their capacity. To unburden these
networks mobile ad hoc networks represent a viable alternative, complementing or su-
perseding cellular networks. Exploiting the growing density of mobile communica-
tion devices, mobile ad hoc networks rely on the direct interconnection of devices
and provide an useful substrate to exchange information and to deploy applications.
In particular, the direct device interaction reflects the communication and interac-
tion pattern of location-based services and mobile social networks, which we term
as locality of interaction.
Despite the fact that mobile ad hoc networks represent a viable communication
substrate, they are exhibiting highly dynamic characteristics, which are mainly at-
tributable to the autonomous behavior of users. To handle the dynamic nature mo-
bile ad hoc networks must be adapted to the current state of the network and the
influencing conditions of the surrounding environment. In this regard, monitoring
constitutes an inevitable aspect of mobile ad hoc networks. It collects information
from the users and provides essential insights into the current network state, serving
as basis to adapt the network. As mobile ad hoc networks are exclusively established
by users without a central entity the users themselves must monitor the network and
exploit the obtained monitoring information to adapt the network. Consequently, the
issues arise that the users are in charge to measure and collect the monitoring infor-
mation as well as to distribute the obtained insights among them. In addition to the
information about the network state a user requires detailed information about its
vicinity. The reason for the provisioning of location-dependent information results
from the locality of interaction in mobile ad hoc networks: as a user can only interact
with its neighborhood it particularly requires detailed monitoring information about
its vicinity. In the context of monitoring we refer to this property as location-aware
monitoring.
To address the presented issues decentralized monitoring mechanisms have been in-
troduced and developed. The participating users accomplish the mentioned tasks
of monitoring and provide the required monitoring information. However, existing
approaches for decentralized monitoring in mobile ad hoc networks exhibit certain
shortcomings or make some limiting assumptions. Examples comprise (i) the need
for a decentralized infrastructure with dedicated devices that monitor the network or
(ii) the expectation of an additional external entity (e.g., a network operator, which
further processes the monitoring information). The examples reveal that existing
approaches do not comply with the addressed issues and are not suited for the de-
ployment in the envisaged scenarios. Consequently, the major objective of this thesis
is the design of decentralized monitoring approaches that tackle these issues and are
applicable in the corresponding scenarios.
BlockTree.KOM represents our first solution for decentralized monitoring in mo-
bile ad hoc networks. It proposes a set of four fundamental concepts that specify its
underlying structure and the exchange of information over that structure. In detail,
BlockTree.KOM relies on a hierarchical topology and on its own tailored commu-
nication methods to monitor the communication network. With P-BlockTree.KOM
and C-BlockTree.KOM we present two different approaches of BlockTree.KOM
that comply with the presented concepts but implement them in different ways.
Based on an extensive evaluation, the obtained results reveal that both approaches
provide accurate monitoring information despite the dynamic nature of mobile ad
hoc networks. Exploiting the hierarchical topology, specifically P-BlockTree.KOM is
able to provide location-aware monitoring information: every user obtains an accu-
rate view of its vicinity as well as summarized insights on distant regions.
Mobi-G.KOM constitutes our second solution for decentralized monitoring in mo-
bile ad hoc networks. Its design fundamentally differs from BlockTree.KOM, since
it operates on a flat topology and abstains from the establishment of a hierarchy. To
implement the communication between users over the flat topology Mobi-G.KOM
exploits the robust communication pattern of gossiping. With the flat design of
Mobi-G.KOM we sacrifice the provisioning of location-aware monitoring informa-
tion. The obtained results reveal that the view of a user on nearby or distant regions
does not differ and leads to inaccurate information about a user’s vicinity. How-
ever, the experiments unveil the advantages of the flat design paired with the robust
communication pattern of gossiping. Mobi-G.KOM is highly robust and operates in
highly dynamic environments. Furthermore, the provisioning of accurate monitor-
ing information comes at considerably lower cost: Mobi-G.KOM neither produces
traffic to maintain a hierarchical topology nor transmits data at multiple levels of the
topology.
K U R Z FA S S U N G
Mobile Kommunikationsgeräte, wie Smartphones oder Tablets, haben in denvergangenen Jahren stark an Popularität gewonnen. Dies ist zum einen dem
technologischen Fortschritt der Geräte und zum anderen der wachsenden Verfügbar-
keit mobiler Breitbandzugänge über zelluläre Infrastrukturen zuzurechnen. Dank
dieser Tatsachen können die Nutzer von überall auf ihre Daten zugreifen. Zusätz-
lich ermöglichen die mobilen Kommunikationsgeräte die Verwendung standortbe-
zogener Dienste oder mobiler sozialer Applikationen, die sich primär durch eine
verstärkte Interaktion mit der unmittelbaren Umgebung und den dazugehörigen
Inhalten auszeichnen. Durch die steigende Anzahl mobiler Kommunikationsgerä-
te sowie deren intensiver Nutzung werden jedoch die zugrundeliegenden zellulä-
ren Infrastrukturen häufig über ihre Leistungsgrenzen hinweg belastet. In diesem
Zusammenhang bieten sich mobile Ad-Hoc-Netze als ideale Ergänzung oder Alterna-
tive an, um zelluläre Infrastrukturen von der resultierenden Datenflut zu entlasten.
Mobile Ad-Hoc-Netze basieren auf der direkten Vernetzung der mobilen Kommu-
nikationsgeräte und bieten gerade in dicht besiedelten Gebieten eine funktionsfä-
hige Grundlage zum Informationsaustausch. Die direkte Interaktion zwischen den
Kommunikationsgeräten reflektiert insbesondere die Interaktionsmuster standortbe-
zogener Dienste und mobiler sozialer Applikationen, welche wir als lokale Interaktion
bezeichnen.
Obwohl mobile Ad-Hoc-Netze eine sinnvolle Kommunikationsgrundlage darstel-
len, haben sie mit einer hohen Dynamik zu kämpfen, die maßgeblich aus der Vernet-
zung mobiler Kommunikationsgeräte autonomer Nutzer resultiert. Um der hohen
Dynamik Herr zu werden, müssen sich mobile Ad-Hoc-Netze dem sich stetig än-
dernden Netzzustand und den Einflüssen aus der Umgebung anpassen. In diesem
Zusammenhang stellt Monitoring eine Kernkomponente mobiler Ad-Hoc-Netze dar,
das auf Basis gesammelter Informationen Einblicke in den aktuellen Zustand des
Netzes ermöglicht und als Grundlage für mögliche Adaptionen dient. Aufgrund
der Tatsache, dass mobile Ad-Hoc-Netze ausschließlich durch autonome Nutzer ad-
ministriert werden, muss die Aufgabe des Monitorings ebenfalls durch die Nutzer
erbracht werden. Man spricht in diesem Fall auch von dezentralem Monitoring. Im
Rahmen des dezentralen Monitorings müssen die Nutzer selbst wichtige Daten über
den Zustand des Netzes messen, sammeln und anschließend als Informationsgrund-
lage im Netz zur Verfügung stellen. Neben der Erfassung des Zustands des Kom-
munikationsnetzes ist es ebenso wichtig, dass ein Nutzer detaillierte Informationen
über seine direkte Umgebung bekommt. Der Grund dafür resultiert aus der vorher
erwähnten lokalen Interaktion, da ein Nutzer in jedem Fall auf seine direkte Nach-
barschaft angewiesen ist, um zu kommunizieren und zu interagieren. Im Falle von
Monitoring bezeichnen wir diese Eigenschaft auch als standortbezogenes Monitoring.
Es existieren mehrere Ansätze für dezentrales Monitoring, welche die oben be-
schriebenen Anforderungen und Aufgaben umsetzen. Jedoch weisen diese gewisse
Einschränkungen auf oder treffen nicht umsetzbare Annahmen: Beispielsweise gibt
es Ansätze, die eine dezentrale Monitoring-Architektur mit dedizierten Geräten zum
Messen des Netzwerkzustands voraussetzen oder eine dritte Partei in Form eines
Netzwerkadministrators zur Datenauswertung vorsehen. Anhand dieser Beispiele
wird deutlich, dass diese Ansätze die beschriebenen Anforderungen und Aufgaben
nicht oder nur teilweise umsetzen und daher in den von uns betrachteten Szenarien
nicht einsetzbar sind. Dementsprechend fokussiert diese Arbeit auf die Entwicklung
passender Ansätze für dezentrales Monitoring in mobilen Ad-Hoc-Netzen, die den
erwähnten Anforderungen und betrachteten Szenarien genügen.
Mit BlockTree.KOM präsentieren wir unseren ersten Lösungsvorschlag für de-
zentrales Monitoring in mobilen Ad-Hoc-Netzen. BlockTree.KOM basiert auf vier
grundlegenden Konzepten, welche die zugrundeliegende Struktur sowie den dar-
über erfolgenden Informationsaustausch beschreiben. Bei der Struktur von Block-
Tree.KOM handelt es sich um eine hierarchische Topologie, während für den Infor-
mationsaustausch eigene, maßgeschneiderte Kommunikationsverfahren umgesetzt
werden. P-BlockTree.KOM und C-BlockTree.KOM stellen zwei konkrete Realisie-
rungen der Konzepte von BlockTree.KOM dar, die sich aber in ihrer Umsetzung
voneinander unterscheiden. Die ausführliche Evaluation zeigt, dass beide Ansätze
akkurate Informationen über den Zustand des Kommunikationsnetzes trotz der vor-
herrschenden Dynamik liefern. Dank der zugrundeliegenden hierarchischen Topo-
logie ermöglicht vor allem P-BlockTree.KOM standortbezogenes Monitoring und
liefert einen granularen Überblick über den aktuellen Zustand der unmittelbaren
Nachbarschaft eines Nutzers, während aggregierte Informationen über den aktuel-
len Netzzustand entfernter Regionen vorliegen.
Mobi-G.KOM beschreibt unseren zweiten Ansatz für dezentrales Monitoring in
mobilen Ad-Hoc-Netzen, welcher sich jedoch grundlegend von BlockTree.KOM un-
terscheidet, da er beispielsweise eine flache anstelle einer hierarchischen Topologie
verwendet. Zum Informationsaustausch zwischen den Nutzern greift Mobi-G.KOM
auf Gossiping zurück, welches ein Konzept für robuste Kommunikation darstellt.
Aufgrund der flachen Topologie ist es Mobi-G.KOM nicht möglich standortbezo-
genes Monitoring zu realisieren und granulare Ergebnisse über die nähere Umge-
bung eines Nutzers zu liefern. Die erhaltenen Ergebnisse zeigen, dass es keinen Un-
terschied zwischen den zur Verfügung stehenden Informationen über die nähere
Umgebung sowie entfernte Regionen gibt, wodurch vor allem der ermittelte Zu-
stand der näheren Umgebung von dem tatsächlichen abweicht. Auf der anderen
Seite unterstreichen die durchgeführten Experimente die Vorteile der flachen Topo-
logie in Kombination mit dem robusten Informationsaustauschs durch Gossiping.
Mobi-G.KOM stellt einen äußerst robusten Ansatz dar, der in hochdynamischen Sze-
narien akkurate Ergebnisse liefert. Zusätzlich ist der resultierende Aufwand zur Er-
fassung des Zustands mobiler Ad-Hoc-Netze deutlicher geringer, da die Aufrechter-
haltung einer flachen Topologie keinen Aufwand verursacht und die Daten nur über
ein Level der flachen Hierarchie übertragen werden.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The technological progress in the area of mobile communication has led to a tri-umph of mobile communication devices in our daily life. Recent statistics [36]
reveal that 1.9 billion smartphones have been sold worldwide until the end of 2013,
exceeding two billion mobile broadband subscriptions. Based on these figures, it
is predicted that the number of smartphones will surpass 5.6 billion by 2019 with
more than eight billion mobile broadband subscriptions. To a large extent the over-
whelming success results from the versatile capabilities of those devices. Equipped
with a powerful CPU, large storage, and diverse sensors, they enable the utilization
of services and applications that have been originally designed for desktop PCs or
notebooks. Paired with the growing availability of wireless broadband access over
cellular networks [36] users may consume these services and applications anytime
and anywhere. Consequently, sale statistics reveal that the number of sold mobile
communication devices already superseded desktop PCs and notebooks in 2011 [17].
These mobile communication devices facilitate the consumption of well-known
applications and services such as web browsing or real-time entertainment, which
account for the majority of the global mobile data traffic [147]. Furthermore, the
devices boost new types of applications and services, comprising so-called location-
based services [178, 153, 74, 32] or mobile social networking applications [97, 134,
141, 63]. Location-based services exploit the current location of the user and permit
a user to consume and generate information about its vicinity. A recent study [186]
in the U.S. on the utilization of smartphones has shown that 74 % of smartphone
users (up from 55 % in 2011) use their device to obtain information based on their
current location. In mobile social networking applications socially related users come
together to exchange information. The popularity of these applications is reflected by
the resulting traffic [147]: despite the usually small size of the exchanged information,
mobile social networking applications rank among the top-three drivers for mobile
data traffic in North America, Europe, and Latin America.
As estimated by the Cisco Visual Networking Index [25] the intense utilization of
mobile communication devices resulted in a global mobile data traffic of 1.5 Exabyte
per month until the end of 2013. The study predicts that the traffic will increase by
a factor of 11 and reach 15.9 Exabyte by 2018. The resulting load of the mobile com-
munication devices must be carried by the cellular networks that provide the infras-
tructure for the wireless broadband access. As witnessed in the past [73, 177, 98, 168]
cellular networks suffer from the high and data-intensive utilization. Particularly in
urban areas with frequented spots or during crowded events, cellular networks are
overloaded and exhibit a degrading performance for the transmission of voice and
data [150]. Exploiting the density of mobile communication devices, a so-called mo-
bile ad hoc network (MANET) constitutes a viable alternative in addition to or as a sub-
stitute for the cellular infrastructure. Based on the direct communication between the
devices, either using Bluetooth or the ad hoc mode from the wireless local area network
(WLAN) interface, MANETs provide an useful substrate to exchange information.
1
2 introduction
Similar to peer-to-peer (P2P) networks [125, 154] there is no infrastructure or central
entity that manages the network and the deployed application or organizes the com-
munication between the participating users. Instead, following the P2P paradigm
every participating user must offer and provide its resources for the maintenance of
the MANET to benefit from the deployed application or service. Typical examples
for the deployment in MANETs range from data-intensive applications [54, 80, 6] to
mobile social networks [97, 134] or location-based services [19, 126]. In this regard,
data-intensive applications, such as real-time entertainment, profit from offloading
a cellular network [54, 6, 11]. For mobile social networks and location-based ser-
vices [63] the direct interaction between the devices reflects the local communication
and interaction pattern of these applications. For the remainder of this thesis we
specifically focus on location-based services, which serve as an application example
for the thesis and as data basis for the evaluation.
1.1 motivation
Though MANETs provide an useful communication substrate and alternative to
infrastructure-based networks, they suffer from their highly dynamic nature. Sim-
ilar to P2P networks MANETs rely on the direct interconnection of users and must
handle the autonomous behavior, which is reflected by frequent arrivals and de-
partures of users. In addition, users are mobile and not bound to a location but
move around, leading to frequently changing conditions of the environment, which
a MANET must face. Examples comprise
• places or spots with an increasing or decreasing user density;
• the spatial expansion or contraction of the network;
• the appearance of fast or slow moving users.
Paired with the limited communication range interconnections between users may
not last long, hence, leading to a constantly changing network topology with perma-
nently varying neighbors to communicate. Thus, MANETs must be adapted to the
current and constantly changing state of the network and to the external influences
arising from the environment. To implement this adaptation it is mandatory to (i) de-
termine the current state and (ii) distribute this information among the participating
users so that they may react accordingly. In this regard monitoring constitutes an in-
evitable element of MANETs because it enables the determination and provisioning
of the current state of the network and its participating users. For instance, monitor-
ing a MANET helps to capture the access frequency of requested content to identify
popular content and to adjust the replication of content accordingly [99]. Further-
more, based on monitoring, the user density in the network may be ascertained to
replace the currently deployed routing protocol with an appropriate one [144].
Several approaches have already been designed to monitor MANETs in order to
collect information about the network and its participating users [21, 105, 119, 97, 50].
The approaches have in common that they refrain from a central entity or authority,
which organizes and manages the process of monitoring. Instead, the approaches
implement decentralized monitoring and distribute the process of monitoring over the
participating users in the network, which are in charge to collect and process the
data but also to disseminate the monitored information.
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A large fraction of approaches for decentralized monitoring establishes a hierar-
chy, which is used to collect the monitored information. The application of these
approaches in the presented application scenarios, as sketched above, generates two
issues.
• A set of the hierarchical approaches [137, 79, 142] requires an already exist-
ing infrastructure, consisting of dedicated devices to create and maintain the
hierarchy.
• The majority of hierarchical approaches is mainly concerned with the efficient
collection of data. The users only capture relevant data and participate to collect
the data. In contrast, the design of efficient information dissemination to the
remaining users is of little importance.
– Often, existing approaches assume an additional external instance or en-
tity, e.g., a network operator, which analyzes the collected data to gain
insights into the current state and situation [137, 142].
– Other approaches [21, 97, 8] rely on a set of selected users, which col-
lect and process the data. Consequently, information about the current
network state is only available at this set of users, which must serve the
remaining users by responding to raised requests. Furthermore, informa-
tion is only available if the set of selected users is reachable.
Complementary to hierarchical approaches flat approaches for MANETs have been
introduced, which rely on the robust communication pattern of gossiping for the con-
current dissemination of information during the collection of data. In contrast to the
variety of hierarchical solutions only a small number of flat monitoring approaches
has been developed for mobile networks. These approaches do not directly address
MANETs but focus on static wireless networks [41], on delay tolerant networks [50],
or make simplified assumptions regarding the scenario [180].
The brief overview on existing approaches for monitoring in MANETs reveals
several shortcomings for the deployment in the envisaged scenarios. Whereas former
approaches mainly tried to address a decentralized collection of monitored data with
a possible transfer to external entities, monitoring information is required by the
participating users in the network. The information is utilized to obtain a recent
view of the current state of the communication network for potential adaptations.
1.2 research challenges
Based on the introduction of decentralized monitoring in MANETs, the following
five research challenges are introduced, serving as guideline during the develop-
ment and evaluation of our targeted approaches for decentralized monitoring. In the
following we identify the causes of these challenges, formulate them, and sketch the
resulting implications on decentralized monitoring.
Challenge 1: The decentralized nature of MANETs.
MANETs are built on top of a group of users’ communication devices that contribute
their resources to establish and maintain the network as communication substrate.
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There is no central instance, which coordinates and manages the process. As a re-
sult a monitoring approach does not rely on a central instance that serves as focal
point for the collection, processing, and dissemination of monitoring data. Instead,
existing approaches decentralize the process of monitoring and operate without the
central instance to organize the participating users for two tasks: (i) decentralized
capturing and processing of the monitored data, which are spread over the whole
network, and (ii) provisioning of the current state to the users in the network.
Challenge 2: The dynamic nature of MANETs.
MANETs consist of autonomous and mobile users and are subject to constant changes
in several aspects. The autonomous behavior results in a continuous arrival and de-
parture of users, which influences the spatial size of the network or its user density.
The inherent mobility amplifies these effects and additionally influences the intercon-
nection between users, leading to a permanently changing network topology. Con-
sequently, decentralized monitoring must withstand the dynamic nature of these
networks and operate in networks of different spatial sizes, collect and disseminate
data in sparsely or densely populated networks, and handle the constantly changing
topology.
Challenge 3: The wireless communication medium.
MANETs rely on the direct interaction between users over a wireless communica-
tion medium, using for instance Bluetooth or the ad hoc mode of the WLAN in-
terface from the communication device. As a result the device just communicates
with neighboring users, which reside inside the communication range. Despite the
limited communication range restricted to neighboring users, larger parts of the net-
work must be monitored to provide a meaningful view of the current network state
based on the collected data from many users. Furthermore, the exchange of informa-
tion takes place over an error-prone communication medium with limited transport
capacity. Hence, the successful transmission of data must be ensured without the
excessive allocation of the communication medium.
Challenge 4: The limited energy resources.
Due to the mobility the considered communication devices are not line but battery
powered. The limited amount of energy of a device constitutes another scarce re-
source. In addition to the energy consumption that arises from the actual data trans-
mission monitoring burdens this scarce resource. Consequently, the arising monitor-
ing traffic must be reduced to the transmission of relevant information to preserve
the energy resources of the devices in addition to the limited transport capacity of
the wireless communication medium.
Challenge 5: The distance-aware relevance of information.
The vicinity is of high relevance for a user in a MANET, because it just interacts and
exchanges information with its immediate neighborhood due to the limited commu-
nication range. Consequently, it is important that decentralized monitoring provides
detailed information about a user’s vicinity, which influences its behavior the most.
However, limiting the monitoring scope to a small part of the network constitutes
an impractical design decision, because the state of the remaining network is not
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taken into consideration for a possible adaptation of the communication network. In
contrast, the provisioning of detailed information from the whole network leads to
a dissipation of resources, including a device’s energy and the limited transport ca-
pacity of the wireless communication medium. As a result decentralized monitoring
must provide detailed information about a user’s vicinity and deliver aggregated
information about the remaining and distant regions of the network. We refer to this
characteristic, which summarizes the fifth challenge, as location-aware monitoring.
1.3 research goals
Given the identified challenges, we postulate our main objective as “the design of
decentralized monitoring approaches in MANETs to provide accurate and location-
aware monitoring information of the current network state”. To accomplish this goal
the main objective is divided into three major research goals.
Research Goal 1: Survey and classification of approaches for decentralized monitoring.
We examine concepts and existing approaches for decentralized monitoring to de-
scribe the basic architecture and categorize relevant components. Based on a selec-
tion of representative examples, we qualitatively analyze strengths and weaknesses
and exploit these insights for the design of our targeted decentralized monitoring
approaches.
Research Goal 2: Design of decentralized monitoring approaches.
Given the insights into concepts and existing solutions of decentralized monitoring,
we design two fundamentally different approaches for decentralized monitoring in
MANETs to fill in the gap of existing solutions and address our research challenges.
Research Goal 3: Ascertain the correct mode of operation.
To ascertain if the identified research challenges are met and, specifically, if accurate
and location-aware monitoring information are provided we conduct a thorough and
extensive evaluation.
As indicated by these goals the thesis primarily focuses on the design of decen-
tralized monitoring approaches and how they operate in the presented application
scenarios with respect to performance and cost. The influence of non-cooperative or
even malicious users on the developed approaches is not considered in this thesis.
For further information about research in the area of countermeasures against non-
cooperative or malicious users in MANETs we refer the interested reader to [88, 44].
Dealing with the purpose of monitoring, we focus on solutions that belong to
the class of approaches, which are used for performance management, as specified
by the International Organization for Standardization [62]. In particular, this covers
the provisioning of information of the current network state, including the users’
devices, the interconnecting links between them, and end-to-end abstractions [96].
As a matter of fact this excludes, e.g., monitoring of private or personal information,
of network attacks, or the creation of user histories.
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1.4 thesis organization
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 an overview on the
relevant technical background is given to understand this thesis and its contribu-
tions. We introduce transition-enabled communication networks, which constitute
a new paradigm for communication networks, as envisaged by the Future Internet
project MAKI [49]. The detailed description is essential to understand the importance
of monitoring in this class of communication networks. The monitored data and
gained information about the current state of the network serve as basis for potential
adaptations of a transition-enabled communication network. Besides the overview on
communication networks, we present the technical foundations of MANETs as the
considered class of communication networks and describe the discussed application
scenario. Furthermore, an introduction to decentralized monitoring is given, address-
ing the foundations and requirements of centralized and decentralized monitoring in
communication networks. Chapter 3 deals with the examination and classification of
the related work in the area of decentralized monitoring. For this survey we broaden
our view of decentralized monitoring and additionally include approaches for other
types of communication networks to widen the scope for the performed examination
and classification.
In Chapter 4 we present our first solution for decentralized monitoring in MANETs,
denoted as BlockTree.KOM. BlockTree.KOM operates on a hierarchical topology,
which serves for the data exchange and is exploited to provide location-aware mon-
itoring information. We start with a description of the concepts for the hierarchy
and for the data exchange over the hierarchy. Given the concepts, we present two
approaches, referred to as C-BlockTree.KOM and P-BlockTree.KOM, which rely
on these concepts but implement them in different ways.
With Mobi-G.KOM we introduce our second solution for decentralized monitoring
in MANETs in Chapter 5. Mobi-G.KOM operates on a flat topology and uses the
robust communication pattern of gossiping to exchange information. Without an
underlying hierarchy Mobi-G.KOM sacrifices the functionality of providing location-
aware monitoring information. In contrast, it must not establish and maintain the
underlying hierarchy.
After the presentation of our contributions, Chapter 6 deals with the evaluation of
BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM. The evaluation consists of two separate parts,
comprising (i) the examination of relevant system parameters and their influence on
performance and cost and (ii) a comparative evaluation of the two monitoring solu-
tions. Finally, Chapter 7 (i) summarizes this thesis, (ii) highlights our contributions
and major findings, and (iii) concludes with an overview about future work and next
steps to push decentralized monitoring to the next level.
2
B A C K G R O U N D
The main objective of this chapter is to provide an overview on the related andrelevant technical background. This background eases the understanding (i) of
the arising requirements on decentralized monitoring and (ii) of the design deci-
sions for our developed solutions for decentralized monitoring. During the overview
we describe relevant technical aspects and concepts, state general assumptions, and
specify basic terms, which are used throughout the thesis.
Figure 1 depicts the structure of this chapter. It sketches the embedding of the com-
munication network into the application scenario and highlights relevant layers that
are discussed in the following. In Section 2.1 we start with an overview on the appli-
cation scenario that encloses and influences the considered communication network.
During this description we detail the characteristics of the environment as well as of
location-based services, which constitute our choice as the corresponding application
example. Given the description of the enclosing setup, we introduce communication
networks in Section 2.2 with a focus on transition-enabled communication networks.
Afterwards, Section 2.3 deals with an overview on MANETs, which represent the
considered class of a communication network in this thesis. In this section we par-
ticularly focus on the network layer with the related concepts to route data from
one to another or multiple nodes. To complete this chapter Section 2.4 introduces
decentralized monitoring of communication networks. After a common specification
of monitoring in communication networks, we describe the structure of decentral-
ized monitoring mechanisms and identify relevant functional and, most important,
non-functional requirements.
Figure 1: Overview on the structure of the chapter with the detailed layers of the communica-
tion network. The depicted architecture of the communication network represents
a modified version of the reference model for computer networks from Tanenbaum
and Wetherall [167].
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2.1 application scenario
We start with an introduction to the application scenario, because it encloses and
influences the communication network. The description details the surrounding en-
vironment and discusses suitable applications and services for the deployment in
MANETs. As discussed in Chapter 1 MANETs are applicable in diverse scenarios
where the direct interconnection of users may be exploited. Typically, MANETs are
often considered in scenarios where an infrastructure is missing or not accessible. Ex-
amples cover first response or disaster relief scenarios [117, 44, 107] with a crashed
or unavailable communication infrastructure. In addition to the deployment in these
exceptional situations MANETs are applicable in ordinary situations. They may (i)
offload cellular networks or (ii) serve as an alternative communication substrate for
the direct interaction between nearby users. Examples, belonging to the first cate-
gory, comprise data-intensive applications for real-time entertainment. They range
from the distribution of content over nearby users [54, 6] to collaborative video
streaming applications [80] and may exploit the local popularity of content, which
is distinctive for that area and differs from the global popularity [188]. Examples
of the second category, where MANETs serve as an alternative communication sub-
strate, comprise mobile social applications. In these applications nearby users rely
on the direct interconnection of their devices to exchange text messages, pictures, or
small videos [97, 134, 141]. Furthermore, location-based services exploit MANETs to
create, store, and replicate content that relates to nearby places and localities of a
user [19, 126].
In the considered scenario of the thesis we particularly focus on location-based
services [178, 153, 74, 32]. In general, they are characterized by their locality of inter-
action, since users mainly consume and produce information related to their vicinity
or interact with nearby users to exchange data. In this context a MANET constitutes
an useful communication substrate, because it enables the direct exchange of data
without the need for a cellular network. Furthermore, location-based services do not
require a MANET to route data over long distances. Instead, the communication
substrate mainly provides the user with data from nearby places. We describe these
characteristics in more detail in Section 2.1.2.
2.1.1 Description of the Environment
The description of the environment covers the envisaged location and details the
mobile communication devices that are carried by the users. In our scenario we focus
on urban areas that represent smaller or larger regions in cities. The area is populated
with users, which are equipped with mobile communication devices. Users may (i)
enter or leave the considered area or (ii) switch their portable devices on or off, which
results in churn, as specified by Stutzbach and Rejaie [165]. Considering the mobility
of users, we focus on pedestrians that walk by foot. As stated during the description
of our research goals in Section 1.3 we assume a protocol-compliant and cooperative
user behavior.
In terms of the considered mobile communication devices we assume that users
are carrying smartphones or tablet PCs. The devices typically offer different inter-
faces to communicate, which range from near-field communication or Bluetooth over
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WLAN to mobile broadband access. For the information exchange between the par-
ticipating devices in a MANET we rely on the WLAN interface. The corresponding
protocol, which implements the communication over that interface, belongs to the
IEEE 802.11 protocol family [60]. It enables the direct interconnection of multiple
devices using its offered ad hoc mode. For the remainder of this thesis we refer to
WLAN and the corresponding protocol family as Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) and to its
offered ad hoc mode as Wi-Fi ad hoc, respectively. In addition to the communication
interface we assume that a device relies on the Global Positioning System (GPS) [42] to
localize its current position. Finally, the devices are battery powered.
2.1.2 Description of Location-Based Services
After the description of the environment we introduce location-based services. They
represent the considered class of applications and services for the deployment in
MANETs. We do not detail how related applications or services are set up and per-
form in a MANET, because this is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, we intro-
duce location-based services and describe their characteristics to justify our choice
as the corresponding application example.
2.1.2.1 An Introduction to Location-Based Services
In literature location-based services are defined as services, which depend on a
user’s current position and exploit this information to provide related information
and content [178, 153, 74, 32]. They are roughly divided into location-tracking and
position-aware services [74, 186]. Location-tracking services provide information about
the current location of one or several entities to interested third parties, whereas
position-aware services provide the user with location-dependent information [74].
For our application scenario we focus on position-aware services. Typical examples
comprise but are not limited to
• the rating of nearby locations, as in Foursquare1 or Yelp2;
• participatory sensing applications, such as da_sense3, where users capture in-
formation about their vicinity using the integrated sensors of their smartphones;
• crowd sourcing applications, such as AppJobber4, where users seek for nearby
mini-jobs that are rewarded by the employer on completion.
2.1.2.2 Characteristics of Location-Based Services
In the following we present the characteristics of location-based services and use
them to justify our choice as the corresponding application example. The choice of
location-based services is primarily attributed to their popularity during the last
years and their applicability for the deployment in MANETs.
The popularity of location-based services is tightly coupled to the success and
technological progress in the area of mobile communication and the corresponding
1 https://de.foursquare.com (Last accessed on July 18, 2014))
2 http://www.yelp.de (Last accessed on July 18, 2014)
3 http://www.da-sense.de (Last accessed on July 18, 2014)
4 http://www.appjobber.de (Last accessed on July 18, 2014)
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devices [178]. It began in 1996 with the E911 mandate from the US government that
required telecommunication operators to locate emergency calls in their mobile net-
works [153, 74, 32]. In 2005 (i) the rise of the Web 2.0 paradigm, (ii) the distribution
of GPS-capable mobile devices, and (iii) the introduction of the Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) have been responsible for the increase in pop-
ularity of location-based services, as identified by Bellavista et al. [10]. Today, as
revealed by a recent study [186], 74 % of smartphone owners in the US with an age
older than 18 years use location-based services.
The applicability of location-based services for the deployment in MANETs results
from the locality of interaction of location-based services, as discussed in the follow-
ing. Based on measurements of the location-based service Foursquare, Noulas et
al. [122] show that 20 % of consecutive checkins are below a distance of one kilome-
ter, while 60 % range between one kilometer and 10 km. Another measurement study
of Foursquare outlines that 34.5 % of all users have a radius of gyration below 10 mi.
(≈ 16.09 km) [22]. The radius of gyration represents the standard deviation of the dis-
tance between the locations of checkins and the average over these locations. Taking
the distance between the location of users and the requested information into con-
sideration, we analyzed data from the crowd sourcing application AppJobber, which
was provided by the “wer denkt was GmbH”. The results reveal that approximately
58.3 % of all users are interested in information that is less than one kilometer away.
Only 6.4,% of all users are interested in information, which is more than 10 km away,
reaching a maximum distance of 201.4 km. For further details on our data analysis,
we refer the interested reader to Appendix A.1.
The provided results underpin that users are mainly interested in their vicinity
and request information from nearby places, regions, or localities. Consequently, a
MANET provides a viable communication substrate. The direct interconnection of
devices appropriately reflects the locality of interaction of location-based services.
2.2 an introduction to communication networks
Before we take a closer look at relevant layers of the reference model for communica-
tion networks, as depicted in Figure 1, we start with an introduction to communica-
tion networks. Afterwards, we present the notion of transition-enabled communication
networks, as specified by the Future Internet project MAKI [49]. MAKI targets at the
development of flexible communication networks that adapt (i) to the current condi-
tions of the network and the environment as well as (ii) to the requirements of the
application scenario.
According to the general definition from Tanenbaum and Wetherall [167], com-
munication networks represent a collection of autonomous communication devices,
which are interconnected to enable the communication between each other. To ex-
change information between any devices communication networks consist of multi-
ple layers, which are vertically aligned. Through a well-defined interface, every layer
offers its services to the layer above, whereas layers at the same level on different
devices rely on communication protocols for the virtual data exchange between them.
The protocols that are deployed at the different layers of the communication network
form the protocol stack. Typical examples for protocol stacks cover the ISO OSI Ref-
erence model [31], the TCP/IP Reference Model [15], and the derived version from
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Tanenbaum and Wetherall [167] that serves as reference in this thesis and is shown
in Figure 1. For this thesis, the reference model has been extended with a dedicated
layer for monitoring, as discussed in Section 2.4.2.
MAKI extends the presented concepts by the notion of the aforementioned tran-
sition-enabled communication networks [49]. The major idea is the development of
adaptive communication networks that are able to handle the increasing dynam-
ics. They originate from but are not limited to (i) new protocols, (ii) heterogeneous
communication devices, (iii) changing conditions in the network as well as the sur-
rounding environment, and (iv) diverse requirements of the application scenario. To
react on the increasing dynamics MAKI exploits the variety and diversity of already
existing communication protocols and pursues the idea of a modified communica-
tion network that eases the integration of prospective protocols. In the following we
present major concepts and terms of transition-enabled communication networks.
In the context of MAKI [49] a mechanism serves as a representative for the existing
protocols at the different layers. These mechanisms are used to build and configure
a communication network. If the mechanism is decomposable into separate com-
ponents, the mechanism consists in turn of multiple mechanisms. We define two
or several mechanisms as functionally equivalent, if they provide a comparable func-
tionality but implement the functionality in different ways. The set of functionally
equivalent mechanisms is represented by a multi-mechanism.
The basic assumption of MAKI is that functionally equivalent mechanisms of a
multi-mechanism are targeted at different scenarios with diverging conditions and
requirements. Consequently, the mechanisms behave differently and exhibit differing
performance and cost profiles. MAKI exploits the vast amount of these functionally
equivalent mechanisms to identify the corresponding multi-mechanisms. Upon the
identified multi-mechanisms new configurations of the considered communication
network may be created that consist of different mechanisms but still provide the
same functionality. Dependent (i) on the prevailing network and environmental con-
ditions as well as (ii) on the requirements of the application scenario, an appropriate
configuration with the corresponding mechanisms may be selected.
Given the basic terms, we introduce the concept of a transition [49]. A transition rep-
resents a seamless and automated replacement of a mechanism by another one from
the same multi-mechanism. If multiple transitions are simultaneously executed, we
summarize these transitions as a multi-mechanisms adaptation. Both a single transition
as well as a multi-mechanisms adaptation represent means to adapt the communica-
tion network.
Figure 2 depicts an excerpt of a transition-enabled communication network, visu-
alizing the introduced terms and their interdependencies. The communication net-
work consists of three adjacent communication layers, which comprise one multi-
mechanism per layer. The given multi-mechanisms contain i, j, or k mechanisms
that are used to configure the communication network. A transition between two
mechanisms of a multi-mechanism is highlighted by the arrow between the two
mechanisms. A multi-mechanisms adaptation is represented by the dashed arrow
between the depicted system configurations.
For the seamless and automated execution of transitions a transition-enabled com-
munication network constantly performs the following steps of an adaptation loop.
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Figure 2: Excerpt of a transition-enabled communication network inspired by [49]
• The communication network is monitored to capture relevant information and
to analyze the current state of the communication network and its participants,
given the requirements of the application scenario and the influencing condi-
tions of the surrounding environment.
• Based on the conducted analysis, a decision is made if transitions must be
executed to adapt the communication network.
• Finally, the decision about the selected configuration is disseminated in the
communication network to trigger the required transitions.
2.3 mobile ad hoc networks
In this section we provide an overview on MANETs and highlight common char-
acteristics. After the introduction, we survey and classify existing routing concepts
and protocols, which serve as basis and reference for the applied communication
methods within our approaches for decentralized monitoring (cf. Chapter 4 and 5).
In terms of MANETs the interconnected communication devices of a communica-
tion network are mobile, meaning that they change their geographical position over
time. For the remainder of the thesis we summarize the mobile communication de-
vices as mobile nodes or just as nodes if the mobile context is obvious. In contrast to a
mobile node a fixed node represents a node, which remains at the same geographical
position over time.
MANETs are characterized as networks without an infrastructure or central point
that manages the interconnection or the information exchange between nodes [144,
115, 138, 24]. Instead, the infrastructure-less network just consists of autonomous
nodes, which must organize themselves to communicate with each other. The uti-
lized communication devices are mainly battery powered, since they are mobile. As
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Figure 3: Overview on surveyed classes of routing protocols for MANETs
a consequence the energy of a device represents a scarce resource, which must be
taken into account when designing protocols. In terms of the communication the de-
vices communicate over a wireless and shared medium, which provides every node
with a limited communication range. As the network operates on a shared medium
and is neither restricted to a set of dedicated nodes nor to a certain area, every node
is able to participate and to send and receive data [24, 56]. Furthermore, the wire-
less medium may be disrupted by environmental conditions and external signals,
leading to a significantly less reliable data transmission as for fixed networks [60].
Due to the limited communication range a node just communicates with nearby
nodes that currently reside inside its communication range. To address distant nodes
outside of the communication range MANETs require intermediate nodes to forward
the data. According to [144, 115, 56], nodes may be considered as end-systems and
routers at the same time, which send and receive but also forward data. Paired with
the inherent mobility and the frequently changing topology a route between a sender
and a receiver only exists for a short amount of time. To enable the communication
and information exchange between any two nodes dedicated routing protocols are
required, which handle the mentioned characteristics, arising from the wireless com-
munication medium and the mobility of nodes.
During the last years, a plethora of routing protocols for MANETs has been devel-
oped. We abstain from providing an exhaustive overview on existing protocols, since
this is beyond the scope of this thesis. For a detailed overview on routing protocols
in MANETs we refer the interested reader to [144, 162, 93, 145]. Instead, we clas-
sify existing routing protocols and give an overview about relevant and well-known
approaches.
According to [115, 162, 24, 145], routing protocols for MANETs are classified as
topology-based and position-based protocols, as depicted in Figure 3. In the following
we detail both classes but mainly focus on position-based protocols, because they
serve as basis for the communication within our approaches for decentralized moni-
toring.
2.3.1 Preliminaries
Before we detail the different classes of routing protocols and survey corresponding
examples, we introduce some important terms and definitions. These terms and def-
initions are used throughout the thesis for a clear and consistent description of the
communication between the nodes.
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Figure 4: An example for the communication between different mobile nodes in a MANET
to illustrate the different states of a node, the sets, areas, and regions
The set A represents all active nodes in a MANET and we refer to a single node ofA as K. A node that intends to send a packet to another node is denoted as source S.
The effective source of a packet as well as several potential sources are represented
by the set of sources S. The addressed receiver is called destination D. Since the trans-
mission often requires several hops to reach the destination, we define a forwarding
node between source and destination as intermediate node I. The corresponding set
of intermediate nodes, which comprises all forwarding nodes between S and D is
denoted as I. A node that currently resides in the communication range of another
node is denoted as a neighbor N and belongs to the set of neighbors N .
Figure 4 depicts an example of a MANET with a transmission of a packet from
S to D along the routing direction, which is represented by the dotted arrow. To
reach the destination the packet is sent over the route SI1I3I7D, where I1, I3, and
I7 represent intermediate nodes and belong to I. Furthermore, the figure shows the
communication range of S, which determines the neighbors of S, covering I1, I2, but
also N1.
To differentiate between multiple nodes along the route we denote the node, where
a packet currently resides as current hop Hn. The exponent n represents the number
of hops of a packet from S to Hn. The predecessor of the current hop, which for-
warded the packet, is denoted as Hn−1. The successor of the current hop is labeled
with Hn+1 and belongs to the set of next hops H. Assuming that I4 is the current
hop, as depicted in Figure 4, I2 represents the predecessor Hn−1, whereas I5 and I6
belong to the set of next hops H of I4.
In addition to the transmission of a packet to a single node a source may also
transmit a packet to multiple nodes. The set of receivers may be determined by
a provided list of addresses, a dedicated address, or dependent on their current
geographical position. In the latter case the packet is targeted to a geographical
region, which is denoted as geocast region. In a geocast region, the packet must be
delivered to every node, which currently resides in that region. A receiving node
in that region is represented by G and belongs to the set D. To reach the targeted
geocast region a packet is sent through a so-called forwarding region, where every
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Name Explanation
SetsA Set of all nodes K that are currently active in the MANETS Set of potential and effective sources S for the transmission of
the same packetD Set of all receivers G of a packet, which currently reside in the
geocast region. If the packet is intended for a single node, the
receiver is denoted as D.I Set of nodes I, which forwarded the packet from S to D or GH Set of next hops Hn+1 from the currently transmitting hop Hn,
which is n hops away from the sourceN Set of all neighboring nodes N, which currently reside in the
communication range of a node
Areas and regions
Geocast region Defines the area, where the packet must be delivered to
Forwarding
region
Represents the area, where receiving nodes become
intermediate nodes and must forward the packet
Progress area Denotes the semicircle around a sender that faces the
destination or geocast region
Greedy area Specifies the overlap between the communication range of a
node K and the circle around the destination D. The radius of
the circle around D is given by
−→
DK.
Table 1: Summary of the nomenclature and definitions of the required sets, areas, and
regions for routing in MANETs
intermediate node I must forward the message. Figure 4 depicts an example of a
transmission of a packet from S through the forwarding region to the geocast region
with the subsequent dissemination of the packet to G1, G2, and G3.
In addition to the definition of the two regions the progress area specifies the semi-
circle around a sender towards the destination or geocast region. It is defined by the
intersection of the communication range with the dashed line that is perpendicular
to the routing direction
−→
SD. The greedy area consists of a fraction of the progress area.
As depicted in Figure 4 it is given by the overlap of the communication range with
the dashed circle around D. The radius of the dashed circle is specified by
−→
DS. Ta-
ble 1 summarizes the introduced nomenclature and definitions of the different sets,
areas, and regions.
2.3.2 Topology-Based Routing Protocols
Topology-based routing protocols for MANETs rely on the links between the nodes.
Upon these links, the nodes continuously maintain routes to other nodes or establish
and maintain the routes, if required. Based on these differences, topology-based rout-
ing protocols are subdivided into proactive, reactive, and hybrid protocols [115, 162].
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In proactive routing protocols each node must maintain a routing table, which
contains an entry with a distance to every other node in the network. The routes of
each routing table are managed and kept up-to-date through periodical [23] and/or
event-driven updates [132, 118]. Link-state-based approaches [131, 64] require nodes
to disseminate their link-state information so that other nodes are able to create and
maintain their routes to every other node.
In contrast, reactive protocols avoid the maintenance and management of routes
to every other node in the network. Instead, a route is only created and managed if
required. Therefore, the source of a packet discovers the route to the destination. To
maintain the identified route intermediate nodes (i) store their successors along the
route [133, 171], (ii) store every adjacent node of a resulting directed acyclic graph,
which is routed at the destination [129], or (iii) the source caches the complete route
to every destination [71].
Hybrid routing protocols combine aspects from proactive and reactive routing
protocols. For instance, a proactive protocol may be used between nearby nodes,
whereas distant nodes communicate over a reactive protocol [52].
2.3.3 Position-Based Routing Protocols
Position-based routing protocols do not operate on existing links between the nodes
but incorporate the information about a node’s geographical position to determine
the route from a source to a destination. The protocols require the position of the
destination as well as the positions of the nodes along the routing direction to deter-
mine the effective next hop. Exploiting the information about geographical positions,
nodes neither initiate network-wide searches for a receiver nor maintain routes to
potential or all destinations in the network. Instead, a node locally decides on the
next hop without maintaining a cache for routes or nodes, as detailed below. Con-
sequently, position-based routing protocols scale with the number of nodes in the
network and outperform topology-based protocols in this regard, as experimentally
confirmed in [101, 66].
In general, position-based routing protocols either route messages to single nodes
or to multiple nodes, which currently reside in a specified region. This region cor-
responds to the aforementioned geocast region and the corresponding protocols are
often referred to as geocast protocols. In the following we review position-based uni-
cast and geocast protocols, because the underlying addressing and routing concepts
play an important role for the communication within our approaches for decentral-
ized monitoring.
2.3.3.1 Unicasting
For position-based unicast protocols a source requires the information about a desti-
nation’s current geographical position. Furthermore, every intermediate node must
know where its neighbors currently reside in order to decide on the next hop and to
forward the message to the destination. Therefore, position-based unicast protocols
require a location service and a forwarding strategy. The location service is used to ob-
tain the current position of the addressed node. Due to the fact that our approaches
for decentralized monitoring do not require a node’s geographical position to iden-
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Figure 5: Next hop selection strategies for greedy routing in MANETs inspired by [162]
tify the destination of a packet we omit a survey on existing solutions and refer the
interested reader to [7, 101, 115, 83, 106].
Based on the obtained information about the current geographical position of the
destination, the forwarding strategy determines the corresponding route. Therefore,
every node periodically broadcasts its current position [115, 162], which is used to
select the next hop according to the applied next hop selection strategy. During each
hop, the strategy tries to select a neighbor that minimizes the distance to the desti-
nation. The resulting greedy strategy fails if a so-called concave node [162] is reached.
A concave node has no neighbors that reduce the distance to the destination. For
this reason, a recovery strategy is applied to leave the concave node. In the following
we present an extract of prominent and relevant solutions. For further details and
approaches we refer the interested reader to [43].
next hop selection strategy
We rely on Figure 5 to support the explanation of prominent and relevant next hop
selection strategies. The figure shows a sending node K, which transmits the packet
to D along the routing direction. The green nodes in the communication range of K
constitute potential intermediate nodes along the routing direction. Dependent on
the selected next hop selection strategy, one node becomes the intermediate node I.
Several solutions rely on the progress as selection criterion for the next hop. The
progress for the next hop is determined by its projection onto the routing direction
(cf. Figure 5). The Most Forward Within Radius scheme [166] selects IM as next hop,
since it maximizes the progress. Contrary to this, the Nearest Forward Progress [57]
chooses the nearest neighbor IN of K to reduce the probability of collisions as well as
to minimize the energy consumption for a transmission. In addition to the progress
criterion the approach from Finn [39] selects node IG, which has the smallest distance
to D. Compass routing [92] selects node IC, because it reduces the angle ∠ICKD, as
depicted in Figure 5.
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recovery strategy
Multiple approaches exist to recover from a concave node. In [163] concave nodes
flood their neighbors, which, in turn, proceed with the greedy forwarding strategy
as long as they are no concave nodes themselves. In [166] it is proposed to return
the packet backwards to the node with the least negative progress. Another class of
approaches [13, 77] applies face routing to leave concave nodes and to bypass empty
regions. If an intermediate node is reached that is closer to the destination than the
concave node, the node proceeds with the next hop selection strategy.
2.3.3.2 Geocasting
Geocast protocols are classified into data-transmission oriented and routing-creation
oriented protocols [70, 110]. The first class of protocols transmits the packets from
the source to the geocast region by determining the forwarding region between the
source and the geocast region. Nodes inside the forwarding region become inter-
mediate nodes and forward the packets to the geocast region. Different approaches
exist to determine the forwarding region and to reduce the number of forwarding
nodes to a minimum. Examples cover the logical partitioning of the area between the
source and geocast region into squares [85, 103] or Voronoi regions [164].
Contrary to the first class of geocast protocols, the routing-creation oriented pro-
tocols [87, 12] create routes from the source to the specified region to avoid the
well-known problem of so-called broadcast storms [172]. In a broadcast storm every
receiver of a broadcast starts a broadcast on its own, which leads to a congestion of
the wireless communication medium. Once the routes are established, the packets
are sent to the geocast region.
2.3.3.3 Contention-Based Forwarding
So far, the presented position-based routing protocols require that a node is aware of
the geographical positions of its neighbors to forward a packet. As outlined in Sec-
tion 2.3.3.1 nodes periodically broadcast their current position so that a node is able
to select its appropriate next hop. These position updates may lead to the already
mentioned broadcast storm problem [172], which congests the wireless communica-
tion medium. Moreover, if no or only a few packets are routed between sources and
destinations, periodic updates are unnecessary, because recent position updates are
not required.
Contention-based forwarding schemes [40, 189], also known as beacon-less routing [53],
present an efficient extension of position-based routing protocols, since periodic up-
dates are completely avoided. Instead, a forwarding node broadcasts a packet and
each receiving node, which resides in a specified area, becomes a candidate for the
next hop. Shape and size of the area depend on the corresponding contention-based
forwarding scheme [40, 189, 53]. For example, the area may consist of the greedy area
(cf. Figure 4). To determine the effective next hop every receiving node starts a timer.
The length of the timer depends on (i) the position of the next hop, (ii) the next hop
selection strategy, and (iii) the position of the previous hop or the destination. As-
suming that the Most Forward Within Radius scheme [166] is used, nodes inside the
greedy area with a higher progress obtain a smaller timer than nodes with a lower
progress. If a timer expires, the corresponding node broadcasts the packet. The re-
maining waiting nodes receive this packet and cancel their delayed transmission of
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the packet. For contention-based forwarding schemes it is essential that nodes are
able to overhear transmitted packets from other nodes.
2.4 decentralized monitoring in communication networks
Subsequent to the introduction of MANETs we provide the background on decentral-
ized monitoring. At the beginning, we start with the foundations of monitoring in
communication networks and survey different classes of network monitoring. After
bridging the gap to decentralized monitoring, we detail general principles of decen-
tralized monitoring, covering the structure of a corresponding mechanism and a de-
tailed description of its relevant components. Finally, we present the non-functional
requirements of a decentralized monitoring mechanism.
2.4.1 Foundations of Monitoring
The Oxford dictionary defines the verb to monitor, as “observe and check the progress
or quality of (something) over a period of time” [33]. In terms of communication
networks monitoring is described as continuous measuring, collecting, interpreting,
and displaying of information of objects [72, 113, 34]. These objects may represent
concurrent processes on a single node [72] or processes on different nodes in com-
munication networks [34]. For the remainder of the thesis and to comply with the
concepts of mechanisms, as introduced by MAKI [49], we refer to the service that
monitors a communication network as monitoring mechanism. The monitored state
of the network and its participating nodes is denoted as monitoring information and
represented by a set of attributes [113].
In a communication network monitoring information provides the data basis to
manage the system and to react on changes. These changes may arise from the
network and its participating nodes [113, 96] as well as from the changing condi-
tions of the surrounding environment and application requirements, as specified by
MAKI [49]. The class of monitoring with the related monitored attributes depends
on the aspects of a communication network, which should be managed. The Interna-
tional Organization for Standardization has identified five main classes of network
management [62], also known by the abbreviation FCAPS, that specify which aspects
must be monitored and managed.
fault management comprises the detection of faults, the identification of appro-
priate countermeasures, and the execution of the selected actions. Monitoring
provides the data basis to detect these faults and to determine the correspond-
ing severity.
configuration management describes the task to maintain the network by
controlling the configuration of every participating node. For this purpose mon-
itoring is used to capture changing configurations. The obtained information
may serve for the identification of potential networking issues, which are at-
tributed to incorrectly configured nodes.
accounting management deals with the compliance of access rights and of re-
source utilization in a communication network. In this context monitoring cap-
tures, which resource has been accessed to which extent. The collected data
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may be used to verify the correctness of access rights over time and/or for
billing dependent on the resource utilization.
performance management addresses the performance of communication net-
works and examines if the specified requirements are met. In this regard mon-
itoring is used to measure the current state of the network, comprising the
participating nodes, the interconnecting links between neighbors, and end-to-
end abstractions between distant nodes [96]. The provided data serve as basis
to identify (i) potential bottlenecks, (ii) the availability of sufficient resources,
or (iii) the dissipation of unused resources.
security management deals with the detection of attacks and identification of
infected or malicious nodes in the communication network. In this context a
monitoring mechanism may be used to monitor the traffic, create traffic profiles,
and send alerts if unusual or suspicious traffic is detected.
Among the different management and monitoring classes, we primarily focus on
monitoring mechanisms that belong to the class of performance management. The con-
sidered mechanisms monitor a predefined set of attributes to represent the state of
the network and its participating nodes. As envisioned by MAKI [49] and explained
in Section 2.2 the monitoring information is used to analyze the communication net-
work and to decide on potential transitions of the communication network.
Given the foundations of monitoring, we derive the functional requirements and
specify that a monitoring mechanism must
• observe the quality and performance of the communication network, by
• continuously measuring, collecting, and interpreting monitoring information,
which are represented by a set of specified attributes that
• reproduce the state of the communication network and its participating nodes.
So far, the description about monitoring and management implicitly assumes the
presence of a central monitoring entity. Figure 6 sketches an example of a monitor-
ing mechanism with a central monitoring entity that monitors the communication
network. On top of the lower four layers of the communication network, which
are summarized as underlay, the central monitoring entity is responsible to moni-
tor the network by collecting and processing the data from the nodes. In this regard
CoMon [128] represents a prominent example for a monitoring mechanism with a
central monitoring entity. CoMon monitors the testbed environment PlanetLab and
consists of a central node that periodically requests a set of attributes from the re-
maining nodes in the network. Subsequently, the central node processes the data and
offers insights into the current network state.
Depending on the number and distribution of nodes in the network, the central
monitoring entity may also consist of multiple monitoring nodes, which are trans-
parent to the remaining nodes in the network. Thus, the depicted central monitoring
entity in Figure 6 may be considered as substitute for multiple monitoring nodes.
The Query infrastructure from Akamai represents an example that belongs to this
category, because it consists of more than 60,000 nodes, which are distributed over
the whole world [140]. Query operates on a hierarchical architecture, which facili-
tates the collection of data at single and multiple locations, thus, exhibiting aspects
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Figure 6: Example of a monitoring mechanism with a central monitoring entity that monitors
the communication network
of a centralized but also decentralized design. It monitors the Akamai network for
different types of large-scale applications and collects data from the own servers, the
network, users, and agents5 [123].
Figure 6 and the examples of CoMon and Query illustrate and emphasize the ne-
cessity of a central monitoring entity. However, the considered communication net-
works of this thesis are exclusively established by the nodes and are not equipped
with a central entity to monitor the communication network. As mentioned before-
hand related examples of these communication networks comprise but are not lim-
ited to MANETs and P2P networks. Similar to MANETs (cf. Section 2.3) nodes of a
P2P network organize themselves to share and provide their resources for the op-
eration of the communication network [3, 154]. Corresponding examples for P2P
networks range from (i) mobile P2P networks in MANETs [148, 184, 45], over (ii)
hybrid networks [58, 108], interconnecting mobile and fixed nodes, to (iii) solutions,
which are tailored to fixed nodes [161, 143, 90]. Due to the distributed nature of the
presented communication networks without a central entity the nodes cannot rely
on a central monitoring entity. Instead, they must operate the deployed monitoring
mechanism by themselves to monitor the communication network.
2.4.2 Principles of Decentralized Monitoring
After introducing the foundations of monitoring in communication networks we
present the principles of decentralized monitoring. These principles serve for the
design of appropriate decentralized monitoring mechanisms that comply with the
requirements, which have been derived and presented during the previous section.
To be more precise we answer the following questions about decentralized monitor-
ing mechanisms:
1. What is the basic design of a decentralized monitoring mechanism?
2. How is a decentralized monitoring mechanism integrated into a communica-
tion network?
3. Which tasks have to be performed by the nodes so that data are collected and
that the generated results are subsequently disseminated in the network?
5 An agent simulates a requesting user to assess the performance of the request and the quality of the
requested content.
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To answer these questions we present the overall structure of a mechanism for
decentralized monitoring in Section 2.4.2.1. Afterwards, we go into detail and de-
scribe relevant components of the mechanism in Section 2.4.2.2 and 2.4.2.3. Finally,
Section 2.4.2.4 provides a summary on the principles of decentralized monitoring,
which are not limited to decentralized monitoring mechanisms in MANETs but ad-
dress communication networks in general. We point out, if some of the statements
are only applicable to a certain class of communication networks.
2.4.2.1 The Structure of Decentralized Monitoring Mechanisms
A major task of monitoring is the measurement and collection of monitoring infor-
mation, which consists of a set of attributes to reflect the current state of the com-
munication network and its participating nodes (cf. Section 2.4.1). Correspondingly,
decentralized monitoring mechanisms must execute this task as well. Due to the fact
that decentralized monitoring mechanisms are deployed in a communication net-
work without a dedicated monitoring entity the participating nodes are responsible
to measure and collect the data. For the remainder of this thesis we refer to this
task as data collection, representing the first basic component of a decentralized mon-
itoring mechanism. In the context of data collection we denote the collected data as
monitoring data.
Subsequent to the collection, the information about the current network state must
be disseminated among the nodes. There is no central entity that exploits and uti-
lizes monitoring information to manage the communication network. Consequently
and in addition to the collection of monitoring data, the nodes must be provided
with the monitoring information to manage communication networks. We denote
the subsequent dissemination of monitoring information as result dissemination and
refer to the disseminated information as monitoring results. The result dissemination
represents the second basic component of a decentralized monitoring mechanism.
For the collection and dissemination a dedicated topology must be established and
maintained. The topology specifies on which nodes the data are collected and how
a single or multiple collecting nodes are reached. With respect to the dissemination
of monitoring results either a separate or the same topology may be used to specify
how monitoring results are disseminated. We denote the underlying topology for the
collection and result dissemination as monitoring topology. The monitoring topology
incorporates the tasks to establish and maintain the topology and constitutes the last
basic component of a decentralized monitoring mechanism.
Based on the discussion, we are able to answer the first of our three questions
that address decentralized monitoring mechanisms. As presented in our previous
work [156, 158] the structure of a decentralized monitoring mechanism consists of
three basic components, covering (i) the monitoring topology, (ii) data collection, and
(iii) result dissemination. In the following we detail the concepts of each component,
while existing solutions for a decentralized monitoring mechanism with its basic
components are surveyed in Chapter 3.
2.4.2.2 Monitoring Topology
In order to answer the second from our three questions we elaborate on the inte-
gration of a decentralized monitoring mechanism into the communication network.
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(a) Direct integration of a decentralized monitor-
ing mechanism on top of the underlay
(b) Integration of a decentralized monitoring
mechanism on top of an overlay
Figure 7: Integration of a decentralized monitoring mechanism into different communication
networks
Afterwards, we focus on the monitoring topology and the related tasks and aris-
ing requirements. We integrate a decentralized monitoring mechanism on a separate
layer into the considered communication network above the transport layer. At this
layer, the decentralized monitoring mechanism is able to access and use the routing
functionality of the underlying layers to route data through the network to a given
destination. Depending on the considered communication network, a decentralized
monitoring mechanism may directly use the routing functionality from the transport
layer or from an additional layer denoted as overlay layer, which is in between the
transport and monitoring layer. Both alternatives are depicted in Figure 7.
Overlays are used for the logical interconnection of nodes. They provide unified
methods to communicate and abstract from the complexities of the network [30],
comprising different access techniques [20] or addressing schemes [58, 59]. Especially
in P2P systems, overlays constitute a well-known concept. Besides the provisioning
of means to communicate, they are used to lookup information [161, 90], distribute
content [26, 78, 136], stream videos [187, 179, 1], or implement even decentralized
accounting schemes [104]. Figure 7a depicts an example, where the decentralized
monitoring mechanism is directly integrated on top of the underlay. The provided
addressing and communication schemes from the underlay serve for the establish-
ment of the monitoring topology. Figure 7b shows an example of a decentralized
monitoring mechanism on top of an overlay using the functionality from the overlay
to establish and maintain the topology.
As mentioned above the monitoring topology is used to collect data, which are
distributed over the whole network and are available at the participating nodes. The
topology identifies one or multiple nodes to store the collected data and specifies
how the data must be forwarded to reach one or several of these particular nodes. For
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the dissemination of monitoring information the same or an additional monitoring
topology may be used.
Once established, the maintenance of the topology is of major importance, because
it provides the basis for the exchange of monitoring information. Consequently, the
monitoring topology must deal with the characteristics and dynamics that arise from
the MANET and the surrounding environment. As specified by the second and third
research challenges and exemplified in the description of the environment (cf. Sec-
tion 2.1.1) the monitoring topology must handle (i) the constant arrival and departure
of nodes, also referred to as churn, (ii) the mobility of nodes in MANETs, and (iii)
the limited communication range of the devices in those networks, which leads to a
constantly changing network topology in combination with node mobility.
2.4.2.3 Data Collection and Result Dissemination
As introduced in Section 2.4.1 the monitoring information about the network and its
participating nodes is represented by a set of attributes. Existing approaches enable
the adding or removal of attributes at runtime [176]. In contrast to that we define
the set of attributes as a fixed set, which cannot be changed at runtime. The set may
consist of attributes from different communication layers but also take the device
itself into consideration, as shown by the following examples.
underlay. Examples of attributes comprise the amount of sent and received data
of a node [114], the packet loss rate [130], or the expected transmission time [35]
to characterize the state of the routing protocol.
overlay. The number of participating nodes constitutes a frequently selected at-
tribute for the overlay, which is monitored to adapt the structure of the over-
lay [112, 169] or to adjust the join and leave procedures of the overlay [2].
decentralized monitoring mechanism . As proposed in [102] a decentral-
ized monitoring mechanism captures the request rate of monitored data. Based
on the obtained insights, the process of data retrieval may be adapted in order
to reduce latency and cost.
application. Examples for monitored attributes at the application layer are highly
diverse. For instance, (i) the access frequency of content is monitored to adjust
content replication [27, 99] or (ii) social relations between nodes are captured
to place content on nodes with strong social relations [127].
communication device . In addition to layer-specific attributes resources and
characteristics of the communication devices may also be monitored [46, 97].
Examples cover the available storage, the energy state, or existing CPUs.
After the overview on monitored attributes of a decentralized monitoring mech-
anism, we answer the last of our three questions. We focus on data collection and
result dissemination discussing related tasks and arising requirements.
data collection
Every participating node of a decentralized monitoring mechanism must locally mea-
sure the set of specified attributes. Afterwards, the attributes are forwarded over the
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topology and collected at a single or multiple nodes dependent on the topology.
During the data collection phase, the measured attributes are processed primarily
to reduce the size of the collected data. The reduction is necessary to prevent that
the resulting traffic becomes the predominant traffic factor and exceeds the traffic of
an application or service. In this context aggregation represents a frequently used
procedure to compress the size of data. During the collection phase, the measured
attributes and/or partial results, which represent already combined attributes from
two or more nodes, are aggregated. Examples of common aggregation functions for
the combination of monitored attributes comprise minimum, maximum, sum, count,
or average [109] but also central moments (e.g. variance [69]) or histograms with
accuracy objectives [75]. The presented process of data aggregation during the trans-
mission is often referred to as in-network aggregation [135].
Independent of the processing technique, the final result of an attribute contains
the input from all participating nodes that are covered by the decentralized monitor-
ing mechanism. According to the nomenclature from our previous work [158], we
denote the final result of an attribute, comprising the input from all nodes, as global
view of an attribute. The monitoring results contain the global views of all monitored
attributes representing the global state of the communication network.
In contrast to decentralized monitoring mechanisms for fixed communication net-
works approaches for MANETs must not necessarily integrate the measured data
from all nodes that reside in the network. The limited communication range paired
with the distribution of nodes over a large geographical area leads to a high network
diameter of the MANET. Given this situation, the integration of data from distant
nodes leads to an unnecessary dissipation of a node’s resources. Consequently, de-
centralized monitoring mechanisms for MANETs limit their scope to a predefined
area. On the one hand, this area exceeds the local view of a single node to encompass
more nodes and provide substantial information about the communication network,
as demanded by our research challenges (cf. Section 1.2). On the other hand, the
size of this area is limited to prevent the dissipation of resources. Dependent on the
scope of the decentralized monitoring mechanism and the spatial network size, only
a fraction of the whole network is covered. To monitor the whole MANET multi-
ple instances of a decentralized monitoring mechanism may be distributed over the
MANET. They operate in parallel without exchanging information between them.
As demanded by our fifth research challenge (cf. Section 1.2) a decentralized moni-
toring mechanism in MANETs must provide location-aware monitoring information.
This comprises detailed information about a node’s vicinity and summarized infor-
mation from distant places. The requirement of location-aware monitoring reflects
a typical and inherent interaction pattern in MANETs, because a node must always
interact with its immediate neighbors even when interacting with distant nodes. Ex-
amples comprise (i) location services for position-based routing protocols [7, 101],
where position information about nearby nodes is more accurate than about dis-
tant nodes or (ii) proactive topology-based routing protocols [131], where nearby
nodes frequently update their link state information as opposed to distant nodes.
Furthermore, the locality of interaction represents the typical interaction pattern of
location-based services, as outlined during the description of the considered applica-
tion scenario (cf. Section 2.1).
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result dissemination
Subsequent to the collection and processing of monitoring data, a decentralized mon-
itoring mechanism must provide the monitoring results. Based on this dissemination,
every node in the communication network is able to access and utilize the informa-
tion. The information may be disseminated over the same topology, which is used for
data collection. Otherwise, a separate topology serves for the dissemination of mon-
itoring results. Furthermore, interested nodes may actively request the monitoring
results from one or multiple nodes, which store the collected data.
2.4.2.4 Summary on Decentralized Monitoring Mechanisms
After the discussion about principles of decentralized monitoring, we summarize
our findings for a corresponding decentralized monitoring mechanism that observes
the quality and performance of the network to reproduce the state of the network
and its participating nodes. Based on our specification of a monitoring mechanism
(cf. Section 2.4.1), we postulate that a decentralized monitoring mechanism
• operates on top of the transport layer or overlay layer and exploits the function-
ality of the underlying layers to exchange data;
• consists of three components for (i) the monitoring topology, (ii) the data col-
lection, and (iii) the result dissemination;
• must not necessarily cover the whole communication network (in terms of
MANETs), but requires that each covered node participates in monitoring.
Consequently, every participating node (i) helps to establish and maintain the mon-
itoring topology, (ii) locally measures and stores monitoring data, (iii) forwards or
collects the monitoring data dependent on the topology, (iv) processes the monitor-
ing data during the collection phase, and (v) disseminates the monitoring results in
the network, so that every participating node is aware of the current network state.
2.4.3 Non-Functional Requirements of Decentralized Monitoring Mechanisms
Based on our specifications of a decentralized monitoring mechanism, we formulate
the corresponding non-functional requirements to complete the chapter. We adopt
the nomenclature from Saller et al. [146], who surveyed relevant non-functional re-
quirements for fixed communication networks and divide these requirements into
workload-independent and workload-dependent non-functional requirements. The class of
workload-independent non-functional requirements directly characterizes a decen-
tralized monitoring mechanism. In contrast, the workload-dependent non-functional
requirements describe the influences, a decentralized monitoring mechanism must
handle. The resulting identification and classification of non-functional requirements
is based on our previous work for decentralized monitoring mechanisms in fixed
communication networks [156, 158] and MANETs [157].
2.4.3.1 Workload-Independent Non-Functional Requirements
The workload-independent non-functional requirements are used to characterize a
decentralized monitoring mechanism in terms of performance and cost. As detailed
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below the performance is further divided into accuracy and timeliness. Based on the
identified set of non-functional requirements corresponding metrics may be derived
to quantify to which extent the non-functional requirements are met. Table 2 provides
an overview on relevant metrics for the respective non-functional requirements.
accuracy
A decentralized monitoring mechanism tries to reproduce the effective network state
as precise as possible. This includes the integration of information from all partici-
pating nodes that are covered by the decentralized monitoring mechanism. Thus,
the accuracy of a decentralized monitoring mechanism is divided into the error [9,
89, 47, 158] and completeness [51, 18]. The error characterizes the deviation of the
monitored global view from the effective global view of an attribute, whereas com-
pleteness assesses how many nodes contributed with their local values. Furthermore,
the accuracy serves to validate if the functional requirement of location-aware moni-
toring is met.
timeliness
In addition to the provisioning of an accurate global network state a decentralized
monitoring mechanism must keep the time as minimal as possible to provide each
node with the monitoring results. Thus, a decentralized monitoring mechanism must
take care of a fast collection and dissemination. Timeliness characterizes how long
it takes a mechanism to (i) collect the data, (ii) calculate the global view, and (iii)
distribute this view among the nodes [9, 47, 157]. Consequently, the non-functional
requirement indicates if the monitoring mechanism provides a recent or stale view
of the network state.
cost
According to Keshav [82] and Bawa et al. [9], the arising cost of a decentralized mon-
itoring mechanism are dividable into three categories covering (i) communication
cost, (ii) computation cost, and (iii) memory consumption (Bawa et al. only consider
the first two types of cost). The cost specifies how many resources must be spent to
monitor the communication network and to provide the global view of the communi-
cation network. Furthermore, as emphasized by the identified research challenges (cf.
Section 1.2), energy consumption constitutes an additional cost factor, which must be
taken into consideration when characterizing a decentralized monitoring mechanism
Non-functional
requirement
Relevant metrics
Accuracy Total error [89], standard deviation of the error [89], relative
error [28], completeness [51, 18]
Timeliness Maximum age [9], average staleness [157]
Cost Communication cost [82, 9], computation cost [82, 9], memory
consumption [82], power consumption [105, 157]
Table 2: Overview on relevant metrics for the quantification of a non-functional requirement
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in MANETs. The devices are battery powered so that energy becomes an important
resource that may not be dissipated.
2.4.3.2 Workload-Dependent Non-Functional Requirements
Contrary to the previous class, workload-dependent non-functional requirements do
not directly characterize a decentralized monitoring mechanism. In fact, they spec-
ify the environment, in which a decentralized monitoring mechanism must remain
operating. They serve for the design of workloads to indicate how performance and
cost are influenced. Table 3 provides an overview on relevant workloads for the par-
ticular non-functional requirements. The metrics of the workload-independent non-
functional requirements are used to quantify the influence of an applied workload
on the decentralized monitoring mechanism [146].
scalability
In terms of MANETs, the corresponding workloads of this category are used to vary
the spatial size and node density of a communication network, as emphasized in
Section 1.2. Given a constant density of nodes in the network, a decentralized mon-
itoring mechanism must operate if the spatial network size decreases or increases.
Given a constant spatial network size, the approach must work in the presence of
a decreasing or increasing node density. The number of monitored attributes rep-
resents another aspect to characterize the scalability of a decentralized monitoring
mechanism [182, 158]. It represents a workload parameter that belongs to a decen-
tralized monitoring mechanism, whereas the two previously presented workload
parameters vary aspects of the surrounding environment.
robustness
According to Riggio et al. [142], a decentralized monitoring mechanism in MANETs
is considered as robust, if it withstands or recovers from failures and continues to
provide its monitoring results. Failures of a decentralized monitoring mechanism
stem from the dynamic nature of MANETs as well as from the used communication
medium, covering the following three workload parameters:
• According to [114, 82, 142], churn and message loss constitute two inherent
workload parameters, which address robustness and must be handled by a
decentralized monitoring mechanism.
• Mobility represents another workload parameter, which leads to a constantly
changing network topology with varying neighbors. It is of particular relevance
for decentralized monitoring in MANETs.
Non-functional
requirement
Relevant workloads
Scalability Spatial network size [50], node density [61], number of moni-
tored attributes [182, 158]
Robustness Churn [82, 142], message loss [82, 142], mobility [180, 157]
Table 3: Overview on relevant workloads to examine a non-functional requirement
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R E L AT E D W O R K O N D E C E N T R A L I Z E D M O N I T O R I N G
M E C H A N I S M S
Decentralized monitoring mechanisms rely on three basic components to mo-nitor the system state and distribute the resulting monitoring information. As
outlined in Section 2.4.2 and depicted in Figure 8, a monitoring mechanism consists
of the three basic components for (i) the monitoring topology, (ii) the data collection,
and (iii) the result dissemination. Following the principles for decentralized moni-
toring (cf. Section 2.4.2), we survey approaches for fixed communication networks
in addition to existing solutions for MANETs. Based on the broader overview of
the surveyed approaches, (i) we investigate if the basic components are further di-
vidable into distinct categories and (ii) classify the surveyed approaches according
to the three basic components with their identified categories. The examination of
the basic components with the related classification is divided into three sections,
as depicted in Figure 8. Furthermore, a fourth section additionally details commonly
utilized aggregation techniques of decentralized monitoring mechanisms. At the end
of this chapter, we summarize the surveyed approaches and draw our conclusions,
setting the stage for the description of our developed monitoring mechanisms.
3.1 monitoring topology
As outlined in Section 2.4.2 a decentralized monitoring mechanism requires its own
underlying topology to collect monitoring data and disseminate monitoring results.
Consequently, the selection of the underlying topology constitutes an important de-
sign criterion that influences data collection and result dissemination [111, 158]. In
general, existing decentralized monitoring mechanisms are divided into hierarchical
and flat approaches. Hierarchical approaches operate on top of an ordered topology,
Figure 8: Overview on the three basic components of a decentralized monitoring mechanism
and the resulting structure of this chapter, which contains an additional section
about commonly applied data aggregation techniques
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such as a tree. The monitored data is forwarded from lower to higher levels in the hi-
erarchical topology and a single or multiple nodes manage and process the data for
the subsequent dissemination of the results. In contrast, flat approaches operate on
top of a random topology, such as meshes, which do not dictate the paths to collect
and disseminate information. Instead, communication takes place between arbitrary
nodes, mainly relying on concepts of gossiping [37, 14] to communicate. Due to
the close relation between flat approaches and the applied communication pattern
of gossiping flat approaches are often referred to as gossip-based approaches, which
we use interchangeably throughout the thesis. The following description of applied
monitoring topologies ranges from flat topologies over flat hierarchies to normal hi-
erarchies. For the different types of topologies we present the identified concepts to
create a topology and to identify communication partners. In addition, we mention
if dedicated devices are required for the establishment of a separate topology.
3.1.1 Flat Topologies
Decentralized monitoring mechanisms that belong to this category avoid the creation
of a dedicated topology for the data exchange. Instead, they gossip information be-
tween two arbitrarily selected nodes. For the arbitrary exchange of data they do not
require any specific functionality from the communication layer below as long as the
neighborhood can be identified. Due to the simple design flat approaches exist for
both fixed and mobile networks, such as MANETs.
In MANETs a node communicates with its neighboring nodes, i.e., nodes within
its communication range. Among these neighbors, current approaches rely on ran-
dom neighborhood selection to communicate [50] or simply broadcast information [180,
41]. In fixed communication networks approaches rely on the neighborhood, which,
for instance, is provided by an existing P2P overlay at the overlay layer (cf. Sec-
tion 2.4.2.2) or by additional services, such as the Peer Sampling Service [68]. Since
the availability of broadcasting cannot be assumed, flat decentralized monitoring
mechanisms rely on random neighborhood selection to communicate [69, 170, 174].
3.1.2 Flat Hierarchical Topologies
A hierarchical topology is considered to be flat, for example, if the hierarchy con-
sists of two or three levels. Approaches that rely on this type of topology, exploit the
advantages of a hierarchy but keep the arising maintenance overhead small. In gen-
eral, we differentiate between overlays of clusters, connected trees, and trees of clusters,
which we describe below. Decentralized monitoring mechanisms, which operate on
an overlay of clusters, are primarily designed for MANETs. To establish the hierarchy
approaches create clusters, identify cluster heads, and establish an overlay among the
heads for the communication between them. The applied cluster techniques cover
proximity-based [97, 173] or k-means [119] clustering with the identification of the
corresponding heads. To reduce the overhead for the creation of clusters a subset of
approaches [137, 119] relies on fixed nodes as heads.
Other approaches for MANETs establish connected trees, where the root of a tree
collects information from the nodes inside that tree. At the same time, the roots
interact with each other to exchange the collected information. Existing solutions
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solely rely on mobile nodes of the MANET [8] or include dedicated fixed nodes [142],
which create a separate topology to collect and disseminate information. Auxiliary
functions1 are applied that rely on the geographical distance to a root [142] or on
device characteristics [151] (e.g., a node’s energy level) to determine the level of a
node in the tree.
Finally, trees of clusters exist for both fixed and mobile communication networks.
In case of MANETs, ANMP [21] assumes a single three-tiered tree with a single root
and cluster heads as inner nodes of the tree. Grid Box Hierarchy [51] establishes a
multi-tiered tree, where each node of the tree corresponds to a cluster. The approach
avoids the identification of cluster heads and determines clusters by logically split-
ting the geographic network into disjoint areas. Astrolabe [176], Ganglia [114], and
Storia [121] constitute corresponding solutions for fixed communication networks.
Contrary to the presented approaches for MANETs, they require an existing hierar-
chy to establish the tree of clusters.
3.1.3 Hierarchical Topologies
Hierarchical topologies that avoid the creation of multiple hierarchical topologies
but incorporate every node into one hierarchical topology, more precisely a tree, are
mainly designed for fixed communication networks. GAP [29] and Willow [175] rely
on a single tree and require information about the neighborhood to establish the
tree. GAP uses a spanning tree by periodically applying the Breadth-First Search
algorithm on the participating nodes. Willow requires a separate addressing scheme,
more precisely, a separate ID space, to establish and maintain its tree. It assigns its
own IDs out of that ID space to the nodes and, similar to Kademlia [116], relies on
the XOR-distance between the assigned IDs to arrange the nodes in a tree. Similarly,
Graffi [46] and Li et al. [100] rely on a single tree but require a specific type of
an overlay below to create the tree. More precisely, both approaches assume the
existence of a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), which offers the functionality to search
for nodes based on provided IDs. As specified in [154] a DHT represents a specific
class of a P2P overlay, which uses its own ID space to identify nodes as well as data
objects. The corresponding IDs are used to (i) query nodes, (ii) retrieve data objects,
and (iii) define how the corresponding lookup for an ID is routed through the overlay.
Paired with the respective auxiliary function both approaches apply these functions
to determine positions in the tree [46] or to identify possible parents [100]. The DHT
is used to confirm the final position of the node in the tree and to determine an
effective parent.
Other decentralized hierarchical monitoring mechanisms [182, 65, 183] solely rely
on a DHT to create trees and avoid the application of an additional auxiliary function.
Instead, every monitored attribute is mapped to an ID from the ID space of the DHT.
Afterwards, the functionality from the DHT is used to determine responsible nodes
based on the ID of an attribute. Subsequently, the attribute-related information is
routed to the responsible node. The paths from all nodes to the responsible node for
an attribute result in a tree, which is rooted at the responsible node. The remaining
1 In the context of the hierarchy creation an auxiliary function calculates the position of a node in the
hierarchy. The function may use a node’s context as input to generate a hierarchy-related ID, the
immediate position, or the level for a node inside the hierarchy.
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nodes become either inner nodes or leaves of that tree. This procedure is executed
for every monitored attribute, which leads to a forest of trees. San Fermín [18] also
creates a forest of trees, but in this case, the forest is used to create a robust approach
instead of using one tree per attribute. Contrary to [182, 65, 183], San Fermín uses a
DHT to identify nodes that share the same ID prefix of a given length.
In contrast to the previous approaches RAIC [105] constitutes an exception, be-
cause it is not designed for fixed networks but for MANETs. The crucial difference
of RAIC to the approaches described above results from the fact that RAIC creates a
tree on-demand, which lasts for a short amount of time. A query for the global view
of attributes is spread in the network and the results are collected over the result-
ing tree at the querying node. The approach constitutes no viable solution for our
application scenarios for two main reasons:
• Multiple nodes might create the temporary topology in parallel, leading to an
unnecessary overhead.
• Only the root of the tree is provided with a global view of the network, while
other nodes obtain a partial view.
3.1.4 Conclusions
As a result of the simple construction and minor maintenance overhead flat solutions
appear to be a valid alternative for MANETs. However, a major disadvantage stems
from the fact that the monitoring results are location-agnostic and always character-
ize the whole network. Due to the gossip-based communication paradigm paired
with the mobility of nodes the current information at a node consists of data from
nearby and distant nodes. Therefore, it is challenging to provide location-aware re-
sults, as demanded by the identified research challenges (cf. Section 1.2).
Approaches, which rely on a single tree or a forest of trees, do neither represent
a viable solution for MANETs. They try to integrate each node into the hierarchy
and are hard to maintain in dynamic networks. These trees of the surveyed decen-
tralized monitoring mechanisms rely on parent-child relations, which must be fre-
quently checked to identify failures. In our previous work for fixed communication
networks [156, 158] we already revealed the negative impact of dynamic networks
on hierarchical decentralized monitoring mechanisms. We showed that parent-child
relations already suffer from an average online time of 15 min or 30 min of a node in
the network.
Consequently, approaches with a flat hierarchical topology appear to be the moni-
toring topology of choice for two reasons. First, the hierarchy enables the provision-
ing of location-aware monitoring results. Lower levels provide detailed information
with a local or regional scope, whereas higher levels summarize these scopes for a
global view. Second, hierarchies are kept flat to reduce the negative influence of node
mobility and limit the maintenance to a few layers.
3.2 data collection
This section details how the monitored attributes are collected from all participating
nodes, using the established topology. As already stated in Section 2.4.2.3 the set
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of monitored attributes may consist of diverse attributes from multiple layers of the
considered communication network, covering attributes from the link layer up to the
application layer. The process of data collection can be divided into four categories,
which specify
• how a node measures the attributes;
• how the nodes communicate to collect the data;
• when the communication is triggered;
• how the nodes aggregate the data to reduce the size.
We describe the tasks of the first three categories in the remainder of this section,
whereas data aggregation is separately detailed in Section 3.3. Data aggregation con-
stitutes an important and frequently applied technique to process data, because it
still reveals statistical insights into the network state, while the size of the data is
compressed.
3.2.1 Measurement Type
The measurement type specifies if attributes are actively or passively measured. We
classify the data collection as active if these attributes are locally measured by ev-
ery node. Contrary, passive measurements are taken if a fraction or even dedicated
nodes measure the required attributes by sniffing and overhearing packets from the
remaining nodes [149]. The surveyed approaches reveal that all examples for fixed
communication networks and the majority of MANETs rely on participating nodes
and active measurement techniques to monitor the network. Mesh-Mon [119] and
OBELIX [142] constitute exceptions, because they complement the active measure-
ments by passively measuring the network. OBELIX even creates a separate topology
on top of dedicated static nodes to collect and process the data.
3.2.2 Data Exchange Strategy
Once measured, the data exchange strategy specifies how the nodes interact with each
other to collect the data. As outlined in our previous work [156, 158] we differentiate
between push- and pull-based data exchange. In terms of a push-based data exchange
a node always sends its monitored attributes to one or several nodes. If a pull-based
data exchange is applied, a node requests data and subsequently receives data from
one or several nodes. Based on the surveyed decentralized monitoring mechanisms,
it is observable that the majority of approaches considers push-based data collection.
Only two of the surveyed approaches, i.e., San Fermín [18] for fixed and RAIC [105]
for mobile networks, exclusively rely on pull-based data collection.
Among the two extreme cases, especially hierarchical approaches are suitable to
combine both strategies for two main reasons.
• The hierarchical topology specifies the paths to collect the data and limits the
set of potential receivers, which enables the design of more focused and opti-
mized collection strategies. In [100] nodes exploit the hierarchy to push a set
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of commonly accepted attributes, whereas single nodes pull node-specific at-
tributes. In ANMP [21] a node always pulls attributes but pushes them if the
corresponding values exceed predefined thresholds. PRISM [65] initiates an
isolated pull-based data collection, if it observes that the underlying tree has
been recently restructured or got broken. SDIMS [182] and Shruti [183] choose
between push- or pull-based data collection dependent on the characteristics
of the monitored attributes. These characteristics are detailed in Section 3.2.4.
• Different hierarchy levels may be used to assign different collection strategies
per level of the tree. In overlays of clusters or trees of clusters data are pushed
inside a cluster and pulled along the tree [114, 173, 97], whereas connected trees,
for instance, pull data at lower levels and push them at higher levels [151, 142].
Contrary to the flexible design of strategies for hierarchical approaches, gossip-
based approaches usually push information to collect data. In general, a node ran-
domly selects one or several neighbors and pushes the data [181, 174]. In MANETs,
some approaches broadcast data to all neighbors in the communication range [180,
41]. Push-pull-based gossiping approaches [69, 50] only push the data to one randomly
selected neighbor but receive and process the local data from the opponent in turn.
3.2.3 Exchange Trigger Strategy
The exchange trigger strategy is closely coupled with the data exchange strategy and
specifies if and when the data exchange is triggered. In general, we differentiate
between a periodic and an event-driven trigger. The periodic trigger defines intervals
to constantly exchange data. Event-driven strategies only exchange data if an event
was fired. Events are fired if the value of an attribute changes or if a node decides to
push its own data to or pull data from one or several other nodes.
The surveyed approaches reveal that gossip-based solutions for MANETs [180,
50, 41] or fixed networks [81, 170, 139] utilize periodic triggers to exchange data.
While these approaches do not impose strict rules on the monitoring topology and
potential communication partners, they require this fixed interval, also denoted as
cycle, to organize common tasks, including the periodic data collection.
Among the hierarchical approaches, several solutions [51, 151, 8] rely on a static pe-
riodic trigger. Other solutions try to relax the static behavior and allow for adapting
an interval based on a given criterion. In Astrolabe [176] the interval can be inde-
pendently set for each level. In [46] the interval is fixed, but the root regularly syn-
chronizes the update intervals in the hierarchy so that data are immediately passed
from leaves towards the root. Although PRISM [65] uses a periodic update strat-
egy, not every interval is used to push data towards the root of the tree. Instead,
a node forwards an attribute (i) if the related value significantly changed or (ii) if
the interval from the previous to the next update exceeds a given threshold. Other
approaches solely rely on an event-driven data exchange, which is either triggered
by nodes [29, 105, 18] or if the values of attributes change [175, 182, 183].
In between, Li et al. [100] and Chen et al. [21] offer both strategies simultane-
ously. They use periodic triggers to collect common attributes, but offer the possi-
bility to trigger the collection of node-specific attributes on-demand or if values of
attributes exceed predefined thresholds. Other approaches utilize a node-dependent
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strategy, where the trigger depends on the current context of a node, e.g., its hier-
archy level. For instance, Ganglia [114] and Storia [121] use event-driven data col-
lection in clusters but periodically collect data along the tree, whereas Tuduce and
Gross [173] implement it vice versa.
3.2.4 Conclusions
Based on the surveyed concepts for data collection several conclusions are drawn.
In terms of the measurement type it is obvious that passive techniques do not repre-
sent a viable alternative for us, since the corresponding approaches rely on dedicated
fixed nodes. As stated within the description of the scenario we exclude fixed nodes
in our thesis and just focus on mobile nodes. Due to the close relation of data collec-
tion and trigger strategies we combine our conclusions for both categories.
The periodic transmission of data, either pull- or push-based, is mainly useful,
when fluctuating attributes are monitored. Otherwise, the constant transmission re-
sults in an unnecessary overhead, if information does not change between two or
several consecutive transmissions. In contrast, the periodic communication may be
used to piggyback additional information about the topology to maintain a valid
structure and react on node or link failures [100]. PRISM [65] avoids the collection
of useless data and communicates during an interval if an attribute significantly
changed or sufficient time elapsed (cf. Section 3.2.2). However, PRISM relies on a
hierarchy and demands that parent-child relations are valid for a longer period of
time so that significant changes of an attribute or the elapsed time are tracked by the
child and corresponding parent. The basic assumption does not hold in MANETs,
because connections between nodes in parent-child relations mostly exist for some
seconds.
A decentralized monitoring mechanism, solely relying on an event-driven collec-
tion strategy, may reduce the resulting communication overhead, because data col-
lection is only executed if an attribute changes or a node requires recent information.
But as stated by Dam and Stadler [29], the reduced traffic leads to an increased insta-
bility of the hierarchy, requiring that the underlying topology is managed based on
separately transmitted information.
If events are triggered by changing attributes, monitoring fluctuating attributes
leads to a considerable communication overhead, since each change leads to an up-
date affecting parts or the whole topology. To prevent this overhead SDIMS [182]
and Shruti [183] rely on an event-based trigger strategy combined with an attribute-
dependent collection strategy. A rather constant attribute is pushed up the tree,
whereas fluctuating attributes trigger only a local update at the node itself and are
pulled if required. Similar to PRISM, SDIMS and Shruti require a rather stable net-
work, thus, are inappropriate for MANETs.
3.3 data aggregation
So far, we just discussed how and when nodes communicate to collect data. In this
section we detail how a node aggregates the data from other nodes and how it
integrates its locally measured data.
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3.3.1 Hierarchical Computation Property
The hierarchical computation property was introduced by Madden et al. [109] and de-
fines how attributes are aggregated by a hierarchical monitoring mechanism. Follow-
ing the nomenclature from Yalagandula and Dahlin [182], a common aggregation
function for an hierarchical approach is defined as
Vi,type,name = ftype (V0i−1,type,name,V1i−1,type,name, . . . ,Vk−1i−1,type,name) (1)
In this equation i is the current level of the node, which aggregates the results from
its k sub-trees Vx, which are rooted at level i− 1. The function ftype specifies how an
attribute of type and name is aggregated. Dependent on the decentralized monitoring
mechanism, attributes of a certain type may exclusively be assigned to one aggrega-
tion function ftype so that the type of an attribute and the aggregation function match.
For instance, an attribute that represents the number of nodes in the network or the
number of requests for a certain data item may be assigned to the aggregation func-
tion fcount that counts the measured values of both attributes. Other approaches may
avoid a specific assignment, but define a set of aggregation functions, which are ap-
plied on every monitored attribute. For example, Graffi et al. [47] define seven aggre-
gation functions so that a processed attribute is represented by seven key figures after
the application of the different aggregation functions. In our previous work [156, 158]
as well as throughout the thesis we rely on the second of the discussed strategies and
define a set of aggregation functions to process every monitored attribute.
In general, an aggregation function f is said to satisfy the hierarchical computation
property if (2) holds. We rely on [182] to explain this property based on the example
of the average aggregation function favg, which constitutes one of many ways to ag-
gregate data. If a node averages the received values using favg = 1k ∗∑k−1i=0 Vi for its∣Vx∣ = k sub-trees, the function does not satisfy the hierarchical computation prop-
erty. Instead, if nodes calculate the two aggregates fsum and fcount that both satisfy
the hierarchical computation property and where fcount represents the number of in-
cluded attributes, favg is calculated by favg = fsum/fcount, preserving the hierarchical
computation property.
f (V1, . . . ,Vn) = f (f (V1, . . . ,Vs1) , f (Vs1+1, . . . ,Vs2) , . . . , f (Vsk+1, . . . ,Vn)) (2)
The major advantage of this property results from the fact that each node may
already aggregate partial results from its children before forwarding the data. More-
over, nodes must not necessarily inject their local measurements at the lowest hier-
archy level, but are able to integrate their measurements at the current level. If the
hierarchy considers geographical positions of nodes and preserves their locality by
arranging nearby nodes next to each other, the hierarchical computation property
preserves this locality during aggregation: aggregation at higher levels summarizes
results from distant places, whereas lower levels dispose of monitoring information
from nearby places.
3.3.2 Mass Conservation
Flat approaches avoid the creation of a hierarchy with dedicated relations between
nodes or clusters and rely on gossiping [37, 14] so that arbitrary nodes communicate
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with each other. To apply different aggregation functions to monitored attributes
concepts from hierarchical approaches are hardly applicable. For that reason gossip-
based approaches, which belong to this class of decentralized monitoring mecha-
nisms, rely on concepts of mass conservation [81] and exploit gossiping to aggregate
the monitored data [181].
As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, gossip-based solutions are divided into push-based
approaches, which are mainly based on Push-Sum [81], and push-pull-based ap-
proaches, which adopt Pairwise-Avg [69]. Both algorithms are cycle-based, meaning
that each node executes the algorithm once per cycle. The time-based synchroniza-
tion is reflected by the selected exchange trigger strategy, since all approaches rely
on a static periodic data exchange (cf. Section 3.2.3).
In the following we briefly sketch the concept of mass conservation, while we re-
fer the interested reader to [81, 69, 124, 181] for further details on mass conservation.
Every node K maintains two state variables st,K and wt,K, where s holds the moni-
tored value of an attribute, w corresponds to the weight of a node, which is set to
one in the beginning, and t denotes the current cycle of the node. During a cycle, a
node sends its state variables st,K and wt,K to one or multiple receivers. In turn, it
may receive both state variables from other nodes. The received state variables are
combined with the own local state variables so that the two invariants (3) and (4) of
mass conservation hold. The first invariant implies that the sum over all attributes
does not change over time and is equal to the sum of the initial values xK over all
nodes. The second invariant demands that the sum over all weights corresponds to
the number of nodes in the network. If both invariants hold, then st,K/wt,K converges
to the effective average of the monitored attribute at every node K.
∑
K
st,K =∑
K
xK, ∀t ≥ 0 (3)
∑
K
wt,K = n, ∀t ≥ 0 (4)
Several techniques exist to incorporate new values of the monitored attributes
and to obtain a recent view of the system. In LPS [41] nodes start the gossip-based
aggregation if they require a recent view, which we denote as node-initiated mass
conservation. A node stops the execution, if it observes that the local aggregates do
not change anymore. Epoch-synced mass conservation is applied, if data collection and
result dissemination are periodically restarted to integrate fresh values. Jelasity et
al. [69] introduce the concept of epochs and restart the protocol if an epoch, consisting
of a fixed number of cycles, has elapsed. Terpstra et al. [170] periodically start a
new epoch based on the same criterion as LPS [41]. Finally, the native Push-Sum
approach [81] and G-Gap [181] enable the continuous integration of new values
without a restart, which we denote as continuous mass conservation. In this case, each
node inserts the difference between the new and old value of a monitored attribute.
3.3.3 Population-Based Aggregation
The concepts of population algorithms [5] represent another procedure to aggregate
data. In general, population protocols consider the participating nodes as finite state
machines with limited memory to store information. Similar to mass conservation-
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based approaches population protocols are cycle-based. During a cycle, pairs of
nodes interact with each other to carry out the required computation.
On the basis of population protocols, the collection and immediate aggregation of
monitoring data can be implemented. Guerrieri et al. [50] introduce the Two-Phases
algorithm for mobile networks, where two neighboring nodes interact with each
other during one cycle. During the interaction, one node collects and aggregates the
information, which is repeated until one node obtains the global view of an attribute,
incorporating data from all nodes.
Gossipico [174] constitutes a similar approach, which targets fixed communication
networks. During the interaction, a node sends its data, if available, to another node,
which collects the data. If a node does not have data, it transmits its current view of
monitored attributes to the other node. To speed up the collection leader election is
used to head the collection of data towards the leader. Gossipico is again detailed
in Chapter 5 to highlight relevant ideas for the development of our decentralized
monitoring mechanisms.
Similar to mass conservation-based approaches population algorithms avoid the
creation of a hierarchy and rely on the gossip-based communication paradigm to
let nodes exchange information. However, as indicated by Wuhib et al. [181], there
is a subtle but significant difference between both classes of approaches, because
population protocols use gossiping to communicate, whereas mass conservation-based
approaches us gossiping to aggregate.
3.3.4 Conclusions
The hierarchical computation property enables flexible aggregation within a hierar-
chy and provides location-aware results if the establishment of the underlying hier-
archy is location-aware. However, the property requires a hierarchy, which, in turn,
must be established and maintained. Moreover, the calculation of some aggregates
(e.g. counts or sums) is highly duplicate sensitive: if the tree is restructured or nodes
send updates too often, aggregates are calculated based on duplicate data.
In contrast, mass conservation-based aggregation handles duplicate contributions
from one or several nodes as long as the mass of the system does not change. How-
ever, the integration of recently measured values is more complicated than for tree-
based approaches. Either, the aggregation must be periodically restarted, requiring
that all participating nodes are synchronized to some degree [69, 170], or, if continu-
ous mass conservation is utilized, each node must store additional state information
to restore the correct mass in the presence of failures. In fact, mass conservation
assumes that no information gets lost and the number of nodes is fixed [81]. To re-
lax these assumptions, periodic restarts must be triggered or additional calculations
must be executed to counteract the changing mass of a system.
Finally, population protocols inherit the flat structure and gossip-based communi-
cation pattern from mass conservation-based approaches but just gossip to communi-
cate. Based on the sketched procedure of population protocols, the performance, i.e.,
the collection time, heavily depends on the interaction pattern of nodes. For instance,
data collection is delayed if the interaction primarily takes place between clusters of
nodes [50]. Solutions to accelerate the collection exist [174] but may exhibit similar
characteristics as hierarchical approaches: the accuracy of the monitoring mechanism
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drastically decreases if data or nodes next to the highest hierarchy level are lost or
not accessible.
3.4 result dissemination
The result dissemination of a decentralized monitoring mechanism defines how inter-
ested nodes receive the results: if nodes must request the results, the monitoring
mechanism applies a reactive result dissemination. If nodes receive results without a
request, the results are proactively disseminated.
Due to push-based data collection gossip-based approaches, such as [170, 41, 50,
174], immediately disseminate the results in a proactive manner among all nodes. In
tree-based solutions reactive and proactive result dissemination strategies are appli-
cable. The majority of surveyed approaches for mobile networks exclusively relies
on one of both strategies and either proactively disseminates the results over the es-
tablished topology [175, 46] or just reacts on requests from nodes [105, 65, 97]. For
fixed networks a smaller fraction of decentralized monitoring mechanisms restricts
itself to one of the two strategies. In between, approaches exist that provide both
strategies dependent on the characteristics of the monitored attributes. For instance,
Li et al. [100] differentiate between commonly accepted or node-related attributes,
whereas SDIMS [182] and Shruti [183] proactively disseminate constant attributes,
while fluctuating attributes are reactively fetched.
3.4.1 Conclusions
Apart from gossip-based approaches, it is observed that solutions for fixed communi-
cation networks are mainly dominated by a proactive result dissemination, whereas
solutions for MANETs prefer reactive strategies. If the monitored information is not
necessarily required by the participating nodes, reactive approaches are beneficial,
because results are only transmitted if required. However, based on the made as-
sumptions of this thesis, the participating nodes require the information so that they
obtain a current view of the communication network to decide if the communication
network must be adapted (cf. Section 2.4.2.3). As pointed out in our previous work
for decentralized monitoring in MANETs [157] the collection of monitoring results
at a set of nodes, e.g. the cluster heads [97] or roots of connected trees [8], leads to
several drawbacks. The availability of monitoring results directly relates to the pres-
ence and accessibility of those nodes and a fraction of nodes is in charge of serving
the requests from a whole network.
3.5 summary and conclusion
In this chapter we surveyed the related work on decentralized monitoring mecha-
nisms for fixed communication networks and MANETs and examined the utilized
concepts of existing approaches to implement the three basic components of a decen-
tralized monitoring mechanism. Based on the overview, we refined our classification
of the three main components and identified related categories to provide a more
detailed classification of the utilized concepts for mobile and fixed networks.
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Category Explanation
Topology Specifies the topology of a decentralized monitoring
mechanism
Topology
construction
Specifies how the respective topology is created
Data exchange
strategy
Specifies how a decentralized monitoring mechanism
exchanges data
Exchange
trigger strategy
Specifies when a decentralized monitoring mechanism
triggers the data exchange
Aggregation
type
Specifies how a node of a decentralized monitoring
mechanism processes data
Table 4: Overview on the identified categories of a decentralized monitoring mechanism
Figure 9 and 10 depict the three basic components with the associated categories
and present the utilized and implemented concepts of an approach. For the sake
of a clear overview we restrict ourselves to the most relevant categories and divide
the set of approaches into two subsets, which are separately illustrated. Figure 9
shows the solutions that rely on trees, trees of clusters, forest of trees, or connected
trees, whereas Figure 10 depicts the rather flat approaches, comprising meshes and
overlay of meshes2. The approaches with a rectangular marker represent solutions
for fixed communication networks, whereas the circular markers represent solutions
for MANETs. Table 4 briefly summarizes the meaning of every depicted category.
Based on the survey and classification of existing approaches for decentralized
monitoring mechanisms, we identified generally accepted concepts and best prac-
tices. They serve as basis for the design and development of our approaches and
are briefly summarized in the following. With respect to the underlying monitoring
topology the survey outlines that decentralized monitoring mechanisms for MANETs
rely on a rather flat structure. Contrary to approaches for fixed networks that build
single or even multiple trees, incorporating all nodes, monitoring hierarchies for
MANETs only consist of a few levels. The flat hierarchy does not necessarily cover
the whole MANET, but only a fraction. In this context the survey reveals that exist-
ing approaches connect the cluster heads [173, 97] or roots from different trees [21, 8]
with each other to extend the monitoring scope.
Focusing on the collection of data and dissemination of results, the applied strate-
gies unveil that the majority of decentralized monitoring mechanisms for MANETs
relies on static strategies. This covers the strategies to trigger the data exchange as
well as the strategies for the data exchange itself. In contrast, decentralized moni-
toring mechanisms for fixed networks exploit the rather static nature of the com-
munication network and define adaptive strategies, which are particularly designed
for hierarchical approaches. The adaptive strategies switch between a push- and
pull-based data exchange [182, 65]. In addition, they apply adaptive periodic inter-
vals [176, 46] to trigger the data exchange or even switch between an event-based
2 In both figures some terms are abbreviated to fit the corresponding figure. The abbreviation HCP
stands for hierarchical computation property, RNS denotes random neighborhood selection, and MC
stands for mass conservation.
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and periodic trigger strategy [100]. Similar strategies are observable for the dissem-
ination of monitoring results. Contrary to the flexible strategies for fixed networks,
the survey underpins that the majority of solutions for MANET permanently sticks
to one strategy to exchange data as well as to trigger the exchange.
More important than the identification of generally accepted concepts and best
practices are the identified shortcomings and problems that have to be tackled or
avoided. In the following we (i) outline some aspects, which differ from existing
monitoring solutions and (ii) detail where we go beyond the state of the art. In
general, we abstain from an additional and separate infrastructure with dedicated
devices to monitor a MANET as in [137, 142]. The developed decentralized moni-
toring mechanisms integrate every participating node into the monitoring process,
including (i) the establishment and maintenance of the topology, (ii) data collection,
and (iii) result dissemination. Our approaches are not designed to provide monitor-
ing results for a third party, for instance, a network operator, to analyze the network
state and identify countermeasures [119, 142]. Instead, the nodes themselves are re-
sponsible to (i) analyze the results, (ii) identify appropriate countermeasures, and
(iii) adapt the network. Consequently, we go beyond existing monitoring solutions
for MANETs and adapt concepts from approaches for fixed networks [176, 183, 46]
to ease the access of monitoring results. As a consequence, insights on the network
state are not limited to a subset of nodes [137, 97, 8, 142], which must be queried. In-
stead, monitoring results are disseminated in the network to provide each node with
the information. Moreover, the developed decentralized monitoring mechanisms do
not depend on a generic and monitoring-agnostic routing protocol, but implement
their own routing strategies to enable data exchange even if the underlying routing
protocol fails [119].
In addition to the extensions and new concepts that address a decentralized mon-
itoring mechanism for MANETs we present specific aspects to extend hierarchical
and flat approaches. Regarding the establishment of a hierarchical topology, we de-
sign a hierarchy that does not rely on parent-child relations between two nodes,
as proposed by other solutions [100, 65, 18, 46]. Our previous results for decentral-
ized monitoring mechanisms in fixed communication networks have shown that the
performance of a decentralized monitoring mechanism with a hierarchical topology
degrades in highly dynamic networks [156, 158]. Consequently and as already pro-
posed by other approaches [21, 51, 121], we rely on parent-child relations between
areas, which consist of multiple nodes, to handle the inherent dynamics of MANETs.
In terms of flat and gossip-based monitoring mechanisms we promote the devel-
opment of those approaches to extend the small number of existing solutions for
MANETs. In fact, we go beyond existing approaches that (i) are restricted to static
wireless or delay tolerant networks or (ii) operate under simplified assumptions.
With the design of our flat and gossip-based approach we exploit the robust charac-
teristics of gossiping without the need for a hierarchy. Contrary to the majority of
flat approaches, which gossip to aggregate and rely on the concept of mass conserva-
tion [170, 181, 50, 41, 139], we use gossiping to exchange information. Based on this
design decision, we leverage the robust communication pattern but abstain from the
concepts of mass conservation to avoid mass loss.
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B L O C K T R E E . K O M : H I E R A R C H I C A L A N D L O C AT I O N - AWA R E
M O N I T O R I N G
Given the principles of decentralized monitoring as well as an overview aboutgenerally accepted and applied concepts for decentralized monitoring mecha-
nisms, this chapter details our solution, named BlockTree.KOM. BlockTree.KOM
is a decentralized monitoring mechanism targeted at MANETs. It monitors and pro-
vides information about the current state of the network and the participating nodes.
This information serves as the basis for the adaptation of a communication network,
as described in Section 2.2. In transition-enabled communication networks, as en-
visaged by MAKI [49], the monitored information is utilized to plan and execute
transitions or multi-mechanisms adaptations.
BlockTree.KOM operates on top of a hierarchical topology to provide location-
aware monitoring results. Similar to the majority of the surveyed decentralized mon-
itoring mechanisms for both fixed and mobile networks BlockTree.KOM integrates
all covered nodes into the process of monitoring. Consequently, the nodes are in
charge to create the hierarchy and to monitor the set of attributes. The established
hierarchy serves as a basis to identify the responsible nodes for data collection and re-
sult dissemination. BlockTree.KOM strictly limits its scope on a certain spatial area
to (i) avoid the transmission of information from distant nodes, (ii) save the resources
of participating nodes, and (iii) reduce the needless utilization of the communication
medium. As a result and similar to other approaches [51, 151] the underlying hier-
archy of BlockTree.KOM is configurable and may be limited to a maximum height.
Therefore, the monitored area of BlockTree.KOM either covers the whole MANET
or separate instances are put together to cover the entire MANET, as discussed in
Section 2.4.2.3.
As depicted in Figure 11 BlockTree.KOM encompasses three components for its
proper operation, which are represented by the blue boxes.
Figure 11: Overview on BlockTree.KOM
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decentralized monitoring mechanism . BlockTree.KOM is represented by
P-BlockTree.KOM and C-BlockTree.KOM, which constitute the actual mech-
anisms to monitor a MANET and consist of the three well-known components
to establish the monitoring topology, collect the data, and disseminate results.
Both approaches rely on BlockTree.KOM’s concepts (cf. Section 4.1) but im-
plement them differently, as discussed in Section 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.
logical area partitioning . This component provides the functionality for the
logical partitioning of an area into blocks. These blocks build the basis to create
the hierarchical topology and serve for the name of our approach. Relying on
our classification of different monitoring topologies (cf. Section 3.1.2), Block-
Tree.KOM’s hierarchical topology may be classified as a tree of clusters, where
the clusters correspond to the obtained blocks.
communication methods . BlockTree.KOM does not require an existing rout-
ing protocol from the communication layers below to communicate and ex-
change information. Instead, it uses the simple yet robust methods of this
component, which are tailored to the requirements for the data exchange in
BlockTree.KOM. Consequently, BlockTree.KOM must not operate on service-
agnostic routing protocols but uses its own routing methods.
In the following and as depicted in Figure 11 we start with a conceptual overview
on BlockTree.KOM, presenting its fundamental concepts, while facing the identified
challenges (cf. Section 1.2). Subsequently, we detail how the network is partitioned
and describe the routing methods in Section 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Given the
basic concepts of BlockTree.KOM as well as the possibility to partition the network
and to communicate, we detail the actual implementation of BlockTree.KOM. As
highlighted by the blue boxes in Figure 11 we provide two different approaches that
implement the identified concepts of BlockTree.KOM in two different ways. The
concentrating approach, denoted as C-BlockTree.KOM, is presented in Section 4.4,
while Section 4.5 deals with the planar approach, referred to as P-BlockTree.KOM.
4.1 conceptual overview
This section provides insights about the conceptual design of BlockTree.KOM and
discusses the derived concepts to monitor MANETs. First, we present the basic ideas
to provide the demanded location-aware results on top of a hierarchical topology
that withstands the dynamic nature of MANETs and an error-prone communication
medium. Given the topology, we describe the concepts for the communication be-
tween nodes to collect and disseminate information.
4.1.1 Topology Concepts
BlockTree.KOM establishes a location-preserving hierarchical topology paired with
data aggregation that satisfies the hierarchical computation property for the pro-
visioning of location-aware results. To minimize the negative influence of mobility
and the error-prone communication medium on the hierarchical topology Block-
Tree.KOM introduces two fundamental concepts for the establishment of the hierar-
chical topology.
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Figure 12: Example of a tree of clusters, more precisely, of blocks as monitoring hierarchy.
The clusters correspond to blocks, which are obtained by a logical partitioning of
the area.
topology concept one . BlockTree.KOM does not rely on parent-child relations
between two single nodes to create a hierarchy. Instead, the corresponding re-
lation consists of multiple nodes to ensure that a disappearing node does not
eliminate the relation or an arriving node replaces a current node in that rela-
tion.
topology concept two. BlockTree.KOM reduces the required state informa-
tion about the hierarchy to a minimum. A node does not maintain its relation
to a parent so that the arrival or departure of nodes do not lead to stale or
incomplete information.
Following these two concepts, BlockTree.KOM operates on top of a tree of clus-
ters, where the corresponding parent-child relations consist of multiple nodes to
conform to the first topology concept. For the identification of clusters and members
BlockTree.KOM logically divides the area into blocks. Consequently, we denote the
resulting monitoring topology as tree of blocks for the remainder of this thesis. A block
with the covered nodes represents a leaf, inner node or root in the tree, as depicted in
Figure 12. Section 4.2 describes the logical partitioning of an area into blocks in more
detail. To complete the creation of the tree of blocks the blocks are hierarchically ar-
ranged, as indicated in Figure 12. The hierarchy levels are abbreviated as lx, where
x represents the respective level. Every block at any level lx, except at the lowest
level l0, may have multiple child blocks and one parent block. The maximum level,
which the established hierarchy may reach but not exceed, is given and configured
by the system parameter lmax. Depending on the configuration of lmax and the spa-
tial network size, the resulting hierarchy may cover the whole MANET or multiple
instances must be run simultaneously to cover the entire MANET.
For the identification of a parent block nodes exclusively rely on their geographi-
cal position. Based on geographical positions, they are able to identify their current
block, which serves in turn to determine the parent block. As a result no information
about residing nodes in a block is required, thus, being in line with the second topol-
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ogy concept. The determination of a parent block solely depends on the concrete
implementation of BlockTree.KOM’s component for the monitoring topology and
is detailed in Section 4.4.1 and 4.5.1 for C- and P-BlockTree.KOM, respectively.
4.1.2 Communication Concepts
Subsequent to the description of the design of the hierarchical topology, we outline
how nodes communicate and address other nodes in different blocks. Again, we
provide an overview of the underlying concepts, on which the communication is
based on and which are designed to handle the challenges that arise from MANETs
and the wireless communication medium.
communication concept one . BlockTree.KOM exploits its cluster-based struc-
ture so that data are never exchanged between a single pair of nodes. Instead,
the communication always happens between two sets of nodes to decrease the
probability of data loss due to node mobility or churn.
communication concept two. Similar to the second topology concept Block-
Tree.KOM reduces the required state information at a node to decide how
to handle incoming messages as well as where to send outgoing messages.
So, nodes do not require additional data from neighboring nodes to identify
valid senders or receivers. Consequently, the constantly changing neighbors of
a node do not influence the transmission of information.
To comply with the first concept BlockTree.KOM relies on data-transmission ori-
ented geocasting from the area of position-based routing protocols, as introduced
in Section 2.3.3.2. Based on these routing protocols, we exploit the information of
geographical positions to determine the route from a source to a destination. Simi-
lar to other geocasting protocols (cf. Section 2.3.3.2) the transmitted information is
always intended for a set of nodes D, which currently reside in the targeted geo-
cast region. In this context D constitutes the set of addressed nodes in the geocast
region. Consequently, we do not require a location service to determine the current
geographical position of one or several nodes but exploit the knowledge about the
location of blocks to determine the set of receiving nodes. To forward information
to a geocast region data-transmission oriented geocasting protocols incorporate all
intermediate nodes, which currently reside in the forwarding region so that multiple
and redundant paths are established (cf. Figure 4). Finally, if a set of sources starts
to geocast, the whole transmission of data always relies on multiple nodes to send,
forward, and receive the data.
Storing (i) the position of the source and (ii) the region of the destination in a mes-
sage, a receiving node simply relies on its current geographical position to decide to
forward or process the message independent of the previous or next hop and type
of the message. Furthermore, if properties of the forwarding region are defined, a
receiving node may even drop the message, if the message has left the forwarding re-
gion. In Section 4.3 we describe the developed routing methods of BlockTree.KOM,
which are based on the presented concepts and adopt ideas from data-transmission
oriented geocasting.
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4.2 logical area partitioning
In this section we detail how BlockTree.KOM logically divides the area into blocks,
which serve as basis for BlockTree.KOM to establish its hierarchical topology and
to monitor MANETs. BlockTree.KOM does neither rely on a central instance nor
coordinator, which specifies how the considered area is divided. Instead, each node
is capable to reproduce the logical splitting and to uniquely determine individual
blocks, such as its own, parent, or child blocks. For the identification of blocks (i)
nodes require a point of reference, for instance, the intersection of the equator with
the prime median, as stated in our previous work [157], and (ii) they must deter-
mine their current geographical position. Since BlockTree.KOM does not operate
on geographic coordinates but Cartesian coordinates, we start with a description of the
coordinate transformation, as detailed in Section 4.2.1. Relying on a Cartesian coor-
dinate system, the corresponding nomenclature is introduced, which serves through-
out the thesis to describe how BlockTree.KOM operates in this coordinate system.
Given the fundamentals, Section 4.2.2 deals with the logical area partitioning and
the identification of blocks.
4.2.1 Coordinate Transformation and Representation
BlockTree.KOM relies on a Cartesian coordinate system, because it eases the re-
quired calculations of distances between nodes or calculations of certain areas. For
this reason the geographic coordinate system must be projected onto the Carte-
sian coordinate system. Geographic coordinates are specified by longitude and lat-
itude and, for instance, may be provided by a GPS receiver. The system parameter
treqPosInterval of BlockTree.KOM specifies after which amount of time a node retrieves
and refreshes the information about its geographical position utilizing, for instance,
its GPS receiver. Out of the different approaches for the projection of geographic co-
ordinates on a plane [152], the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection is used,
because it represents a frequently used projection for the creation of maps [152, 76].
The UTM projection wraps a cylinder around the earth, where the intersection of the
cylinder and earth is denoted as central meridian. A map along the central meridian
perfectly scales and nearby regions are projected onto that map with low distortion
still being conformal [152]. To avoid an increasing error of the projection of distant
places on a map the UTM system, which exploits the UTM projection, divides the
earth into 60 longitude zones along the equator with a width of six degree in lon-
gitude and into 20 latitude zones along the meridians with a width of eight degree
in latitude. The coordinates of a point on the projected map are expressed in meters
and determined dependent on the associated meridian for that zone and on the hemi-
sphere. Easting represents the distance from the associated median, while northing is
the distance from the equator. For example, the geographic and UTM coordinates of
the Multimedia Communications Lab in Darmstadt, Germany, are listed in Table 5.
For further details on UTM or other projections we refer the reader to [152, 76].
After the transformation, geographic coordinates are expressed in a Cartesian co-
ordinate system. To represent positions and execute calculations in that coordinate
system we stick to the definitions and nomenclature for analytic geometry, as defined
in Bronstein et al. [16]. In this thesis we consider two-dimensional planar coordinate
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Type Fields Values
Geographic
coordinates
(lat, lon) (49.874774○, 8.660512○)
UTM
coordinates
(longitude-zone, latitude-zone,
easting, northing)
(32, U, 475.6068 km,
5524.7629 km)
Table 5: Example for the geographic and UTM coordinates of the Multimedia
Communications Lab, TU Darmstadt, Germany
systems, because we assume rather flat areas and regions for the deployment of
MANETs, where the impact of height, representing the third dimension, is negligi-
ble. The axes of the planar Cartesian coordinate system are represented by the two
orthogonal unit vectors
e⃗1 = ⎛⎝10⎞⎠ and e⃗2 = ⎛⎝01⎞⎠ .
During the thesis, we will use the subscripts 1 and 2 to refer to the x- and y-
coordinates of a point or a vector. To avoid ambiguity of subscripts, which are, for
instance, used to enumerate intermediate nodes or nodes in the geocast region (cf.
Section 2.3.1), we access x- and y-coordinates of a point or vector using a numerical
index, e.g., A[1] or a⃗[2]. In the coordinate system points are represented by capital
letters, such as A and B, where
−→
AB represents the directed line from A to B. Direction
vectors are represented by small letters to describe, for instance, the directed line
from A to B as a⃗ = −→AB, while a⃗0 describes the corresponding unit vector along a⃗.
The angle ϕ of a⃗ is determined anticlockwise by the angle between a⃗ and e⃗1.
4.2.2 Area Partitioning
For the correct operation BlockTree.KOM depends on a logical partitioning of the
considered area into blocks, relying on squares for the partitioning. As introduced in
Section 4.1 the blocks are used to determine clusters of nodes, which serve for the
establishment of the tree of blocks as the underlying monitoring topology. As de-
fined in our previous work [157] the size of a block depends on BlockTree.KOM’s
configurable system parameter rmax, which specifies the estimated maximum com-
munication range of nodes. BlockTree.KOM demands that a node reaches all other
nodes in the same block within one hop. Consequently, the size of a block depends
on the estimated maximum communication range and is calculated, as described in
(5) and depicted in Figure 13a, where sblock represents the edge length of the square
block. Depending on the estimated communication range rmax, it may happen that
the effective communication range is smaller and that a node does not reach every
other node in the same block. In this case it is not guaranteed that the monitored
values of a node will be taken into consideration and reflected in the monitoring
results. Contrary, a conservative estimation, which underestimates the effective com-
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(a) Visualizing the dependency between the es-
timated communication range rmax and the
resulting edge length sblock of the blocks
(b) Visualizing the difference between the cov-
erage of a hexagon and a square, using the
same diameter rmax
Figure 13: Visualization of different properties of the logical area partitioning based on the
estimated communication range rmax
munication range, leads to smaller blocks and increases the unnecessary reception
of information from foreign blocks.
sblock = rmax√
2
(5)
Contrary to other approaches [83], which propose to use hexagons as an alterna-
tive for splitting the area as a function of the communication range, BlockTree.KOM
relies on square blocks for the area partitioning. Though, hexagons exhibit an ap-
proximately 1.3 times larger coverage of the area for a given diameter in contrast to
squares (cf. Figure 13b), the creation of a hierarchical topology based on hexagons
results in complex polygons, which, for instance, complicate the computation of the
affiliation to a certain polygon. For that reason many approaches, which rely on a
hierarchy of areas and where a higher level consists of a federation of subjacent
areas, simplify the establishment and use square blocks for the hierarchical topol-
ogy. Examples for such approaches in MANETs range from hierarchical location
services [101, 83] over replication techniques [99] to other decentralized monitoring
mechanisms [51].
As defined in our previous work [157] a node K can determine its surround-
ing block, using its current position. Therefore, each block obtains a unique two-
dimensional identifier IDblock, which is calculated based on (6). For the unique iden-
tification of blocks the nodes require a point of reference. Since the UTM system
already splits the earth into zones, these zones, more precisely, the lower left points
of zones serve as reference points to identify blocks. Given (6), the reference points,
and sblock, a node is able to determine parent or child blocks in addition to the iden-
tification of its own block.
IDblock = (⌊ K[1]
sblock
⌋ , ⌊ K[2]
sblock
⌋) (6)
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4.3 communication methods
As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter BlockTree.KOM relies on its own
routing methods to enable the communication between the nodes. The decision re-
sults from the fact to avoid the dependency on a certain routing protocol and to
operate if the underlying routing protocol fails, as stated by Nanda and Kotz [119].
Furthermore, the own routing methods are tailored to the characteristics of the ser-
vice, i.e., monitoring of MANETs, and must not operate on service-agnostic routing
protocols. The designed routing methods adopt ideas and concepts from geocast pro-
tocols, which belong to the class of position-based routing protocols and where the
route from a source to a destination mainly depends on the positions1 of nodes. In
contrast to, e.g., topology-based routing protocols (cf. Section 2.3.2), they are consid-
ered to scale with the number of participating nodes [101, 66] and to be robust to
the frequently changing topology of the MANET [40]. Moreover, we are rather inter-
ested in addressing and deliver data to geocast regions than to single nodes, which
supports the selection of ideas from geocast protocols.
4.3.1 Description of the General Routing Procedure
BlockTree.KOM introduces two classes of routing methods [157], which we denote
as receiver-based region geocast and receiver-based area dissemination and which are de-
tailed in Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, respectively. Both classes of routing methods comply
with the communication concepts, as presented in Section 4.1.2, and involve multiple
nodes for data transmission, comprising multiple sources, intermediate nodes, and
receiving nodes. Furthermore, they rely on contention-based forwarding schemes,
which have been introduced in Section 2.3.3.3. These schemes ensure a robust trans-
mission through a highly dynamic network but avoid an increased message overhead
and the congestion of the communication medium, for instance, due to broadcast
storms [172]. In the following we (i) detail the integration of contention-based for-
warding, (ii) introduce the concept of a message forwarding cache for the identification
of redundant and unnecessary messages, and (iii) describe the implementation of
initiating and forwarding a BlockTree.KOM message.
Similar to existing contention-based forwarding schemes [40, 189, 53] a node se-
lects neither one nor multiple next hops but forwards the message by broadcasting,
which is inherent to MANETs. Some of the receiving nodes become candidates to
forward the message if they currently reside in a certain area, e.g., the greedy area
(cf. Figure 5). To determine the effective forwarding node each candidate calculates
a hesitation time thesTime based on (7) and as defined in our previous work [157].
thesTime = khesFactor ∗ tmaxForward, 0 ≤ khesFactor ≤ 1 (7)
In this equation tmaxForward is a configurable system parameter of BlockTree.KOM,
representing the constant maximum forwarding time, while the hesitation factor khesFactor
varies between zero and one and is calculated by each forwarding candidate. The de-
termination of the set of forwarding candidates and the calculation of the hesitation
1 For the remainder of this chapter the position of a node always refers to its position in the Carte-
sian coordinate system after applying the coordinate transformation on its geographic coordinates (cf.
Section 4.2.1).
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time depend on the effective routing procedure and are introduced in Section 4.3.2
and 4.3.3, respectively. The candidate with the lowest hesitation time becomes the
forwarding node. In contrast to other contention-based forwarding schemes [189]
the forwarding node does not announce itself at the previous hop but immediately
forwards the received message, using broadcasting as well. Other candidates, which
overhear this transmission, drop their hesitating messages.
In addition to contention-based forwarding, which ensures that at least one node
out of several candidates sends a message, BlockTree.KOM introduces the message
forwarding cache. This cache is maintained by every node and identifies redundant
messages, which should not be processed and forwarded but deleted to save re-
sources and avoid unnecessary relaying. Reasons for redundant messages may re-
sult from a delayed delivery, communication errors, or unawareness of recently sent
messages. Consequently, these messages are mainly detected after broadcasting the
original message. For the identification of such messages each message obtains an
ID, represented by IDmsg, which depends, e.g., on the message type or the geograph-
ical origin of a message, but never on specific information related to a single node. If
a message is received or created and the message forwarding cache does not contain
the corresponding IDmsg, the message is processed and IDmsg is stored in the cache.
Every subsequent message with the same IDmsg is dropped. After a certain amount
of time, an IDmsg is purged from the message forwarding cache. To determine that
moment every message contains a field timeout, which is stored together with the
related IDmsg. During the description of C- and P-BlockTree.KOM (cf. Section 4.4
and 4.5), we provide information about IDmsg with the corresponding timeout.
initiating a new blocktree .kom message
After detailing how BlockTree.KOM messages are forwarded, using contention-
based forwarding and the message forwarding cache, we describe the initiation of a
message by one or a set of sources S. Out of S , a source S, which wants to create
and send a message, first generates the corresponding IDmsg. Subsequently, S queries
its message forwarding cache for that IDmsg to check if the corresponding message
must be sent or if a neighbor already sent that message. If the cache does not contain
IDmsg, the corresponding message with the required fields and data is created and
sent, while the cache is updated. Table 6 lists the fields of a BlockTree.KOM mes-
sage that are required to properly handle and deliver the message at the destination.
Based on this procedure, a set of sources S prepares the initiation of a message. At
least one node effectively sends the message after its calculated hesitation time ex-
pired. If the node fails and cannot transmit the message other sources are available
to replace that node.
handling an incoming blocktree .kom message
After the reception of an incoming message, a node checks if its message forward-
ing cache contains the received IDmsg. If not, the cache is updated with the received
IDmsg and timeout and the message is further processed. To determine if a node
should only forward the message or even process the transported monitoring data
it must determine, if it belongs to the set of receivers D. The determination of D as
well as the required information about the destination depends on the utilized rout-
ing procedure and are detailed in Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, respectively. Independent
of the outcome, the node also checks if it currently resides in a specified area to be-
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Message field Size Description
Message
type
1 Byte Specifies the message type, which helps to determine
how the data must be handled
Source
position
16 Bytes Contains the position of the source, which created
the message
Last hop
position
16 Bytes Contains the position of the previous hop
Hop count 1 Byte Contains the current hop count of the message
IDmsg 4 Bytes Contains the unique message identifier to identify
new or redundant messages. Its format depends on
the concrete implementation of BlockTree.KOM and
is detailed in Section 4.4 and 4.5.
Timeout 8 Bytes Specifies when to purge the related IDmsg from the
message forwarding cache. Similar to IDmsg, concrete
configurations are detailed in Section 4.4 and 4.5.
Destination Varying Specifies the destination of a message. Its format
depends on the routing method, as specified in Sec-
tion 4.3.2 and 4.3.3.
Table 6: Overview and description of the required fields of a generic BlockTree.KOM mes-
sage, which is completed by further fields that depend on the effective message
type as well as the actual monitoring data.
come a forwarding candidate for the message. If it belongs to the set of forwarding
candidates, it subsequently determines its hesitation factor to calculate the resulting
hesitation time based on (7). The hesitating message is dropped if the message is
received from another node in the meantime, or it is sent after the hesitation time
has elapsed.
4.3.2 Receiver-Based Region Geocast
After the description of the general routing procedure as well as initiating and for-
warding a message, we present the concrete routing method that belongs to the class
of receiver-based region geocast. This class of routing methods adopts concepts from
data-transmission oriented geocast protocols, such as DREAM [7] or LAR [86]. It
routes data through the network to a specified geocast region, where the set of in-
termediate nodes I constitutes the forwarding region. Particularly, we describe (i)
the method to identify if a node currently resides in a specified area to become a
forwarding candidate, (ii) the calculation of the hesitation factor, (iii) the definition
of a destination, and (iv) the related method to determine if a node currently resides
at the destination.
4.3.2.1 Directed Target Region Geocast
The Directed Target Region Geocast uses the greedy area to determine the set of forward-
ing candidates C. The greedy area represents the fraction of a node’s communication
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(a) Visualization of the set of candidates C that
comprises all neighbors of the broadcasting
hop Hn
(b) Concurrent forwarding of a messages from
two nodes, which cannot overhear each
other
Figure 14: Visualization of different aspects of the Directed Target Region Geocast
range, which is closer to the destination, as specified in Section 2.3.1. Figure 14a de-
picts the resulting set C, which comprises all neighbors of the broadcasting hop Hn,
which reduce the distance to the destination. Given the set of all direct neighbors N
of Hn, C is defined as
C = {N∣N ∈ N ∧ ∣−−→ND∣ ≤ ∣−−−→HnD∣} . (8)
Based on the information in a BlockTree.KOM message about the previous hop Hn
and the destination D a receiving node checks if its distance to D is less or equal to
the distance ∣−−−→HnD∣. Dependent on the outcome it either belongs to C or not.
For the calculation of the hesitation factor khesFactor and to determine if a node will
forward the message and become an intermediate node I the Directed Target Region
Geocast utilizes the Most Forward Within Radius scheme [166], as shown in (9).
khesFactor = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if c⃗d⃗0 > rmax
1− c⃗d⃗0
rmax
else
(9)
Given the normalized direction vector d⃗0 of
−−−→
HnD as well as c⃗, (9) calculates
khesFactor based on the projection of c⃗ on d⃗0. The vector c⃗ represents the line from
the broadcasting node Hn to the potential next hop Hn+1 from C. The projection
is normalized to the interval [0, 1] by dividing through rmax and finally subtracted
from one so that a longer projection leads to a smaller hesitation factor and effective
hesitation time. If the length of the projection exceeds rmax, khesFactor is set to zero.
A potential drawback of this strategy results from the determination of C, because it
might happen that multiple potential candidates, e.g., Hn+11 , Hn+12 as illustrated in
Figure 14b, send a message in parallel as they cannot overhear each other. In con-
trast, the sketched spreading of a message may help to handle concave nodes and to
successfully forward messages in sparsely populated regions. As introduced in Sec-
tion 2.3.3.1 a concave node is a node that has no neighbor that reduces the distance
to the destination.
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Figure 15: Example of a set of sources S inside a geocast region, which performs a Flooding-
Based Area Dissemination.
For the definition of a destination the Directed Target Region Geocast uses a circu-
lar area to define the geocast region and the resulting set of receivers D of a message.
To calculate this region the field destination of a BlockTree.KOM message contains
the position D that specifies the origin of the circular area. The corresponding ra-
dius depends on the estimated maximum communication range rmax, as depicted in
Figure 14a.
Given the set of all active nodes A, D is represented by (10) and helps to determine
if a node K belongs to D.
D = {K∣K ∈ A∧ ∣−→KD∣ ≤ rmax} (10)
4.3.3 Receiver-Based Area Dissemination
Receiver-based area dissemination may be seen as a special case of receiver-based
region geocast, since the corresponding routing method simply disseminates data
inside a geocast region, which encompasses the current position of the set of sourcesS (cf. Figure 15). Analogously to Section 4.3.2, we detail (i) the identification of the
set of candidates C, (ii) the calculation of the hesitation factor, (iii) the definition of a
destination, and (iv) the determination of a node’s affiliation to D.
4.3.3.1 Flooding-Based Area Dissemination
Contrary to the description of receiver-based region geocast, we start with a de-
scription of the message field destination, because it is required for the subsequent
calculations. The information about the destination for the Flooding-Based Area Dis-
semination consists of two points, which are used to specify the geocast region that
encompasses all receivers of a message. As depicted in Figure 15 the two points rep-
resent the lower left and the upper right corner of that region, which we denote as
Dll and Dur, respectively.
For the determination of the set of forwarding candidates C the Flooding-Based
Area Dissemination checks if the receiving neighbor of a broadcasted message by Hn
currently resides in the geocast region (cf. Figure 15). Given the set of neighbors N
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of the broadcasting hop Hn, (11) is used to determine the set of candidates. The iden-
tification of forwarding candidates does not take into consideration if a node already
sent a message or not, which would lead to continuous broadcasting of messages by
every node. To prevent the extensive communication overhead BlockTree.KOM re-
lies on the message forwarding cache, which detects redundant messages and drops
them.
C ={N∣N ∈ N ∧N[1] ≥Dll[1]∧N[2] ≥Dll[2]∧N[1] ≤Dur[1]∧N[2] ≤Dur[2]} (11)
The definition for the set of nodes D, which currently sojourn at the destination
area, is given in (12). The definition of D is similar to the definition of C in (11),
except that it operates on the set of all active nodes A in the MANET instead of the
set of neighbors.
D ={K∣K ∈ A∧K[1] ≥Dll[1]∧K[2] ≥Dll[2]∧K[1] ≤Dur[1]∧K[2] ≤Dur[2]} (12)
The corresponding calculation of the hesitation factor for the Flooding-Based Area
Dissemination is defined in (13). Every receiving node Hn+1 of the broadcasted mes-
sage calculates its hesitation factor based on the distance to the transmitting node
Hn. If the distance between Hn+1 and Hn exceeds the estimated maximum com-
munication range rmax, khesFactor is set to zero. Otherwise, khesFactor decreases for an
increasing distance to Hn so that distant nodes are preferred to accelerate the dis-
semination of information using as less hops as possible to cover the whole geocast
region.
khesFactor =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if ∣−−−−−→HnHn+1∣ > rmax
1− ∣−−−−−→HnHn+1∣
rmax
else
(13)
4.3.4 Summary
After the description of the logical area partitioning and the different routing meth-
ods to communicate, Table 7 summarizes the common system parameters of Block-
Tree.KOM, which are required for the logical partitioning and the presented routing
methods. Both approaches of BlockTree.KOM, presented below, must configure the
listed system parameters to operate in MANETs. In addition, every approach of
BlockTree.KOM defines its own set of additional system parameters, which are in-
troduced during the presentation of the corresponding approach and summarized
at the end of each section. The impact of BlockTree.KOM’s general and approach-
related system parameters on performance and cost will be evaluated in Section 6.3.2
as well as in Appendix A.2
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System parameter Symbol Explanation
Maximum hierarchy
level
lmax Configures the maximum level
of BlockTree.KOM’s underlying
hierarchy
Maximum forwarding
time
tmaxForward Specifies the constant factor to
calculate the hesitation time to
forward a message based on (7)
Estimated maximum
communication range
rmax Defines the estimated maximum
communication range of nodes
Block size sblock Represents the edge length of a block,
which depends on the estimated
maximum communication range rmax
Position refresh
interval
treqPosInterval Determines after which amount of
time a node retrieves and refreshes
the information about its current
geographical position
Table 7: Overview and description of general system parameters
4.4 c-blocktree .kom : the concentrating approach
After the description of the logical area partitioning and communication methods,
we introduce C-BlockTree.KOM. It represents one of the two approaches of Block-
Tree.KOM and relies on the fundamental topology and communication concepts, as
introduced in Section 4.1. As presented in our previous work [157] and common
for hierarchical monitoring mechanisms [100, 8] C-BlockTree.KOM relies on two
separate phases for the collection of monitoring data and the dissemination of mon-
itoring results. The hierarchical structure is exploited to collect and concentrate the
data at given locations in the MANET, resulting in the concentrating approach with
the related name of C-BlockTree.KOM. For this purpose the identified blocks of the
network are arranged in a tree of blocks, which is discussed below. At every level
lx of the tree, there are several responsible blocks, which concentrate the data from
lower levels and forward the aggregated data to concentrating blocks at the next
level lx+1 of the tree. The data is collected along the tree of blocks until the highest
level covers the whole MANET or the maximum hierarchy level lmax is reached. Con-
trary to the structured collection process of monitored data, the dissemination of the
results is simply broadcasted by the concentrating block at the highest level of the
hierarchy to the whole network. In the following we start with a description of the
underlying hierarchy of C-BlockTree.KOM, taking the developed topology concepts
into consideration. Subsequently, we describe how the tree of blocks is used for data
collection and result dissemination, complying with the respective communication
concepts.
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Figure 16: Creating the hierarchy of the concentrating approach with lmax = 2 (adapted
from [157])
4.4.1 Creating the Hierarchy
To comply with the aforementioned topology concepts the underlying topology
of C-BlockTree.KOM ensures that parent-child relations always consist of multi-
ple nodes. Therefore, C-BlockTree.KOM establishes parent-child relations between
blocks, leading to the tree of blocks. The concentrating approach uses the obtained
blocks to define the locations for data concentration and processing. Nodes, which
currently reside in one of these blocks, are in charge to collect, process, and forward
the data to the next concentrating block at a higher level. With the selection of con-
centrating blocks C-BlockTree.KOM tries to concentrate the data in the middle of
the MANET so that the distance to a related, concentrating block does not differ
among the nodes. Consequently, the highest block of the tree is ideally located at
the center of the MANET and uniformly surrounded by blocks of lower levels, as
depicted in Figure 16. To reduce the state information for the identification of rel-
evant blocks C-BlockTree.KOM just relies on the actual positions of nodes. In the
following we elaborate on how nodes determine and calculate relevant blocks in the
hierarchy, given their current position and their block.
Figure 16 depicts a fully established hierarchy of C-BlockTree.KOM with lmax = 2
and highlights the concentrating blocks at the different levels, using colored blocks
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in yellow (for l1) and blue (for l2). The concentrating blocks collect and process the
data from a set of blocks and federation of blocks, which represent the correspond-
ing sector of the concentrating block. In this context the concentrating block is also
referred to as the responsibility block of that sector at level lx. Figure 16 shows an ex-
ample for a sector at l1 as well as at l2, which are surrounded by a dashed frame in
yellow and blue. The width and height of the hierarchy mainly depend on the size of
a sector, which determines the number of included blocks and lower sectors. Conse-
quently, the edge length of a sector ssector is measured in blocks or lower sectors and
must be odd. Neglecting the current level of a sector and given the assumption that
a sector is uniformly surrounded by blocks and lower sectors, ssector is calculated as
specified in (14). Figure 16 depicts an example for n = 1 and ssector = 3.
ssector = 2 ∗n+ 1, n > 0 (14)
To create the hierarchy every block of the network belongs to one level of the hi-
erarchy. Describing the creation of the hierarchy from the bottom, as detailed in our
previous work [157], a block at l0 consists of nodes. A concentrating or responsi-
bility block at l1 is surrounded by s2sector − 1 blocks of l0, forming a sector at l1. A
concentrating block, which is responsible for a sector at l2, is also surrounded by
s2sector − 1 blocks at l0 and additionally enclosed by s2sector − 1 sectors at l1 (cf. Fig-
ure 16). To generalize this property for concentrating blocks and sectors of higher
levels lx with x ≥ 2 a concentrating block is always surrounded by s2sector − 1 blocks at
l0 and s2sector − 1 sectors at every ly for 0 < y < x. As already discussed and presented
in our previous work [157] the expansion of the hierarchy either ends if the monitor-
ing mechanism covers the whole MANET or if the specified maximum level lmax of
the hierarchy is reached.
In addition to IDblock, which is used for the unique identification of blocks, every
block or sector obtains another ID, which is used for the unique identification in the
context of the next higher sector. The ID is referred to as IDsector and described by
IDsector = (⌊ K[1]
sblock ∗ sx−1sector ⌋ mod ssector, ⌊ K[2]sblock ∗ sx−1sector ⌋ mod ssector) , (15)
where x ≥ 1 and K[1] and K[2] correspond to the position of node K, which currently
resides at the respective block and sector. Figure 16 shows an example of the sector
ID allocation for the sector in the middle on the left-hand side of the hierarchy.
After the description of the creation of the tree of blocks, which serves for data
collection and result dissemination, we elaborate on how a node determines the
level of its current block, just relying on its position. Given the position of a node
K, K utilizes (6) to calculate IDblock of the block, where it currently resides. Based
on IDblock, K determines the maximum level lx of its block. Starting from n = 0, (16)
is used to iteratively determine if a block belongs to level n, given the correspond-
ing block ID. The equation returns the last argument n for which both conditions(⌊snsector
2
⌋ ≡ IDblock[1] mod snsector) and (⌊snsector2 ⌋ ≡ IDblock[2] mod snsector) hold. In addi-
tion to the determination of the level of the own block (16) is used to calculate the
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(a) Execution of an Aggregating-Up operation
from the surrounding blocks at l0 to the con-
centrating block at l1
(b) Execution of a Disseminating-Down opera-
tion from a concentrating block at l1
Figure 17: The underlying communication patterns of the concentrating approach
level of other blocks at any position. During the description of the data collection
and result dissemination, we will draw on this functionality.
x =arg max
n∈N ((⌊s
n
sector
2
⌋ ≡ IDblock[1] mod snsector)
∧ (⌊snsector
2
⌋ ≡ IDblock[2] mod snsector)) (16)
4.4.2 Data Collection and Result Dissemination
After the description of the establishment of the underlying hierarchy and the de-
termination of a block’s level, the required operations for data collection and result
dissemination are introduced. During the description, we explain how these opera-
tions implement the identified communication concepts, as specified in Section 4.1.2.
In addition, we detail the utilization of the presented communication methods for
the transmission of information, comprising, for instance, which methods are used
and how the message forwarding cache is utilized.
As presented in our previous work [157], C-BlockTree.KOM consists of the three
operations Leaf-Broadcasting, Aggregating-Up, and Disseminating-Down. The
first two operations serve for the data collection, whereas the last one is used to dis-
seminate the results. Figure 17 sketches the corresponding communication patterns
of the Aggregating-Up and Disseminating-Down operations. The operations are
periodically triggered by every node but do not require any type of synchroniza-
tion between nodes so that C-BlockTree.KOM operates completely unsynchronized.
As a consequence, C-BlockTree.KOM does not require specific operations to han-
dle arriving or leaving nodes, instead, the nodes periodically execute the operations.
The execution interval of all three operations is specified by the system parameter
aggregation interval and represented by taggInterval.
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Message field Size Description
Message type 1 byte Specifies the message type, which helps to determine
how the data must be handled
IDnode 8 bytes Represents the current ID of the broadcasting node,
which is never used for the direct addressing of a
node but to distinguish between the received data
from different nodes
IDblock 4 bytes Stores the ID of a broadcasting node’s block so that a
receiving node is able to determine if the received
Leaf-Broadcasting message should be processed
Data Varying Contains the locally measured attributes per node. A
monitored attribute is represented by an identifier
with a size of one byte, while the data is represented
as double with a size of eight bytes.
Table 8: Message format of a Leaf-Broadcasting message
4.4.2.1 Leaf-Broadcasting
During the Leaf-Broadcasting operation, a node broadcasts its locally measured
monitoring attributes. The message is only intended for other nodes that currently
reside in the same block as the broadcasting node. Since the size of a block de-
pends on the estimated maximum communication range rmax, no additional routing
method is required to reach all other nodes. The node broadcasts a Leaf-Broad-
casting message, which contains the locally measured attributes and the two addi-
tional fields IDnode and IDblock, which are explained in Table 8. The common fields
of the generic BlockTree.KOM message are not required in this context, because
the Leaf-Broadcasting message is just broadcasted over one hop and does not rely
on any contention-based forwarding scheme. Consequently, the Leaf-Broadcasting
message contains its own field to provide information about the message type.
To decide if a broadcasted Leaf-Broadcasting message should be processed a
node calculates its IDblock based on its current position and checks if its IDblock
matches the received IDblock of the message. If the IDs do not match, the message is
dropped, otherwise the received data and IDnode are stored in the leaf information table.
IDnode is only used to identify previously transmitted monitored attributes, which
are overwritten if they exist. If no further information of that node has been received
for a certain amount of time, the corresponding data are purged from the table. The
timeout for the removal of data is specified by the system parameter tleafInfoTimeout.
The leaf information table contains the monitored attributes from other nodes of
the same block, which advertise their data through Leaf-Broadcasting messages.
Consequently, the current state of the block in terms of the monitored attributes is
stored and summarized in this table, which serves as input for the Aggregating-
Up operation, as detailed afterwards. Since every node maintains such a table, the
Aggregating-Up operation may be triggered by every node so that the subsequent
collection of data over the hierarchy does not depend on a single but on all present
nodes in a block. If a node leaves its block and enters a new one, the node purges
its table. In addition, the nodes from the previous block purge the corresponding
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entry of that node from their tables. The associated procedures are presented in
Section 4.4.3.
4.4.2.2 Aggregating-Up
The Aggregating-Up operation provides a parent block with the aggregated moni-
toring data of a child block. If a block at l0 executes this operation, the aggregated
monitoring data just consist of the data, which is currently present in the leaf infor-
mation table of a node in that block. If a block at lx with x > 0 executes this operation,
the aggregated data comprise information from the leaf information table as well as
from the so-called hierarchy table that holds data from the surrounding blocks and
sectors. Figure 17a depicts an example of an Aggregating-Up operation, where the
surrounding blocks send their data to the corresponding concentrating block. In the
following we describe the identification of a parent block, detail the format and
transmission of an Aggregating-Up message, describe the structure and utilization
of the hierarchy table, and outline how nodes process incoming Aggregating-Up
messages.
To determine the parent block for an Aggregating-Up message a node requires
its current position and the level lx of the block, where it currently resides. Based on
this information, it determines the center Cx+1 of its parent block at the higher level
lx+1. Regarding Cx+1, the subscript x+1 represents the level lx+1 of the concentrating
block. In addition, the center Cx+1 specifies the destination of the Aggregating-Up
message. The center is calculated based on (17) and requires the position of a node
K, its level lx, and the edge length sm of the surrounding sector at the next higher
level lx+1. The first addend in (17) specifies the lower left corner of the sector and
the second addend identifies the center relative to the lower left corner. Contrary to
the definition of ssector in (14), which returns the length of a sector either in blocks or
sectors, sm calculates the length in meter using sm = sblock ∗ sx+1sector. In this equation x
represents the corresponding level lx of the block, where the node currently resides.
Cx+1 = sm ∗⎛⎜⎝⌊
K[1]
sm
⌋⌊K[2]
sm
⌋⎞⎟⎠+⎛⎝
sm
2
sm
2
⎞⎠ (17)
During every aggregation interval, a block (i) determines its parent block, (ii) exe-
cutes an Aggregating-Up operation, and (iii) sends an Aggregating-Up message to
the identified parent block. If the highest level of the hierarchy is below lmax, as C-
BlockTree.KOM already covers the whole MANET at a lower level, the responsible
block at that level must still execute the operation and send a message to its parent
block at the next higher level. Since the corresponding nodes in the block are not
aware if there are nodes present at the targeted block, this message is either dropped
because the destination cannot be reached or the message is successfully delivered
at the destination incrementing the hierarchy by one level. The advantage of this ap-
proach is that the hierarchy autonomously increases or decreases and adapts to the
spatial size of the network. However, it comes at the expense of an increased traffic
overhead. If lmax contains a high value while the effective level of the hierarchy is
lower, nodes constantly try to discover the next higher level without any success.
Inside a block, every node is in charge to execute the Aggregating-Up operation
once per aggregation interval. To avoid that the execution at every node leads to a
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Message
field
Size Description
Aggregating-Up message
lx 1 byte Specifies the level of the source’s block
IDsector 1 byte Identifies the sector of the source, corresponding either to
a block or to a sector
Data Varying Contains the aggregated monitoring attributes,
representing either the state of a block or a sector. The
aggregate of an attribute consists of the identifier as well
as fields to store the minimum, maximum, sum, and
number of nodes, resulting in an overall size of 29 bytes
per monitored attribute.
Generic BlockTree.KOM message
IDmsg 4 bytes The message ID corresponds to IDblock of the source S of
the Aggregating-Up message and is stored in the
message forwarding cache to avoid that multiple nodes
from the considered block initiate redundant
Aggregating-Up messages.
Timeout 8 bytes Specifies how long a node keeps the corresponding IDmsg
in its forwarding cache. For the Aggregating-Up message,
the time interval is given by the system parameter
Aggregating-Up blocking interval taggUpBlocking.
Table 9: Message format of an Aggregating-Up message in C-BlockTree.KOM
massively congested communication medium the message forwarding cache is used.
Based on the cache, a node determines if an operation should be executed and an
Aggregating-Up message should be sent or if it should be aborted, since the re-
quired message has already been sent by another node. Exploiting this approach, we
comply to our first communication concept (cf. Section 4.1.2), because every node in
a block acts as a potential source of an Aggregating-Up message. This increases the
probability that a message is sent to a parent block, while the number of transmit-
ting nodes is reduced to ideally one node per block. Any further attempt to send
an Aggregating-Up message during the same interval is blocked. For the transmis-
sion of the message to the circular geocast region receiver-based region geocast is
used. Thus, the resulting Aggregating-Up message comprises the common fields
of a generic BlockTree.KOM message (cf. Section 4.3.1) in addition to the specific
fields of an Aggregating-Up message. Table 9 lists and explains the specific fields
of the Aggregating-Up message, also providing details for IDmsg and timeout of the
generic BlockTree.KOM message. As outlined both fields depend on the concrete
implementation of BlockTree.KOM and the considered operation.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section and depicted in Figure 17a a parent
block receives the aggregated monitoring data of its child blocks. The aggregated
data comprise the monitored attributes of ideally all nodes, which currently reside
in the block. For C-BlockTree.KOM the aggregate of an attribute consists of the
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minimum, maximum, sum, number of nodes, and average. To comply with the hi-
erarchical computation property the average is calculated based on the sum of an
attribute and the number of nodes as favg = sum/(# nodes). As a result the correspond-
ing fields of an aggregate just comprise minimum, maximum, sum, and number of
nodes: the first three attributes are represented as double, whereas the number of
nodes is represented as integer. Together with the identifier of one byte the size of
an aggregated attribute comes to 29 bytes.
Given the example in Figure 16, receiving nodes, which belong to the concentrating
block at l2, store the monitoring data in the hierarchy table. This covers data (i) from
the surrounding eight sectors, corresponding to single blocks at l0, and (ii) from the
eight sectors at l1. The reason for storing data from several levels results from the
fact that a block at lx with x ≥ 2 is always surrounded by sectors from multiple
levels, as defined in Section 4.4.1. Consequently, a hierarchy table of a node at lx
stores the aggregated monitoring data from the surrounding sectors at every level ly
with 0 ≤ y < x. For y = 0 a sector corresponds to a block. Furthermore, nodes of the
concentrating block still store the local values from other nodes of the same block in
the leaf information table to represent the state of the block.
The two fields lx and IDsector of an Aggregating-Up message serve for the identi-
fication of the corresponding cell in the hierarchy table. Similar to the management
of the leaf information table, older values in a cell are overwritten, while the values
are purged after a certain amount of time. The timeout for the data is specified by
the system parameter taggUpTimeout.
4.4.2.3 Disseminating-Down
The Disseminating-Down operation disseminates the aggregated monitoring re-
sults from the concentrating blocks to the remaining blocks, which belong to the
corresponding sector of the concentrating block. Figure 17b depicts an example for
the execution of a Disseminating-Down operation. Each node, which currently re-
sides in a concentrating block at lx with x > 0, may start this operation and dis-
seminate its currently available results. To avoid that the network gets congested by
redundant Disseminating-Down messages from a block receiver-based area dissem-
ination (cf. Section 4.3.3) is used as underlying routing method to spread the data
in the specified area. During an aggregation interval, every node in a concentrating
block prepares the dissemination, while only one node completes the operation and
transmits the corresponding message. The addressed geocast area of the message cor-
responds to the sector of the concentrating and disseminating block. With a higher
level of the disseminating block the covered geocast area increases, either covering
the whole MANET at the highest level or only a fraction if the maximum hierarchy
level lmax is reached. Position and size of the dissemination area are given by the
two points Dll and Dur, which represent the lower left and upper right corner of the
dissemination area. Given a node K and level lx of the concentrating block, (18) and
(19) specify Dll and Dur of the corresponding dissemination area. In these equations
sm calculates the length in meter using sm = sblock ∗ sxsector.
Dll = sm ∗⎛⎜⎝⌊
K[1]
sm
⌋⌊K[2]
sm
⌋⎞⎟⎠ (18)
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Dur = sm ∗⎛⎜⎝⌊
K[1]
sm
⌋⌊K[2]
sm
⌋⎞⎟⎠+⎛⎝smsm⎞⎠ (19)
For the provisioning of location-aware monitoring results a concentrating block
does not only disseminate the monitoring results to the corresponding sector at the
highest level of the block. In addition it disseminates the monitoring results to sec-
tors at lower levels for which it is responsible as well. Given the example of C-Block-
Tree.KOM in Figure 16, the concentrating block at l2 disseminates the results (i)
from l1 to its eight surrounding blocks and (ii) from l2 to the whole MANET. Conse-
quently, a Disseminating-Down message specifies multiple dissemination areas in
addition to the basic destination, which is required by the generic BlockTree.KOM
message.
Table 10 lists the required fields of the resulting Disseminating-Down message,
containing (i) the specific fields of that message as well as (ii) the common fields of
the generic BlockTree.KOM message.
• The two arrays l [] and destinations [] specify the dissemination areas with the
corresponding levels.
• The transmitted data comprise the monitoring results for the specified dissem-
ination areas.
• The fields of the generic BlockTree.KOM message are required to execute
the receiver-based area dissemination (cf. Section 4.3.1) and define how long
IDblock is stored in the message forwarding cache to identify redundant and
old Disseminating-Down messages.
A receiving node of a Disseminating-Down message stores the obtained results in
its result table. The received information about the covered levels of the concentrating
block is used to store the monitoring results from these levels in the result table,
which stores data from l1 up to lx with x ≤ lmax. Existing results in the table are
updated, whereas older values are purged after a certain amount of time, which
is specified by the system parameter tdissDownTimeout. Based on this configuration,
the result table of C-BlockTree.KOM provides location-aware monitoring results,
because the lowest level of the table contains detailed results of a node’s vicinity and
higher levels provide a summarized view over larger areas. To obtain information
about its current block a node consults its leaf information table.
4.4.3 Handling the Dynamics of MANETs
After the description of the monitoring topology and the operations to collect and dis-
seminate monitoring information, we discuss how C-BlockTree.KOM handles the
dynamic nature of MANETs, comprising node mobility and churn. Due to Block-
Tree.KOM’s basic concepts C-BlockTree.KOM is already designed to handle churn,
because neither the topology nor the communication relies on parent-child relations
between two single nodes. Moreover, the unsynchronized periodic execution of the
information exchange and the nearly stateless design do not require distinct methods
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Message field Size Description
Disseminating-Down message
l [] lx ∗ 1 byte Contains the levels of the related sectors from the
concentrating block in an array. For these levels,
the related results are disseminated. The highest
level of the corresponding block is given by lx also
representing the size of the corresponding array.
Destinations [] (lx − 1) ∗
32 bytes
Contains the specifications of the dissemination
areas, where the related results are disseminated.
The specification of the dissemination area for the
highest level lx is already specified in the generic
BlockTree.KOM message and not required in this
context.
Data Varying Contains the monitoring results that represent the
current state of the covered sectors from the
concentrating block. The monitoring results consist
of the aggregated attributes.
Generic BlockTree.KOM message
IDmsg 4 bytes The message ID corresponds to the IDblock of the
source S of the Disseminating-Down message.
The ID is stored in the message forwarding cache
to avoid that multiple nodes from the
disseminating block initiate redundant
Disseminating-Down messages.
Timeout 8 bytes Specifies how long a node keeps the corresponding
IDmsg in its forwarding cache. For the
Disseminating-Down message, the time interval is
given by the system parameter
Disseminating-Down blocking interval
tdissDownBlocking.
Table 10: Message format of a Disseminating-Down message
to handle arriving or leaving nodes. Despite the good ability to handle churn, exten-
sions are required to handle the mobility of nodes. Particularly, we must ensure that
the concentrated data remain in the concentrating blocks and do not leave the blocks
with the moving nodes. Otherwise, an executed Aggregating-Up or Disseminating-
Down operation relies on incomplete information for data collection or result dissem-
ination. Furthermore, a moving node, which enters a new block, must not use the
data from the old block or even from a sector to represent the state of the current
block or sector. Below, we detail the additionally required functionality to tackle both
problems.
To deal with the first problem every block at lx with x > 0 utilizes the Leaf-Broad-
casting operation to replicate the data from the hierarchy table. Thus, nodes do
not only broadcast their locally measured monitoring attributes but also the partial
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aggregation results from the surrounding blocks and sectors. A replication message
relies on the same message fields as the Leaf-Broadcasting message, except that the
data differ. The additional replication of data leads to an increased traffic. However,
the replication prevents the loss of monitoring information from the surrounding
blocks and sectors if a node leaves the concentrating block. Instead, the monitoring
data reside at the nodes inside the concentrating blocks, which can operate on the
entire data when starting an Aggregating-Up or Disseminating-Down operation.
To tackle the second problem and to avoid that monitoring data from a previous
block are used to represent the state of the current block a node deletes its leaf infor-
mation table and its hierarchy table if it notices that it entered another block. After
the update of its own state, it immediately sends a Leaf-Broadcasting message ir-
respective of the aggregation interval. The message is used to update other nodes of
the new block, whereas nodes from the previous block purge the corresponding en-
try from their leaf information table if they receive that message. Moreover, a node
is not allowed to execute an Aggregating-Up or Disseminating-Down operation
for a certain time interval, which is specified by the system parameter operation block-
ing interval tblockOperation. Based on this procedure the probability is increased that
operations are executed by nodes that are equipped with sufficient information.
4.4.4 Summary
C-BlockTree.KOM is a hierarchical decentralized monitoring mechanism for MA-
NETs, which operates on a tree of blocks to collect monitoring data and disseminate
the results. To manage and transmit the monitoring information C-BlockTree.KOM
consists of three operations, which are periodically executed.
• Leaf-Broadcasting disseminates the locally measured data of a node inside
its block.
• Aggregating-Up pushes the data of the populated blocks towards the center
of the MANET. The operation relies on specific blocks, which are in charge of
concentrating and processing the data.
• Disseminating-Down is executed by the concentrating blocks to disseminate
the generated results in the corresponding sectors, which belong to the concen-
trating block at a given level.
Based on BlockTree.KOM’s basic concepts as well as on the dedicated exten-
sions, which address the characteristics of MANETs and the wireless communication
medium, C-BlockTree.KOM is designed to operate in dynamic environments pro-
viding accurate and timely results. Table 11 lists the specific, supplementary system
parameters of C-BlockTree.KOM, which are used to configure C-BlockTree.KOM
for its deployment in MANETs.
4.5 p-blocktree .kom : the planar approach
P-BlockTree.KOM represents the planar approach of BlockTree.KOM and simpli-
fies the establishment of the topology as well as of the operations to communicate.
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System parameter Symbol Explanation
Sector edge
length
ssector Specifies how many sectors are federated
along each edge
Aggregation
interval
taggInterval Defines the time interval between
two consecutive executions of Leaf-
Broadcasting, Aggregating-Up, or
Disseminating-Down
Leaf information
timeout
tleafInfoTimeout Determines after which amount of time
the data, which belong to a certain node,
are removed from the leaf information
table
Aggregating-Up
timeout
taggUpTimeout Configures after which amount of time
the data, which belong to a specific block
or sector, are purged from the hierarchy
table
Aggregating-Up
blocking interval
taggUpBlocking Specifies how long the message ID from
an Aggregating-Up message is stored in
the message forwarding cache to block
redundant or old Aggregating-Up mes-
sages
Disseminating-
Down timeout
tdissDownTimeout Configures after which amount of time
the monitoring results of a sector at the
corresponding level are purged from the
result table
Disseminating-
Down blocking
interval
tdissDownBlocking Specifies how long the message ID from a
Disseminating-Down message is stored
in the message forwarding cache to block
redundant or old Disseminating-Down
messages
Operation block-
ing interval
tblockOperation Defines how long a node may not ac-
tively trigger Aggregating-Up and
Disseminating-Down operations after
it entered a new block
Table 11: Overview and description of C-BlockTree.KOM’s specific system parameters
In contrast to C-BlockTree.KOM the planar approach, as presented in our previ-
ous work [157], even increases the redundancy of data and incorporates more nodes
in the communication process to handle the arising challenges of MANETs while
providing accurate monitoring results. Consequently, P-BlockTree.KOM relies on
federations of blocks instead of single blocks to trigger the information exchange for
two reasons.
• Reduction of the negative influence of sparsely populated areas to avoid sparsely
populated blocks and prevent data loss
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Figure 18: Creation of the hierarchy of the planar approach with lmax = 2 (adapted from [157])
• Reduction of the probability that a block loses the concentrated data due to
moving nodes, which carry the data out of the block
Starting with a brief overview on the topology, the monitoring topology of P-
BlockTree.KOM may also be considered as a tree of blocks but the identification and,
particularly, the arrangement of blocks differ as compared to C-BlockTree.KOM. A
block does not belong to a single but to every level of the hierarchy. This results
from the fact that blocks from a lower level are federated at higher levels of the
tree. The resulting hierarchy is depicted in Figure 18 and comparable to the hierar-
chy of Grid Box Hierarchy [51] or Astrolabe [176]. Dealing with the communication
and operations for the information exchange, P-BlockTree.KOM exclusively uses
receiver-based area dissemination to increase data redundancy and include more
nodes into the communication process. Moreover, the planar approach only consists
of one phase and does not separately collect and disseminate information. During
the collection phase, the data are simultaneously distributed so that no separate dis-
semination of the monitoring results is required. In the following we detail the moni-
toring topology and describe the collection of monitoring data and the dissemination
of monitoring results.
4.5.1 Creating the Hierarchy
According to the presented topology concepts, the topology of P-BlockTree.KOM
relies on relations between single blocks or between federations of blocks. While C-
BlockTree.KOM uses these relations to define parent and child blocks at different
levels, P-BlockTree.KOM defines relations between sibling blocks or between sibling
federations of blocks at the same level. Together, these sibling blocks or federations
of blocks are federated to one larger block at the next higher level. Based on the
rather planar relations between blocks, the corresponding nodes do not concentrate
data at specified locations but disseminate data between sibling blocks. Similar to
C-BlockTree.KOM, a participating node of the planar approach just uses its actual
position to determine its own block and other relevant blocks for the information
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exchange. On the basis of the following example, we (i) introduce the nomenclature
of P-BlockTree.KOM’s hierarchy, (ii) present the establishment of the hierarchy, and
(iii) subsequently detail the determination of relevant blocks.
Figure 18 presents an example of an established hierarchy of P-BlockTree.KOM
with lmax = 2. The figure shows that the hierarchy consists of blocks at the lowest
level l0, which are obtained by the logical area partitioning. At l1, a block from l0
is denoted as a sector. Together with a set of sibling sectors at l1 they define a dis-
semination area at the same level. The resulting shape and size of the dissemination
area is a square and, similar to C-BlockTree.KOM, its size is given by the system
parameter ssector, which specifies how many sibling sectors are federated along each
edge of a dissemination area. In addition, the sibling sectors of the dissemination
area are used to determine a sector at the next higher level. Consequently, the dis-
semination area of a lower level is congruent to a single sector at the next higher
level. As displayed in Figure 18 the dissemination area at l1 corresponds to a sec-
tor at l2. This procedure is repeated until the whole MANET is covered or lmax is
reached. To differentiate between sibling sectors in the context of a sector at the next
higher level P-BlockTree.KOM also relies on the two-dimensional identifier IDsector.
Given a node K, the system parameters ssector and sblock, and the considered level lx
with x ≥ 1, K relies on (15) to calculate its IDsector.
Due to the fact that a node does not need to determine (i) the highest level of its
block and (ii) the location of a concentrating block, the necessary computations of the
monitoring topology are limited to two computations in addition to the calculation
of IDsector. In fact, a node just calculates the position and size of the dissemination
area at a given level lx. The obtained information serves for the Aggregating-Up op-
eration and defines the boundaries for the dissemination of monitoring data (cf. Sec-
tion 4.5.2.1). Position and size of the dissemination area are given by the two points
Dll and Dur. As for C-BlockTree.KOM they represent the lower left and upper right
corner of the dissemination area. Given the node K, level lx of the corresponding
dissemination area, and sm = sblock ∗ sxsector, (18) and (19) are used to determine Dll
and Dur, respectively.
4.5.2 Data Collection and Result Dissemination
For the data collection and result dissemination P-BlockTree.KOM borrows the op-
erations and concepts from C-BlockTree.KOM where possible. Similar to C-Block-
Tree.KOM P-BlockTree.KOM operates completely unsynchronized. Every node pe-
riodically executes its operations without the need to synchronize with other nodes
so that no specific operations are required to handle arriving or leaving nodes. As
for C-BlockTree.KOM the system parameter aggregation interval taggInterval defines
the interval for the periodic execution of the operations.
Dealing with the information exchange, P-BlockTree.KOM relies only on two in-
stead of three operations to implement the communication. The Aggregating-Up
operation already disseminates the monitoring results, which renders a dedicated
operation for the result dissemination unnecessary. The Leaf-Broadcasting opera-
tion is borrowed from C-BlockTree.KOM, because the planar approach demands as
well that all nodes from the same block are reachable within one hop and are aware
of the currently monitored values of the neighbors. Consequently, each node main-
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Figure 19: Execution of an Aggregating-Up operation of the green sector at l1. The exam-
ple depicts the message exchange of the green sector with sibling sectors in the
resulting dissemination area at l1.
tains a leaf information table, which stores the monitored attributes per node. For
this table the leaf information timeout tleafInfoTimeout specifies when to purge old data.
In contrast the Aggregating-Up operation is revised, because the communication
takes place over a different hierarchy and results are simultaneously disseminated,
while data are collected. In the following section we detail the Aggregating-Up op-
eration for P-BlockTree.KOM and complete the presentation of the planar approach
with a description about handling the dynamic nature of MANETs.
4.5.2.1 Aggregating-Up
In general the Aggregating-Up operation is used to send the aggregated monitoring
data to a specified area, where the data are collected and further processed. While
C-BlockTree.KOM relies on parent-child relations, where the parent corresponds
to a single block that concentrates the data, the Aggregating-Up operation of P-
BlockTree.KOM disseminates data in the calculated dissemination area per level
(cf. Figure 19). Due to the fact that a node, more precisely, the block of a node does
not belong to a single but all active levels the operation is triggered for every ac-
tive level. For the identification of active levels, a node keeps track of the received
Aggregating-Up messages and uses the corresponding levels to determine the max-
imum level. All levels up to the observed maximum level are considered as active.
Consequently, a node receives Aggregating-Up messages at a certain level if at least
another sector from the same dissemination area at that level is populated. For the
identification of a new level, for instance, if the spatial size of the MANET increases
and covers a larger area a node periodically starts an Aggregating-Up operation
at level lx+1 if lx currently represents the highest active level. Relying on the exam-
ple in Figure 18, which depicts an established hierarchy of P-BlockTree.KOM with
lmax = 2, a node starts the operation two times at l1 and l2. If lmax ≥ 3, a node ad-
ditionally starts the operation at l3 to identify new sibling sectors at that level. To
avoid that a node starts multiple Aggregating-Up operations simultaneously they
are evenly distributed over the aggregation interval, starting from the lowest to the
highest level.
During an Aggregating-Up operation, a node sends its aggregated monitoring
data to the remaining sectors of a dissemination area so that the other sectors collect
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Message
field
Size Description
Aggregating-Up message
lx 1 byte Specifies the level of the source’s sector
IDsector 1 byte Identifies the sector of the source
Data Varying Contains the aggregated monitoring attributes
representing the state of a sector. The aggregate of an
attribute consists of the identifier as well as fields to store
the minimum, maximum, sum, and number of nodes,
resulting in an overall size of 29 bytes per monitored
attribute.
Generic BlockTree.KOM message
IDmsg 4 bytes The message ID consists of a hash of Dll and Dur, which
is subsequently combined with IDsector of the source S of
the Aggregating-Up message. IDmsg is stored in the
message forwarding cache to avoid that multiple nodes
from the considered sector initiate redundant
Aggregating-Up messages.
Timeout 8 bytes Specifies how long a node keeps the corresponding IDmsg
in its forwarding cache. Similar to C-BlockTree.KOM
the time interval to block Aggregating-Up messages is
given by the system parameter Aggregating-Up
blocking interval taggUpBlocking.
Table 12: Message format of an Aggregating-Up message in P-BlockTree.KOM
and process the data. In turn and as depicted in Figure 19, the node receives the
aggregated monitoring data from other sectors. On the basis of its own and the
received data, a node can already calculate the monitoring results and is aware of
the actual state of its sibling sectors in the dissemination area.
To identify the dissemination area for the own aggregated monitoring data (18)
and (19) are used, which determine the lower left and upper right corner of the
dissemination area. For the concrete transmission of the data receiver-based area
dissemination (cf. Section 4.3.3) is used as underlying routing method. Similar to the
Aggregating-Up operation in C-BlockTree.KOM, every node of a sector prepares
the transmission of an Aggregating-Up message per level, while only a fraction of
nodes finally transmits the message.
Table 12 lists the required fields of the corresponding Aggregating-Up message,
comprising the operation-specific fields, the monitoring data, and the common fields
of a generic BlockTree.KOM message. The common fields of the generic Block-
Tree.KOM message comprise IDmsg and timeout and serve for the unique identifi-
cation of Aggregating-Up messages to prevent the forwarding of redundant or old
messages, due to the utilization of the receiver-based area dissemination. IDmsg is cal-
culated based on (i) the two points Dll and Dur of the corresponding dissemination
area and on (ii) IDsector of the sending sector. To limit the size of the correspond-
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Figure 20: Example for a hierarchy table that represents the current state of the colored node
in Figure 18 (adapted from [157])
ing IDmsg to four bytes a hash of the two points is generated and combined with
IDsector, using the XOR-operator. The resulting IDmsg is stored in the message for-
warding cache for a certain amount of time, which is specified by the system param-
eter Aggregating-Up blocking interval taggUpBlocking. Based on this identifier, only
a fraction of nodes of a sector finalizes the Aggregating-Up operation and sends a
message, whereas the remaining nodes abort the operation. Furthermore, redundant
messages of a sector are dropped by the receiving nodes.
The data of an Aggregating-Up message consist of the aggregated monitored
attributes, which have been measured by the nodes that currently reside in the con-
sidered sector. For the specification of an attribute’s aggregate we rely on the def-
initions as stated for C-BlockTree.KOM. The aggregate of an attribute consists of
the minimum, maximum, sum, number of nodes, and average, complying with the
hierarchical computation property. Consequently, the corresponding fields of an ag-
gregate just comprise minimum, maximum, sum, and number of nodes.
The operation-specific fields of an Aggregating-Up message comprise lx and
IDsector of the message’s source. Both fields are required to identify the appropriate
cell in the hierarchy table, which stores the transmitted data. Existing values in a cell
are overwritten with new information, whereas old values are purged after a certain
amount of time. Similar to C-BlockTree.KOM, the timeout for the data is given by
taggUpTimeout. As depicted in Figure 20 and mentioned in our previous work [157] the
table contains a row for every active level, which is split into cells according to the
number of sectors per level. Monitoring data from sibling sectors are stored in the
same row, while data of the own sector are recursively generated on demand. The
data of a row serve as input for the sector at the next higher level. Figure 20 depicts
an example of the hierarchy table, which belongs to the blue node that is shown in
Figure 18. The shaded cells represent the sectors at l1 and l2, where the node cur-
rently resides. The result of a shaded cell at lx consists of the four aggregated results
from lx−1.
4.5.3 Handling the Dynamics of MANETs
Similar to the description of C-BlockTree.KOM this section details the extensions
of P-BlockTree.KOM with a focus on node mobility, because P-BlockTree.KOM
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is already designed to handle arriving and leaving nodes. As P-BlockTree.KOM
borrows the Leaf-Broadcasting operation from C-BlockTree.KOM it also adapts
the extensions to cope with moving nodes that enter a new block and leave the
previous one. If a new block is detected, nodes immediately transmit a Leaf-Broad-
casting message, while the receiving nodes in the former block use the received
information to delete the corresponding entry of that node in their leaf information
table. Moreover, leaving nodes do not execute an Aggregating-Up operation for a
certain amount of time, which is specified by the system parameter operation blocking
interval tblockOperation. The blocking of operations increases the probability that an
Aggregating-Up operation is only executed by nodes, which dispose of sufficient
data to represent the current state of a sector. Besides the presented extensions that
affect the communication, a node completely purges its hierarchy table to avoid that
data from old sectors are mixed up with data from new sectors and falsify the state
of the sectors. To prevent that a node just relies on its local information to assess
the state of the MANET the result caching table is introduced, which serves as an
alternative until the hierarchy table is filled with data from neighboring sectors. The
result caching table may be compared to C-BlockTree.KOM’s result table, because
it consists of multiple entries that hold aggregated monitoring data of the different
hierarchy levels. After the detection of a new block, a node aggregates the data per
row of the hierarchy table and stores the obtained results in the result caching table
in the corresponding row. For a certain amount of time, which is also specified by
tblockOperation, a node does not rely on its hierarchy table but on the result caching
table to generate the state of the MANET. Similar to the result table of C-Block-
Tree.KOM the result caching table overwrites existing entries with recent results and
purges stale entries after a certain amount of time. The duration until the deletion of
stale entries is specified by the result caching timeout tresCacheTimeout.
In contrast to C-BlockTree.KOM P-BlockTree.KOM abstains from replicating col-
lected monitoring data at sectors of a higher level. As aggregated monitoring data at
higher levels are not concentrated in single blocks but distributed over federations
of sectors, there is no need for replication to keep the monitoring data in these areas.
Due to the increasing size of the federations of sectors the probability decreases that
every node with the associated monitoring data leaves this area.
4.5.4 Summary
P-BlockTree.KOM constitutes a hierarchical decentralized monitoring mechanism
for MANETs that operates on a tree of blocks for the collection of monitoring data
and dissemination of monitoring results. Contrary to C-BlockTree.KOM, the blocks
of the tree do not belong to a single but to any active level of the hierarchy, because
the blocks are federated to sectors at higher levels. To manage and transmit the data
P-BlockTree.KOM only requires two instead of three operations.
• Leaf-Broadcasting is borrowed from C-BlockTree.KOM to disseminate the
locally measured data inside a block.
• Aggregating-Up exchanges information with sibling sectors of the same level.
The information exchange between sibling sectors has the effect that the col-
lection of monitoring data leads to the immediate provisioning of monitoring
results at the nodes.
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System parameter Symbol Explanation
Sector edge
length
ssector Specifies how many sectors are federated
along each edge (i) to form a dissemination
area at the same level lx or (ii) to define
a new sector at the next higher level lx+1
with x ≥ 1
Aggregation
interval
taggInterval Defines the time interval between two con-
secutive executions of Leaf-Broadcasting
or Aggregating-Up
Leaf information
timeout
tleafInfoTimeout Determines after which amount of time the
data, which belong to a certain node, are
removed from the leaf information table
Aggregating-Up
timeout
taggUpTimeout Configures after which amount of time the
data, which belong to a specific sector, are
purged from the hierarchy table
Aggregating-Up
blocking interval
taggUpBlocking Specifies how long the message ID from an
Aggregating-Up message is stored in the
message forwarding cache to block redun-
dant or old Aggregating-Up messages
Operation block-
ing interval
tblockOperation Defines how long a node may not actively
trigger Aggregating-Up operations after it
entered a new block
Result caching
timeout
tresCacheTimeout Configures after which amount of time the
aggregated monitoring data, which repre-
sent the state of a sector at a certain level,
are purged from the result caching table
Table 13: Overview and description of P-BlockTree.KOM’s specific system parameters
Considering the extensions of P-BlockTree.KOM that address the mobility of
nodes the approach adapts the extensions of C-BlockTree.KOM but abstains from
replicating collected monitoring data at higher levels. Moreover, the result caching
table is introduced to prevent the assessment of the state of the network based on
locally measured attributes. Table 13 lists the specific system parameters of P-Block-
Tree.KOM in addition to the common system parameters of BlockTree.KOM (cf.
Table 7 in Section 4.3.4).
5
M O B I - G . K O M : F L AT A N D G O S S I P - B A S E D M O N I T O R I N G
After the description of the hierarchical decentralized monitoring mechanismBlockTree.KOM, this chapter introduces our second solution, referred to as
Mobi-G.KOM. Similar to BlockTree.KOM Mobi-G.KOM is designed for the deploy-
ment in MANETs to provide the participating nodes with monitoring information,
which serves as basis for the execution of transitions or multi-mechanisms adapta-
tions to adapt the network, as envisaged by MAKI [49].
Mobi-G.KOM integrates all participating nodes into the monitoring process, where
the nodes actively monitor the specified attributes and exchange their information.
In contrast to the previously presented hierarchical approach Mobi-G.KOM operates
on a flat and arbitrary topology using gossiping to exchange information between
the nodes. The gossip-based communication pattern led to the name Mobi-G.KOM,
which is an abbreviation for mobile gossiping and characterizes how the mobile nodes
exchange information to monitor the MANET.
Without an underlying hierarchical topology we sacrifice the possibility to pro-
vide location-aware monitoring results for two main reasons: First, Mobi-G.KOM
must not manage a logical hierarchy to collect data and disseminate information
in MANETs. Based on this decision, we investigate the effect on performance and
cost of a decentralized monitoring mechanism for MANETs if (i) no hierarchy must
be established and managed and (ii) the specifications for a message’s source and,
particularly, destination are relaxed. Second, the developed approach for MANETs
applies gossiping as a robust communication pattern to exchange the information
between nodes. To avoid the problem of mass loss, which becomes particularly ap-
parent if exchanged information between nodes gets lost, Mobi-G.KOM seizes the
idea of population algorithms [5] for the collection and processing of data. Similar
to Gossipico [174] or the Two-Phases algorithm [50] Mobi-G.KOM uses gossiping to
communicate and abstains from gossiping to aggregate, as performed by other well-
known gossip-based approaches [69, 170, 181]. Thus, Mobi-G.KOM relies on the
Figure 21: Overview on Mobi-G.KOM
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hierarchical computation property instead of mass conservation to process and ag-
gregate the monitored information, as detailed in the following sections. As already
stressed Mobi-G.KOM does not operate on top of a hierarchy, which is configurable
in its height and specifies the monitoring scope for a certain area. Instead, an area
may be specified for the deployment of Mobi-G.KOM, which either covers the whole
MANET or only a fraction of it. In the latter case and similar to BlockTree.KOM,
multiple instances may be run simultaneously to cover the entire MANET, as already
discussed in Section 2.4.2.3.
The design and underlying concepts of Mobi-G.KOM fundamentally differ from
BlockTree.KOM, as already sketched above and reasoned in the remainder of this
chapter. In addition to the implications of the differing design on performance and
cost both solutions address the concept of a multi-mechanism for monitoring mech-
anisms, as outlined during the overview on MAKI in Section 2.2. BlockTree.KOM
and Mobi-G.KOM represent two different solutions for monitoring, which may be
considered as functionally equivalent. However, they implement the functionality
of monitoring in different ways, targeting scenarios with diverging conditions and
requirements. According to the basic ideas of MAKI, as outlined in Section 2.2, this
diversity may be exploited to execute a transition between the two functionally equiv-
alent mechanisms. This transition facilitates monitoring in communication networks,
while the conditions and requirements of the network and the surrounding environ-
ment change.
Figure 21 provides an overview on the components of Mobi-G.KOM and outlines
the structure of this chapter. We start with a description of the concepts to manage
the nodes and organize the monitoring process. These concepts are adopted from the
decentralized monitoring mechanism Gossipico from van de Bovenkamp et al. [174],
which is originally designed to monitor fixed, large networks of autonomous nodes.
On this basis, Section 5.2 deals with the concrete design of Mobi-G.KOM as a decen-
tralized monitoring mechanism for MANETs. The section details the implementation
of the three well-known monitoring components, which define (i) the establishment
of a monitoring topology, (ii) the collection of monitoring data, and (iii) the dissemi-
nation of monitoring results.
5.1 basics on gossipico
As already indicated in the previous section, Gossipico from van de Bovenkamp et
al. [174] does not rely on gossiping to aggregate attributes but to exchange messages.
For the processing of the transmitted data Gossipico applies concepts of population
algorithms [5], as introduced in Section 3.3.3. In the context of these algorithms a
node processes its own as well as the data from another node if both nodes meet. In
terms of Gossipico data from both nodes are combined using aggregation. The result-
ing in-network aggregation of Gossipico complies with the hierarchical computation
property. This computation of aggregates exhibits a higher flexibility in contrast to
gossip-based approaches, which apply concepts of mass conservation. Contrary to
mass conservation, aggregation, which complies with the hierarchical computation
property, is not primarily restricted to averaging (cf. Section 3.3.2).
Gossipico divides the time into cycles to coordinate the periodic tasks and the
interaction between the nodes. However, it abstains from a synchronization of the cy-
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(a) The first cycle of Count (b) The second cycle of Count
(c) The third cycle of Count (d) The fourth cycle of Count
Figure 22: Example of the first four cycles of the Count procedure with the corresponding
exchange of Information Collecting (IC) and Information Spreading (IS) messages
(adapted from [160])
cles between the nodes by using epochs, as implemented by many other gossip-based
monitoring mechanisms [69, 170, 41], which rely on epoch-synced mass conservation
for data processing (cf. Section 3.3.2). Gossipico avoids the application of epochs and
the related restarts to enable the continuous integration of new values from moni-
tored attributes as detailed at the end of Section 5.1.1. For the data collection and
result dissemination Gossipico mainly defines two procedures, which are referred to
as Count and Beacon. During a cycle, both procedures are executed so that a node
must actively start the communication with exactly one of its neighbors per proce-
dure, while several incoming messages may be processed. In the following we start
with the description of Count, followed by Beacon, and address the steps from van
de Bovenkamp et al. to handle the dynamics in fixed networks.
5.1.1 The COUNT Procedure
Count represents Gossipico’s procedure for the collection of data and the dissemi-
nation of results, which is sketched in Figure 22. The dashed lines indicate the neigh-
borhood of nodes, which are represented by the squares. A circle inside a square
represents a token at that node, while the number indicates if the node currently
holds one or multiple tokens. The green and yellow arrows indicate the transmission
of different types of messages that belong to the Count procedure: the green arrow
represents an Information Collecting (IC) message and the yellow arrow an Information
Spreading (IS) message. The differences between IC and IS messages are explained in
the following.
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Message
field
Field
symbol
Description
Value V Denotes the currently monitored and transmitted
attributes of the message m
Freshness F Specifies the freshness of m
Type T Defines the type of m: T = 0 represents an IS message,
indicating that it disseminates information, whereas
T = 1 represents an IC message used for data collection.
Table 14: Message format of an IC or IS message
The main idea behind this procedure is that, either in the beginning or if a new
node joins the network, every node starts with its own token as depicted in Fig-
ure 22a. The token either represents
• the local value of one or several monitored attributes, which have been mea-
sured by the node;
• the aggregate of the own token and all tokens from other nodes that have been
received in the previous cycle;
• just the aggregated tokens from other nodes that have been received in the
previous cycle.
During a cycle, a node sends an IC message with its generated token and hands
off its token to one of its neighbors. Every node repeats this operation and sends
an IC message per cycle so that the tokens accumulate at a fraction of nodes (cf.
Figure 22b) until all tokens are gathered at a single node, as depicted in Figure 22c
and 22d. Meanwhile, if a node does not have a token, it sends an IS message to one
of its neighbors during a cycle. The IS message indicates how many tokens have been
seen by that node during a previous cycle. Newer information that has to be spread
takes precedence over older information, ensuring that only recent information is
disseminated in the network.
To identify if a message is used to collect or to distribute data as well as to identify
the age of data a Count message has the format, as listed in Table 14 and as speci-
fied by van de Bovenkamp et al. [174]. In this message V specifies a node’s current
estimate for the global view of an attribute and the age of the sent information is
specified by F. Finally, T with T ∈ {0, 1} specifies if the message is an IC message to
collect data (T = 1) or if it is an IS message to disseminate information (T = 0). Dur-
ing a cycle, each node sends its current IC or IS message and subsequently generates
an IS message after the transmission of the previous message. This new message,
which will be sent during the next cycle, is denoted as waiting message mw. Until
the beginning of the next cycle, the node might receive messages from other nodes,
which are denoted as mr. A received message is processed depending on the type
T and freshness F of the waiting and received messages, as specified in Table 15. In
this table the subscripts r and w indicate if a received or waiting message with its
corresponding message fields is considered. For the case of Tr = 1 and Tw = 1 the
operator ⊕ specifies the aggregation of two values of an attribute, where the compu-
tation depends on the underlying aggregation function. In addition to the definition
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Tw = 0 Tw = 1
Tr = 0 mr with higher Fr replaces
mw and updates Vs and Vr
with the received values.
mr is ignored, whereas mw will be
sent.
Tr = 1 mr always replaces mw. A new IC message mw is generated
with Vw = Vr ⊕ Vw, Fw = Fr + Fw, and
Tw = 1. In addition, Vs and Vr are up-
dated with the calculated values.
Table 15: Overview on the processing rules for received messages (abbreviated as m) in Gos-
sipico [174]. The subscripts r and w indicate if the corresponding fields (V , F, and
T ) belong to the received message mr or to a waiting message mw.
of message fields state values Vs and Fs are introduced, which store the correspond-
ing value V and freshness F at a node. The subscript s indicates that the state values
for V and F are considered. A node only updates Vs and Fs if Fw > Fs holds for
the waiting message, thus, having a more recent estimate of the global view of an
attribute.
To track changes in the local values of monitored attributes and to reflect them in
the global view nodes are able to create new tokens. The tokens do not contain the
new absolute value of the monitored attribute but the delta to the previously mea-
sured value. Due to the continuous adjustment of the monitored attributes Gossipico
implements continuous monitoring and does not require a periodic restart to refresh
the global view of attributes, as performed by gossip-based approaches [69, 170, 41],
which rely on epoch-synced mass conservation for data processing.
5.1.2 The BEACON Procedure
The presented Count procedure ensures that the data of all nodes, which are dis-
tributed over the whole network, are finally collected and processed at a single node.
The performance, particularly, the time to collect the data heavily depends on the
time it takes that two nodes with tokens meet to exchange their IC messages. To
accelerate the data collection and to increase the probability that nodes with tokens
meet Gossipico introduces the Beacon procedure. The Beacon procedure represents
an autonomous and decentralized election of a leader, which is referred to as beacon
in the context of Gossipico. By the means of gossiping, the nodes elect the beacon
of the network and use the exchanged messages to (i) announce the beacon and (ii)
create shortest paths to the beacon. Based on these paths, the tokens are pushed to
the beacon and already aggregated and processed along the way, utilizing the IC
messages from Count.
For the decentralized and autonomous determination of the beacon van de Boven-
kamp et al. [174] model this procedure as a fight between multiple armies of different
strengths. In the beginning or if a node joins it starts as army leader of its own army.
As a leader or member of an army the node competes with nodes from other armies
to determine the strongest army with the associated army leader. Figure 23 depicts
four different states for the determination of one beacon in the network during the
Beacon procedure. The dashed lines highlight again the neighborhood of nodes,
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(a) Initial state of Beacon (b) Intermediate state of Beacon
(c) Intermediate state of Beacon (d) Final state of Beacon
Figure 23: Example of different states of the Beacon procedure (adapted from [160])
while a hexagon marks a leader of an army and the number inside quantifies the
corresponding strength. The green arrows indicate the predecessor of a node on the
path towards the beacon.
At the start of the Beacon procedure and as depicted in Figure 23a, every node
belongs to its own army and constitutes the corresponding leader of that army. To
determine the beacon a node K stores
• the identifier of its army IDarmy, where it belongs to;
• the randomly selected strength SIDarmy of that army;
• the next hop nhIDarmy of the path to the beacon;
• the corresponding hop count hcIDarmy to that beacon.
During a cycle and the execution of the Count procedure, two neighboring nodes
compete with each other and exchange so-called army messages. If both nodes belong
to the same army, they update the information about the next hop and hop count to
the beacon. If they belong to different armies, the stronger army wins and incorpo-
rates the defeated node, which (i) becomes a member of that army, (ii) updates its
strength, and (iii) stores the winning node as the next hop towards the army leader
with the current hop count plus one (cf. Figure 23b and 23c). Figure 23d depicts the
final state of the Beacon procedure with one leader of the remaining army. This
leader becomes the beacon of the whole network and serves as accelerator for the
collection of monitoring data. Table 16 lists and explains again the resulting fields of
an army message.
Based on this procedure, an IC message is always sent towards the leader of the
current army using the available information at the sending node, whereas IS mes-
sages are sent to a random neighbor. As a result, the collected data is sent to the
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Message
field
Field
symbol
Description
Army ID IDarmy Specifies the current ID of an army to distinguish
between different armies
Army strength SIDarmy Defines the strength of the corresponding army
Next hop nhIDarmy Identifies the next hop out of a node’s
neighborhood on the path towards the current
beacon of the army
Hop count hcIDarmy Stores the required number of hops to reach the
current beacon of the army
Table 16: Message format of an army message
autonomously selected node and already aggregated along the path if possible. For
the sake of clarity we will refer to the leader of an army as beacon for the remainder
of this thesis.
5.1.3 Handling Dynamics in Fixed Networks
To handle the dynamics of the considered networks, which arise from link failures
and from the graceful or ungraceful leaving of nodes, the basic assumption of Gos-
sipico is that a node is able to detect a link or node failure in its neighborhood [174].
Once such failure is detected, the affected nodes restart both the Count and Bea-
con procedures by rebuilding their armies and starting a recount. For a successful
recreation of armies and recount the following concepts are introduced.
• Recounts work if a node only accepts and processes IC messages from its army
and ignores IC messages from other armies. Therefore, if a node becomes a
member of a new army, it creates an IC message, includes the locally mea-
sured values and sets the freshness to one. The resulting message resembles a
message when joining the network.
• To rebuild an army the concepts of army revival and immunity are introduced.
A node, which detects a link or node failure, leaves its current army, recreates
its own army and assigns a randomly selected strength to that army. To avoid
that the new army is defeated by the previous army and that a recount is sup-
pressed the node’s new army is impervious to the previous one. Consequently,
the new army conquers the currently reigning army despite its strength to start
a successful recount over all nodes.
5.2 mobi-g .kom : bridging the gap to manets
With Mobi-G.KOM we adapt the basic approach from van de Bovenkamp et al. [174]
to be applicable in MANETs, as presented in our previous work [160]. As already
indicated in the introduction of this chapter, the goals of the extensions are twofold.
On the one hand, we want to create a flat decentralized monitoring mechanism that
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does not need to manage a hierarchy in MANETs. On the other hand, we want to
design an approach for MANETs that relies on the robust communication pattern
of gossiping to exchange but not to aggregate data. In MANETs the utilization of
gossiping for data aggregation leads (i) to inaccurate results due to the high network
diameter as well as (ii) to mass loss due to message loss.
To design and develop a flat monitoring mechanism for MANETs that fulfills the
aforementioned criteria we try to exploit the positive characteristics of MANETs,
while counteracting its negative aspects by adapting and extending the initial version
of Gossipico where appropriate. In terms of strengths, we exploit the communication
medium and its ability to broadcast messages in order to speed up the spreading of
information as well as to save bandwidth. Considering weaknesses, we must counter-
act the missing long-range connectivity accompanied by the resulting high network
diameter. Furthermore, the initial design of Gossipico must be extended to handle
the highly dynamic environment with constantly changing neighbors. In this regard
solutions must be designed (i) to maintain the shortest path to the beacon and (ii) to
restart both the Count and Beacon procedures for the recount and reactivation of
armies. For the remainder of this section we start with the description of adapting the
communication between nodes in Section 5.2.1, followed by the required extensions
of the Count and Beacon procedures in Section 5.2.2 to implement data collection
and result dissemination. A description of the establishment of the monitoring topol-
ogy is omitted, since Mobi-G.KOM does not require any topology to operate on.
5.2.1 Adapting the Communication
Similar to BlockTree.KOM Mobi-G.KOM does not rely on an underlying routing
protocol to send packets to distant nodes, but implements its own routing methods
to communicate. Based on this decision, it operates independently of the routing pro-
tocol and may still transmit information if the routing protocol fails, as emphasized
by Nanda and Kotz [119]. As detailed in our previous work [160], Mobi-G.KOM
tries to make use of broadcasting where possible. The reasons for this decision are
twofold.
• With broadcasting, multiple nodes are simultaneously addressable, which helps
to reduce the impact of a possibly high network diameter due to the missing
long range connectivity.
• Broadcasting preserves the upload bandwidth of a communicating node, be-
cause one message is sent to address multiple nodes.
In contrast, broadcasting does not guarantee a successful delivery to all or even
a single receiver in the communication range. Thus, broadcasting is particularly of
interest for messages, which might be interesting for several nodes, whereas a loss
of data is negligible. As a consequence we use broadcasting within the Count pro-
cedure for the transmission of IS messages for a fast dissemination of information
about the global view of monitored attributes in the network. In context of the Bea-
con procedure, we broadcast army messages for the fast identification of a single
beacon in the network and to refresh shortest paths and hop counts to the identified
beacon at every node. For both types of messages a loss is not critical, because it is
sufficient to obtain the current or even updated information in the next cycle from
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the same or a different neighbor, which have been successfully updated during the
current cycle. Similar to BlockTree.KOM, we try to make use of the fact that data,
which serve as input for the two types of messages, are available at multiple nodes.
Consequently, we must not rely on the information exchange between a single source
or forwarding node and multiple or, in the worst case, single receivers. There are al-
ways sets of potential sources and forwarding nodes, which increase the probability
that messages are forwarded.
In contrast, it is necessary that an IC message of Count does not get lost. Other-
wise, one or several tokens are lost, which leads to an underestimation of the global
view of an aggregate. Besides the necessity for a reliable transmission of IC messages,
broadcasting of these messages leads to the reception of duplicate information at
multiple nodes and to an overestimation of the global view of an aggregate. Con-
trary to the presented communication concepts in the context of BlockTree.KOM
(cf. Section 4.1.2), the exchange of IC messages always takes place between two sin-
gle nodes and it must be ensured that the transmission of data is successful. For this
reason, the transmission of an IC message must be acknowledged by the receiving
node. If no acknowledgment is received by the sender of an IC message, it repeats
the transmission or pauses the message exchange for the current cycle. The num-
ber of retransmissions of an IC message is defined by the system parameter nretrans
and the token acknowledgment timeout ttokenAckTimeout defines the interval after which
a retransmission is started.
5.2.1.1 Efficient Transmission of new Information
For the fast and efficient dissemination of IS and army messages in the network, it is
mandatory that the messages are not restricted to the neighbors of the source but are
forwarded in the whole network. Thus, the initial broadcast of both message types
from one or multiple sources is triggered by the cycles In contrast, the subsequent for-
warding to the remaining nodes in the network is not synchronized by the cycles but
immediately executed after a message has been received. However, if every receiving
node immediately broadcasts the received message, the network is congested with
IS and army messages. To avoid the resulting broadcast storms [172] and to omit
the creation of a consent between potential forwarding candidates, Mobi-G.KOM re-
lies as well on contention-based forwarding schemes, as introduced in [189, 40, 53]
and described for the corresponding routing methods of BlockTree.KOM (cf. Sec-
tion 4.3). Similar to BlockTree.KOM, each node calculates a hesitation time thesTime
based on (7), where tmaxForward is a system parameter, which specifies the maximum
forwarding time, and khesFactor represents the varying hesitation factor, which is calcu-
lated by each node. Due to the fact that the dissemination of IS and army messages
may be considered as the dissemination of information in a specified area, khesFactor
is calculated as specified by (13) for the Flooding-Based Area Dissemination in Sec-
tion 4.3.3.1 and as defined in our previous work [160]. In (13) Hn+1 represents one
of the nodes, which received the broadcasted message from Hn, and rmax constitutes
a configurable system parameter that specifies the estimated maximum communication
range of the utilized device. The hesitation factor ranges inside the interval [0, 1]
and depends on the distance between the broadcasting node and the receiver, which
is normalized by rmax. As a result, distant nodes obtain a smaller factor, whereas
a higher factor is assigned to neighboring nodes so that distant nodes are favored
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to forward a message. Consequently, every IS and army message of Mobi-G.KOM
contains the position of the broadcasting node Hn so that a receiving node Hn+1 is
able to calculate its hesitation factor khesFactor.
Similar to BlockTree.KOM, the presented contention-based forwarding scheme
avoids that the network is flooded and that the very same message is simulta-
neously broadcasted by multiple nodes. In contrast to the hierarchical approach,
Mobi-G.KOM does not require a message forwarding cache for the identification of
redundant messages, which must be dropped. Instead, Mobi-G.KOM evaluates the
quality of a received message and checks if the message contains relevant informa-
tion, which should be forwarded to the remaining nodes. In terms of an IS message,
the message contains relevant information if the received data exhibit a higher fresh-
ness Fr than Fw of a waiting IS message. An army message is only forwarded, if the
sender belongs to a stronger army than the receiver or if a shorter path to a known
beacon is discovered.
5.2.1.2 Responding to Missing or old Information
Besides the presented procedure for the dissemination of IS and army messages,
Mobi-G.KOM additionally specifies a response procedure, as introduced in our previ-
ous work [160]. The response procedure ensures that a node receives and operates
on recent information and does not forward redundant or even old information
due to the unreliable broadcasting or to intermittent connections between the nodes.
Therefore and as an addition of the previously described qualitative evaluation of
a received message, a node checks if a message does not only contain redundant
but even old information. Based on the outcome, the broadcasting node of the stale
information is informed. The receiver of an old IS or army message broadcasts a cor-
responding response message with recent information to update the broadcasting
sender.
To ensure that the response procedure is triggered every receiver of an old IS
or army message becomes a potential candidate to execute the procedure and to
increase the probability that the state of the broadcasting node with the old informa-
tion is refreshed. To avoid that the node is flooded with messages from every node in
its communication range the response procedure relies on contention-based forward-
ing schemes as well. Similar to the previously described calculation of the hesitation
factor the distance between the previous sender Hn and a receiver Hn+1 influences
the hesitation time. However, as shown in (20), nearby nodes are favored and ob-
tain a smaller hesitation factor compared to distant nodes. Subsequently, every node
calculates its hesitation time thesTime based on (7). Instead of the system parameter
tmaxForward, which specifies the maximum forwarding time, we rely on a separate
system parameter, denoted as maximum responding time tmaxRespond. The maximum
responding time represents the constant factor, which is multiplied with khesFactor to
calculate the hesitation time until broadcasting an IS or army message to complete
the response procedure. The inverted calculation for the response procedure is used
to ensure that the former sender with the stale and inaccurate information receives
the updates. The transmission from a nearby node increases the probability that the
message is correctly received and that the initial sender Hn does not leave the com-
munication range of the answering node Hn+1. Similar to the dissemination of IS
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and army messages a hesitating node stops the response procedure if it receives the
answer from another node.
khesFactor =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if ∣−−−−−→Hn+1Hn∣ > rmax
∣−−−−−→Hn+1Hn∣
rmax
else
(20)
5.2.1.3 Description of the Messages for Data Exchange
To conclude the section about the adaptation of the communication we present the
different message types that are used by Mobi-G.KOM for the data exchange. The
description covers the format and size of the message fields and the corresponding
data. Mobi-G.KOM contains four different message types. The simplest message is
the acknowledgment message, which consists of just one field for the message type
and is used to acknowledge the successful transmission of IC messages between two
nodes. The remaining three messages consist of multiple fields, which are listed and
summarized in Table 17. Since IS and army messages are broadcasted, using the
presented contention-based forwarding schemes, both messages require the position
of the sender. For the utilization of the current position a node periodically retrieves
and refreshes its geographical position. The corresponding interval for the retrieval is
specified by the system parameter position refresh interval treqPosInterval. In addition, the
IS message comprises the required fields to disseminate the current estimate of an
attribute’s global view, whereas the army message contains respective information
to determine the strongest army with the corresponding beacon. Furthermore, an
army message contains the Boolean field epoch restart, which indicates if the source
of the army message starts a new epoch or just sends an usual army message per
information cycle. In Section 5.2.2.2 we describe the utilization of the epoch restart.
The data- and token-field of the IS and IC message are reserved for the transmis-
sion of monitoring data, which exhibit the same format. The data comprises the set
of aggregates of the monitored attributes, which consists of an attribute’s identifier
as well as of the fields of the different aggregate functions. For a better comparison
with BlockTree.KOM these fields are the same as for BlockTree.KOM and com-
prise minimum, maximum, sum, and number of nodes. The first three attributes are
represented as double, whereas the number of nodes is represented as integer. In
addition to the data- and token-field as well as the freshness F to characterize the
age of the monitoring data an IC message consists of the IDs of the sender and the
message, represented by IDnode and IDmessage. Both fields are used by the receiver of
an IC message to identify redundant or old messages, which have been mistakenly
retransmitted, because the corresponding acknowledgment did not reach the sender
of the IC message.
5.2.2 Data Collection and Result Dissemination
After presenting the adaptation of the underlying communication methods to han-
dle the characteristics of MANETs and to support the execution and operation of
Mobi-G.KOM, we describe the modifications and extensions to deploy Mobi-G.KOM
in MANETs. This section details the design and implementation from two out of the
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Message field Size Description
Common message fields
Message
type
1 byte Specifies the message type, which helps to determine
how the message and data must be handled
IDarmy 8 bytes Holds the ID of the army, the sending node belongs
to
IC message fields
Freshness 4 bytes Specifies the freshness of the transmitted token
IDnode 8 bytes Identifies the sender of an IC message so that the
corresponding receiver is able to identify redundant
and old IC messages of that node due to mistakenly
sent retransmissions
IDmessage 8 bytes Identifies an IC message so that a receiver of that
message can decide to drop or process the message
Token Varying The token represents the collected data, which
comprise the aggregates of the monitored attributes.
Similar to P- and C-BlockTree.KOM, an aggregate
consists of an identifier with a size of one byte as
well as of fields to store the minimum, maximum,
sum, and number of nodes, which results in an
overall size of 29 bytes per monitored attribute.
IS message fields
Freshness 4 bytes Specifies the freshness of the disseminated
monitoring results, which represent the current
estimate of the global view of the monitored
attributes
Sender
position
16 bytes Contains the position of the source or sender, which
created or forwarded the message
Data Varying The data comprise the current estimate of the global
view of the monitored attributes. As outlined above,
the aggregates of an attribute have a size of 29 bytes.
Army message fields
SIDarmy 4 bytes Defines the corresponding strength of the army
Hop count 1 byte Stores the number of hops of this message towards
the beacon of the army
IDimpervious 8 bytes Specifies the ID of the army, to which the sending
node is impervious
Sender
position
16 bytes Contains the position of the source or sender, which
created or forwarded the message
Epoch
restart
1 byte Indicates if the source of the army message starts a
new epoch or just sends an usual army message
Table 17: Message format of Mobi-G.KOM’s messages
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three well-known monitoring components, comprising the collection of monitoring
data and the dissemination of the calculated results. The third component, which
describes the establishment and management of the underlying topology, is skipped,
because no component is required. Since Mobi-G.KOM operates on a flat topology,
which corresponds to a mesh and only relies on the neighborhood given by the
reachable nodes, the mesh and neighboring nodes must not be managed.
As already outlined in the previous section Count and Beacon are responsible
for data collection and result dissemination. Whereas the Beacon procedure is used
to identify and manage the beacon of a network and to accelerate the collection of
data, the Count procedure is used for the data collection and result dissemination.
For the data collection and particularly for the data processing Mobi-G.KOM imple-
ments aggregation functions, which comply with the hierarchical computation prop-
erty. The implemented functions are the same as for BlockTree.KOM and comprise
minimum, maximum, sum, number of nodes, and average. To store and transmit
this information the corresponding fields of an aggregate consist of minimum, max-
imum, and sum, which are represented as double, whereas the number of nodes is
represented as integer. The following modifications of both the Count and Beacon
procedures are mandatory to handle the characteristics of MANETs, addressing, for
instance, the missing long-range connectivity or the high dynamics due to churn and
mobility. For this reason
• we modify the clocking cycle, which influences the behavior of a node and
triggers the collection and dissemination of data;
• we change the restart procedure for Count and Beacon;
• we actively maintain the different paths to the beacon of an army to guarantee
for a good convergence of tokens despite mobility and constantly changing
neighbors.
5.2.2.1 Cycle Adaptation
As presented before Gossipico utilizes only one cycle to trigger and organize the
collection of data, the dissemination of partial or final results, as well as the identifi-
cation of a single beacon. As depicted in Figure 24a two messages are simultaneously
sent during every interval. One of the two messages is used to determine a poten-
tially stronger army and to update the paths to the beacon. The other message either
collects data (IC message) or spreads information (IS message) depending on the
node’s current state and incoming messages. Adapting the length of the cycle influ-
ences the sending frequency of all message types. A short interval accelerates the
collection process of tokens and helps to react on the missing long-range connec-
tivity and a high network diameter. However, the short interval also influences the
transmission of IS and army messages and results in an unnecessary overhead of
messages with redundant information. To separate the periodic transmission of IC
messages from the remaining two messages Mobi-G.KOM introduces two separate
cycles, as already presented in our previous work [160] and depicted in Figure 24b.
One cycle is used to trigger the transmission of IC messages. We denote this cy-
cle as token-cycle and its interval length is defined by the token-send-delay parameter
ttokenSendDelay. The second cycle is used for the periodic dissemination of IS and army
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(a) Single cycle synchronization of Gossipico (b) Dual cycle synchronization of Mobi-G.KOM
Figure 24: Adaptation of the cycle synchronization in Mobi-G.KOM (adapted from [160])
messages. This cycle is referred to as information-cycle and the corresponding interval
length is defined by the refresh timeout parameter trefreshTimeout.
The token-cycle triggers (i) the collection and processing of incoming tokens and
(ii) the transmission of IC messages with generated tokens that have been collected
during the previous interval. Consequently, a node does not send anything during
a token-cycle interval if it does not have a token. As already sketched a short token-
cycle leads to a high transmission frequency of IC messages and an accelerated collec-
tion of tokens at the beacon, which tackles the problem of a possibly high network
diameter. However, a very short token-cycle leads to the immediate forwarding of
received tokens without waiting for other incoming tokens. As a result only a few
tokens are combined along the path towards the beacon, which leads to the transmis-
sion of many tokens that must be handled by the beacon and the nodes next to the
beacon. Thus, the corresponding value for the token-send-delay must be carefully
selected to provide a fast convergence of tokens at the beacon, while exploiting the
aggregation of multiple tokens at intermediate nodes towards the beacon to avoid
an increased traffic.
To prevent an unnecessary dissemination of IS and army messages along with IC
messages both messages are triggered by the separate information-cycle. Besides the
reduction of the sending frequency by a separate cycle, it is not necessary that every
node sends a message in an interval, because IS and army messages are broadcasted,
using the presented contention-based forwarding scheme. If a hesitating node al-
ready receives an IS or army message from another node, it drops its hesitating mes-
sage if the received information corresponds with the own information. Otherwise,
a node has two possibilities to react if the received information differs.
• If the IS or army message contains stale information, the receiving node starts
the response procedure to correct the stale entries, as described above. In terms
of IS messages, stale information is reflected by the low freshness of results. An
army message provides stale information if the node still belongs to a defeated
army or maintains a considerably longer path to the beacon. Based on the cor-
responding calculation of the hesitation time, nearby nodes start the response
procedure first to ensure that the initial sender obtains the correct results and
that many hesitating nodes in the communication range of the sender receive
the message and drop their hesitating messages.
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• In terms that the IS or army message contains new information (i.e. higher
freshness, stronger army, shorter path to the beacon), the receiving node dis-
seminates the information in the whole network. To accelerate the dissemi-
nation and reach as many nodes as possible distant nodes obtain a smaller
hesitation time, thus, forward the information earlier.
If Mobi-G.KOM reaches a steady state, where the local information do not differ
among the nodes, the transmission of IS and army messages is reduced to a set of
nodes, while the majority of nodes drop their hesitating messages.
5.2.2.2 Counteracting Node Mobility
Due to the fact that the presented concepts of Gossipico are only targeted at handling
the dynamics of fixed networks and are based on assumptions, which do not hold for
mobile networks, extensions are necessary to particularly counteract node mobility.
For this reason Mobi-G.KOM introduces two additional methods, which prevent
that the mobility of nodes disrupts the collection and dissemination of data. The first
method addresses the maintenance of the hop count to the beacon at every node
and the second one deals with the restart mechanism for the Count and Beacon
procedure.
maintaining the hop count to the beacon
In general, the exchange of army messages is used to maintain and refresh the next
hop on the path to the beacon as well as the corresponding hop count. In Gossipico
a node always tries to determine the lowest hop count to the beacon to accelerate the
collection and dissemination of data. As a result it ignores information about paths
with a higher hop count. In terms of MANETs, this approach is not feasible, because
nodes are mobile and decrease or, particularly, increase the distance to the beacon.
Consequently, transmitted information about a longer path with an increased hop
count to the beacon may reflect the effective situation in a MANET and should not
be ignored. For this reason and as detailed in our previous work [160] the hop count
of a node gradually increases over time if it is not refreshed. As a consequence the
node accepts and updates its own state with information about longer paths to the
beacon, which reflects the current and effective state in the network.
Besides the influence of mobility on the hop count, it also affects the next hop of
the path to the beacon, because the identified node might leave the communication
range of the sender of an IC message. In Gossipico this event triggers the restart of
the Count and Beacon procedure, because it is assumed that a link is broken or a
node ungracefully left the network. In a MANET a node just moves away and is not
reachable but still online. To avoid that node mobility triggers many and unneces-
sary restarts Mobi-G.KOM reacts in a different way on disappearing next hops. The
acknowledgments of IC messages are used to detect if the next hop has been reached
or not. If no acknowledgment of an IC message is received, the node broadcasts an
army message with a high hop count to start the response procedure at the receiving
nodes. The responding node of the broadcasted army message is used as the next
hop for the IC message during the next interval of the token-cycle. Since the calcu-
lation of the hesitation time during a response procedure favors nearby nodes, the
probability decreases that a next hop leaves the communication range of a sending
node before the next interval of the token-cycle.
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a time-based restart mechanism for count and beacon
As sketched during the description of counteracting the dynamics in fixed networks
(cf. Section 5.1) Gossipico uses an event-based restart mechanism for Count and
Beacon if a node detects a broken link or a left node. The detection of both events
states a problem in MANETs, since nodes might still be online but not reachable,
because they left the communication range. As a result the initial event-based restart
procedure is not applicable in MANETs, because it leads to unnecessary and many
restarts due to the mobility of nodes. As introduced in our previous work [160]
Mobi-G.KOM utilizes a time-based instead of an event-based restart mechanism. Sim-
ilar to other gossip-based monitoring mechanisms [69, 170, 41], which rely on epoch-
synced mass conservation, Mobi-G.KOM uses epochs to trigger the restart of Count
and Beacon. After a given amount of time, which is specified by the system param-
eter epoch length tepochLength, a node
• enters the new epoch;
• starts as a new beacon of its own army with a randomly selected army strength;
• tries to conquer the MANET to become the only beacon.
To support the restart of Count and Beacon every new army is impervious to the
formerly reigning army. If a node becomes a member of a new army, it restarts the
timer to enter a new epoch, setting the length of the timer to the value of tepochLength.
Based on this design, no separate message or additional information is required,
while only a fraction of nodes, i.e., those nodes where the timer for the new epoch
expires, actively triggers the transition into a new epoch. The majority of nodes is
automatically passed over into the new epoch.
To prevent that a node loses its global view of the monitored attributes but starts
again to collect new tokens after the restart of an epoch Mobi-G.KOM introduces
a system parameter, called intermediate values threshold tintValThreshold. After the node
enters a new epoch, it caches the obtained monitoring results from the previous
epoch for a certain amount of time, which is specified by tintValThreshold. If monitoring
results are requested during this interval, a node accesses the cashed instead of the
recent results from the current epoch. A disseminated army message contains the
flag epoch restart, which indicates if the army message effectively starts a new epoch
or if it is just an ordinary message, which is triggered by the information-cycle. Based
on this flag, nodes do not mistakenly cache the current state but access the recent
results.
Besides this extension, every node starts with its own token at the beginning of an
epoch, using its locally measured values of the monitored attributes as input. Based
on the new values, the global view of a monitored attribute is updated, incorporat-
ing the new values of all nodes, which are currently present in the MANET. Due
to the epoch-based update of the global view Mobi-G.KOM does not implement
continuous monitoring as compared to Gossipico. It abstains from the continuous
integration of new tokens that contain the delta of the currently measured value of
an attribute to its previous value. Though, if required, a node can also integrate its
measured values during an epoch to increase accuracy and freshness of the result-
ing global view of an attribute. Consequently, Mobi-G.KOM may be configured to
implement continuous monitoring as well.
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5.3 summary
Mobi-G.KOM is a flat and decentralized monitoring mechanism for MANETs that
operates on a mesh of nodes. It does not require an underlying hierarchy for the
identification of communication partners or determination of destinations for data
but simply operates on the neighborhood of a node. Consequently, no component
is required to establish and maintain a topology. In terms of data collection and
result dissemination, Mobi-G.KOM uses gossiping for the exchange of information
between the nodes. Contrary to other approaches, which gossip to aggregate data
and rely on the concept of mass conservation, Mobi-G.KOM just gossips to commu-
nicate and relies on the hierarchical computation property for the processing and
aggregation of data. Based on this communication pattern, the approach consists of
two separate phases for the data collection and result dissemination: it implements
a push-based data collection, which is periodically triggered by the token-cycle, and
a proactive dissemination of results, which is triggered by the information-cycle. In
Table 18 the corresponding system parameters of Mobi-G.KOM are listed and sum-
marized. The impact of Mobi-G.KOM’s different system parameters on performance
and cost is evaluated in Section 6.3.3 as well as in Appendix A.3.
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System parameter Symbol Explanation
Number of IC
message retrans-
missions
nretrans Specifies the maximum number of re-
transmissions of an IC message
Maximum for-
warding time
tmaxForward Specifies the constant factor to calculate
the hesitation time to forward a message
based on (7)
Maximum re-
sponding time
tmaxRespond Specifies the constant factor to calculate
the hesitation time to finish a response
operation and transmit an IS or army
message
Estimated maxi-
mum communica-
tion range
rmax Defines the estimated maximum commu-
nication range of nodes
Token-send-delay ttokenSendDelay Specifies the interval length of the token-
cycle, which is used for the transmission
of IC messages
Refresh timeout trefreshTimeout Specifies the interval length of the
information-cycle, which is used to
disseminate IS and army messages
Token acknowl-
edgment timeout
ttokenAckTimeout Defines the interval after which a retrans-
mission is started
Epoch length tepochLength Defines the duration of an epoch
Position refresh
interval
treqPosInterval Specifies after which amount of time a
node retrieves and refreshes the informa-
tion about its current position
Intermediate
values threshold
tintValThreshold Prescribes the duration to cache the
obtained monitoring results from a previ-
ous epoch, after a new epoch started
Table 18: Overview and description of general system parameters of Mobi-G.KOM
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M O N I T O R I N G E VA L U AT I O N
After the description of the developed decentralized monitoring mechanismsfor MANETs, we conduct a detailed evaluation of Mobi-G.KOM and Block-
Tree.KOM. Relying on a simulation-based evaluation of both approaches, we investi-
gate if they provide accurate and location-aware monitoring information, while tack-
ling the arising challenges that originate from (i) the dynamic nature of MANETs and
(ii) the wireless communication medium with the related devices. In the next section
we present the targeted evaluation objectives (cf. Section 6.1) followed by a descrip-
tion of the simulation environment and setup (cf. Section 6.2). The description also
covers the considered metrics of the evaluation, which are used to quantify the identi-
fied non-functional requirements. After the presentation of the evaluation objectives
and setup, we conduct a detailed system parameter evaluation of BlockTree.KOM
and Mobi-G.KOM in Section 6.3 and subsequently compare the different monitor-
ing mechanisms with each other (cf. Section 6.4). Finally, Section 6.5 concludes this
chapter and summarizes the obtained results.
6.1 evaluation objectives
As already stated in the beginning of this chapter the major objective is the evaluation
of BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM to answer the question if both approaches op-
erate in MANETs and provide accurate and location-aware monitoring information,
as postulated by the first of the identified research challenges (cf. Section 1.2). In
particular, we quantify to which extent the relevant non-functional requirements of
a decentralized monitoring mechanism are fulfilled. They are represented by the
workload-independent non-functional requirements, comprising accuracy and time-
liness in terms of performance as well as cost. To accomplish the overall objective
the evaluation is divided into two parts encompassing a detailed system parameter
evaluation and a comparative evaluation.
system parameter evaluation. For a better understanding of BlockTree.KOM
and Mobi-G.KOM a detailed system parameter evaluation is conducted, which
examines the influence of relevant system parameters on the developed ap-
proaches. Based on the evaluation, we define valid parameter ranges and seek
for configurations that improve the performance of our developed approaches
at minimum or ideally no cost.
comparative evaluation. The comparative evaluation serves for the compari-
son of BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM. The evaluation consists of a set of
experiments with different scenario settings and variations of the correspond-
ing scenario parameters to evaluate and compare both approaches with each
other. The scenario parameter variations address scalability and robustness and
correspond to the workload-dependent non-functional requirements, as iden-
tified in Section 2.4.3. Based on the different setups, we investigate how the
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considered approaches handle the second and third research challenge of de-
centralized monitoring in MANETs and cope with (i) the dynamic nature of
MANETs and (ii) the characteristics of the wireless communication medium.
As addressed at the beginning of Chapter 5 the comparative evaluation addi-
tionally outlines how both monitoring mechanisms perform in the different
scenarios. The obtained results may serve as hint to identify potential tran-
sitions between the considered monitoring mechanisms to facilitate monitor-
ing in communication networks even if the conditions of the network and
surrounding environment change. During the outlook and discussion of the
future work in the area of decentralized monitoring (cf. Section 7.2), we elabo-
rate on potential transitions and adaptations based on the obtained results of
the following system parameter and comparative evaluation. Furthermore, the
comparative evaluation serves for the investigation how the approaches meet
the fifth of our identified research challenges and handle the distance-aware
relevance of information. Based on this examination, we compare the impact
of Mobi-G.KOM’s flat topology to BlockTree.KOM’s n-tiered tree of blocks.
6.2 simulation environment
For the evaluation of BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM we rely on a simulation-
based evaluation for multiple reasons. It allows for studying the large variety of
different system scales regarding the spatial size and number of nodes that must
be addressed by decentralized monitoring mechanisms in MANETs. Furthermore,
it is not bound to the availability of appropriate communication devices when per-
forming a testbed-based evaluation. In addition to the scalability issues simulations
enable the isolated examination of specific aspects in an experiment to assess the
impact on performance and cost of the mechanisms under test. In our case, simu-
lations facilitate to study the impact of system and especially scenario parameters,
for instance, the node density, a node’s movement speed, or even characteristics of
a monitored attribute. For the specification and, particularly, for the variation of sce-
nario parameters, simulations facilitate the application of synthetic but also realistic
workloads. Synthetic workloads may be based on probabilistic models to specify and
vary a certain set of scenario parameters. For instance, the applied mobility model of
our experiments relies on a probabilistic model to specify the movement speed and
destination of a node (cf. Section 6.3.1). Realistic workloads may be derived from
traces of real-world measurements so that the resulting specification and variation
of a certain set of parameters reflect real-world scenarios. For example, we rely on
traces to realistically model the behavior of a monitored attributed in our experi-
ments (cf. Section 6.2.2). Throughout this section, we detail the simulation platform,
introduce the modelled attributes, which are monitored by the nodes, and finally
describe the evaluation metrics.
6.2.1 Overview on the Simulation Platform
For the execution of the evaluation we rely on PeerfactSim.KOM [91, 155], which con-
stitutes a simulator that was initially designed for the simulation of P2P systems.
The simulator has been extended and additionally enables the simulation of mobile
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Figure 25: Overview on the simulation platform PeerfactSim.KOM based on [159]
P2P and ad hoc networks [159]. Figure 25 depicts the extended simulation platform
that is used in this thesis for the evaluation of BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM.
The left-hand side of the figure shows the modeled communication layers of the sim-
ulator, which construct a host that corresponds to a mobile node in our experiments.
Besides the different communication layers, a host in PeerfactSim.KOM may consist
of optional models, such as the energy model, which is of interest if mobile devices
with limited resources are considered. The right-hand side shows the models, which
are used to simulate the mobility of nodes as well as the geographical environment,
where the nodes are located. The mobility model can be used with built-in mobility
models but enables the integration of generated mobility traces from BonnMotion [4].
This tool represents the de-facto standard for the generation of mobility traces based
on sophisticated models and is also used in this thesis to model node mobility. The
map model simulates the geographical environment and is used to create different
settings, for example, with or without obstacles, such as buildings in a city. The cre-
ation ranges from purpose-based and simple environments, which are defined by
common Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), to detailed models of urban places or cities
based on data from OpenStreetMap (OSM)1. In the following we detail the setup
and configuration of a host, which represents a participating mobile node in the
evaluation. Details on the utilized mobility and geographical environment models
are given where required.
6.2.1.1 Description of the Modelled Communication Layers
Starting from the bottom of the host, the data link layer comprises a model for the
IEEE 802.11g standard [60], which is used to simulate the Wi-Fi ad hoc communica-
tion between the devices. The model was ported from the network simulator ns-3 [55]
and is used to simulate the communication of mobile communication devices, such
as smartphones or tablet PCs. The model assumes a nominal bandwidth of 54 Mbps
and an average communication range of 205 m, on which we rely throughout the ex-
1 http://www.openstreetmap.de (Last accessed on July 18, 2014)
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ecuted experiments. Nodes are able to communicate with a single node (unicast) or
multiple nodes (broadcast). On top of the data link layer, the network and transport
layer comprise a model for a typical UDP/IP stack that simulates the connection-
less communication between two or more nodes. As outlined during the design of
BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM both approaches avoid an additional overlay
layer below the monitoring mechanism but communicate directly with the transport
layer. Consequently, the overlay layer of PeerfactSim.KOM is not required for the
evaluation, while the service layer of the simulator contains the implemented mod-
els of BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM, as introduced in Chapter 4 and 5. Finally,
the application layer of the simulator is used to provide the decentralized monitor-
ing mechanisms with locally measured values from a set of monitored attributes.
Section 6.2.2 details the modeled attributes and reasons their selection.
6.2.1.2 Description of Additional Components
Dealing with the additional models of PeerfactSim.KOM for the evaluation, we rely
on the energy model to simulate the energy consumption. The reason for considering
the influence of a decentralized monitoring mechanism on the energy consumption
of a mobile device results from the fact that energy constitutes a primary resource
constraint in addition to bandwidth, as outlined by Feeney [38]. Moreover, the energy
consumption indicates how the fourth research challenge of decentralized monitor-
ing in MANETs is met (cf. Section 1.2). Consequently, we utilize the energy model of
the simulator to measure the resulting energy consumption, arising from communi-
cations as well as from the utilization of the GPS receiver.
To measure and simulate the energy consumption we use a dedicated energy
model for smartphones, as described in [48]. The model may be classified as a
component-based energy consumption model, which is based on measurements
from the Nexus One and Milestone 2. The model may also be combined with mea-
surements from recent smartphones, which exhibit other characteristics regarding
the energy consumption. However, we assume that the obtained results based on
measurements from recent smartphones only differ in their absolute values, whereas
the qualitative statements and tendencies will be similar.
Relying on the measurements from the Nexus One, the model assumes that the
smartphone has a baseline power consumption of 39 mW, while being in an idle
state. If components such as the Wi-Fi chip or the GPS receiver are switched on, the
additional power consumption of the respective component is added to the baseline.
As the Wi-Fi chip operates in an ad hoc mode the chip is always in an idle state with
a power consumption of 314 mW and does not enter a sleep state. If a node sends or
receives a packet, the Wi-Fi chip enters a sending or receiving state, which increases
the resulting power consumption by about 687 mW or 352 mW for the time to send
or receive the packet. Equation (21) describes the energy consumption, while being
in the Wi-Fi idle state for the time tWi-Fiidle . Equation (22) and (23) describe the energy
consumption for sending or receiving a packet for a certain amount of time tWi-Fitx
or tWi-Firx .
To consider the energy consumption of the GPS receiver we use the model from
Zhang et al. [185], which bases on measurements from the Android HTC Dream
and HTC Magic. The conducted measurements outline that the signal strength or
the number of satellites hardly influence the power consumption. Instead, the power
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consumption primarily depends on the state of the GPS receiver, either operating or
being in a sleep state. Since we suppose a constant utilization of the GPS receiver
for both BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM, we assume that the GPS receiver is
always active, leading to a constantly increased power consumption of 429.55 mW.
Equation (24) describes the energy consumption of an active GPS receiver, while a
node is active. Based on the assumption of a component-based energy consumption
model as described above, the calculated energy consumption of (24) is added to the
calculated energy consumption to communicate, as described by (21) – (23).
E(tWi-Fiidle) = (39mW+ 314mW) ∗ tWi-Fiidle (21)
E(tWi-Fitx) = (39mW+ 314mW+ 687mW) ∗ tWi-Fitx (22)
E(tWi-Firx) = (39mW+ 314mW+ 352mW) ∗ tWi-Firx (23)
E(tGPSactive) = 429.55mW ∗ tGPSactive (24)
6.2.2 Modelling Attributes for Monitoring
To assess the accuracy of a decentralized monitoring mechanism the corresponding
attributes must be simulated so that the participating nodes are able to measure
and monitor these attributes. The set of the modeled attributes, which are used dur-
ing this evaluation to examine the accuracy of a monitoring mechanism, consists of
three attributes with different characteristics. As detailed and reasoned below the
attributes have been selected to evaluate specific aspects of accuracy.
node count
Monitoring the number of nodes in a network constitutes a commonly accepted
monitoring attribute [156, 158] and a representative problem for collecting network
statistics, as outlined by Kostoulas et al. [89]. The obtained results for the number of
nodes directly indicate if a decentralized monitoring mechanism captures the com-
plete network or under- or overestimates the actual number of nodes in the network.
Moreover, the attribute indicates if every node receives the correct results for the
number of nodes in the network. For the evaluation we create a constant attribute
that rates every node as one and is used to obtain the number of nodes in the net-
work.
uniformly distributed sine function
Similar to our previous work [160] the Uniformly Distributed Sine Function (UDSF)
represents a synthetic attribute, whose values vary according to a sine function.
Graffi [46] identified the sine function as an important attribute, which helps to
evaluate how a decentralized monitoring mechanism captures a deterministic yet
fluctuating attribute. Contrary to the node count, which provides insights about the
completeness of monitoring results, monitoring the sine function reveals how ac-
curate an approach handles an attribute with fluctuating values. Using the time as
input parameter, a node computes its local value based on the sine function. To avoid
that nodes calculate identical values at the same point in time every node obtains its
own sine function, using a uniform distribution, which determines the offset along
the y-axis. After determining the local value, the decentralized monitoring mecha-
nism collects these values from the nodes and aggregates them. To rate the accuracy
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of monitoring this attribute we rely on the average as aggregation function and com-
pare the average over all monitored values with the average over all effective values.
Section 6.2.3 details how the accuracy is calculated for the monitored attributes of
a decentralized monitoring mechanism. During the evaluation and similar to our
previous work [160], we use a UDSF with a period of one hour.
da_sense measurements
To complete the set of monitored attributes we introduce an attribute, which pro-
vides values based on real-world measurements. The measurements are obtained
from the participatory sensing application da_sense, which has already been intro-
duced in Section 2.1.2.1 as an example for location-based services. The participatory
sensing application da_sense enables users to measure environmental attributes with
their smartphone, such as noise level or temperature. Afterwards, users tag the mea-
surements with their current position and upload the location-dependent data to a
server, which generates a map with the measured values. We use the measured and
location-dependent values for evaluating the performance regarding the provision-
ing of location-aware monitoring information (cf. Section 6.4.3). In that section, we
detail as well how the measured data are processed and integrated into the executed
experiments.
6.2.3 Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM we examine to which extend the
workload-independent non-functional requirements are met, while varying the cor-
responding system parameters as well as parameters of a simulated scenario. As de-
tailed in Section 2.4.3 the workload-independent non-functional requirements com-
prise accuracy and staleness and characterize the performance of an approach. The
occurring communication and energy consumption represent the arising cost. In the
following we discuss and select the corresponding metrics, which are used to quan-
tify these non-functional requirements.
accuracy
For the quantification of accuracy the error between the monitored and effective
global view of an attribute must be calculated. In this context we use the nomencla-
ture from our previous work [159] to denote and calculate the error. With Xm(A, t,K)
we denote the monitored global aggregate X of a monitoring attribute A that a node
K has obtained at time t. The subscript m indicates that the monitored global ag-
gregate is considered. Xc(A, t,K) constitutes the counterpart and the correct global
aggregate X, as indicated by the subscript c. Xc is obtained by the global knowledge
of the simulator and used to calculate the resulting error. Several approaches exist to
quantify the error of a decentralized monitoring mechanism comprising the total or
relative error. For instance, Kostoulas et al. [89] introduce the root mean square error
(RMSE) and the standard deviation of error, which constitute two orthogonal measures
for the quantification of the total error. RMSE quantifies the total difference between
the monitored and the real aggregate of an attribute, whereas the standard deviation
of error characterizes if the difference often varies or remains constant.
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Considine et al. [28] introduce the measure, as specified in (25), to assess the rel-
ative error of a decentralized monitoring mechanism. The metric quantifies the rel-
ative difference between Xm(A, t,K) and Xc(A, t,K). Throughout the evaluation we
rely on the relative error, because it facilitates to rate the obtained results without re-
quiring to know the total values. Taking the node count as an example, a difference
of five nodes between the monitored and real value constitutes a poor result if the
network consists of 10 nodes, while the accuracy increases if the network consists
of 100 or even 1,000 nodes. Moreover and as outlined in our previous work [159],
the relative error eases the comparison of results, which are obtained from different
approaches in different experiments.
(Xm(A, t,K), Xc(A, t,K)) = ∣Xm(A, t,K)−Xc(A, t,K)
Xc(A, t,K) ∣ (25)
Besides the relative error , we additionally use the same metric but without cal-
culating the absolute value of the difference between Xm(A, t,K) and Xc(A, t,K). We
rely on this metric to evaluate (i) how the error is distributed among the nodes and
(ii) if the considered approach under- or overestimates the current state of a network.
staleness
In terms of staleness we measure tstale = treq − tavg as proposed in our previous
works [157, 160]. The metric computes the interval between the point in time treq
and the average age tavg of all values that have been considered for the global view.
In this equation treq defines when a requested global view of an aggregate is locally
available at a node. For example, if an application requires insights on the current
state of the network, treq specifies the point in time when the application obtains the
information from the monitoring mechanism and can further proceed with the infor-
mation. For the calculation of tavg we store every point in time when a node adds
its locally measured attribute to the aggregate. Finally, the average is calculated over
all values before the attribute is disseminated in the network. As a result tstale repre-
sents the average staleness of an attribute’s global view at that point in time when
the global view is requested and received. Dependent on the underlying components
to collect and disseminate monitoring information, this request may result in a local
lookup at a node, because the data is collected in a push-based manner and results
are proactively disseminated. In contrast, a pull-based data collection paired with
reactive result dissemination triggers the data collection and result dissemination in
the first place.
cost
Based on the classification of Keshav [82], the arising cost of a decentralized monitor-
ing mechanism are divided into three categories: (i) communication, (ii) computation,
and (iii) memory cost. Out of the three categories we solely focus on communication
cost and evaluate the resulting traffic and power consumption of a node. In terms
of the resulting traffic, we measure the upload and download traffic. Dealing with
the power consumption, we calculate the resulting power consumption of a node
that arises from the transmission and reception of packets and from the utilization
of the GPS receiver. We limit our evaluation to communication cost, because the in-
fluence on the arising computation and memory cost is negligible: the considered
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mobile communication devices are well-equipped with computational power and
memory, whereas the presented approaches exhibit a rather small memory footprint
and computational overhead.
6.3 system parameter evaluation
After stating the evaluation objectives and describing the simulation environment,
we present the system parameter evaluation of BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM.
The evaluation consists of multiple experiments per monitoring mechanism, where
we vary relevant system parameters and quantify the impact on performance and
cost using the metrics described above.
6.3.1 Description of the Experimental Design
Before presenting the evaluation results, we introduce the experimental design, which
covers the configuration of the default scenario that is used to execute the experi-
ments. For the design of the default scenario we adopt the approach from Kurkowski
et al. [95] to define scenarios that meet standards, as described in the following.
Based on an exhaustive survey of scenarios for the evaluation of MANET routing
protocols they propose a procedure for the definition of reasonable evaluation sce-
narios. The authors show that the transmission range r of a node is one of the major
parameters, which influences the characteristics of a scenario. Examples for these
parameters comprise the spatial network size or the movement speed. Consequently,
they express distances in relation of the transmission range r. Besides r, the average
network partitioning (x¯anp) and the average shortest-path hop count (x¯sp) constitute
further scenario parameters, which essentially influence the characteristics of a sce-
nario and should be used for its definition.
x¯anp represents the proportion of pairs of nodes without a path during a simulation.
The metric characterizes if a small or high amount of network partitioning
might occur during a simulation.
x¯sp denotes the average shortest path in the network, which is calculated based
on averaging over all existing shortest paths between any two nodes during
a simulation. The metric gives insights about how many hops a packet must
travel on average to reach its destination.
Based on r, x¯anp, and x¯sp, Kurkowski et al. [95] calculate the required number of
nodes ynodes in (26) as well as the factor yarea in (27), which must be multiplied with
r2 to obtain the resulting spatial size of the network.
ynodes = e−0 .164 ∗ x¯−0 .417anp ∗ x¯2 .468sp (26)
yarea = e0 .567 ∗ x¯−0 .0769anp ∗ x¯2 .159sp (27)
For the system parameter evaluation we use (26) and (27) to design the scenario.
However, we abstain from using both parameters x¯anp and x¯sp but rely on the spa-
tial area size instead of x¯sp. The reason for this decision results from the fact that
especially C-BlockTree.KOM suffers from an improperly established hierarchy due
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to the selection of an inappropriate area. Consequently, we select a square simula-
tion area with an edge length of 1305 m so that C-BlockTree.KOM operates on a
completely established hierarchy with three levels ranging from l0 to l2 . Due to the
fact that we want to evaluate if our monitoring mechanisms are capable to moni-
tor the whole network, we reduce the influence of intermittent connectivity between
nodes to a minimum and set x¯anp = 0 .1%. Given the edge length and x¯anp, we
calculate x¯sp by solving (27) for x¯sp as described by (28). With r = 205m, yarea =(1305m ∗ 1305m)/(205m ∗ 205m) ≈ 40.52, and x¯anp = 0.001 we obtain x¯sp ≈ 3.34 hops. Sub-
sequently, the number of nodes is calculated based on (26) resulting in 296.71 nodes,
which we round up to 297 nodes.
x¯sp = e ln(yarea)2.159 ∗ e− 0.5672.159 ∗ x¯ 0.07692.159anp (28)
To model mobility we follow the definitions from Kurkowski et al. and use the
steady-state version of the Random Waypoint Mobility model [120], which is com-
monly used for MANET-related evaluations, as surveyed in [94]. Based on findings
of Knoblauch et al. [84] the average movement speed of a pedestrian is 1.51m/s. Con-
sequently, we set the average movement speed in our evaluation to 1.5m/s with a
minimum of 1m/s and a maximum of 2m/s. Pause times for moving nodes are omit-
ted so that every node is constantly moving, which increases the resulting dynamics
on the decentralized monitoring mechanism. Finally, to model nodes that leave or
enter the area or switch their communication devices on or off, we introduce churn
with a mean node session length of 20 min, which corresponds to the time it takes
for a node to traverse the map along the diagonal with an average speed of 1.5m/s.
Table 19 summarizes the discussed scenario with the corresponding scenario param-
eters and gives an overview about how they are configured.
Every experiment with its corresponding scenario is simulated for two hours. Dur-
ing the first hour, the simulation reaches its steady state and the number of active
nodes in a simulation levels off at the specified configuration of the scenario parame-
ter. During the second hour, the experiment data is captured from the simulation. For
the evaluation of accuracy accompanied by the quantification of the relative error we
periodically request and capture the available global view of an attribute from every
active node in the MANET. The corresponding interval for the periodic request of
monitoring results is set to one minute.
To obtain statistically significant results each experiment is repeated 10 times un-
less otherwise stated. During the following system parameter and comparative eval-
uation, we rely on plots with confidence intervals to compare different parameter
settings of a particular monitoring mechanism as well as to compare different moni-
toring mechanisms. The corresponding mean is calculated over one repetition of an
experiment, while the plot depicts the average over the 10 calculated means with a
confidence of 95%. Besides, we use box plots and cumulative distribution function
(CDF) plots to characterize the underlying distribution of results on a per-node basis
and to explain the outcome of the plots with confidence intervals. In terms of box
plots, the whiskers constitute the 2.5 percentile and 97.5 percentile, the box comprises
the results between the first and third quartile, and the line inside the box represents
the median.
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Scenario parameter Configuration
Edge length 1305m
Number of nodes 297
Mobility model Steady-state Random Waypoint
Mobility model [120]
Mean movement speed 1.5m/s
Pause time 0 s
Mean node session length 20min
Simulation parameter Configuration
Simulation duration 120min
Measurement duration 60min
Number of repetitions 10
Table 19: Parameter configuration for the design of the scenario
6.3.2 System Parameter Evaluation of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM
This section deals with the evaluation of C- and P-BlockTree.KOM and examines
the impact of relevant system parameters on both approaches. In the following we
describe the default configurations of C- and P-BlockTree.KOM and identify rele-
vant parameters and parameter combinations for the subsequent evaluation. Given
this basis, both approaches are first of all evaluated with and without churn to assess
performance and cost in an optimal as well as in an usual scenario (cf. Section 6.3.2.2).
The results provide insights on both approaches and outline the differences between
them. On this basis we present the system parameter evaluation.
6.3.2.1 Default Configuration of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM
The system parameters and their configurations are summarized and listed in Ta-
ble 20. The table indicates as well, which parameters will be varied in the evaluation.
Regarding the fixed system parameters, the first three parameters are used to con-
figure the contention-based forwarding schemes for both approaches. A node uses
the estimated maximum communication range to calculate its hesitation factor ac-
cording to the corresponding forwarding strategy and multiplies the factor with the
maximum forwarding time to obtain the final hesitation time. The required infor-
mation about a node’s current position is periodically refreshed every 10 s. Based
on the estimated maximum communication range, the block length is defined and
set to 145 m, using (5). Regarding the establishment of the hierarchy, we exploit the
knowledge about the spatial size of the modeled environment and set the maximum
hierarchy level lmax for both approaches accordingly. Based on the default configura-
tion of the sector edge length, we set lmax = 2 for C-BlockTree.KOM and lmax = 4 for
P-BlockTree.KOM.
The remaining parameters belong to the set of system parameters that are varied
and evaluated. These parameters are used to configure (i) the underlying hierarchy of
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Fixed system
parameter
Configuration Varied system
parameter
Configuration
Estimated maximum
communication range
205m Sector edge length of
C-BlockTree.KOM
3
Maximum
forwarding time
400ms Sector edge length of
P-BlockTree.KOM
2
Position refresh
interval
10 s Aggregation interval 15 s
Block length 145m Leaf information
timeout factor
1.2
Maximum
hierarchy level of
C-BlockTree.KOM
2 Timeout factor 1.6
Maximum
hierarchy level of
P-BlockTree.KOM
4 Blocking interval
factor
0.9
Operation blocking
interval factor
1.0
Table 20: Overview on the default configuration of the fixed and varied system parameters
of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM
P- and C-BlockTree.KOM, (ii) the information exchange over the established hierar-
chy, and (iii) the caching of data in BlockTree.KOM’s tables. If not stated otherwise,
the listed parameters are set to their default configuration, as given in the table.
The system parameter evaluation starts with an examination of the sector edge
length of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM to separately assess the influence of different
topology configurations on performance and cost (cf. Section 6.3.2.3). Subsequently,
we evaluate the impact of the remaining parameters on BlockTree.KOM. To avoid
that the impact of a potential interdepency between varied parameters is overlooked
we rely on a 2k ∗ r factorial experiment design to investigate the effect of individ-
ual parameters as well as of parameter combinations, as described by Jain [67]. In
the factorial experiment design k represents the number of considered parameters
and r states the number of repetitions. After the identification of relevant parame-
ters and combinations, we conduct the detailed evaluation of the remaining system
parameters.
For our factorial experiment design we set k = 3 and focus on the aggregation in-
terval, timeout factor, and blocking interval factor. The limitation to these parameters
results from the fact that (i) the leaf information timeout factor has little impact on
BlockTree.KOM and that (ii) the operation blocking interval factor is not suitable
for these experiments, because the effect of the system parameter is not unidirec-
tional. We refer the interested reader to Appendix A.2.2 and A.2.6, which detail the
evaluation of both parameters.
Table 21 outlines the different configurations, which consist of two variations per
parameter and result in 23 = 8 different experiments for every approach of Block-
Tree.KOM. For a better representation of the results we abbreviate aggregation in-
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Configuration Aggregation interval
(AI)
Timeout factor
(TF)
Blocking interval
factor (BIF)
Lower bound 10 s 1.1 0.6
Upper bound 30 s 3.1 1.2
Table 21: Overview on the different configurations of the three chosen system parameters,
which consist of two variations per parameter, representing the lower and upper
bound for the configuration range.
System
parameter
Proportion of variation [%]
Node
count
UDSF Staleness Upload
traffic
Download
traffic
Power
consumption
AI 3.01 89.09 89.92 75.20 74.85 75.29
TF 34.28 0.81 1.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
BIF 37.81 7.53 6.62 19.47 19.49 19.16
AI ∗TF 0.02 0.44 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00
AI ∗BIF 0.40 1.36 1.39 5.26 5.54 5.45
TF ∗BIF 24.29 0.34 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.00
AI ∗TF ∗BIF 0.01 0.18 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00
Error 0.17 0.26 0.02 0.07 0.12 0.11
Table 22: Impact of different system parameters of P-BlockTree.KOM on the identified
metrics using a 2k ∗ r factorial experiment design
System
parameter
Proportion of variation [%]
Node
count
UDSF Staleness Upload
traffic
Download
traffic
Power
consumption
AI 1.58 80.58 84.60 87.57 87.86 88.06
TF 40.63 0.24 3.58 0.02 0.03 0.03
BIF 28.80 14.78 6.56 9.51 8.71 8.62
AI ∗TF 0.81 1.04 1.38 0.00 0.01 0.01
AI ∗BIF 0.14 1.92 1.38 2.84 2.74 2.72
TF ∗BIF 26.27 0.01 1.73 0.01 0.01 0.01
AI ∗TF ∗BIF 0.10 0.44 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.00
Error 1.67 1.00 0.25 0.05 0.63 0.56
Table 23: Impact of different system parameters of C-BlockTree.KOM on the identified
metrics using a 2k ∗ r factorial experiment design
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terval as AI, timeout factor as TF, and blocking interval factor as BIF. Parameter
combinations are indicated by the multiplication sign. The results for the impact (in
this context also denoted as importance) of the three system parameters and their
combinations are listed in Table 22 and 23. As explained in [67] the importance de-
pends on the proportion of variation that is attributable to individual parameters or
parameter combinations. The results of both tables confirm that the three individual
parameters already play an important role for both approaches and influence perfor-
mance, cost, or both. Additionally, the experiments reveal that a combination of the
timeout and blocking interval factor influences the accuracy of both approaches in
terms of the node count.
Based on these insights, we conduct a detailed evaluation of the three individual
parameters aggregation interval, timeout factor, and blocking interval factor as well
as of the parameter combination of timeout and blocking interval factor. However,
in this section, we limit our discussion to the results for the aggregation interval (cf.
Section 6.3.2.4). The results for the timeout and blocking interval factor as well as for
their combination are presented in Appendix A.2.3, A.2.4, and A.2.5.
6.3.2.2 Influence of Churn on P- and C-BlockTree.KOM
During this section, we examine the influence of the default churn with a mean node
session length of 20 min, as listed in Table 19, on P- and C-BlockTree.KOM and out-
line how both approach handle arriving as well as leaving nodes. Moreover, we use
these initial experiments to assess the differences between P- and C-BlockTree.KOM
regarding the identified metrics for performance and cost. The obtained results and
insights will subsequently serve as reference for the following experiments.
accuracy and staleness
Figure 26 provides an overview about the obtained monitoring results for node count
and the Uniformly Distributed Sine Function (UDSF). As specified in Section 6.2.2
the node count attribute is used to capture the currently active nodes in the MANET
and the UDSF attribute represents the synthetic attribute, whose values vary accord-
ing to a sine function.
Figure 26a depicts the mean relative node count error of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM,
which reveals the positive impact of churn on both approaches, because the mean
relative error significantly decreases. To explain the positive influence of churn on
accuracy we examine the distribution of the relative node count error for P- and
C-BlockTree.KOM (cf. Figure 26c)2. In general it becomes apparent that the error
mainly results from an underestimation of the current network state, while only a
fraction overestimates the current state. The results of the relative error distribution
reveal that the smaller error for churn originates from the reduced underestimation
of both approaches, as indicated by the small shift between the dashed and solid
curves. For the experiments with churn BlockTree.KOM gathers the monitoring
data from nodes, which subsequently leave the network, thus, reducing the effective
number of nodes in the network. BlockTree.KOM still incorporates these data into
the global view of the attribute, which (i) mitigates the negative impact of underes-
timation, (ii) reduces the difference between the effective and monitored number of
nodes in the network, and (iii) leads to a reduced error.
2 In Figure 26c and 26d, P-BlockTree.KOM is abbreviated as P-BT and C-BlockTree.KOM as C-BT.
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Mean relative UDSF error using the average as
aggregation function
(c) Cumulative distribution function of the rela-
tive node count error
(d) Cumulative distribution function of the rela-
tive UDSF error
Figure 26: Overview on accuracy of the provided monitoring results for node count and
UDFS
Regarding the mean relative error for UDSF, the results in Figure 26b provide two
insights. On the one hand, P- and C-BlockTree.KOM accurately monitor fluctuating
attributes with a mean relative error of 1.43 % and 1.42 % without and with churn
in terms of P-BlockTree.KOM and of 1.43 % and 1.34 % without and with churn in
terms of C-BlockTree.KOM. On the other hand, the results outline the small impact
of churn on the accuracy of this attribute, because no considerable change is observ-
able for P- and C-BlockTree.KOM. The reasons for the accurate monitoring of that
attribute and the slight impact of churn stem from two aspects. In general the con-
tinuous updates of attributes as well as the staggered collection and dissemination
of data accelerate the integration of new values into the global view of an attribute.
Furthermore, missing or new values of UDSF due to churn hardly influence the
monitored global view, especially when the average is applied as aggregation func-
tion. Consequently, the distribution of the relative UDSF error in Figure 26d reveals
for P-BlockTree.KOM that 95 % of the monitoring results exhibit an error from the
interval [-2.74, 2.94] and [-2.73, 2.92] without and with churn. Regarding C-Block-
Tree.KOM, the error ranges in the interval [-2.78, 2.83] and [-2.66, 2.79], respectively.
To this moment, the results for accuracy do not exhibit noticeable differences be-
tween P- and C-BlockTree.KOM, as the mean relative error does not significantly
differ between both approaches, when neglecting the mean relative UDSF error for
C-BlockTree.KOM with churn. This constitutes a remarkable outcome, because P-
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Figure 27: Mean staleness of the provided monitoring results
BlockTree.KOM requires five levels (from l0 to l4) to cover the whole area in the sce-
nario. However, the staggered execution of Aggregating-Up operations at the differ-
ent levels compensates the higher hierarchy. In contrast, C-BlockTree.KOM already
covers the whole area with a hierarchy of three levels (from l0 to l2). Nevertheless,
the data collection is slower than for P-BlockTree.KOM, because the Aggregating-
Up operation is only triggered once per aggregation interval.
In terms of staleness, similar tendencies are observable for (i) the influence of
churn and (ii) the differences between P- and C-BlockTree.KOM, as depicted in
Figure 27. Dealing with the differences, the freshness of the monitoring results is
comparable between both approaches, although the maximum level differs between
the two hierarchies. As previously discussed, P-BlockTree.KOM compensates the
higher level by the staggered execution of the Aggregating-Up operation per level.
Considering the influence of churn, the results reveal that arriving and leaving nodes
have a minor impact on the staleness of results. To conclude, both approaches of
BlockTree.KOM provide accurate and timely results and are not severely affected
by the increasing dynamics through arriving and leaving nodes.
traffic and power consumption
Regarding cost, Figure 28 provides an overview on the resulting overall upload and
download traffic of both approaches. Starting again with the comparison between
P- and C-BlockTree.KOM, Figure 28a and 28b reveal that the mean upload and
download traffic of P-BlockTree.KOM are considerably higher than of C-Block-
Tree.KOM. The staggered execution of Aggregating-Up operations per level during
an aggregation interval leads to a fast data collection with implicit result dissemina-
tion but comes at the expense of an increased mean upload and download traffic,
as detailed in the following. A node of P-BlockTree.KOM belongs to every active
level in the established hierarchy. Consequently, it executes an Aggregating-Up op-
eration per level and must forward the corresponding information per level, whereas
a node of C-BlockTree.KOM executes this operation only for the next higher level
in the hierarchy. In C-BlockTree.KOM, a node and its surrounding block belong to
exactly one level in the hierarchy and the data must not be spread to the respective
dissemination area but has to be sent to another block.
Assessing the influence of churn on the resulting traffic of both approaches, an
interesting effect is observed, which becomes specifically apparent by considering
the resulting upload and download traffic of P-BlockTree.KOM. The overall upload
traffic slightly but significantly decreases, whereas the resulting download traffic in-
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 28: Overview on the overall mean traffic per node
creases. The reason for this effect arises from the node density in combination with
the contention-based forwarding scheme for the transmission of Aggregating-Up
messages. Due to the application of churn within the scenario the current num-
ber of active nodes is most of the time above the specified configuration of 297
nodes, which leads to a slightly increased node density. The increased density re-
sults in a higher ratio between potential candidates for a transmission and effec-
tive sending nodes, which reduces the mean upload traffic per node. In contrast, a
higher density increases the probability that the nodes receive new or redundant
Aggregating-Up messages, which leads to the augmented mean download traffic.
Since the Aggregating-Up traffic mainly influences P-BlockTree.KOM’s traffic, the
effect is reflected by the decreasing upload traffic and the increasing download traf-
fic (cf. Figure 28a and 28b). During the comparative evaluation where we exam-
ine the impact of node density on the developed approaches and strongly vary the
node density this effect will become more obvious and even observable for C-Block-
Tree.KOM. A detailed overview on the arising upload and download traffic of P-
and C-BlockTree.KOM’s message types, underpinning the statements above, can
be found in Appendix A.2.1.
Finally, the arising cost in terms of the mean power consumption are depicted in
Figure 29. The results do not represent the overall mean power consumption but
the supplementary consumption, which arises from the transmission and reception
of messages. If a node does neither send nor receive a message, it still consumes
782.55 mW for its active GPS receiver and the idle state of the Wi-Fi chip, as described
in Section 6.2.1.2. In general, the results reveal that the mean power consumption
mainly depends on the mean download traffic per node, which accounts for a large
fraction of the overall traffic per node. Consequently, the plots in Figure 29 resemble
the results for the mean download traffic in Figure 28b. Thus, P-BlockTree.KOM
exhibits a higher mean power consumption than C-BlockTree.KOM, because more
data are sent and received by the planar approach. Taking the impact of churn into
consideration, the mean energy consumption increases for both approaches, similar
to the results for the mean download traffic.
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Figure 29: Mean power consumption per node
6.3.2.3 Variation of the Hierarchy
During this section, we vary the underlying hierarchy of both approaches. In terms of
P-BlockTree.KOM, we alter the number of federated sectors that represent a single
sector at the next higher level in the hierarchy. Table 24 lists the different configu-
rations for the sector edge length parameter, which specifies how many sectors are
federated along the edge of a sector at the next level. Moreover, the table depicts the
impact of more sectors per level on the resulting height of the hierarchy, because the
level decreases with more federated sectors along an edge.
System parameter Configuration
Sector edge length 2, 3, 4
Maximum level 4, 2, 2
Table 24: System parameter variation of P-BlockTree.KOM’s sector edge length. The under-
lined value represents the default configuration of the system parameter.
System parameter Configuration
Sector edge length 3(1), 5, 7, 3(2)
Edge length 435, 725, 1015, 1305
Number of nodes 33, 92, 180, 297
Maximum level 1, 1, 1, 2
Table 25: System parameter variation of C-BlockTree.KOM’s sector edge length. The under-
lined value represents the default configuration of the system parameter.
The different configurations for the particular parameter of C-BlockTree.KOM are
depicted in Table 25. Unfortunately, a variation of the length of a sector changes the
covered area of the monitoring mechanism. To guarantee a proper establishment of C-
BlockTree.KOM’s hierarchy for the exclusive assessment of the impact of differently
configured topologies we must vary the spatial network size and the number of
nodes as well. The experiments, comprising (i) sector edge length, (ii) the new spatial
network size (expressed by the edge length), (iii) the number of nodes, and (iv) the
resulting height of the hierarchy, are listed in Table 25. To complete the experiments
for C-BlockTree.KOM a fourth experiment is added with a sector edge length of
three but a maximum level of one, which serves for an additional comparison with
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(a) Mean relative node count error of P-Block-
Tree.KOM
(b) Mean relative node count error of C-Block-
Tree.KOM
(c) Distribution of the relative node count error
of all collected measurements from P-Block-
Tree.KOM
(d) Distribution of the relative node count error
of all collected measurements from C-Block-
Tree.KOM
Figure 30: Overview on the mean relative node count error for different configurations of the
hierarchy
the other two experiments that have a maximum level of one. We distinguish between
the two experiments with a sector edge length of three by adding the resulting level
in brackets, as listed in Table 25.
accuracy and staleness
Figure 30a depicts the influence of P-BlockTree.KOM’s varied sector edge length on
the mean relative node count error. The results uncover that more than two federated
sectors along a sector edge significantly reduce the mean relative error, because the
latter two configurations require only two levels to establish the hierarchy. Conse-
quently, the difference between an edge length of three and four hardly differs. The
positive impact of a reduced number of levels becomes also apparent by two other
observations. First, the mean staleness for a sector edge length of three and four de-
creases (cf. Figure 32a), because only two levels must be passed to reach the highest
level of the hierarchy. As underpinned by the results this accelerates the collection
and dissemination of data. Second, the collected monitoring data are only cached
twice in the hierarchy table at intermediate levels so that older data are not prema-
turely purged from these tables by the rather aggressively configured timeout factor.
The distribution of the relative node count error in Figure 30c underpins the latter
observation. The illustrated results reveal that the larger mean error for a sector edge
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(a) Mean relative UDSF error of P-Block-
Tree.KOM using the average as aggregation
function
(b) Mean relative UDSF error of C-Block-
Tree.KOM using the average as aggregation
function
Figure 31: Overview on the mean relative UDSF error for different configurations of the
hierarchy
length of two originates from an increased underestimation, which is attributed to
the premature deletion of data from the hierarchy table at four instead of two lev-
els. Dealing with mean relative UDSF error, Figure 31a shows that a flat hierarchy
is beneficial for monitoring fluctuating attributes. The accelerated collection and dis-
semination of data reduces the difference between the monitored and effective global
state of the attribute. Consequently, the mean result staleness and the mean relative
UDSF error are reduced.
Regarding C-BlockTree.KOM, Figure 30b depicts the mean relative node count
error. The results for the first three experiments with lmax = 1 reveal that a longer
edge length of the sector has a positive effect on accuracy, because the mean relative
node count error decreases, despite the increasing spatial network size and number
of nodes. The reduction of the mean relative error is attributed to the increased spa-
tial network size and number of nodes, which reduce the fraction of under- as well as
overestimating nodes, as depicted by the shrinking whiskers and boxes in Figure 30d.
Dealing with our default configuration, the accuracy increases in contrast to the con-
figuration with the same sector edge length but a hierarchy with a maximum level of
one. Figure 30d uncovers that the reduction of the mean error particularly originates
from a reduced overestimation of the current state. However, the default configura-
tion cannot compete with the achieved accuracy of the remaining two experiments
due to an increasing underestimation, which originates from the additional caching
and premature deletion of data at the second level in the hierarchy table. As far as
the mean relative UDSF error is considered the results in Figure 31b reveal a positive
influence of the increasing sector edge length on accuracy. In contrast the accuracy
decreases for the default configuration. The increasing mean relative error for the
default configuration is explained by taking the staleness of monitoring results into
consideration. Figure 32b outlines that the result staleness increases for the default
configuration due to the adding of another hierarchy level. Wheras a decreasing
staleness improves the accuracy of monitoring a fluctuating attribute, as discussed
above, the increasing staleness has the opposed effect and decreases the accuracy of
monitoring this attribute.
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(a) Mean staleness of the provided monitoring re-
sults of P-BlockTree.KOM
(b) Mean staleness of the provided monitoring re-
sults of C-BlockTree.KOM
Figure 32: Overview on the impact of the hierarchy on the freshness of monitoring results
traffic
The influence of a varying hierarchy on the arising cost in terms of the overall upload
and download traffic is depicted in Figure 33. Starting again with the influence on
P-BlockTree.KOM, Figure 33a and 33c reveal that the traffic grows as a function of
the sector edge length. The observation leads to the conclusion that the previously
observed gain in performance between the default and remaining two configura-
tions of the sector edge length comes at increased cost. Even worse, the upload and
download traffic increase for a sector edge length of four, while the performance in
terms of accuracy and timeliness remains nearly constant, as compared to a sector
edge length of three. In addition the results uncover that the associated reduction
of hierarchy levels does not lead to reduced cost, although, the effective execution
of Aggregating-Up operations decreases due to the reduced number of levels. To
understand this phenomenon we focus on the download traffic that arises from
the executed Aggregating-Up operations and accounts for a large part of the to-
tal download traffic (cf. Figure 34a). The increased mean Aggregating-Up traffic per
node can be explained when considering the highest level of P-BlockTree.KOM’s
hierarchy, which either consists of 22, 32, or 42 sectors. Every sector must send its
information to the remaining sectors and, in turn, receives their information. Using
the contention-based forwarding scheme paired with the message forwarding cache,
a delayed message from a certain sector is dropped if a message from the same sector
has been previously received. With fewer sectors the probability increases that this
event occurs so that the received message is dropped and must not be disseminated
in the network. If this message originates from the same node but of another sector,
the message must still be forwarded. These circumstances lead to the increased total
traffic, because fewer levels do not compensate a higher amount of sectors per level
with the associated dissemination of information among them.
The depicted results of C-BlockTree.KOM in Figure 33b and 33d provide two
main findings: a longer edge length of the sector as well as the extension of the hi-
erarchy with an additional level lead to an increased overall upload and download
traffic. We focus on the latter aspect in more detail during the comparative evalu-
ation in Section 6.4.1.1 when we investigate the influence of an increasing spatial
network size on the developed decentralized monitoring mechanisms. During the
remainder of this section, we investigate the causes for the increased upload and
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node of P-
BlockTree.KOM
(b) Mean overall upload traffic per node of C-
BlockTree.KOM
(c) Mean overall download traffic per node of P-
BlockTree.KOM
(d) Mean overall download traffic per node of C-
BlockTree.KOM
Figure 33: Overview on the overall mean traffic per node for different configurations of the
hierarchy
download traffic in dependence of the growing sector edge length by looking at
C-BlockTree.KOM’s different traffic types.
Figure 34b, 34c, and 34d depict the mean download traffic per second per node
for the Aggregating-Up, Disseminating-Down, and replication operations, respec-
tively. The results already reveal that the growing overall traffic mainly originates
from the Aggregating-Up traffic, which accounts for a large fraction of the overall
traffic. In terms of a sector length of five or seven, the concentrating block must han-
dle the information from more than eight surrounding blocks. Furthermore, many
blocks must forward the data from other blocks in addition to their own data so
that the information is concentrated at the responsible block. Both factors lead to the
depicted effect of an increased Aggregating-Up traffic. The fourth experiment with
a sector length of three and a maximum hierarchy level of two already benefits from
the hierarchical topology. Due to the partitioning into multiple sectors at different
levels every concentrating block is only responsible for its surrounding eight blocks
and eight sectors at the second level. This partitioning is reflected by the decreased
Aggregating-Up traffic, compared to the two experiments with a sector length of
five and seven. The positive effect of a smaller sector becomes also apparent by the
depicted replication traffic in Figure 34d. With a shorter length of the sector concen-
trating blocks must replicate the data from a reduced number of surrounding blocks,
which is reflected by the decreased mean download traffic. In terms of the fourth
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(a) Mean download traffic per node of P-Block-
Tree.KOM arising from the execution of
Aggregating-Up operations
(b) Mean download traffic per node of C-Block-
Tree.KOM arising from the execution of
Aggregating-Up operations
(c) Mean download traffic per node of C-Block-
Tree.KOM arising from the execution of
Disseminating-Down operations
(d) Mean download traffic per node of C-Block-
Tree.KOM arising from the replication of in-
formation in concentrating blocks
Figure 34: Overview on the download traffic per node for the transmission of different mes-
sages for different configurations of the hierarchy
experiment, the small replication traffic per node is explained as follows. In total,
this experiment generates the most replication traffic compared to the remaining ex-
periments. However, due to the fact (i) that the traffic is distributed among a larger
number of nodes and (ii) that the replicated data only comprise information from
eight instead of 24 or even 48 blocks, the effective mean replication traffic per node
decreases.
Whereas an additional level reduces the arising Aggregating-Up and replication
traffic per node, Figure 34c reveals that it increases the Disseminating-Down traffic.
For the first three experiments every node just has to forward the monitoring results
from one concentrating block. In terms of the last experiment with a maximum level
of two, every node must forward the monitoring results from two concentrating
blocks. However, the increased Disseminating-Down traffic does not counterbal-
ance the increasing replication and Aggregating-Up traffic of the other experiments.
Consequently, the second and third experiments lead to an increased mean total
traffic per node.
We omit the results for the mean power consumption per node, because they only
reflect the tendencies from the discussion about the overall mean upload and down-
load traffic.
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Distribution of the relative node count error of
all collected measurements
Figure 35: Overview on the mean relative node count error for a varying aggregation interval
6.3.2.4 Aggregation Interval
After assessing the impact of different configurations of the hierarchy on both ap-
proaches, we continue with the evaluation of the aggregation interval. Apart from
the parameters for the configuration of the topology, the corresponding aggregation
interval parameter constitutes the most important parameter for the information ex-
change, because it defines the interval to trigger the periodic operations. Table 26 lists
the different configurations for the experiments, where an interval of 15 s constitutes
the default configuration. During the evaluation, we study the impact of shorter as
well as longer intervals to examine the cost for a possible gain but also reduction in
performance. For this reason we extend the upper and lower bound of the configu-
ration range, as introduced in Section 6.3.2.1, by a configuration of five seconds and
40 seconds to stress the impact of a shorter and longer aggregation interval.
System parameter Configuration
Aggregation interval [s] 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40
Table 26: System parameter variation of the aggregation interval. The underlined value rep-
resents the default configuration of the system parameter.
accuracy and staleness
Figure 35 depicts the results for the relative node count error, comprising the mean
relative error (cf. Figure 35a) and the relative error distribution of all collected mea-
surements (cf. Figure 35b). Given the default configuration of 15 s, the results reveal
that a shorter aggregation interval just slightly improves the accuracy of both ap-
proaches with a mean relative error that levels out above two percent. In terms of
P-BlockTree.KOM, the result for five seconds even indicates that the mean relative
error increases. Taking a look at the relative error distribution in Figure 35b, it be-
comes apparent that the increasing error for this configuration arises from a growing
underestimation, because even a shorter interval does not compensate the data loss
during the collection over the established hierarchy. In addition the distribution un-
covers that P-BlockTree.KOM generally suffers throughout all experiments from an
underestimation. For a longer aggregation interval, the mean relative error signifi-
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Figure 36: Mean relative UDSF error for a
varying aggregation interval
Figure 37: Mean result staleness for a vary-
ing aggregation interval
cantly increases for both approaches. However, the longer aggregation interval has
a stronger influence on P- than on C-BlockTree.KOM, as the latter approach col-
lects and disseminates the data only over three instead of five levels. The relative
error distribution reveals that P-BlockTree.KOM suffers from a growing fraction of
outliers, as indicated by the extended lower whisker. Regarding C-BlockTree.KOM,
the increasing error is primarily attributed to the growing number of nodes that un-
derestimates the current state for longer aggregation intervals, as illustrated by the
growing and sinking box.
The mean relative UDSF error, which is depicted in Figure 36, reveals that the ag-
gregation interval influences the monitoring accuracy of this attribute in both direc-
tions. Given again the default configuration of 15 s, extending as well as shortening
the duration leads to an increased but also decreased mean relative error, contrary to
the results for node count, where the influence of a shortened interval mitigates. In
fact, it becomes apparent for both approaches that doubling the length of the inter-
val doubles the error, as reflected by the outcome for five seconds, 10 s, 20 s, and 40 s.
In contrast to the relative node count error lost or missing data do not influence the
monitoring accuracy of UDSF that strong, because the average is used as aggregation
function. Instead, the accuracy heavily depends on the time it takes to collect and
disseminate the data. This time corresponds to the mean staleness, which increases
with a longer aggregation interval, as depicted in Figure 37, and, thus, explains the
growing mean relative UDSF error. Focusing on the differences between P- and C-
BlockTree.KOM in terms of UDSF, the results in Figure 36 and 37 uncover that the
accuracy between P- and C-BlockTree.KOM just slightly differs for longer aggrega-
tion intervals, as opposed to the results for the mean relative node count error (cf.
Figure 35a). Based on this observation, it is concluded that the increasing relative
node count error of P-BlockTree.KOM does not only result from the decelerated
collection and dissemination of data but from the loss of data at the different levels.
traffic and power consumption
The results for the mean upload and download traffic for both approaches are
depicted in Figure 38 and outline the expected effect of the varied parameter on
the overall upload and download traffic. A longer aggregation interval reduces the
amount of periodically executed operations during a fixed time interval, leading to
the depicted reduction in terms of traffic. Taking the results for five seconds, 10 s,
20 s, and 40 s as reference, the upload and download traffic halve. Finally, Figure 39
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 38: Overview on the overall traffic per node for a varying aggregation interval
depicts the cost in terms of the mean power consumption per node and represents
the total effect of a varied aggregation interval on the arising cost. The mean power
consumption summarizes and reflects the combined impact of the increasing or de-
creasing upload and download traffic.
Taking the previously discussed results for performance into consideration, it be-
comes apparent that an increasing accuracy and reduced staleness come at consid-
erably increasing cost. Based on the results for the relative node count error, both
approaches already provide accurate results for longer aggregation intervals, while
preserving the scarce resources, such as bandwidth and energy. Moreover, the results
reveal that the considerably increased traffic cannot be justified by an improved per-
formance due to the small gain in terms of accuracy. For a reduction of the interval
from 10 s to five seconds the traffic even doubles, while the accuracy of the provided
monitoring results from P-BlockTree.KOM decreases. With the examination of the
timeout factor and the parameter combination of the timeout and blocking interval
factors, which are both presented in Appendix A.2.3 and A.2.5, other alternatives are
introduced to adjust the performance at minimal cost.
6.3.2.5 Summary
After the evaluation of a fraction of selected system parameters, we review and sum-
marize the obtained findings. The summary also takes the results from the varia-
tions of the remaining system parameters into consideration, which have not been
discussed in this section but are presented in Appendix A.2. Based on the summary,
we present the final configurations of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM for the following
comparative evaluation with Mobi-G.KOM.
findings of the system parameter evaluation
In general, P- and C-BlockTree.KOM represent two decentralized monitoring mech-
anisms that successfully operate in MANETs and monitor the current state of the
network, while handling moving as well as arriving or disappearing nodes. The
default experiments consist of a scenario with and without churn, as introduced
in Section 6.3.2.2. The corresponding results illustrate that both approaches exhibit
a comparable performance in terms of accuracy and timeliness. They capture the
current number of active nodes as well as the fluctuating UDSF attribute. P-Block-
Tree.KOM does not suffer from a larger hierarchy, because the staggered execution of
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Figure 39: Mean power consumption for a varying aggregation interval
the Aggregating-Up operation during a single aggregation interval compensates the
collection and dissemination over five instead of three levels. However, the compara-
ble performance comes at the expense of a considerably higher traffic and power con-
sumption. These preliminary findings indicate that C-BlockTree.KOM represents a
more efficient approach than P-BlockTree.KOM due to the good performance at
considerably lower cost.
Looking at the impact of the different parameters, we start with a summary of
the variation of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM’s monitoring topology, as presented in
Section 6.3.2.3. The obtained results indicate that P-BlockTree.KOM benefits from a
larger sector edge length, because the accuracy and the freshness of the monitoring
results improve. Similarly, C-BlockTree.KOM profits from larger sectors, because
the accuracy improves in terms of the node count. However, the results of the con-
centrating approach show that the positive impact of larger sectors mitigates for
UDSF, whereas the staleness of results even increases. Taking the results for cost
of both approaches into consideration, the observed gain in performance comes at
an increased upload and download traffic. The applied communication methods of
BlockTree.KOM do not compensate for the exchange of monitoring data between
an increased number of sibling sectors. Particularly, they do not compensate for the
concentration of monitoring data from blocks and/or sectors if the number of blocks
and/or sectors per level increases.
In terms of the aggregation interval, as presented in Section 6.3.2.4, the results
underpin the strong impact of this parameter on both approaches. The parameter has
a direct influence on the trade-off between performance and cost. Shorter intervals
improve accuracy and freshness at increased cost, whereas longer intervals reduce
cost at a degrading performance. However, in terms of the node count, the results
exhibit that the interval cannot freely be shortened. For very short intervals, the gain
in accuracy mitigates, whereas the traffic still increases.
In contrast to the strong influence of the aggregation interval on the interdepen-
dence between performance and cost the timeout factor represents a cost-effective
parameter. It influences the performance but does not affect the resulting traffic,
as discussed in Appendix A.2.3. For smaller timeouts the accuracy considerably de-
grades, whereas longer timeouts improve performance. Based on the results for node
count, the performance gain stems from a reduced underestimation due to the less
aggressive deletion of stale entries from the hierarchy and result tables. In fact, long
timeouts may be configured without risking the utilization of stale data, as stated
in Appendix A.2.3. However, the configuration of longer timeouts is reflected by a
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System parameter P-BlockTree.KOM
configuration
C-BlockTree.KOM
configuration
Sector edge length 3 3
Aggregation interval 20 s 20 s
Leaf information timeout factor 1.2 1.2
Timeout factor 3.1 3.1
Blocking interval factor 0.9 1.2
Operation blocking interval factor 1.0 1.0
Table 27: Final configuration of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM’s varied system parameters
degrading accuracy for UDSF and an increasing staleness and should be taken into
consideration during the configuration of this parameter. Combined with the block-
ing interval factor, as presented in Appendix A.2.5, the simultaneous variation of
both factors does not only improve accuracy, but even reduces the resulting cost,
while accepting a slight degradation regarding UDSF and freshness. If the block-
ing interval factor is varied separately (cf. Section A.2.4), the increased traffic does
not justify the small gain in performance for shorter blocking intervals. In contrast,
longer intervals reduce the traffic but considerably degrade performance. If both pa-
rameters a varied simultaneously, (i) a longer blocking interval reduces the traffic
and (ii) a larger timeout factor avoids the premature deletion of data from the tables
due to the decelerated collection and dissemination.
system parameter configurations of p- and c-blocktree .kom
Based on the observed results and findings, P- and C-BlockTree.KOM are config-
ured, as listed in Table 27. In terms of P-BlockTree.KOM, we configure the sector
edge length with three sectors, because the gain in performance comes at minimal
cost and communication takes place over a flat hierarchy. The results for the simulta-
neous variation of the blocking interval and timeout factor reveal that a comparable
performance to the initial configuration is obtained at reduced cost. Though, we ab-
stain from increasing the blocking interval factor but stick to the initial configuration
of 0.9. We retain this configuration for an early transmission of messages and accept
the higher cost in order to handle also dynamic scenarios. In terms of the timeout fac-
tor, 3.1 is chosen, because it improves the accuracy in terms of the node count, while
the negative influence on UDSF and freshness is not that strong as for 6.1. Due to the
previous decisions, which neglect the arising cost, we extend the aggregation interval
to reduce the resulting upload and download traffic as well as the power consump-
tion. For the leaf information timeout and operation blocking interval factor we stick
to the default configuration, as the results of the corresponding parameter variations
show that these configurations are already adequate (cf. Appendix A.2.2 and A.2.6).
Regarding C-BlockTree.KOM, we stick to the initial configuration of the sector
edge length, because the outcome does not justify the configuration of longer sector
edge lengths. The aggregation interval is prolonged and set to 20 s to reduce the
burden on the resource-limited devices and to decrease the resulting traffic. Instead,
we set the timeout factor to 3.1 to improve performance, without affecting the re-
sulting traffic. Moreover, we even set the blocking interval factor to 1.2 instead of
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0.9. The results for the combined parameter evaluation of the blocking interval and
timeout factor uncover that the configuration of both factors does not only improve
performance but even reduces cost in comparison to the default configuration. Due
to this efficient combination we take the longer blocking interval for the dissemina-
tion of messages into account, which, however, might become a drawback in highly
dynamic scenarios. Finally, we stick to the default configuration of the leaf informa-
tion timeout and operation blocking interval factor. Similar to P-BlockTree.KOM
they already represent reasonable configurations for both parameters.
6.3.3 System Parameter Evaluation of Mobi-G.KOM
Subsequent to the evaluation of C- and P-BlockTree.KOM, we complete the system
parameter evaluation with the examination of Mobi-G.KOM’s system parameters.
Similar to the previous section we present the default configuration of Mobi-G.KOM
for the experiments and identify relevant parameters as well as parameter combi-
nations, using again a 2k ∗ r factorial experiment design, as described in [67]. After-
wards, we start with evaluating the impact of churn on performance and cost. The
purpose of these experiments with and without churn is twofold. On the one hand,
we show how Mobi-G.KOM operates in an optimal and normal scenario to use the
obtained results as a reference for the subsequent system parameter evaluation. On
the other hand, these experiments uncover the differences between Mobi-G.KOM
with discrete and continuous monitoring and outline the consequences on perfor-
mance and cost. To differentiate between the two variants we refer to Mobi-G.KOM
with discrete monitoring as Mobi-G.KOM DM. The variant with continuous moni-
toring is denoted as Mobi-G.KOM CM.
6.3.3.1 Default Configuration of Mobi-G.KOM
Table 28 provides an overview about existing system parameters, how they are con-
figured, and which parameters are varied during the evaluation. Dealing with the
fixed parameters, the first four of them configure Mobi-G.KOM’s communication
methods. This includes the contention-based forwarding scheme for the dissemina-
tion of IS and army messages and the execution of response operations for missing or
old information. Every node periodically refreshes its state about its current position
every 10 s. The information about the position is used to determine the hesitation
time, based on (7), with the corresponding hesitation factors that are described in
(13) and (20), respectively. To increase the probability of a successful transmission of
IC messages and to avoid lost or redundant tokens an IC message may be retransmit-
ted up to three times. The corresponding acknowledgement timeout is set to 900 ms
to reserve an adequate amount of time for the acknowledgement of a message be-
fore the next IC message is transmitted, which is configured by the token-send-delay
parameter. The intermediate values threshold is set to 20 s to reduce the negative
impact of new epochs on Mobi-G.KOM’s accuracy and to offer a sufficient amount
of time for the collection of new information at the beginning of an epoch.
The remaining three system parameters of Mobi-G.KOM, comprising epoch length,
token-send-delay, and refresh timeout, represent the set of parameters that will be
varied during the following evaluation. They have been chosen for the system param-
eter variation, because they are responsible for the configuration of data collection
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Fixed system parameter Configuration
Estimated maximum communication range 205m
Maximum forwarding time 400ms
Maximum responding time 1 s
Position refresh interval 10 s
Token acknowledgment timeout 900ms
Number of IC message retransmissions 3
Intermediate values threshold 20 s
Varied system parameter Configuration
Epoch length 5min
Token-send-delay 1 s
Refresh timeout 1 s
Table 28: Overview on the default configuration of the fixed and varied system parameters
of Mobi-G.KOM DM and CM
and result dissemination. Similar to BlockTree.KOM we start with an investigation
of the effect of individual parameters as well as of parameter combinations, using
a 2k ∗ r factorial experiment design. Contrary to the evaluation of BlockTree.KOM,
we do not reduce the number of system parameters for the factorial experiment de-
sign but maintain the three identified parameters. Consequently, k is set to three and
every experiment is repeated 10 times.
Table 29 shows how the three parameters are configured, using two configurations
per parameter. For a better representation of the results we abbreviate epoch length
as EL, token-send-delay as TSD, and refresh timeout as RT. Parameter combinations
are indicated by the multiplication sign. The results for Mobi-G.KOM DM and CM
are listed in Table 30 and 31. Similar to BlockTree.KOM the results reveal that both
variants of Mobi-G.KOM are basically influenced by the variation of the individual
parameters. The influence of parameter combinations is of minor importance and
comes to a maximum of 10.39 % and 11.51 % for the combination of epoch length
and token-send-delay for both variants. Due to the low relevance in contrast to the
variation of the individual parameters we limit the system parameter evaluation to
the three parameters, which is presented after the description of the impact of churn
on Mobi-G.KOM.
6.3.3.2 Influence of Churn on Mobi-G.KOM
During this section, we investigate how Mobi-G.KOM behaves in an optimal scenario
without churn and outline the influence of churn on the different components and
aspects of the approach. The initial insights provide an overview on Mobi-G.KOM’s
performance and cost and serve as basis for the subsequent experiments. Moreover,
the results highlight the differences between Mobi-G.KOM DM and CM.
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Configuration Epoch length
(EL)
Token-send-delay
(TSD)
Refresh timeout
(RT)
Lower bound 3min 1 s 1 s
Upper bound 7min 16 s 16 s
Table 29: Overview on the different configurations of the three chosen system parameters,
which consist of two variations per parameter, representing the lower and upper
bound for the configuration range.
System
parameter
Proportion of variation [%]
Node
count
UDSF Staleness Upload Download Power
consumption
EL 6.87 98.11 98.73 1.76 0.52 0.66
TSD 60.72 0.13 0.00 0.45 0.00 0.01
RT 11.04 0.17 0.21 96.45 99.39 99.23
EL ∗TSD 11.51 0.11 0.08 0.06 0.00 0.00
EL ∗RT 1.01 0.50 0.22 0.10 0.01 0.01
TSD ∗RT 5.36 0.05 0.00 0.23 0.02 0.04
EL∗TSD∗RT 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.04
Error 2.93 0.95 0.75 0.90 0.07 0.04
Table 30: Impact of different system parameters of Mobi-G.KOM DM on the identified
metrics using a 2k ∗ r factorial experiment design
System
parameter
Proportion of variation [%]
Node
count
UDSF Staleness Upload Download Power
consumption
EL 6.40 4.82 7.21 0.30 0.12 0.15
TSD 55.94 66.46 67.48 20.04 5.05 6.58
RT 14.16 20.84 18.38 76.56 90.94 89.73
EL ∗TSD 10.39 0.21 0.81 0.02 0.00 0.00
EL ∗RT 1.21 0.38 0.72 0.01 0.01 0.01
TSD ∗RT 8.03 0.05 0.00 2.53 3.72 3.43
EL∗TSD∗RT 0.63 0.27 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00
Error 3.25 6.97 4.90 0.53 0.14 0.08
Table 31: Impact of different system parameters of Mobi-G.KOM CM on the identified
metrics using a 2k ∗ r factorial experiment design
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Mean relative UDSF error using the average as
aggregation function
(c) Cumulative distribution function of the rela-
tive node count error
(d) Cumulative distribution function of the rela-
tive UDSF error
Figure 40: Overview on accuracy of the provided monitoring results for node count and
UDFS
accuracy
Starting with the examination of accuracy of the provided monitoring results, the
plots in Figure 40 depict the impact of churn on node count and UDFS. In terms
of the node count, Figure 40a shows the negative impact of arriving and leaving
nodes on Mobi-G.KOM’s accuracy. Whereas both variants of Mobi-G.KOM provide
a nearly correct estimation of the active number of nodes with a mean error of 0.16 %
and 0.09 %, respectively, both variants suffer from an increased error due to churn
for two reasons. One problem arises from the fact that nodes with tokens leave the
network so that these tokens are never reflected in the final global view of an at-
tribute. In this case, Mobi-G.KOM underestimates the current state in the network.
The second problem stems from the transmission of old tokens from nodes, which
already left the network. Whereas tokens from new nodes are easily integrated into
the global view of an attribute, Mobi-G.KOM can only remove old information from
disappearing nodes by restarting an epoch. Until the end of an epoch the old in-
formation is always reflected in the global view of an attribute, which leads to an
overestimation of the current state in the network. Taking a look at the distribution of
the relative node count error (cf. Figure 40c)3, the impact of churn becomes apparent.
Whereas the impact of leaving nodes with tokens becomes not yet visible due to the
small interval for the transmission of IC messages, both variants of Mobi-G.KOM
3 In Figure 40c and 40d, Mobi-G.KOM DM is abbreviated as DM and Mobi-G.KOM CM as CM.
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Figure 41: Mean staleness of the provided monitoring results
overestimate the current state. The overestimation accounts for the increased mean
relative node count error and arises from the collection of data from disappeared
nodes. Considering the accuracy for monitoring UDSF, the relative error remains
nearly constant for Mobi-G.KOM DM, while it slightly increases for Mobi-G.KOM
CM. In general the reason for the small impact of churn on monitoring the UDFS,
results from the fact that a missing or new value of the attribute hardly influences
the monitored global view, especially when the average is applied as aggregation
function.
Apart from the effect of churn, Figure 40 outlines the differences between the two
variants of Mobi-G.KOM in terms of accuracy. Whereas Figure 40a reveals that there
is no significant difference between both variants in terms of the mean relative node
count error, Figure 40b highlights the advantage of Mobi-G.KOM CM on accuracy if
fluctuating attributes are monitored. In terms of discrete monitoring, Mobi-G.KOM
uses the values from the beginning of an epoch as input to calculate the current
global view of an attribute. During the whole epoch, it operates on these values and
disseminates the resulting global view to all nodes, whereas the effective global view
of the attribute changes. As a result the mean error accounts for 10.25 % and 10.02 %
without and with churn, respectively. In contrast, continuous monitoring enables the
integration of new values during the whole epoch. As a consequence, the global
view is constantly updated, leading to the reduced mean relative error of 0.23 % and
0.66 % without and with churn, respectively. Figure 40d depicts the distribution of
the relative error for the UDSF attribute and reveals that Mobi-G.KOM DM does not
correctly capture the attribute and that the majority of obtained monitoring results
deviates from the effective global state. Contrary to these results, Mobi-G.KOM CM
provides almost entirely correct results where 95 % of the monitoring results exhibit
a relative error smaller than 1.09 % with churn and 0.46 % without churn, when
considering the absolute value of the relative error.
staleness
Figure 41 depicts the mean staleness of the monitoring results, which outlines that
churn has little impact on the freshness of the results. Regarding Mobi-G.KOM
DM, the mean staleness decreases from 199.16 s to 196.23 s, whereas it increases
for Mobi-G.KOM CM from 33.49 s to 39.14 s. The decrease of the mean staleness
in terms of Mobi-G.KOM DM arises from the integration of new tokens during an
epoch. Without churn the tokens are created during the restart of an epoch, whereas
with churn, nodes arrive during an epoch and integrate their new tokens, which
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 42: Overview on the overall mean traffic per node
slightly reduces the overall staleness. The reason for the increase of the mean stale-
ness in terms of Mobi-G.KOM CM arises from the unsuccessful forwarding of tokens
to the collecting beacon, because nodes along the path to the beacon may leave the
network. If the leaving node currently holds a single or multiple tokens with updates
from monitored attributes, the corresponding information is lost, which leads to an
increasing error and staleness.
Focusing on the differences between the two variants of Mobi-G.KOM regarding
staleness, we observe that the outcome for staleness exhibits similar tendencies as
the outcome for the mean relative UDSF error. Since Mobi-G.KOM DM uses the
measured values of attributes from the beginning of an epoch, the staleness of in-
formation increases during the epoch, because no updates are provided. Using con-
tinuous monitoring, Mobi-G.KOM periodically updates the values and spreads the
updated monitoring results in the network, which leads to the reduced staleness.
traffic and power consumption
Dealing with cost, Figure 42 depicts the corresponding results for the overall upload
and download traffic. The plots reveal that the high accuracy and freshness of contin-
uous monitoring come at the expense of an increased upload and download traffic.
The reason for this increase stems on the one hand from the continuous creation and
transmission of tokens. In contrast, the continuous integration leads to a continuous
result dissemination, which accounts for more than half of the total traffic. Contrary
to this behavior, Mobi-G.KOM DM transmits the majority of tokens at the beginning
of a new epoch. As a result the amount of IS messages is reduced after having dis-
seminated the aggregated monitoring results for the first time, as indicated by the
reduced total traffic. A detailed examination of the total upload and download traffic
and the classification into the different traffic types is found in Appendix A.3, which
underpins the statements about the arising traffic of IC as well as IS messages.
Regarding churn, the results slightly reveal the interesting effect of an increased
node density paired with the contention-based forwarding scheme on the upload
and download traffic, as already observed and discussed during the system param-
eter evaluation of BlockTree.KOM (cf. Section 6.3.2.2). Especially when evaluating
the upload and download traffic of Mobi-G.KOM CM, which is dominated by the IS
traffic that relies on the presented contention-based forwarding scheme, it becomes
apparent that the upload traffic decreases, whereas the download traffic increases.
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Figure 43: Mean power consumption per node
As already detailed for BlockTree.KOM the current number of active nodes is most
of the time above the configured number of nodes in the scenarios with churn, which
leads to a slightly increased node density. The higher density reduces the effective
mean upload traffic per node, whereas the download traffic increases due to the
reception of new or redundant IS messages. This effect becomes more obvious and
even observable for Mobi-G.KOM DM during the comparative evaluation, where the
node density is varied (cf. Section 6.4.1.2).
The observed tendencies for the overall traffic become also apparent by the re-
sults for the mean power consumption, which is depicted in Figure 43. Similar to
the evaluation of BlockTree.KOM the results do not comprise the overall mean
power consumption but only the supplementary consumption, which arises from
the transmission and reception of data. The good performance of continuous mon-
itoring, especially when monitoring fluctuating attributes, comes at the expense of
an increased mean power consumption. In this context, the results for churn reveal
that the reduced amount of sent messages from Mobi-G.KOM CM does not suffice
to compensate the increased traffic so that the mean power consumption increases.
6.3.3.3 Epoch Length
After examining the influence of churn on the default system configuration, this sec-
tion starts with the evaluation of Mobi-G.KOM’s relevant system parameters and
contains the results for varying the epoch length. The remaining system parame-
ters are configured, as listed in Table 28, whereas the different configurations of the
epoch length are shown in Table 32. Based on the default configuration, which is
highlighted by the underlined value, the duration is decreased and increased to ex-
amine the impact of shorter and longer epochs on the performance and traffic. The
two configurations of this parameter, which have been initially specified during the
2k ∗ r factorial experiment design, serve as lower and upper bound for the config-
uration range in these experiments. As outlined by the following results the linear
System parameter Configuration
Epoch length [min] 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
Table 32: System parameter variation of epoch length. The underlined value represents the
default configuration of the system parameter.
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Distribution of the relative node count error of
all collected measurements
Figure 44: Overview on the mean relative node count error of the provided monitoring re-
sults for a varying epoch length
decrease and increase of the parameter already suffice to examine the impact on both
variants of Mobi-G.KOM.
accuracy and staleness
Figure 44 shows the influence of the epoch length on the mean relative node count
error. As already outlined in the previous section and supported by the presented
results both variants of Mobi-G.KOM attain a comparable performance in terms of
this attribute. Both variants are not able to counteract (i) the loss of tokens due to
disappearing nodes as well as (ii) the collection of transmitted tokens from disap-
pearing nodes. An adjustment of the monitored state is only possible by restarting
the epoch so that each node starts with a new token and, most important, that old
tokens are removed from the results to prevent an overestimation of the active num-
ber of nodes. Consequently, the results in Figure 44a reveal that a shorter epoch with
earlier restarts significantly reduces the monitoring error of both variants, whereas
longer epochs increase this error. As discussed in the previous section the increasing
error basically arises from an overestimation due to the collection of tokens from
disappeared nodes. Figure 44b shows the distribution of the relative monitoring er-
ror per experiment and underlines this observation. It becomes apparent that the
accuracy of both variants decreases, because the majority of results overestimates
the current situation in the network. If epochs are shorter, Mobi-G.KOM reacts faster
on stale tokens and avoids that the number of stale tokens accumulates over time.
Similar tendencies are observable when examining the impact of the epoch length
on monitoring UDSF, as shown in Figure 45. However, the influence on both variants
of Mobi-G.KOM varies. For Mobi-G.KOM DM the accuracy significantly increases
for a shorter epoch length, whereas a longer epoch length amplifies the effect of
operating on values from the beginning of an epoch. Dealing with Mobi-G.KOM
CM, the results only indicate a tendency towards an improved accuracy but without
a statistical significance. In fact, continuous monitoring enables to capture fluctuating
attributes even for a longer epoch length and counteracts the loss or transmission of
stale tokens so that the negative influence of longer epochs is mitigated. As depicted
in Figure 46 the results for staleness reflect the observed tendencies for UDSF for
both variants of Mobi-G.KOM. The utilization of attributes from the beginning of
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Figure 45: Mean relative UDSF error using
the average as aggregation for a
varying epoch length
Figure 46: Mean staleness of the provided
monitoring results for a varying
epoch length
an epoch leads to a considerably increasing staleness as a function of the epoch
length. In contrast, the constant collection of new values counteracts longer epochs
and reduces the negative influence of them on the freshness of results.
traffic
The results for the mean traffic reveal the interesting insight that the positive impact
of a decreasing epoch length on accuracy and staleness does not come at the expense
of increased cost (cf. Figure 47). Instead, the outcome indicates that shorter epochs
represent a cost-effective system parameter to improve accuracy and freshness. In
the following we describe the reasons for the small impact of the epoch length by
separately examining the influence on the different traffic types. The correspond-
ing results are depicted in Figure 48 and show the differences between the varied
and default configuration of epoch length. This representation highlights the small
impact of the system parameter and additionally outlines if two configurations are
significantly different. In this case the confidence intervals do not intersect with the
x-axis.
For both variants of Mobi-G.KOM Figure 48c shows the small impact of the pa-
rameter on the resulting traffic for the identification of the strongest army and its
corresponding beacon. Though, shorter epoch lengths lead to a higher frequency of
identifying the beacon and the strongest army, the traffic is only slightly influenced,
(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 47: Overview on the overall traffic per node for a varying epoch length
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(a) Difference between the varied and default con-
figuration of the epoch length parameter re-
garding the mean download traffic per node
for the transmission of IC messages
(b) Difference between the varied and default con-
figuration of the epoch length parameter re-
garding the mean download traffic per node
for the transmission of IS messages
(c) Difference between the varied and default con-
figuration of the epoch length parameter re-
garding the mean download traffic per node
for the transmission of army messages
Figure 48: Overview on the differences between the varied and default configuration of the
epoch length parameter regarding the download traffic per node for the transmis-
sion of IC, IS, and army messages
which leads to the conclusion that this identification just accounts for a small fraction
of the total army traffic. The larger fraction of the traffic is attributed to the periodic
dissemination of army message to update, for instance, the shortest path towards
the beacon. In terms of Mobi-G.KOM DM, Figure 48a reveals that a shorter or longer
epoch length leads to a significantly increased or reduced IC traffic, respectively.
However, its influence on the overall traffic is negligible due to the small amount of
IC traffic, especially, when taking the arising IS and army traffic into consideration.
The IS traffic also varies as a function of the epoch length (cf. Figure 48b). Neverthe-
less, as the dissemination of the current state is mainly restricted to the beginning
of an epoch, the impact on the download traffic per node is significant but small. In
terms of Mobi-G.KOM CM, the influence of the epoch length on the IC and IS traffic
is even smaller and only significant for two of the four variations, since IC and IS
messages are constantly transmitted during the whole epoch.
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Distribution of the relative node count error of
all collected measurements
Figure 49: Overview on the mean relative node count error of the provided monitoring re-
sults for a varying token-send-delay
6.3.3.4 Token-Send-Delay
In this section we study the influence of different configurations of the token-send-
delay parameter on Mobi-G.KOM. Table 33 lists the different configurations for the
system parameter variation. The underlined value represents the default configura-
tion, which is doubled during the different experiments until the upper bound of
16 s is reached. The variation just comprises a growing token-send-delay, because
the default configuration already constitutes a lower bound of the parameter’s con-
figuration range, as confirmed by the following evaluation. In contrast to the linear
variation of the epoch length we double the values to highlight and emphasize the
influence of the parameter on both variants of Mobi-G.KOM.
System parameter Configuration
Token-send-delay [s] 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
Table 33: System parameter variation of the token-send-delay. The underlined value repre-
sents the default configuration of the system parameter.
accuracy and staleness
The influence of an increasing token-send-delay parameter on the mean relative node
count error is depicted in Figure 49. The results in Figure 49a reveal that a parameter
configuration below four seconds has no significant impact on the error, which does
not decrease but remains constant. A configuration of two seconds suffices as well
for the timely collection of monitoring data to provide recent and accurate results
for our periodic measurements, which we take every minute from all active nodes.
Above a configuration of two seconds, the increasing error is explained by looking
at the impact of a longer token-send-delay on the token collection. Figure 50 depicts
the mean duration of a token to get from the creating node to the collecting beacon
and reveals that a larger token-send-delay results in a longer token collection time.
This negative influence becomes particularly apparent when considering the mean
relative node count error (cf. Figure 49a), where the error increases for larger token-
send-delays. The reason for the collapse results from the fact that a longer sojourn
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Figure 50: Mean duration for a token to get from the creating node to the collecting beacon
time of tokens at forwarding nodes increases the probability that these tokens are lost
due to disappearing nodes. As shown by Figure 49b both variants of Mobi-G.KOM
underestimate the current state of the network, which becomes particularly apparent
for a token-send-delay of eight second and 16 s.
The results for the discrete monitoring of UDSF constitute an exception (cf. Fig-
ure 51a), because the mean relative monitoring error is hardly influenced by the
system parameter. This results from the fact that lost values of the attribute hardly
influence the monitored global view. Especially when applying the average as aggre-
gation function, the influence of incomplete monitoring data on the monitoring re-
sults mitigates. Mobi-G.KOM DM relies on the locally measured values of attributes
from the beginning of an epoch. Consequently, a larger token-send-delay just de-
lays the collection of tokens at the beginning of an epoch and exhibits no influence
on the relative UDSF error. In contrast, a negative impact on Mobi-G.KOM CM is
observable, because a larger token-send-delay decelerates the constant collection of
local values, which leads to an increased deviation of the monitored state from the
effective one. The outcome for the mean staleness supports this observation (cf. Fig-
ure 51b), because an increasing token-send-delay does not change the high staleness
of monitoring results for discrete monitoring. In contrast, the impact of the deceler-
ated collection on continuous monitoring is reflected by the increasing staleness.
(a) Mean relative UDSF error using the average as
aggregation function
(b) Mean staleness of the provided monitoring re-
sults
Figure 51: Overview on the mean relative UDSF error and the mean staleness of the provided
monitoring results for a varying token-send-delay
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 52: Overview on the overall traffic per node for a varying token-send-delay
traffic
The obtained results for traffic in Figure 52 reveal that the impact of an increasing
token-send-delay for both variants of Mobi-G.KOM resembles the outcome for stale-
ness and the mean relative UDSF error, as discussed before. A variation of the system
parameter hardly influences the upload and download traffic for discrete monitoring,
whereas an increasing token-send-delay decreases the arising upload and download
traffic of Mobi-G.KOM CM (cf. Figure 52a and 52b). A larger token-send-delay re-
duces the number of token-cycles per epoch, thus, the slots for the transmission of
tokens are reduced as well. Mobi-G.KOM DM just relies on a fraction of cycles at
the beginning of an epoch to collect the tokens, whereas the majority of cycles re-
mains unused and does not influence the upload and download traffic. Contrary to
this observation, the reduced number of cycles per epoch reduces the transmission
and collection of the continuously created tokens by Mobi-G.KOM CM. Furthermore,
the lower update frequency also reduces the frequency to disseminate the updated
monitoring results in the MANET, which becomes apparent by the overall traffic
reduction. The results for the mean power consumption are omitted, because they
resemble the tendencies of the overall mean upload and download traffic.
6.3.3.5 Refresh Timeout
To complete the system parameter evaluation of Mobi-G.KOM this section deals
with the variation of refresh timeout, which defines the length of the information-
cycle that triggers the periodic transmission of IS and army messages. Table 34 lists
the corresponding configurations, which are the same as for the token-send-delay.
One second represents the default parameter configuration and constitutes the lower
bound of the configuration range. During the parameter variation, the value is dou-
bled up to a maximum of 16 s to highlight the influence of the system parameter on
Mobi-G.KOM.
System parameter Configuration
Refresh timeout [s] 1, 2, 4, 8, 16
Table 34: System parameter variation of the refresh timeout. The underlined value represents
the default configuration of the system parameter.
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Mean relative UDSF error using the average as
aggregation function
Figure 53: Overview on accuracy of the provided monitoring results for a varying refresh
timeout
accuracy
Figure 53 depicts the outcome of the mean relative error and reveals the small impact
of the refresh timeout on accuracy of both variants of Mobi-G.KOM. With respect to
the mean relative node count error (cf. Figure 53a) only a configuration of 16 s of
refresh timeout exhibits an observable impact, as the mean relative error increases.
Similar to the results for the token-send-delay this impact mitigates for the discrete
monitoring of UDSF (cf. Figure 53b), due to (i) the application of the average as
aggregation function as well as (ii) the utilization of locally measured values from
the beginning of an epoch.
To explain the overall small influence on accuracy of Mobi-G.KOM we take a closer
look at the procedures that are influenced by the system parameter. The procedures
comprise the periodic transmission of IS and army messages, which are both trig-
gered by the information-cycle that is configured by the refresh timeout. Figure 54
depicts the influence of the parameter on the identification of a beacon and shows
the mean duration from the advent of the strongest or impervious beacon until its
conquest of the whole MANET. Figure 55 shows the mean duration for a monitor-
ing result to get from a beacon to a node as a function of the refresh timeout. For
the first case it becomes apparent that the duration for the conquest of the whole
network considerably increases, which also influences the creation and collection of
tokens, because a node always creates a new token if it joins a new army. Neverthe-
less, the extended time to conquest the network has little impact on accuracy, because
the aggressive configuration of the token-send-delay ensures a fast and timely collec-
tion of monitoring data (cf. Figure 50) that counteracts the prolonged conquest time.
Dealing with the mean information dissemination time in Figure 55, the impact of
the varied parameter on the dissemination time is not that strong as on the time to
identify the beacon or, in terms of the token-send-delay, on the time to collect the
tokens. As a result the accuracy of the monitored results just slightly degrades, due
to the small impact of the parameter on the time to disseminate the global view of
aggregates.
Similar to a longer token-send-delay a longer refresh timeout increases the proba-
bility that a node with recent monitoring results leaves the network. However, this
circumstance does not state a problem, because Mobi-G.KOM exploits the fact that
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Figure 54: Mean time to conquer the whole
network
Figure 55: Mean information dissemination
time
there are multiple candidates to forward IS messages. Whereas tokens disappear
with their leaving nodes, other candidates step in to forward IS messages. The results
for the impact of staleness are omitted, because they exhibit the same characteristics
as the results for the mean relative monitoring error.
traffic
Whereas the refresh timeout has only small influence on Mobi-G.KOM’s perfor-
mance in terms of accuracy and staleness, it exerts a considerable and significant
influence on the arising traffic, as shown in Figure 56. Both variants benefit from a
longer refresh timeout, because the upload and download traffic decreases, whereas
Mobi-G.KOM’s accuracy and staleness mostly remain unaffected.
To investigate the cause for the immense impact of the parameter on the overall
traffic we take a closer look at the different traffic types. Figure 57 depicts the down-
load traffic for the exchange of IS and army messages (cf. Figure 57a and 57b), which
constitute the two traffic types that are influenced by refresh timeout. Similar to the
token-send-delay the refresh timeout influences the number of cycles and sending
slots for both types of messages. An increasing refresh timeout leads to a reduced
amount of cycles so that fewer messages are transmitted. Since both IS and army
messages are transmitted throughout the whole epoch, a reduction of the sending
slots has a considerable impact on the traffic, which significantly decreases with an
increasing refresh timeout. Figure 57b additionally highlights the fact that the arising
(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 56: Overview on the overall traffic per node for a varying refresh timeout
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(a) Mean download traffic per node for the trans-
mission of IS messages
(b) Mean download traffic per node for the trans-
mission of army messages
Figure 57: Overview on the IS and army download traffic per node for a varying refresh
timeout
army traffic is not influenced by discrete or continuous monitoring. As discussed in
Appendix A.3 the identification of the strongest army with its corresponding beacon
does not depend on the type of monitoring with the related information exchange.
The results for the mean power consumption are omitted, because they resemble the
tendencies of the overall mean upload and download traffic.
6.3.3.6 Summary
For the completion of Mobi-G.KOM’s system parameter evaluation, we reflect and
summarize the results and findings from the executed experiments. Afterwards, we
detail the final configurations of Mobi-G.KOM DM and CM for the following com-
parative evaluation with BlockTree.KOM.
findings of the system parameter evaluation
In general, Mobi-G.KOM represents an accurate decentralized monitoring mecha-
nism and offers two variants with different characteristics to monitor a MANET.
Dependent on the demands of an application scenario, Mobi-G.KOM CM captures
even fluctuating attributes and provides fresh and accurate results. The observed
performance comes at increased cost, which are considerably reduced by relying on
Mobi-G.KOM DM if (i) limited resources of a mobile device must be preserved or
(ii) highly accurate results of fluctuating attributes are not required. Based on the
results for monitoring the node count, it becomes apparent that the two variants of
Mobi-G.KOM do not differ and provide comparable results.
The results for the different configurations of the epoch length in Section 6.3.3.3
reveal that this system parameter represents a cost-effective alternative to improve
accuracy and freshness at minimal cost. Especially, Mobi-G.KOM DM benefits from
this variant as the error for capturing highly fluctuating attributes is reduced with a
small impact on the resulting traffic and power consumption. In terms of monitoring
the current number of nodes, the accuracy increases for both variants, because an
earlier restart of the epoch prevents both variants from overestimating the current
state.
Contrary to the epoch length, which improves the performance at nearly con-
stant cost, refresh timeout represents a parameter that preserves the resources of
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a mobile node and reduces the arising traffic without affecting the performance of
Mobi-G.KOM. The results in Section 6.3.3.5 reveal that the longer interval for the
transmission of IS and army messages suffices to provide accurate and fresh re-
sults. Paired with an aggressive configuration of the token-send-delay the effect of
an extended duration for the identification of a beacon is counteracted. Moreover,
the influence of the parameter on the result dissemination time is small, because
the utilized contention-based forwarding scheme enables the immediate and robust
forwarding of results. Furthermore, a configuration with a longer refresh timeout
reduces the slots for the transmission of IS and army messages so that the traffic and
the resulting impact on the power consumption are minimized.
Finally, the token-send-delay constitutes a parameter that influences both the per-
formance and cost of Mobi-G.KOM, as outlined in Section 6.3.3.4. The results reveal
that a larger token-send-delay reduces the cost at the expense of a decreasing accu-
racy depending on the considered variant of Mobi-G.KOM as well as of the mon-
itored attribute. In contrast, configurations with smaller values increase the traffic
but do not necessarily result in a higher accuracy. As shown by the results for the
token-send-delay with a configuration of one and two seconds they do not influence
the periodic measurements for our evaluation. We take these measurements with
an interval of one minute to assess the performance of our monitoring mechanisms.
If we vary the interval for the measurements, the influence of the token-send-delay
changes. As a result the parameter should be configured according to the planned
or estimated access interval of the results.
system parameter configurations of mobi-g .kom dm and cm
Based on the outcome, the considered system parameters are configured as shown
in Table 35, which resembles the configuration in our previous work [160]. With an
epoch length of three minutes we exploit the good impact on accuracy and freshness
at minimal cost. The token-send-delay is set to two seconds to reduce the duration
of a token inside the network as well as to minimize the probability that tokens
get lost due to disappearing nodes. Finally, the configuration of the refresh timeout
deviates from our previous work, because we set the parameter to four instead of
eight seconds, sacrificing the resources of the mobile nodes to obtain accurate and
fresh results even in more dynamic scenarios.
System parameter Configuration
Epoch length 3min
Token-send-delay 2 s
Refresh timeout 4 s
Table 35: Final configuration of Mobi-G.KOM’s varied system parameters
6.4 comparative evaluation
Subsequent to the system parameter evaluation, we conduct a comparative evalua-
tion of the developed monitoring mechanisms. During the evaluation, we examine
how our approaches behave in experiments with different scenario settings and var-
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ied scenario parameters. The design of the scenario parameter variations for the
comparative evaluation is based on the workload-dependent non-functional require-
ments, which address scalability and robustness of a decentralized monitoring mech-
anism (cf. Section 2.4.3). In terms of scalability, we examine how the monitoring
mechanisms perform in MANETs of different spatial sizes and handle sparsely or
densely populated areas. Subsequently, we assess robustness and vary different sce-
nario parameters to model the characteristics of MANETs. During these experiments,
we investigate how the monitoring mechanisms perform while handling the dynamic
nature of MANETs. Finally, we evaluate how the mechanisms handle the distance-
aware relevance of information and provide location-aware monitoring results.
6.4.1 Evaluating Scalability
The evaluation of scalability is divided into two parts: the first part investigates the
influence of the spatial size of a network on performance and cost, whereas the
second part examines the impact of node density. In the following section we focus
on the spatial network size. Subsequently, Section 6.4.1.2 analogously examines node
density.
6.4.1.1 Variation of the Spatial Network Size
For an isolated investigation of the influence of the spatial network size the edge
length of the corresponding square area as well as the number of nodes inside the
area must be varied. Both scenario parameters are altered to obtain the same node
density in every experiment and to study only the influence of the spatial size. Ta-
ble 36 lists the respective configurations for the two parameters. In addition, the
table shows the maximum hierarchy level lmax of C- and P-BlockTree.KOM to cover
the whole MANET. Both the modeled square areas and lmax of C- and P-Block-
Tree.KOM are depicted in Figure 58. The figure shows the logical partitioning of
the area into blocks and the resulting sectors at different levels4. Due to the fact
that both approaches are configured with a sector edge length of three the resulting
sectors are situated at the same position and congruent. However, the concentrating
blocks from C-BlockTree.KOM are highlighted by colored blocks to indicate where
data are concentrated at the respective levels.
Scenario parameter Configuration
Edge length [m] 145 435 1000 1305 2000 3915
Number of nodes 4 33 175 297 698 2673
System parameter Configuration
lmax of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM 0 1 2 2 3 3
Table 36: Parameter variation of the spatial network size with the specification of the result-
ing maximum hierarchy level lmax of both approaches
Taking the default scenario for the system parameter evaluation as basis, we scale
the spatial size in both directions. Due to the sensitivity of C-BlockTree.KOM re-
4 The sectors at l1 are omitted to simplify the figure.
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Figure 58: Planar visualization of the monitoring topologies of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM
and of the modeled area for different configurations of the edge length. The col-
ored blocks highlight the concentrating blocks of C-BlockTree.KOM.
garding the spatial network size we set the edge length in such a way that the
underlying hierarchy of C-BlockTree.KOM is properly established. With a length
of 145 m, 435 m, 1305 m, and 3915 m C-BlockTree.KOM establishes a complete hi-
erarchy, where the highest sector exactly covers the modeled area, as depicted in
Figure 58. The additional configurations of 1000 m and 2000 m are randomly set to
outline the effect of an independently chosen square area on the approaches and
particularly on C-BlockTree.KOM.
accuracy and staleness
Starting with the results for P-BlockTree.KOM, Figure 59 shows that the mean rel-
ative node count error decreases as a function of the spatial network size, when
ignoring the results for the smallest experiment that just consists of one block. The
reason for the decreasing mean relative error is a reduced overestimation for larger
spatial networks. The overestimation is primarily attributed to the prolonged time-
out for the deletion of data from the hierarchy and result tables. The longer timeout
is beneficial for scenarios with a larger spatial area, where monitoring data are col-
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Figure 59: Mean relative node count error for a varying spatial network size
lected and disseminated over multiple levels of the underlying hierarchy. In these
scenarios a longer timeout avoids a premature deletion of data from the different ta-
bles. Contrary, the prolonged timeout factor leads to an overestimation in networks
of a smaller spatial size. It becomes particularly apparent for a spatial network size
of 435 m ∗ 435 m, where the underlying hierarchy has a maximum level of one and
comes up to a mean relative error of 5.65 %. For the same reason C-BlockTree.KOM
attains a comparable mean relative error of 5.09 %, which decreases for the scenar-
ios with an edge length of 1305 m and 3915 m, where the underlying hierarchy of
C-BlockTree.KOM is properly established. In contrast, the negative impact of net-
works with an arbitrarily chosen size is reflected by the increased mean relative error,
where the underlying hierarchy is not properly established. For an edge length of
1000 m Figure 58 shows that the concentrating block at l2 is in the modeled area.
However, five concentrating blocks at l1 are not covered by the modeled area and
not populated with nodes. As a result data from nodes in the corresponding sectors
are lost, because the data are neither concentrated at the responsible blocks nor sent
to the concentrating block at l2. In terms of an edge length of 2000 m, the responsible
block at l3 is only partially on the map, as depicted in Figure 58. Dependent on the
distribution of nodes in the area, it might happen that no or only a small fraction of
nodes resides in that block to concentrate data and disseminate the results. Conse-
quently, the data from the surrounding sectors on the map cannot be concentrated
and get lost, as reflected by a mean relative error of 59.45 %. In this regard P-Block-
Tree.KOM benefits (i) from the dissemination of results among sibling sectors at a
certain level and (ii) from the prevention of concentrating data at dedicated single
blocks. As a consequence the spatial size of the network does not influence the estab-
lishment of P-BlockTree.KOM’s hierarchy and leads to the depicted small relative
mean error.
Both variants of Mobi-G.KOM completely avoid the creation of a hierarchy, thus,
the effective spatial size of the network does not influence the accuracy with respect
to the node count. As a result both variants of Mobi-G.KOM provide accurate results,
which oscillate around a mean relative error of 2 % and outperform both approaches
of BlockTree.KOM. However, the outcome for a spatial network size of 3915 m ∗
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(a) Mean relative UDSF error using the average as aggregation function
(b) Difference between the varied and default configuration of the scenario
parameter regarding the mean relative UDSF error
Figure 60: Overview on the mean relative UDSF error for a varying spatial network size
3915 m indicates that the two flat approaches do not perform well in networks of
a larger spatial size. The flat structure paired with an increased network diameter
impedes the identification and addressing of the beacon as well as the collection
of tokens along the paths towards the beacon. As a result a larger fraction of the
monitoring results underestimates the current state, as reflected by the increased
mean relative error. Contrary to this outcome, the results for BlockTree.KOM reveal
that a hierarchical structure counteracts the problems of a large spatial network size
with a long network diameter. The underlying hierarchy structures the nodes for the
streamlined collection and dissemination of information in large spatial networks.
Figure 60a and Figure 61a unveil the negative influence of a growing spatial net-
work size on accuracy in terms of UDSF as well as on result staleness. Since a larger
distance between the nodes prolongs the time to collect and disseminate information,
as indicated by the increasing staleness, the mean relative UDSF error increases as
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(a) Mean staleness of the provided monitoring results
(b) Difference between the varied and default configuration of the scenario
parameter regarding the result staleness
Figure 61: Overview on the mean result staleness for a varying spatial network size
well. In this context Mobi-G.KOM DM constitutes an exception, on which we will
focus afterwards.
In the following we examine for BlockTree.KOM how a larger spatial network
affects both hierarchical approaches. Therefore, we take the default experiment with
an edge length of 1305 m as reference, and calculate the difference between the re-
maining experiments and the reference for the mean relative UDSF error and result
staleness (cf. Figure 60b and 61b). The zones with the different shades of gray in-
dicate the extension of the respective hierarchy with another level, ranging from l0
on the left-hand side to l3 on the right-hand side. In general, the influence of an
increasing spatial network size on both hierarchical approaches is reflected by a step-
wise increase. Whenever the hierarchy of P- or C-BlockTree.KOM covers the whole
MANET without adding a new level, the impact on accuracy and freshness is rather
small. However, if a new level must be added, the new level decelerates the overall
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 62: Overview on the overall traffic per node for a varying spatial network size
collection and dissemination, which leads to the depicted increased mean relative
UDSF error and staleness between the differently shaded areas.
In this regard Mobi-G.KOM CM exhibits similar tendencies, as both metrics grad-
ually decrease for smaller areas and increase for larger areas, taking the default
experiment as reference (cf. Figure 60b and 61b). The negative impact of larger areas
does not result from the addition of a supplementary level, but from longer distances
between the nodes to determine the beacon and collect the tokens along the path to-
wards the beacon. The negative influence of longer distances becomes particularly
apparent for continuous monitoring, where tokens are collected during an epoch. In
terms of Mobi-G.KOM DM, which operates on data from the beginning of an epoch,
the effect of longer distances is not that explicit, because the data is ideally collected
once at the beginning of an epoch. This particularity becomes apparent by the nearly
constant accuracy and freshness, which does not significantly change at least dur-
ing four of the six experiments. However, the results for the spatial network size of
3915 m ∗ 3915 m indicate that the singular collection of tokens at the beginning of
an epoch also suffers from large spatial networks. It is more likely that tokens get
lost along the path towards the beacon. This loss has a positive impact on the mean
relative UDSF error and staleness, however, the outcome for the monitored number
of nodes indicates the effective negative influence.
traffic and power consumption
Figure 62 provides an overview about the arising upload and download traffic of
the different monitoring mechanisms and highlights the influence of a varied spatial
network size. Figure 62a outlines that both approaches of BlockTree.KOM benefit
from smaller scenarios, where the establishment of a hierarchy with multiple levels
is avoided. In these scenarios the transmitted amount of data is even smaller than for
both variants of Mobi-G.KOM or at least comparable to the resulting upload traffic
of Mobi-G.KOM CM. Even for larger scenario, C-BlockTree.KOM still competes
with Mobi-G.KOM CM, because both approaches transmit a comparable amount of
data. The hierarchical approach benefits from the two facts (i) that the collected data
are not disseminated to large areas but concentrated at single blocks and (ii) that a
block just belongs to one instead of multiple levels and triggers operations for that
level. In terms of P-BlockTree.KOM, the results confirm that the participation of a
node at multiple levels leads to a high amount of transmitted data, which increases
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Figure 63: Mean power consumption per node for a varying spatial network size
for larger hierarchies. In this context the two variants of Mobi-G.KOM benefit from
their flat design, because no supplementary levels must be added to cover a larger
area.
Focusing on the overall mean download traffic per node, Figure 62b unveils that
the mean download traffic of all four approaches increases as a function of the spa-
tial network size. However, the results indicate that the differences between the flat
and hierarchical approaches increase for larger populated areas. P-BlockTree.KOM
suffers from the participation of a node at every active level as well as from the ex-
cessive utilization of the receiver-based contention schemes. As already indicated by
the mean upload traffic the resulting mean download traffic of P-BlockTree.KOM
reflects the negative impact of the combination of both aspects. The influence of the
utilized communication schemes becomes also apparent with respect to C-Block-
Tree.KOM, which competes with Mobi-G.KOM CM in terms of the mean upload
traffic but exceeds the flat approach in terms of the mean download traffic.
Based on the separate findings for the mean upload and download traffic, it be-
comes apparent that the influence of the spatial size of a MANET heavily differs
between the hierarchical and flat monitoring mechanisms. Whereas the spatial net-
work size just slightly affects the arising traffic of both variants of Mobi-G.KOM,
the results indicate the strong impact on the hierarchical approaches, specifically on
P-BlockTree.KOM. This impact originates from the design of both hierarchical ap-
proaches and the fact that a larger spatial network size affects every node, which
executes a set of operations per level. If the number of levels increases to monitor
the whole area, the executed operations multiply, as reflected by the increased traf-
fic. In contrast, the influence of a growing spatial network size mitigates for the flat
approaches, because larger or smaller areas do not necessarily affect every node in
the network or vary the number of executed operations per node. The design of data
collection in Mobi-G.KOM basically affects nodes along the paths towards the bea-
con, which must forward an increased amount of data. Since aggregation is used to
reduce the size of the data along the path, the influence of an increased or reduced
number of nodes on the resulting traffic for data collection mitigates. Furthermore,
the dissemination of results is triggered by the refresh timeout parameter, which
does neither depend on the spatial network size nor on any hierarchy level.
The observed findings are also reflected in Figure 63, which depicts the mean
power consumption per node. The metric summarizes the results from the mean
upload and download traffic, because both the transmission and the reception of
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Mean relative UDSF error using the average as
aggregation function
Figure 64: Overview on the influence of a varied node density on the accuracy of the evalu-
ated monitoring mechanisms for a varying node density
data affect the power consumption of a mobile node. Consequently, the arising cost
in terms of the mean power consumption underpin and reflect the made observation
that C- and specifically P-BlockTree.KOM put a heavy burden on the mobile nodes.
This load stems from the hierarchical design paired with the utilized communication
schemes and the fact that every node is affected by a larger spatial network.
6.4.1.2 Variation of the Node Density
For the assessment of the impact of node density on a decentralized monitoring
mechanism we vary the number of nodes and keep the spatial size fixed. Taking
the default scenario for the system parameter evaluation as basis, the number of
nodes is varied, as depicted in Table 37. Starting from the default configuration with
297 nodes, we double and halve this value twice, which leads to the resulting ex-
periments with the corresponding numbers of nodes and node densities. Based on
these densities, we examine and compare performance and cost in sparsely as well
as densely populated scenarios.
Scenario parameter Configuration
Number of nodes 75 149 297 594 1188
Node density [nodes/km2] 44.04 87.49 174.40 348.79 697.58
Table 37: Parameter variation of the number of nodes with the specification of the resulting
node density for a square area with an edge length of 1305 m
accuracy and staleness
The results in Figure 64 immediately outline the negative influence of sparsely popu-
lated areas on both hierarchical approaches. For the two experiments, which exhibit
a lower node density than the default experiment, the monitoring accuracy degrades,
as illustrated in Figure 64a. Even in terms of UDSF (cf. Figure 64b), where the aggre-
gation of data mitigates the influence of missing data, the increasing mean relative er-
ror indicates the impact of sparsely populated areas on P- and C-BlockTree.KOM’s
performance. Two causes are identified that explain the bad performance of P- and
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Figure 65: Mean staleness of the provided monitoring results for a varying node density
especially of C-BlockTree.KOM. On the one hand, both approaches require that a
path to a targeted concentrating block or to a sector exists so that data are processed
and forwarded. With a decreasing density even parallel forwarding of data from mul-
tiple nodes, relying on the contention-based forwarding schemes, does not suffice to
reach the addressed block or sector. On the other hand, addressed blocks or sec-
tors might be reachable but empty, because no nodes currently reside in that region.
Specifically in C-BlockTree.KOM, where data are concentrated at single blocks, the
probability of empty or sparsely populated blocks increases so that data get lost. In
terms of P-BlockTree.KOM, this probability decreases, because the approach relies
on federations of sectors instead of single blocks to process and forward data. Con-
trary to these observations, the experiments with a higher node density than in the
default experiment indicate that the hierarchical approaches benefit from densely
populated scenarios. The monitoring accuracy increases and BlockTree.KOM out-
performs both variants of Mobi-G.KOM regarding the node count. Specifically C-
BlockTree.KOM profits from the increasing density, which ensures a direct and fast
transmission of data towards the concentrating blocks, as indicated by the good ac-
curacy as well as reduced staleness of results (cf. Figure 65).
For both variants of Mobi-G.KOM the results for the mean relative error and stal-
eness in Figure 64 and 65 reveal the minor impact of node density on the overall
performance. Even in sparsely populated scenarios Mobi-G.KOM is able to provide
accurate monitoring results, because the periodic exchange of army messages helps
to identify a path towards the beacon as long as this path exists. Once, the monitoring
data are collected, the periodic dissemination ensures that the results are distributed
among the remaining nodes in the MANET. The results for the mean staleness, which
range between 139.38 s and 145.86 s for Mobi-G.KOM DM and between 43.16 s and
46.25 s for Mobi-G.KOM CM, also indicate in this context that the node density does
neither degrade nor improve the time to collect and disseminate the information.
The obtained findings outline that P- and C-BlockTree.KOM are sensitive to the
node density in a MANET. Whereas both approaches benefit from densely populated
areas, the results also indicate that they suffer from sparsely populated networks
due to the two main reasons, as identified and discussed above. In this regard the
node density in a MANET just slightly influences the flat variants of Mobi-G.KOM,
which provide a nearly constant performance independent of the number of nodes
per square kilometer. Consequently, they outperform the hierarchical approaches in
sparsely populated areas but cannot take an advantage of denser populated areas.
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 66: Overview on the overall mean traffic per node for a varying node density
traffic
The results for traffic in Figure 66 reveal the effect of a varying node density on the
effective mean upload and download traffic per node of all four monitoring mecha-
nisms. As already indicated during the initial examination of BlockTree.KOM and
Mobi-G.KOM (cf. Section 6.3.2.2 and 6.3.3.2) the varying node density paired with
the utilized contention-based forwarding schemes has an opposed impact on the
arising upload and download traffic. Ignoring the experiment with a node density
of 44.04 nodes/km2 for both approaches of BlockTree.KOM, as this density does not
suffice for the proper exchange of information, Figure 66a outlines that the mean
upload traffic per node decreases, whereas the mean download traffic per node in-
creases (cf. Figure 66b) as a function of the node density. As already sketched in
Section 6.3.2.2 and 6.3.3.2 this interesting effect mainly attributes to the utilization of
contention-based forwarding schemes, which are responsible for a large part of the
overall upload and download traffic of all mechanisms. A higher density leads to a
larger fraction of potential candidates for the initial transmission as well as forward-
ing of messages, while only a small set of nodes effectively sends and forwards these
messages. Due to the higher ratio between potential and effective candidates the
mean upload traffic per node decreases. However, the decreasing upload traffic does
not compensate for the increased number of nodes in the MANET, which leads to
the augmented mean download traffic per node. In addition, the higher node density
increases the probability that nodes receive new or redundant messages, amplifying
the influence on the mean download traffic per node. Especially BlockTree.KOM,
which exclusively relies on contention-based forwarding schemes, suffers from this
effect, as indicated by the boosted mean download traffic in Figure 66b. A possible
countermeasure for this negative impact is the reduction of potential candidates for
the initial transmission and forwarding of messages. This may be achieved by a re-
duction of the area for the identification of candidates or by preselecting candidates
based on the application of a probability function.
With regard to the results for performance and cost we observe that the improved
performance of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM in densely populated scenarios comes at
the expense of a considerably increased mean download traffic due to the excessive
utilization of contention-based forwarding schemes. In contrast, the slight impact of
node density on the performance of Mobi-G.KOM DM and CM is also observable
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in terms of cost. A reason for the minor impact originates, for instance, from the
utilization of unicast instead of broadcast to collect data.
6.4.1.3 Summary on Scalability
Before we focus on scalability and summarize our findings from this section, we start
with an initial comparison between the hierarchical and flat monitoring mechanisms,
relying on the experiment with the default scenario as basis. In general, the results
reveal that both variants of Mobi-G.KOM outperform P- and C-BlockTree.KOM
regarding accuracy. They provide a more accurate view of the current number of
nodes in the network and, in terms of Mobi-G.KOM CM, of the UDSF attribute
as well. In contrast, BlockTree.KOM requires the same amount or even less time
to provide the participating nodes with the monitoring results. However, Block-
Tree.KOM cannot derive a benefit from the fast provisioning of results, as reflected
by the lower accuracy. This leads to the conclusion that the underlying hierarchy
helps to accelerate the collection and dissemination, but affects the accuracy of the
provided results in parallel. On this basis, the arising cost reveal that the improved
accuracy of Mobi-G.KOM comes at considerably lower cost, as reflected by the lower
mean traffic and power consumption per node. The utilization of a hierarchy and
the excessive communication due to the exclusive utilization of contention-based
forwarding schemes are accountable for the high cost of C-BlockTree.KOM and
specifically of P-BlockTree.KOM.
Dealing with the impact of the spatial network size and node density, the results in
Section 6.4.1.1 and 6.4.1.2 unveil that both scenario parameters exert a stronger influ-
ence on performance and cost of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM than on Mobi-G.KOM
DM and CM. Taking the results for the mean relative node count error as reference,
P- and C-BlockTree.KOM benefit from the hierarchical topology. The underlying
tree of blocks proves to be successful in networks of larger spatial sizes, because it
helps to structure the nodes and organizes the data exchange between them. How-
ever, the results unveil that C-BlockTree.KOM does not perform well in networks
of an arbitrary spatial size. C-BlockTree.KOM requires a fully established hierarchy,
where the concentrating blocks are populated with nodes and reachable from the
surrounding blocks and sectors. If these conditions are not met, C-BlockTree.KOM
cannot provide accurate monitoring results. In this context, P-BlockTree.KOM bene-
fits from the data exchange between sibling sectors instead of the exchange between
parent and child blocks. Based on the collection and processing of data in federa-
tions of sectors and based on the assignment of a block to all active levels, the planar
approach operates in networks of any spatial size. Taking the outcome for UDSF and
result staleness into consideration, the hierarchical topology cannot counteract the ef-
fect of a larger spatial network size. With a growing hierarchy to cover the MANET
the average time to collect and disseminate information increases. Due to the strong
relation between the result staleness and the UDSF attribute the mean relative UDSF
error increases as well.
Contrary to BlockTree.KOM, the influence of the spatial network size is not that
strong on Mobi-G.KOM, because it does neither influence the underlying topology
nor the information exchange between the nodes. Consequently, Mobi-G.KOM suc-
cessfully operates on networks of any spatial size: the mean relative node count error
remains nearly constant and the effect on the relative UDSF error and on the result
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staleness is comparable to the outcome for P- and C-BlockTree.KOM. However, the
outcome for an area of 3915 m ∗ 3915 m indicates that the accuracy of the two flat
variants degrades in very large areas. Without a hierarchy to structure the nodes
and the data exchange the flat topology suffers from an increased network diameter.
Paired with an increased network diameter the flat topology complicates and decel-
erates the identification of a beacon as well as the collection and dissemination of
data. Dealing with the influence on cost, Mobi-G.KOM benefits from the fact that
the size of the monitored area does neither influence the information exchange nor
the flat topology. Moreover, both variants avoid the extensive and exclusive utiliza-
tion of contention-based forwarding schemes and rely on unicast for the collection of
tokens. Consequently, the impact on the mean upload and download traffic as well
as on the resulting mean power consumption mitigates.
The results for a varying node density exhibit similar tendencies as for the varia-
tion of the spatial network size: performance and cost of BlockTree.KOM depend
on the varied scenario parameter, whereas the effect mitigates for Mobi-G.KOM. Tak-
ing the results for the node count as reference, the accuracy of P-BlockTree.KOM
and specifically of C-BlockTree.KOM degrades. Again, P-BlockTree.KOM benefits
from its federations of sectors, because nodes from multiple blocks are in charge to
collect and process the data, increasing the probability that the monitoring data reach
their destination and are processed by present nodes at the destination. C-Block-
Tree.KOM relies on single blocks, which must collect and process the data from the
surrounding blocks and sectors. If these blocks are not populated or not reachable by
the surrounding blocks and sectors, the data are lost, as reflected by the increasing
mean relative node count error for sparsely populated MANETs. With a higher den-
sity of nodes P- and C-BlockTree.KOM benefit from the underlying hierarchy, as
acknowledged by a faster delivery and a higher accuracy of the provided results. In
terms of the node count, both approaches even outperform Mobi-G.KOM, because
the hierarchy organizes the nodes for a streamlined data collection and result dissem-
ination and successfully handles the higher number of nodes. Similar to the negative
influence of larger spatial network sizes on traffic and power consumption the gain
in performance comes at higher cost. The considerably increased mean download
traffic per node stems from the excessive and exclusive utilization of contention-
based forwarding schemes paired with the increased density of nodes. In contrast to
BlockTree.KOM the results uncover that both variants of Mobi-G.KOM are imper-
vious to the node density of a MANET. The performance in terms of accuracy and
staleness remains nearly constant, whereas the impact on traffic is damped, because
Mobi-G.KOM does not exclusively rely on contention-based forwarding schemes to
communicate.
6.4.2 Evaluating Robustness
We exploit the evaluation of robustness to examine the influence of the inherent
characteristics of MANETs on a decentralized monitoring mechanism. The related
experiments for the evaluation are divided into three parts. In the first part, which
is presented in Section 6.4.2.1, we vary the movement speed of the mobile nodes
and examine its impact. Subsequently, Section 6.4.2.2 deals with the evaluation of
a decentralized monitoring mechanism under different levels of churn, where we
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decrease and increase the mean node session length. Finally, we vary the interval for
the GPS utilization and evaluate how the approaches perform with recent or stale
position information (cf. Section 6.4.2.3).
6.4.2.1 Variation of the Movement Speed
The configuration of the movement speed for the steady-state Random Waypoint
Mobility model [120] is configurable by two parameters: the mean movement speed
and the maximum deviation from the mean. Given the default scenario configuration
for the system parameter evaluation, the mean movement speed is set to 1.5 m/s with a
maximum deviation of 0.5 m/s leading to a minimum and maximum movement speed
of 1 m/s and 2 m/s, respectively. During the following experiments, we vary the mean
movement speed but keep the maximum deviation so that the resulting interval does
not change. Table 38 lists the respective configurations for the mean as well as the
minimum and maximum movement speed. Based on the chosen configurations, we
investigate (i) if the performance improves in rather static scenarios and (ii) if our
approaches are capable to monitor highly dynamic nodes with a mean movement
speed of 4 m/s or 8 m/s, which exceeds the speed of a normal pedestrian.
Scenario parameter Configuration
Minimum movement speed [m/s] 0.5 1 1.5 3.5 7.5
Mean movement speed [m/s] 1 1.5 2 4 8
Maximum movement speed [m/s] 1.5 2 2.5 4.5 8.5
Table 38: Parameter variation of the mean movement speed for the steady-state Random
Waypoint Mobility model [120]
accuracy
An overview on the influence of the movement speed on accuracy is given in Fig-
ure 67. The overview comprises the results for the mean relative node count as well
as UDSF error (cf. Figure 67a and 67b), which illustrate a strong impact on P- and C-
BlockTree.KOM. Whereas the results for the mean relative UDSF error still conceal
the negative influence due to the compensating aggregation function, the results for
the node count unveil the existing problems and the strong influence of mobility on
BlockTree.KOM. Figure 67a shows that even a reduction of the average movement
speed to 1 m/s improves the accuracy, whereas a higher average speed considerably
degrades the performance of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM. The primary cause for the
degrading accuracy originates from the logical partitioning into blocks paired with
the procedure to handle nodes that enter a new block. If a node detects that it entered
a new block, it does not actively trigger Aggregating-Up or Disseminating-Down
operations for a certain amount of time5, but just forwards data from other nodes.
Based on this behavior, P- and C-BlockTree.KOM avoid that wrong and stale infor-
mation from other blocks and sectors are mistakenly spread. If the movement speed
of the nodes increases, a large fraction of nodes changes the blocks more frequently
5 We refer the interested reader to Appendix A.2.6, where the influence of the corresponding system
parameter tblockOperation is examined.
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Mean relative UDSF error using the average as
aggregation function
Figure 67: Overview on accuracy of the provided monitoring results for a varying mean
movement speed
so that the number of nodes, which trigger an Aggregating-Up or Disseminating-
Down operation, decreases. As a result neither the collection of data nor the dissem-
ination of results takes place, as reflected by the increasing mean relative node count
and UDSF error. During the discussion of the influence on cost, we further elaborate
on this peculiarity.
In terms of Mobi-G.KOM, the results reveal that the movement speed has little
influence on the monitoring accuracy of both attributes. Indeed, the results outline
that the periodic transmission of army messages suffices even in highly dynamic
scenarios to determine the beacon as well as to maintain the different paths towards
the beacon. These paths resist the fast changing neighborhood of a node and serve
for the successful collection of tokens. Moreover, as Mobi-G.KOM avoids the logical
partitioning of the network into blocks and does not ban nodes from the active par-
ticipation, both variants of Mobi-G.KOM integrate the input from all present nodes
in the network. As a result Mobi-G.KOM provides an accurate view of the MANET
irrespective of the movement speed of the participating nodes.
The presentation and discussion of the outcome for the mean staleness are omitted,
because the results conform to the outcome and findings for the mean relative UDSF
error (cf. Figure 67b).
traffic
Figure 68a and 68b uncover that Mobi-G.KOM’s resulting upload and download traf-
fic increase as a function of the movement speed to achieve the observed performance
and to handle the increasing dynamics. The growing overall traffic of Mobi-G.KOM
DM and CM is attributed to the increasing exchange of IS and army messages. Tak-
ing the resulting mean download traffic as representative, Figure 69a depicts the
growing army traffic, which is necessary to identify the beacon and, particularly,
to maintain the shortest paths towards that beacon in the presence of a constantly
changing neighborhood and overall network topology. Similarly, Figure 69b outlines
that the IS traffic increases as well to manage the dissemination of the current state
over the fast changing topology. In addition the results for the IS traffic reveal that
the impact on Mobi-G.KOM CM is stronger than on Mobi-G.KOM DM, because the
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 68: Overview on the overall mean traffic per node for a varying mean movement
speed
first variant updates the current state multiple times during an epoch, whereas the
latter variant just spreads the monitoring results once per epoch.
Regarding P- and C-BlockTree.KOM, Figure 68a and 68b outline that the upload
and download traffic is nearly constant for the first four experiments but collapses
for the fifth one. The reason for the bad performance, as previously discussed, as
well as for the sudden decrease in traffic is attributed to the blocking of operations
for a certain amount of time. To prevent the dissemination of incorrect data a node
does not actively participate for this period of time and avoids a transmission of own
data, which leads to the degrading performance as well as to the reduced traffic. To
underpin this statement we take a closer look at the transmitted replication traffic of
C-BlockTree.KOM, which explains the behavior of P-BlockTree.KOM as well. Fig-
ure 69c depicts the mean number of sent replication messages, whereas Figure 69d
shows the resulting traffic due to the exchange of replication messages. When com-
paring the results from both figures, we observe that the amount of messages does
not change dependent on the movement speed, which indicates that a block is al-
ways populated with a comparable amount of nodes that replicate their hierarchy
table. However, Figure 69d reveals that the traffic decreases, because the hierarchy
table holds no data for replication. This example highlights the fact that the concen-
trating blocks of C-BlockTree.KOM do not receive the required information from
the associated sectors, because most of the nodes are currently blocked, since they
entered a new block. Due to this blocking of nodes, which leads to the lack of infor-
mation, P-BlockTree.KOM’s overall upload and download traffic collapses as well.
6.4.2.2 Variation of Mean Node Session Length
To study the impact of shorter and longer session times on decentralized monitor-
ing mechanisms we vary the scenario parameter for the mean node session length.
Table 39 depicts the corresponding configurations for the scenario parameter. Dur-
ing the experiments, we examine as well the influence of a longer session length
on performance and cost of a decentralized monitoring mechanism. However, the
focus is on the evaluation of shorter session lengths below the default configuration
to investigate if a decentralized monitoring mechanism is able to integrate or delete
information from nodes with short session lengths.
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(a) Mean download traffic per node for the trans-
mission of army messages
(b) Mean download traffic per node for the trans-
mission of IS messages
(c) Mean number of transmitted replication mes-
sages
(d) Mean upload traffic per node for data replica-
tion
Figure 69: Overview on the mean upload and download traffic per node for the transmission
of different types of messages
accuracy
To rate the impact of different mean node session lengths on performance we only
focus on the mean relative node count error, because the influence on the mean rela-
tive UDSF error as well as on the staleness of results is negligible. Figure 70a depicts
the mean relative node count error as a function of the mean node session length.
Overall, the results reveal that a decreasing session length influences the accuracy of
all four decentralized monitoring mechanisms, as illustrated by the increasing rela-
tive error. Even a longer mean node session length than for the default configuration
still influences accuracy, which is reflected by a smaller error in terms of P- and C-
BlockTree.KOM and by the varying error with respect to Mobi-G.KOM DM and
CM. For shorter session lengths the results unveil the problems of both variants of
Mobi-G.KOM with churn, which leads to the increased mean relative error and a
degrading performance compared to BlockTree.KOM. As already discussed in Sec-
tion 6.3.3.2, where we examined the influence of scenarios with and without churn,
Scenario parameter Configuration
Mean node session length [min] 2:30 5 10 20 40
Table 39: Parameter variation of the mean node session length
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Distribution of the relative node count error of
all collected measurements
Figure 70: Overview on the mean relative node count error for a varying mean node session
length
both variants of Mobi-G.KOM suffer from the transmission of old tokens from nodes,
which already left the network. In terms of the node count, Mobi-G.KOM DM and
CM only prune the current view of the network state from old data by restarting the
epoch. Up to that point in time, old information is always reflected in the global view
of an attribute. With a decreasing mean session length the amount of old information
increases, because more nodes leave the network during the epoch, while the data
is still integrated. Consequently, the growing mean relative error originates from a
growing overestimation for shorter session lengths, as depicted in Figure 70b, which
illustrates the distribution of the relative node count error of all collected measure-
ments. As opposed to the increasing overestimation, the results for BlockTree.KOM
uncover that both approaches suffer from a growing underestimation for shorter
node session lengths. In terms of C-BlockTree.KOM, the majority of obtained moni-
toring results tends to underestimate the number of nodes in the network. In contrast,
P-BlockTree.KOM suffers from a smaller fraction of inaccurate monitoring results.
However, this fraction considerable underestimates the current state.
traffic
With respect to cost Figure 71a and 71b depict the mean upload and download
traffic per node as a function of the mean node session length. In terms of P- and
C-BlockTree.KOM, the previously discussed effect (cf. Section 6.4.1.2) of a varying
node density paired with the contention-based forwarding schemes is observable,
because the mean upload traffic per node decreases, whereas the mean download
traffic increases. With a longer mean node session length the number of active nodes
slightly increases accompanied by a higher node density that explains the decreasing
mean upload and increasing mean download traffic. Apart from this effect, a varied
mean node session length has no further influence on BlockTree.KOM’s resulting
traffic, because both approaches do not define specific methods to handle arriving or
leaving nodes.
Contrary to this outcome, the results for Mobi-G.KOM unveil that both variants
are influenced by a varying mean node session length, because the mean upload
and even the mean download traffic increase for shorter mean session times. Due
to the large and unfavorable scaling in Figure 71b the increased mean download
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
(c) Mean upload traffic per node for the transmis-
sion of IS messages
(d) Mean download traffic per node for the trans-
mission of IS messages
Figure 71: Overview on the mean overall traffic as well as on the mean IS traffic per node for
a varying mean node session length
traffic is hardly observable, but increases from 184.26 Bps to 260.92 Bps in terms of
Mobi-G.KOM DM and from 264.66 Bps to 305.34 Bps for Mobi-G.KOM CM. We take
the resulting IS traffic as attempt to explain this behavior, because it accounts for the
majority of the overall traffic. The results in Figure 71c and 71d reveal that a reduced
mean node session length leads to an increased mean upload and download traffic
for the exchange of IS messages. The reason for the growing traffic stems from the
fact that the frequency of arriving nodes during an epoch increases as a function
of smaller session times. These nodes must be integrated by collecting their locally
measured attributes, which leads to a frequent update of the current network state
during an epoch. Consequently, IS messages are spread multiple times during an
epoch to reach a steady state.
6.4.2.3 Variation of the GPS Utilization
To complete the evaluation regarding robustness we vary the interval for the periodic
utilization of GPS and assess how our decentralized monitoring mechanisms operate
with recent as well as stale position information. Table 40 lists the corresponding
configurations for the position refresh interval, which determines the length for the
periodic retrieval of position information from the GPS receiver.
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Scenario parameter Configuration
Position refresh interval [s] 5 10 20 40 80
Table 40: Parameter variation of the position refresh interval
accuracy
For the assessment of the impact of a varying position refresh interval we limit our
investigations on the monitoring accuracy of the node count. The variation of this
parameter has little influence on the mean relative UDSF error as well as on staleness.
Figure 72 depicts the mean relative node count error as a function of the position
refresh interval. With respect to both variants of Mobi-G.KOM the results reveal that
a variation of this scenario parameter has little influence on the accuracy of both
variants. For all configurations of the position refresh interval Mobi-G.KOM DM
and CM attain a mean relative node count error around two percent. The reason for
Mobi-G.KOM’s good performance despite the varied parameter originates from the
fact that both variants require position information to calculate the hesitation time
for forwarding IS and army messages or for responding on incorrect or stale data.
Consequently, only Mobi-G.KOM’s communication is affected, as discussed below,
which does neither influence accuracy nor the timeliness of results.
With respect to P- and C-BlockTree.KOM the results in Figure 72 unveil that a
varied position refresh interval influences the accuracy in terms of the node count.
In the first four experiments C-BlockTree.KOM attains a mean relative error around
three percent, whereas the mean relative error of P-BlockTree.KOM even decreases
for a longer refresh interval. This interesting effect is attributable to the reduced fre-
quency of banning nodes from triggering Aggregating-Up operations, because it
takes longer to detect that a node entered a new block. During the prolonged detec-
tion of the current position, nodes actively participate in P-BlockTree.KOM and do
not limit their contributions to forwarding data from other nodes. As a result moni-
toring data from these nodes are still integrated so that P-BlockTree.KOM does not
suffer from missing information due to blocked nodes, as reflected by the results in
Section 6.4.2.1, where the high mobility leads to a large fraction of blocked nodes
and a bad performance. At the same time, a node rejects received data from other
nodes of foreign blocks and vice versa so that information from different blocks is
not mixed. However, for a position refresh interval of 80 s, the accuracy of both hier-
Figure 72: Mean relative node count error for a varying position refresh interval
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 73: Overview on the overall mean traffic per node for a varying position refresh inter-
val
archical approaches degrades, because the previously sketched procedure does not
suffice to compensate very old information about a node’s current position. Contrary
to Mobi-G.KOM, position information is not only required for the contention-based
forwarding schemes but to determine a node’s current block and level in the tree
of blocks. With a longer position refresh interval the deviation between the calcu-
lated and effective level and block grows, as illustrated by the decreasing accuracy
in terms of the node count.
traffic
The resulting upload and download traffic of the four monitoring mechanisms is
depicted in Figure 73a and 73b, respectively. Based on the outcome, it becomes ap-
parent that the upload and download traffic increases with a larger position refresh
interval. The main reason for the overall increase originates from the utilization of the
contention-based forwarding schemes paired with the inaccurate information about
a node’s current position. Due to stale and wrong information messages are for-
warded by nodes, which, for instance, do not maximize the distance to the previous
hop and increase the distance to the destination in the worst case. As previously dis-
cussed for Mobi-G.KOM this peculiarity has no influence on performance but leads
to growing cost. Taking the download traffic as an example, Figure 74a and 74b de-
pict the growing army and IS download traffic as a function of the longer position re-
fresh interval, which underpins the made observation. In terms of Mobi-G.KOM CM,
the stronger influence on the download traffic for the transmission of IS messages
results from the continuous integration of tokens and subsequent dissemination of
updated results during an epoch. Similarly, the results in Figure 74c and 74d show
the same tendency for the download traffic from the execution of Aggregating-
Up operations in P- and C-BlockTree.KOM. Furthermore, the reduced amount of
banned nodes, which do not actively trigger Aggregating-Up and Disseminating-
Down operations, represents another factor for the increased download traffic. This
effect has a stronger impact on P- than on C-BlockTree.KOM, because nodes trigger
the corresponding operations not only for one but for every active level.
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(a) Mean download traffic per node for the trans-
mission of army messages
(b) Mean download traffic per node for the trans-
mission of IS messages
(c) Mean download traffic per node arising
from Aggregating-Up operations of P-Block-
Tree.KOM
(d) Mean download traffic per node arising
from Aggregating-Up operations of C-Block-
Tree.KOM
Figure 74: Overview on different types of traffic for a varying position refresh interval
6.4.2.4 Summary on Robustness
Before we recapitulate the impact of the different experiments on Mobi-G.KOM and
BlockTree.KOM, we overview the influence of the experiments on performance. The
implications on cost are considered during the summary of the respective approach.
With respect to performance the obtained results and findings for robustness outline
that the challenging characteristics of MANETs, which have been identified as one
of the key challenges in Chapter 1, as well as the treatment of inaccurate and stale
position information mainly affect accuracy, whereas the impact on timeliness of
the results is rather small. Regarding accuracy, the influence of the varied scenario
parameters is mainly reflected by the node count attribute. The observable influence
mitigates or is concealed, when considering the results for UDSF.
The results from the experiments for robustness indicate that Mobi-G.KOM rep-
resents a robust decentralized monitoring mechanism, which handles fast moving
nodes and operates on inaccurate and stale position information. In the first case
Mobi-G.KOM benefits from its flat design and the fact that the collection of moni-
toring data and the dissemination of results do not depend on dedicated locations.
Instead, the results reveal that the identification of dedicated nodes, which are cho-
sen for a short amount of time to collect and disseminate information, represents a
good and robust design decision. Paired with the robust communication pattern of
gossiping for (i) the identification and maintenance of a beacon, (ii) the dissemination
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of results, and (iii) the collection of tokens over the identified paths Mobi-G.KOM
DM and CM handle even fast moving nodes in a way that the identified responsible
nodes are always reachable and provide accurate monitoring results. Moreover, the
impact of stale position information on performance is negligible, as reflected by the
constant accuracy for the node count and by the omitted discussion of results for
UDSF and result staleness. The minor impact on Mobi-G.KOM’s performance origi-
nates from the fact that position information is just utilized by the contention-based
forwarding schemes to exchange information. However, the results for cost unveil
that the utilization of stale position information leads to an increased traffic, because
the contention-based forwarding schemes do not select appropriate nodes to forward
IS and army messages. Consequently, more messages must be transmitted, leading
to an increasing upload and download traffic. A similar tendency is observable for
the experiments, where the movement speed of the nodes is varied. Mobi-G.KOM
pays for its good performance with an increased overall traffic to handle fast mov-
ing nodes. The traffic increases, because the fast changing topology complicates the
identification and maintenance of a beacon as well as the dissemination of results.
Likewise, the results for a varied mean node session length indicate that the traffic
grows if Mobi-G.KOM has to deal with short lived-nodes. However and contrary to
the other experiments, Mobi-G.KOM exhibits problems to handle this type of dy-
namic, which arises from the session length of a node. The outcome for short-lived
nodes unveils that the division of time into epochs and the synchronization of nodes
according to these epochs leads to a degrading performance. Due to the time-based
organization of both variants the current view of the network in terms of the node
count can only be corrected by a restart of the epoch. The more nodes leave during
an epoch, the stronger is the negative impact on Mobi-G.KOM’s performance.
In contrast, BlockTree.KOM does not rely on a time-dependent organization with
a periodical restart of all operations, but specifies operations dependent on locations.
Consequently, P- and C-BlockTree.KOM provide an accurate view in the presence of
short-lived nodes. However, the findings outline that the dependence on locations is
highly sensitive to the mobility of nodes and also affected by the freshness of position
information. Despite the creation of a hierarchy, which is established on top of rela-
tions between blocks with multiple nodes instead of relations between single nodes,
the resulting tree of blocks cannot handle fast moving nodes that rapidly cross the
underlying blocks. As a consequence the accuracy of the provided results decreases
with an increasing movement speed and even collapses for fast moving nodes. In
terms of the freshness of position information, the findings indicate that P- and C-
BlockTree.KOM handle even stale position information to a certain extent. However,
the accuracy of the provided results degrades for very stale information. In contrast
to Mobi-G.KOM BlockTree.KOM additionally requires the position information to
establish and maintain its tree of blocks. If the information is old and inaccurate, the
establishment and maintenance of the hierarchy is affected, complicating the collec-
tion and dissemination of information. Considering the effect on BlockTree.KOM’s
arising cost, a direct impact on traffic is only observable for the experiments with the
varied position refresh interval. The results for the varied node session length un-
veil that the traffic changes. However, this change cannot be attributed to the varied
scenario parameter. In fact, the resulting effect on the upload and download traffic
originates from the utilized contention-based forwarding schemes paired with the
varied density, which has been already discussed during the evaluation of scalability
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(cf. Section 6.4.1). In terms of the varied movement speed, the results reveal that the
mobility has nearly no impact on the resulting traffic of BlockTree.KOM, except for
the last experiment. For very fast moving nodes the traffic collapses, because P- and
C-BlockTree.KOM transmit a reduced amount of data due to the increased fraction
of blocked nodes.
6.4.3 Evaluating Location-Awareness
We complete the comparative evaluation by examining the provisioning of location-
aware monitoring results. To assess and rate the performance in terms of location-
aware monitoring and to evaluate the influence of the different underlying monitor-
ing topologies on the location-aware provisioning of monitoring results we adopt the
evaluation procedure from our previous work [157]. The corresponding attributes,
which are utilized throughout this evaluation comprise (i) node density, which bases
on the node count attribute, and (ii) another attribute, which bases on measure-
ments from the participatory sensing application da_sense, as already introduced
in Section 6.2.2. The attribute represents the measured noise level of the surround-
ing environment, which is locally monitored by every individual node. Based on
the data set from da_sense, we simulate the behavior of the attribute to model vary-
ing values that depend on time and location of the corresponding measurements.
With the utilization of this attribute we extend the application area of Mobi-G.KOM
and BlockTree.KOM by the supplementary monitoring of environmental attributes,
which do not belong to the category of attributes that characterize or rate the cur-
rent state of the MANET. However, its utilization during the evaluation represents
a descriptive and intuitive example for location-aware monitoring that additionally
targets further application scenarios beyond monitoring the current state of partici-
pating nodes, the interconnecting links, and end-to-end abstractions, as identified by
Kurose and Ross [96].
In the following we describe the scenario design of the executed experiments with
a focus on (i) data preparation for the noise level attribute and on (ii) the calcula-
tion of the mean relative error to rate the accuracy of location-aware monitoring.
Subsequently, we present the results for node density and the noise level.
6.4.3.1 Experimental Design
To evaluate the location-awareness of Mobi-G.KOM and BlockTree.KOM we rely
on the default scenario from the system parameter evaluation. The scenario is con-
figured as introduced in Section 6.3.1 and the corresponding scenario parameters
are set as listed in Table 19. To conduct the evaluation we tile the modeled area into
virtual squares of a certain size as illustrated by the dashed grey squares in Figure 75.
Every node uses its available monitoring results to calculate (i) the node density
and (ii) the measured volume of the noise level for every virtual square. In terms of
Mobi-G.KOM the participating nodes just rely on the overall global view of the corre-
sponding attribute to estimate the current state in their own as well as the remaining
virtual squares. Regarding BlockTree.KOM, the nodes benefit from the different
tables that hold information of different granularity to estimate the state of their sur-
rounding virtual square as well as of the remaining ones. Figure 75a and 75b depict
an example for Mobi-G.KOM and C-BlockTree.KOM with lmax = 1. Using the pro-
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(a) Example for the calculation of node density
for two virtual squares based on the provided
monitoring results from Mobi-G.KOM
(b) Example for the calculation of node density
for two virtual squares based on the provided
monitoring results from C-BlockTree.KOM
Figure 75: Example of the calculation of node density and generation of location-aware mon-
itoring results
vided monitoring results, a node in the upper left corner calculates the node density
for its surrounding and lower left virtual square, as indicated by the dashed black
arrows in Figure 75.
To assess the accuracy of the results the relative error between the monitored ag-
gregate Xm(A, t,K) and the effective aggregate Xc(A, t,K) is calculated for every
virtual square in the modeled area. Based on the hierarchy level, which provides the
required information to estimate the state of the virtual square, the obtained results
are grouped for the subsequent evaluation. The grouping of the results according to
the hierarchy level enables (i) to assess if the considered decentralized monitoring
mechanism provides location-aware monitoring results and (ii) to evaluate the accu-
racy of those results. As both variants of Mobi-G.KOM are flat approaches without
a hierarchy the results belong to the group for l0.
The data of the noise level measurements from da_sense must be preprocessed so
that they can be monitored during an experiment. For this reason the measurements
from different positions are grouped according to the size and position of the created
virtual squares. Figure 76a depicts the effective position of every measurement in the
city center of Darmstadt, whereas Figure 76b shows the available measurements for
every virtual square if the single measurements are clustered and accumulated ac-
cording to the underlying virtual squares. Based on the clustered measurements,
Figure 76c shows the average volume per cluster and Figure 76d depicts its standard
deviation to characterize the variability of the measurements per cluster. To model
the variations of the attribute over time the retrievable measurements per virtual
square change as a function of time if multiple measurements are available for that
virtual square. We denote the corresponding parameter for the definition of the inter-
val as measurement update interval. If the parameter is not configured, the average per
virtual square is used, which leads to an assignment of measurements to the virtual
squares, as depicted in Figure 76c.
For the following evaluation we set the size of a virtual square to the same size
as a block in BlockTree.KOM. Consequently, we obtain nine virtual squares per di-
mension, which leads to 81 virtual squares, as shown in Figure 76. We evaluate both
approaches of BlockTree.KOM and both variants of Mobi-G.KOM, using the respec-
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(a) Distribution of the da_sense measurements
in the city center of Darmstadt. The colors
indicate the volume of the noise level mea-
surements.
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(b) Clustering of the da_sense measurements ac-
cording to the underlying tiling of the area
into virtual squares. The colors indicate how
many measurements are available per vir-
tual square.
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(c) Average volume of the measured noise level
per virtual square. The average is calculated
based on the available measurements per vir-
tual square.
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(d) Standard deviation of the measured noise
level per virtual square. The standard devia-
tion is calculated based on the available mea-
surements per virtual square.
Figure 76: Preprocessing of the da_sense data for the utilization as monitoring attribute in
an experiment
tive configurations, as described in Section 6.3.2.5 and 6.3.3.6. For P-BlockTree.KOM
we additionally set the sector edge length to two so that a sector of a higher level
consists of four instead of nine sectors. The configuration of the parameter leads to
a hierarchy of five levels with lmax = 4. Based on this supplementary configuration,
we examine the impact of a higher hierarchy on the provisioning of location-aware
results. To differentiate between the two configurations of P-BlockTree.KOM we
denote the configuration with lmax = 2 as PBT-2 and lmax = 4 as PBT-4. In terms of
C-BlockTree.KOM we evaluate the approach in two different ways to highlight the
impact of the concentrating blocks. We present the results for C-BlockTree.KOM,
which are obtained from all participating nodes as well as from the fraction of nodes,
which currently reside in concentrating blocks. We denote the outcome based on the
results from all nodes as CBT-A and term the second one as CBT-C, which exclusively
comprises the results from the nodes in the concentrating blocks. The measurement
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Figure 77: Mean relative error for the node density
update interval for the variation of the noise level attribute over time is configured as
listed in Table 41. Based on the different configurations, we examine how the moni-
toring mechanisms handle these variations. The abbreviation AVG indicates that the
average over all measurements per virtual square is used. The results for this con-
figuration serve as a reference, because the values of the monitored attribute remain
constant during the whole experiment and do not additionally influence accuracy.
Scenario parameter Configuration
Measurement update interval [s] 10 100 1000 AVG
Table 41: Parameter variation of the measurement update interval. The abbreviation AVG
indicates that the average over all measurements per virtual square is used.
6.4.3.2 Discussion of the Results
During the discussion of the results, we just focus on accuracy when evaluating the
provisioning of location-aware monitoring. The remaining results with respect to
timeliness and cost have already been evaluated in the previous sections, where the
default scenario has been used.
evaluating accuracy of the monitored node density
Starting with the provisioning of location-aware monitoring results regarding the
node density per virtual square, Figure 77 depicts the mean relative error of the
monitoring mechanisms. In general, the results outline that all approaches exhibit
problems to accurately monitor and estimate the node density per virtual square.
Even for the node density estimation of the own virtual square, the four hierarchical
variants P-BT-2, P-BT-4, C-BT-A, and C-BT-C come to a mean relative error of 40 %.
The reason for the overall bad performance of all approaches originates from the
properties of the monitored attribute. The overall average node density comes to≈ 4.21 nodes per virtual square, whereas virtual squares at the border of the modeled
area exhibit even a lower density, as depicted in Figure 78. If the current estimate of a
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Figure 78: Mean number of nodes per virtual square
virtual square assumes one or two nodes in addition, which just might have left the
virtual square, the relative error considerably increases, especially for the sparsely
populated virtual squares at the borders of the modeled area.
Apart from this general problem, the results illustrate the provisioning of location-
aware monitoring results, as indicated by the lower mean relative error at l0 and
l1 of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM compared to the two flat variants of Mobi-G.KOM.
Due to the hierarchical structure and the provisioning of granular information at
lower levels BlockTree.KOM provides a more detailed and accurate view of virtual
squares in the vicinity. Particularly, P-BlockTree.KOM benefits from the dissemina-
tion of collected information among sibling sectors compared to C-BlockTree.KOM,
where data are concentrated at the responsibility blocks of the corresponding sector.
The results for C-BT-A indicate that this concentration already leads to a degrading
accuracy at l1. In general, only a fraction of nodes is able to access detailed infor-
mation of the neighboring blocks and sectors, whereas the majority of nodes must
rely on the aggregated results from the concentrating block. The outcome for C-BT-C,
which just comprises the monitoring results from nodes inside concentrating blocks,
underpins this observation for l1 and l2.
If the node density of a virtual square is estimated based on the monitoring data
from the hierarchy level that covers the whole MANET, the hierarchical approaches
exhibit a similar performance as Mobi-G.KOM CM and DM. With respect to P-BT-
4, which operates on a hierarchy with five levels (from l0 to l4), the results unveil
that the larger hierarchy with smaller sectors per level does not provide any gain in
accuracy with respect to this attribute.
To understand the reasons for the discussed outcome we take a look at the dis-
tribution of the relative error of all collected measurements, as depicted by the box
plot in Figure 79. The distribution of the results of Mobi-G.KOM DM and CM illus-
trates that the low accuracy arises from an overestimation of the node density. The
overestimation particularly originates from the low density at outer virtual squares,
which considerably ranges below the calculated average density that Mobi-G.KOM
uses as estimate for the node density per virtual square. In contrast, the utilization
of the calculated average node density leads to an underestimation in densely pop-
ulated virtual squares, for instance, in the center of the modeled area, as depicted
in Figure 78. However, the illustrated underestimation just partially accounts for the
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Figure 79: Distribution of the relative error for the node density of all collected measurements
high mean relative error, which is dominated by a considerable overestimation of the
current state inside a virtual square (more than 25 % of the results exhibit a mean
relative error above 100 %).
Similar tendencies are observable for the hierarchical approaches at l2 and l3,
where the aggregated data from a large area serves as basis to calculate the node
density per virtual square. Similar to Mobi-G.KOM the calculated results consider-
ably overestimate the node density, particularly in outer virtual squares, whereas
less than 50 % of the results (except for P-BT-4) underestimate the state. At l0 and l1,
the presented results reveal that all hierarchical approaches suffer from an overesti-
mation, while an underestimation is not observable for the illustrated 95 % of mea-
surements. This observation is explained by the fact that nodes inside a new block
immediately start a Leaf-Broadcasting operation to update the state in that block
as well as in the sector at the higher level. Consequently, the information from the
new node is immediately reflected in the current state. In contrast, it might happen
that the information in a node’s previous block and higher sector is not deleted and
subsequently reflected in the estimated density per virtual square, which explains
the illustrated overestimation.
The results for C-BT-A underpin the discussed negative impact of utilizing the
aggregated data from concentrating blocks, which results in a considerable overes-
timation. The reason for the high outliers (more than 25 % of the results exhibit a
relative error above 200 %) stems from virtual squares with a high node density. At
l1, these virtual squares have a stronger impact on the counted number of nodes in
the corresponding sector than at l2, which serves as basis to calculate the density for
the remaining virtual squares. As a result the difference between the estimated and
the effective node density increases and becomes apparent by the illustrated outliers.
Finally, the results of P-BT-4 at l4 show a completely different behavior than at the
lower levels. The phenomenon of the high underestimation is explained by the fact
that only a fraction of the fourth level overlaps with the populated area, whereas the
larger fraction of the fourth level is not populated. Consequently, the small amount
of nodes serves as reference for the calculations at l4, leading to a low density, which
underestimates the effective density in these virtual squares.
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(a) Mean relative error for the noise level. The
measurement update interval is set to AVG.
(b) Mean relative error for the noise level. The
measurement update interval is set to 1000 s.
(c) Mean relative error for the noise level. The
measurement update interval is set to 100 s.
(d) Mean relative error for the noise level. The
measurement update interval is set to 10 s.
Figure 80: Overview on the mean relative error for the noise level
evaluating accuracy of the monitored noise level
The outcome of the provisioning of location-aware monitoring results for the noise
level attribute is depicted in Figure 80 and encompasses the plots for the four differ-
ent configurations of the measurement update interval. The parameter specifies the
variation of the attribute over time and is configured as listed in Table 41. Figure 80a
depicts the results of Mobi-G.KOM and BlockTree.KOM using a measurement up-
date interval that is set to AVG. This setting indicates that the average per virtual
square is used and that the value of a square remains constant over time. We use this
configuration as reference to assess the accuracy of the location-aware monitoring
results, because the outcome is not influenced by the changing measurements of the
attribute but reflects the accuracy of the corresponding approach.
In general, Figure 80a already indicates that the accuracy of monitoring this at-
tribute is considerably higher than of monitoring the node density, which mainly
originates from two aspects: instead of the count, we rely on the average as aggre-
gation function, which mitigates the effect of old or missing values; moreover, the
dynamics of the underlying MANET do not influence the variability of the monitor-
ing attribute, which is separately configurable by the measurement update interval.
Based on the resulting mean relative error, it is observable that both approaches of
BlockTree.KOM provide location-aware monitoring results, whereas Mobi-G.KOM
suffers from its flat topology. The design of Mobi-G.KOM does not provide a gran-
ular view of nearby regions, while summarizing the state from different regions.
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Instead, due to the flat topology, the global view of the attribute serves as refer-
ence to estimate the state of nearby and distant virtual squares, which is reflected
by the increased mean relative error. In contrast, BlockTree.KOM exploits its hier-
archical structure and uses the collected monitoring data from the leaf information
tables as well as from the lower levels of the hierarchy or result tables for an ac-
curate prediction of the current state of nearby virtual squares. Especially P-Block-
Tree.KOM benefits from its hierarchical structure and the dissemination of collected
data among sibling sectors. Even at the maximum level l2, P-BT-2 provides a better
estimation of the current situation in distant virtual squares than C-BlockTree.KOM
or Mobi-G.KOM. For P-BT-4 the results indicate that the higher hierarchy slightly im-
proves the provided results, at least at l2. However, the resulting mean relative error
at l3 and l4 exceeds the one from P-BT-2 at l2. Though, a smaller area is covered by
the federated sectors, the federation of four instead of nine sectors is responsible for
the increased relative error of P-BT-4 at l3 and l4. With respect to C-BlockTree.KOM
the results of C-BT-A and C-BT-C exhibit similar characteristics as for the node den-
sity per virtual square and underpin the observation that the concentration of data
at single blocks leads to a degrading performance. The depicted results of C-BT-C
just comprise the estimates from nodes in concentrating blocks, which access the
granular data in the hierarchy table and do not depend on aggregated information
from higher levels.
The remaining plots in Figure 80 highlight the influence of the measurement up-
date interval, which increases the frequency of the variation of the attribute over time.
Figure 80b and 80c show the results for a measurement update interval of 1000 s and
100 s, respectively. The results exhibit similar tendencies as for the experiment with
the static configuration of the noise level attribute. BlockTree.KOM provides an ac-
curate view of neighboring virtual squares, as outlined by the results at l0 and l1,
whereas the performance at higher levels is comparable to Mobi-G.KOM. Besides,
the results reflect that a shorter measurement update interval, which leads to a faster
changing attribute, decreases the monitoring accuracy of all mechanisms. However,
it is observable that the impact on both flat approaches is stronger than on the hi-
erarchical approaches, because the differences between the results of Mobi-G.KOM
at l0 and P-BT-2, P-BT-4, and C-BT-C at l0 and l1 increase. Based on the results for
a measurement update interval of 1000 s and 100 s, we draw the conclusion that the
advantages of a hierarchical structure become particularly apparent if the attribute
changes over time. However, as shown by the last experiment with a measurement
update interval of 10 s (cf. Figure 80d) and as already indicated by the outcome
for the estimation of node density per virtual square, monitoring a strongly fluc-
tuating attribute reduces the accuracy of a monitoring mechanism. As a result, the
differences between flat and hierarchical approaches diminish, as illustrated by the
increased mean relative error of the hierarchical approaches at lower levels. The
reason for the degrading performance originates from the problems to accurately
monitor a highly fluctuating attribute.
6.4.3.3 Summary on Location-Awareness
The results from the evaluation of location-aware monitoring underpin the advan-
tages of an underlying hierarchical monitoring topology for the provisioning of
location-aware results. In the hierarchical topology the lower levels serve for the
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collection and dissemination of local data to provide an accurate and detailed view
of a node’s vicinity. At higher levels, the hierarchical monitoring mechanisms of-
fer a broader view of the network, which is generated based on the detailed input
from the lower levels. Due to the integration and aggregation of data from multiple
nodes, which are distributed over a larger area, the accuracy of the calculated state
of distant virtual squares degrades. Besides these general observations for Block-
Tree.KOM, the results for P- and C-BlockTree.KOM indicate how the designed
monitoring topology and data collection procedure influence the accuracy of the
provided results. A concentration at single parent blocks considerably degrades the
accuracy in contrast to the exchange of data between multiple sibling sectors.
Mobi-G.KOM does not operate on a hierarchical but a flat topology, which does
not enable the generation of a granular view of a node’s vicinity and the provisioning
of a summarizing view of broader regions. Instead, the nodes must rely on the global
view of a monitored attribute to estimate the state of nearby and distant virtual
squares. Consequently, the estimated state does not correctly reflect the state of any
square, because the aggregation of monitoring data from all participating nodes in
the network conceals the effective state in the respective virtual square.
6.5 conclusions
Based on the obtained results and findings, we conclude that BlockTree.KOM and
Mobi-G.KOM represent useful solutions that accurately monitor a MANET. With-
out any central or dedicated entity, BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM successfully
integrate all participating nodes of a MANET into the monitoring process. On top
of these nodes, the two decentralized monitoring mechanisms tackle the first of the
five identified research challenges (cf. Chapter 1). Both solutions succeed in collect-
ing data from every node and provide every node with a recent and accurate global
view. Furthermore, the results underpin that BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM
handle the dynamic nature of MANETs and cope with the characteristics of the wire-
less communication medium, as identified by the second and third research chal-
lenge. Despite the limited communication range over an error-prone communication
medium paired with mobile nodes that arbitrarily arrive in and leave the MANET,
both approaches (i) collect the locally measured data, (ii) generate a global view
upon the processed data, and (iii) subsequently disseminate the results.
However, the results and findings from the comparative evaluation in Section 6.4.1
and 6.4.2 outline that BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM perform and behave differ-
ently if the settings and conditions of a MANET and the surrounding environment
are changed. In fact, it becomes apparent that Mobi-G.KOM represents a scalable and
robust solution that benefits from its flat topology, which does not require any active
maintenance. In combination with the robust communication pattern of gossiping,
performance and cost of Mobi-G.KOM are not severely influenced if the node den-
sity or the spatial network size is varied. Moreover, Mobi-G.KOM handles even fast
moving nodes and copes with stale position information, which is primarily required
by the underlying communication methods. Nevertheless, the flat approach exhibits
problems in the presence of short-lived nodes, because the time-based restart mecha-
nism, which divides the time into epochs and cycles, does not correctly process data
if the nodes leave the MANET. Contrary to Mobi-G.KOM, BlockTree.KOM does
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not rely on a restart mechanism but continuously executes its operation without the
need for a special treatment of arriving and leaving nodes. Consequently, the vari-
ation of the mean node session length has little influence on its performance and
cost. Though, BlockTree.KOM has been designed to operate in dynamic networks,
the results uncover that the identified concepts for the establishment of the hierarchy
and the communication do not suffice to handle increasing network dynamics or net-
works of a varied spatial size or node density. On the one hand, the results indicate
that BlockTree.KOM may benefit from the changing conditions and settings in a
MANET. For instance, the underlying hierarchy helps to structure the nodes and to
organize the collection and dissemination of nodes so that a large area or a densely
populated MANET are timely served with accurate results. On the other hand, both
approaches of BlockTree.KOM exhibit considerable problems in sparsely populated
networks or in the presence of fast moving nodes. The results of C-BlockTree.KOM
additionally uncover that the approach exhibits severe problems in networks of an
arbitrary size if the underlying hierarchy is not properly established.
Taking a look at the arising cost with a focus on power consumption, the executed
experiments unveil that both approaches of BlockTree.KOM consume considerably
more power than Mobi-G.KOM due to the increased traffic. Both hierarchical ap-
proaches suffer from the problem that information must be collected and dissem-
inated at multiple levels, which increases the number of messages, every node re-
ceives and transmits. In addition, BlockTree.KOM exclusively and excessively relies
on contention-based forwarding schemes, which generate a huge amount of traffic in
densely populated MANETs. C-BlockTree.KOM minimizes the negative impact of
a hierarchy as well as of the utilized contention-based forwarding schemes, because
a block just participates at one level. Furthermore, the approach relies on region
geocast instead of area dissemination to deliver messages to the addressed block.
Contrary to the hierarchical approaches, both variants of Mobi-G.KOM rely on a
flat topology with a single level. As a result every node belongs to exactly one level
and must not forward data from other levels, which becomes apparent by the con-
siderably decreased traffic. If it is not necessary to monitor fluctuating attributes,
Mobi-G.KOM DM may be chosen. The variant minimizes the overall traffic and the
resulting power consumption to meet the fourth research challenge and to preserve
the scarce resource, as discussed in Chapter 1.
The examination of the provisioning of location-aware monitoring information in
Section 6.4.3 reveals the advantages of a hierarchical monitoring topology. While
accounting for a large fraction of the overall traffic and the accompanied power con-
sumption, C-BlockTree.KOM and, specifically P-BlockTree.KOM, benefit from the
hierarchical monitoring topology, tackling the fifth research challenge (cf. Chapter 1).
At lower levels, P- and C-BlockTree.KOM provide an accurate and detailed view
of a node’s vicinity. At higher levels, both approaches offer a broader view of the
network but with a decreasing accuracy due to the integration of data from multiple
nodes. With its one-tiered topology, Mobi-G.KOM operates at considerably lower
cost, but the results unveil that the solution cannot provide location-aware monitor-
ing information. To estimate the current situation of nearby as well as distant regions,
Mobi-G.KOM must rely on the global view of a monitored attribute, which leads to
the observed inaccurate estimation of both nearby and distant locations.
Table 42 and 43 summarize and the previously discussed findings of the compara-
tive evaluation for BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM.
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C O N C L U S I O N
During the final chapter, we conclude our thesis and elaborate on the futurework in the area of decentralized monitoring in MANETs. In Section 7.1, we
summarize the content of the previous six chapters, present the main contributions
and draw conclusions based on the obtained results. Subsequently, Section 7.2 pro-
vides an outlook on open issues and future work. With Section 7.3, we conclude the
thesis with some final remarks.
7.1 summary of the thesis
At the beginning of this thesis, we introduced MANETs and argued on their useful-
ness as communication substrate that complements or substitutes an existing cellular
infrastructure. Thereupon, we motivated the need for monitoring to provide a recent
view of the state of this class of communication networks, serving as input for tran-
sitions or multi-mechanisms adaptations of the communication network. Based on
the characteristics of decentralized monitoring and MANETs, we (i) identified aris-
ing research challenges, (ii) argued about shortcomings of existing approaches, and,
consequently, (iii) formulated the main objective of our thesis: “the design of decen-
tralized monitoring approaches in MANETs to provide accurate and location-aware
monitoring information about the current network state”. To ease the understand-
ing of our contributions and design decisions we provided the technical background
on related research areas in Chapter 2. First, we introduced the envisaged appli-
cation scenarios to sketch the arising requirements and demands, which influence
the MANET as well as the deployed decentralized monitoring mechanism. After-
wards, we outlined common concepts of communication networks with an outlook
on transition-enabled networks, as envisaged by the Future Internet project MAKI.
The outlook already emphasized the need for monitoring in transition-enabled com-
munication networks, because it provides the required insights into the current state
of the network and its participating nodes that serve as basis for transitions and
multi-mechanisms adaptations. Subsequently, we outlined the characteristics and
properties of MANETs, comprising (i) the nomenclature and definitions for routing
in MANETs as well as (ii) an overview on protocols to route information through the
network. To conclude Chapter 2 we introduced the topic of monitoring in commu-
nication networks and identified the corresponding class of network management
our envisaged monitoring mechanisms belong to. On this basis, we presented the
principles of decentralized monitoring, covering the determination of the three main
components of a decentralized monitoring mechanism as well as the identification
of its functional and non-functional requirements.
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7.1.1 Contributions
Given the basics, we performed an extensive survey in Chapter 3, constituting the
first contribution of the thesis and comprising a detailed analysis of decentralized
monitoring mechanisms. For the analysis we surveyed existing approaches for fixed
communication networks in addition to approaches for MANETs to broaden our
overview. We examined how existing solutions implement the three major compo-
nents of a decentralized monitoring mechanism and identified further categories per
component. In addition to the three main monitoring components we separately ex-
amined different techniques for data aggregation, which represents an important
aspect of data collection. Based on the three main components and the identified
categories per component, we classified existing approaches for decentralized mon-
itoring in fixed and mobile communication networks. The performed classification
has been summarized in Figure 9 and 10, constituting a landscape for decentralized
monitoring mechanisms in fixed and mobile communication networks.
After elaborating the background of our decentralized monitoring mechanisms,
we introduced BlockTree.KOM in Chapter 4, representing our second contribution of
the thesis as well as our first decentralized monitoring mechanism for MANETs. With
BlockTree.KOM we decided to develop an approach that operates on a hierarchical
monitoring topology, which is used for the collection of data as well as dissemina-
tion of results. The decision for a hierarchical approach despite the deployment in a
highly dynamic environment stems from the fact that a hierarchy eases the provision-
ing of location-aware monitoring information. To cope with the dynamic nature of
MANETs and to handle the characteristics of the wireless communication medium
we identified four major concepts to maintain a hierarchy and to exchange infor-
mation over that hierarchy. As a consequence, BlockTree.KOM operates on a tree of
clusters, more precisely tree of blocks. To avoid the dependency of BlockTree.KOM on
a monitoring-agnostic routing protocol it uses a dedicated set of simple yet robust
communication methods to exchange information even if the underlying routing
mechanism fails, as demanded by Nanda and Kotz [119]. The designed communi-
cation methods are based on concepts of contention-based forwarding schemes and
have been tailored to BlockTree.KOM’s demands. Contrary to other approaches,
which either provide the generated results to third parties [119, 142], such as net-
work operators, or where the results are located at a set of nodes [137, 97, 8, 142],
BlockTree.KOM distributes the required results among the remaining nodes in the
network so that every node has a recent view of the current state of the network.
With C-BlockTree.KOM and P-BlockTree.KOM we developed two concrete ap-
proaches that rely on the presented communication methods and on the four con-
cepts of BlockTree.KOM but implement the presented concepts in different ways.
1. In P-BlockTree.KOM a block participates at every level of the hierarchy and ac-
tively triggers the corresponding operations for every level. For the creation of
the underlying tree sectors from the same level are federated and form a sector
at the next higher level. Among the federated sectors, the monitored data are
collected and implicitly disseminated so that a separate phase with dedicated
operations for the dissemination of monitoring results is not necessary.
2. In C-BlockTree.KOM blocks just belong to one level. The exchange of informa-
tion does not take place between sibling sectors but between parent and child
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blocks. Contrary to P-BlockTree.KOM, higher levels of the hierarchy do not
consist of federations of sectors but are represented by single blocks. At these
blocks, the monitoring data are concentrated, processed, and forwarded to the
next higher level, requiring a separate phase and operation to disseminate the
monitoring results.
Mobi-G.KOM constitutes our third contribution of the thesis, representing the sec-
ond approach for decentralized monitoring in MANETs. As described in Chapter 5
we decided to develop a solution that significantly differs from BlockTree.KOM
to investigate the influence of its differing design on performance and cost. Further-
more, another aim has been to promote the development of decentralized monitoring
mechanisms for MANETs that operate on a completely flat topology. Currently, only
a small number of solutions rely on a flat topology to monitor a MANET [180, 41, 50],
as discussed in Chapter 3. Consequently, Mobi-G.KOM operates on top of a flat mon-
itoring topology and relies on the robust communication pattern of gossiping for the
communication between the nodes. Contrary to the majority of flat and gossip-based
approaches [69, 170, 139], Mobi-G.KOM does not apply concepts of mass conserva-
tion, where gossiping is used to aggregate data. Instead, Mobi-G.KOM gossips to
exchange information, using concepts from population algorithms [5] to process and
aggregate the data. On the one hand, due to the selection of a flat monitoring topol-
ogy, we sacrifice the possibility to provide location-aware monitoring results. On the
other hand, Mobi-G.KOM (i) must not maintain a hierarchy and (ii) exploits the ro-
bust properties of gossiping to exchange information. We developed two variants
of Mobi-G.KOM that enable discrete and continuous monitoring. For the commu-
nication we adopted routing methods from BlockTree.KOM so that Mobi-G.KOM
operates independently from an underlying, monitoring-agnostic routing protocol.
7.1.2 Conclusions
Chapter 6 dealt with the evaluation of both approaches of BlockTree.KOM and
both variants of Mobi-G.KOM. The goal of the evaluation addressed the major ob-
jective of thesis and quantified to which extent both approaches provide accurate
and location-aware monitoring information in MANETs. To answer that question an
extensive set of experiments has been conducted, consisting of two separate parts. In
the first part we performed a system parameter evaluation (i) to understand at which
cost the approaches perform and (ii) to examine the sensitivity and possible trade-
offs of varied system parameters. In the second part we compared BlockTree.KOM
and Mobi-G.KOM with each other. The corresponding scenarios of the experiments
have been derived from the workload-dependent non-functional requirements of de-
centralized monitoring mechanisms with a focus on scalability and robustness. For
the quantification of performance and cost we derived a set of metrics from the
workload-independent non-functional requirements.
The obtained results outline that the two approaches of BlockTree.KOM as well
as the two variants of Mobi-G.KOM tackle the first of our identified research chal-
lenges (cf. Section 1.2): all approaches and variants successfully collect and process
the monitoring data, followed by a timely dissemination of the accurate monitor-
ing results among the participating nodes. As demanded by the second and third
research challenge BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM operate in an inherently dy-
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namic network relying on a wireless and error-prone communication medium with
a limited communication range. The findings of the system parameter evaluation al-
ready reveal that Mobi-G.KOM benefits from its flat topology and the gossip-based
information exchange: it accurately monitors the specified attributes at low cost. Con-
trary, both approaches of BlockTree.KOM generate more traffic and consume more
power than both variants of Mobi-G.KOM to achieve a comparable accuracy. In this
context the obtained results underpin that Mobi-G.KOM meets the fourth challenge
and reduces the power consumption to a minimum, whereas C- and, specifically,
P-BlockTree.KOM dissipate the scarce resource of energy.
The experiments of the comparative evaluation especially focused on the second
research challenge and examined the influence of (i) node mobility, (ii) arbitrary node
arrival and departure, also referred to as churn (cf. Section 2.1.1), (iii) networks of
different spatial sizes, and (iv) networks of different densities. During the compara-
tive evaluation, significant differences between the flat and hierarchical approaches
were observable. In terms of scalability, Mobi-G.KOM benefits from its design, since
neither the underlying topology nor the information exchange are severely influ-
enced by a varied node density or spatial network size. Consequently, both variants
of Mobi-G.KOM provide accurate results, while the traffic slightly increases as a
function of the node density or the spatial network size. BlockTree.KOM exhibits
considerable problems in sparsely populated scenarios but defeats Mobi-G.KOM in
networks of a very large spatial size or with a very high node density. The two
approaches profit from their hierarchical topology, which structures the nodes and
organizes data collection and result dissemination so that large groups of nodes as
well as distant nodes are timely provided with accurate results. However, C-Block-
Tree.KOM cannot operate in networks of an arbitrary size, because it requires a fully
established hierarchy for its proper operation.
With respect to robustness, the results have revealed that Mobi-G.KOM handles
even fast moving nodes and copes with stale position information. In this regard
Mobi-G.KOM DM and CM must not establish and manage a hierarchy on top of
fast moving nodes or with inaccurate position information. Furthermore, the robust,
gossip-based communication ensures that the collected monitoring data as well as
the disseminated monitoring results reach their destinations. However, Mobi-G.KOM
exhibits problems with short-lived nodes, because the time-based organization does
not purge measured data from short-lived nodes, which is reflected by the decreased
accuracy.
The experiments that examined the provisioning of location-aware monitoring re-
sults revealed that Mobi-G.KOM cannot provide location-aware monitoring results
and, thus, does not meet our fifth research challenge. Whereas the flat topology
(i) helps to handle fast moving nodes or inaccurate position information and (ii)
mitigates the influence of large spatial or densely populated networks on the aris-
ing cost, it sacrifices the possibility to provide location-aware monitoring results. In
this regard particularly P-BlockTree.KOM benefits from its hierarchical monitoring
topology: at lower levels, nodes obtain a detailed view of their vicinity, whereas the
higher levels offer information for larger areas but of a reduced granularity.
To conclude, BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM represent two valuable solutions
for decentralized monitoring in MANETs. They accurately monitor a set of specified
attributes and timely distribute the generated results, despite the dynamic nature of
MANETs paired with the characteristics of the wireless communication medium.
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With Mobi-G.KOM DM and CM we developed a flat monitoring mechanism,
which avoids the costly creation and maintenance of a hierarchy but exchanges
information at a single level. Both variants exploit the robust communication pat-
tern of gossiping, but solely apply this pattern for communication instead of aggre-
gation. Consequently, Mobi-G.KOM represents a highly robust decentralized mon-
itoring mechanism that monitors MANETs at very low cost, preserving the lim-
ited amount of disposable energy. Contrary to Mobi-G.KOM, the two approaches
of BlockTree.KOM operate on a hierarchical topology, more precisely on trees of
blocks. Based on the four identified concepts, P- and C-BlockTree.KOM withstand
the inherently dynamic nature of MANETs and the characteristics of the wireless
communication medium. Despite the sophisticated and robust topology design, the
results unveil that both approaches are very susceptible to varying conditions in
the network, which becomes apparent by the varying performance or cost. However,
the maintenance of the hierarchy accompanied by the increased traffic and power
consumption pays off, if the provisioning of location-aware monitoring results is
required. Thanks to multiple hierarchy levels, which manage data of different gran-
ularity for areas of different sizes, C- and, specifically, P-BlockTree.KOM provide
location-aware monitoring results.
7.2 outlook
Based on our contributions in this thesis, we have taken a further step towards the
provisioning of accurate, location-aware monitoring information in MANETs. The de-
veloped decentralized monitoring mechanisms BlockTree.KOM and Mobi-G.KOM
accurately capture the current state in the MANET and provide each participating
node with this information. As emphasized during the introduction of the thesis
(cf. Chapter 1) and during the presentation of transition-enabled communication net-
works (cf. Section 2.2), these valuable insights may serve as basis for a transition or
multi-mechanisms adaptation of the communication network. A transition or multi-
mechanisms adaptation may also affect and incorporate the decentralized monitor-
ing mechanism itself. Consequently, decentralized monitoring mechanisms must also
be able to execute a single transition or a transition as part of a multi-mechanisms
adaptation so that the network is monitored before, during, and after the transition.
During the remainder of this section, we elaborate on future decentralized monitor-
ing mechanisms, covering transition-enabled mechanisms and mechanisms for other
application areas that go beyond MANETs.
Future decentralized monitoring mechanisms may use the provided monitoring
results to adapt their current configuration. As shown by our results the traffic of P-
and C-BlockTree.KOM increases with a higher node density in the network, because
the redundant contention-based forwarding schemes lead to an increased amount of
concurrent transmissions. BlockTree.KOM might use the information about the cur-
rent density to reduce the sets of sources S and intermediate nodes I by applying of
a random-based threshold, which depends on the node density. If nodes additionally
track their movement speed, this information may be exploited to adjust the periodic
execution of operations. In terms of BlockTree.KOM, the aggregation interval may
be shortened or prolonged, while the token-send-delay and/or the refresh timeout
of Mobi-G.KOM might be adjusted.
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Besides adapting the configuration of a single decentralized monitoring mech-
anism, it is worth investigating methods that facilitate the transition of a multi-
mechanism for monitoring between functionally equivalent monitoring mechanisms.
Depending on the current state of the communication network, a currently deployed
decentralized monitoring mechanism might be replaced by another one that exhibits
a better performance or reduces the cost at the given conditions. Considering, for ex-
ample, a varying node density in a MANET, Mobi-G.KOM might serve as fallback if
the node density drops below a certain threshold so that BlockTree.KOM cannot op-
erate correctly. In contrast, if the mean node session time decreases, BlockTree.KOM
constitutes an option to replace Mobi-G.KOM.
So far, the thesis exclusively dealt with MANETs, but, as indicated in Chapter 1
and as surveyed by Cavalcanti et al. [20], MANETs are also considered as a com-
plement to cellular networks. Consequently, prospective decentralized monitoring
mechanisms might be deployed on top of these heterogeneous networks, spanning
over the mobile as well as the cellular network to collect information from nodes
in both networks. Here, it is also worth investigating how and where the collected
monitoring data may be disseminated and which nodes may be provided with the
monitoring results.
7.3 final remarks
The vast distribution and increased utilization of mobile communication devices en-
ables and partially urges the deployment of mobile ad hoc networks. Especially in
urban areas, which are densely populated with users that carry a mobile communi-
cation device, MANETs serve as an useful and viable communication substrate. This
substrate either complements cellular networks to exchange information or serves as
an alternative if cellular networks are not available. To maintain a MANET and react
on changes that arise from the dynamic nature of the communication network or orig-
inate from the varying conditions of the surrounding environment, the adaptation of
those networks is inevitable. Given the current state of the MANET, the incorporated
communication mechanisms of the network may be adapted so that the communica-
tion network conforms to the identified state. In this context, monitoring constitutes
a mandatory element to determine and provide the required insights into the current
network state and the participating nodes. Based on a set of specified attributes that
characterize the current state of the network and the participating nodes, a moni-
toring mechanism collects and processes the set of attributes and disseminates the
insights about the current state. Accordingly, the thesis deals with the objective to
provide accurate and location-aware monitoring information. With BlockTree.KOM and
Mobi-G.KOM we developed two decentralized monitoring mechanisms that address
this objective in MANETs with the identified research challenges in mind. Block-
Tree.KOM enables the provisioning of location-aware monitoring results due to its
hierarchical monitoring topology. With Mobi-G.KOM we sacrifice this functionality
but obtain a highly robust decentralized monitoring mechanism, operating at very
low cost.
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A
A P P E N D I X
a.1 location-based services : a case study
For a better understanding of the characteristics of location-based services, specifi-
cally, regarding the relation between a user and its content of interest, we analyzed
an existing location-based service. The analysis is based on data that we obtained
from the crowd sourcing application AppJobber, which was provided by the “wer
denkt was GmbH”. In AppJobber users are able to query their environment for so-
called micro jobs, which represent small tasks that are rewarded on completion. Pos-
sible tasks range from validating specific geo-information by taking pictures with a
smartphone to answering questionnaires. If a user is interested in an overview about
available jobs in a certain location, it queries this location and obtains a set of so-
called Job Requests, which briefly describe available jobs at their location. If a user
wants to know more about a certain job, it retrieves the details of this job, which are
denoted as Job Details.
The underlying data set for the analysis of AppJobber was collected for Germany
over one year from December 2011 until December 2012. During this time more than
13 million requests have been processed, comprising 12,993,444 Job Requests and
33,204 Job Details, while 30,694 jobs have been completed. Figure 81a depicts the
geographical distribution of the requested Job Details over Germany to provide an
overview where AppJobber has been used in Germany during that time.
To analyze the relation between a user and the relevant content we evaluated the
distance between a user’s current position and the position of the queried Job Details.
Figure 81b depicts the distribution of the distance for the queried Job Details. The
results indicate that approximately 12 % of all Job Details exhibit a distance below
100 m and 58.3 % of the retrieved details are less than one kilometer away. Only
49°N
51°N
53°N
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(a) Geographical distribution of the requested Job
Details over Germany
(b) Distribution of the distance between a user
and the requested Job Details
Figure 81: Characteristics of requested Job Details from the crowd sourcing application
AppJobber
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6.4 % of the users retrieved Job Details that are more than 10 km away, coming to
a maximum distance of 201.4 km between a user and a Job Detail. Based on the
example of AppJobber, the results indicate that a user is highly interested in its direct
vicinity and primarily retrieves content and information about nearby locations.
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a.2 blocktree .kom : evaluation of additional system parameters
In this section we evaluate the remaining system parameters of BlockTree.KOM,
which have not been examined in the evaluation chapter. Table 44 lists the corre-
sponding system parameters that will be investigated in this section. The configu-
ration of the fixed system parameters corresponds to the default configuration of
P- and C-BlockTree.KOM, as introduced in Section 6.3.2.1. Before the examination
of the system parameters, we take a closer look on the different traffic types and
quantify the corresponding amount.
Fixed system parameter Configuration
Estimated maximum communication range 205m
Maximum forwarding time 400ms
Position refresh interval 10 s
Block length 145m
Sector edge length of C-BlockTree.KOM 3
Sector edge length of P-BlockTree.KOM 2
Maximum hierarchy level of C-BlockTree.KOM 2
Maximum hierarchy level of P-BlockTree.KOM 4
Aggregation interval 15 s
Varied system parameter Configuration
Leaf information timeout factor 1.2
Timeout factor 1.6
Blocking interval factor 0.9
Operation blocking interval factor 1
Table 44: Overview on the default configuration of the fixed and varied system parameters
for the evaluation of the remaining system parameters of C- and P-BlockTree.KOM
a.2.1 Evaluation of the Different Traffic Types of P- and C-BlockTree.KOM
For the evaluation and a ranking of the different traffic types we rely on the ob-
tained results from the scenarios with and without churn, which are presented in
Section 6.3.2.2. Table 45 and 46 show the overall traffic and outline its partitioning
into the different traffic types per approach. The corresponding figures represent the
mean upload and download traffic per second per node for the respective traffic
types. The arising traffic of P-BlockTree.KOM just consists of Leaf-Broadcasting
and Aggregating-Up traffic, because the approach neither relies on a separate result
dissemination nor on a separate mechanism for the replication of data.
Once again, the listed overall mean upload and download traffic outline that P-
BlockTree.KOM generates a higher amount of traffic than C-BlockTree.KOM. The
results of P-BlockTree.KOM indicate that a large fraction arises from the transmis-
sion and reception of Aggregating-Up messages due to the staggered execution
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P-BlockTree.KOM C-BlockTree.KOM
Traffic type [Bps] No churn Churn No churn Churn
Overall traffic 71.07 69.44 45.56 46.29
Leaf-Broadcasting traffic 8.05 8.06 7.21 7.19
Aggregating-Up traffic 63.03 61.39 22.47 23.26
Disseminating-Down
traffic
– – 8.95 8.72
Replication traffic – – 6.94 7.11
Table 45: Classification of the overall arising upload traffic into Leaf-Broadcasting,
Aggregating-Up, Disseminating-Down, and replication traffic
P-BlockTree.KOM C-BlockTree.KOM
Traffic type [Bps] No churn Churn No churn Churn
Overall traffic 1852.95 1971.93 1322.53 1460.80
Leaf-Broadcasting traffic 229.13 252.01 206.91 226.04
Aggregating-Up traffic 1623.82 1719.92 690.12 767.58
Disseminating-Down
traffic
– – 212.08 222.47
Replication traffic – – 213.43 244.72
Table 46: Classification of the overall arising download traffic into Leaf-Broadcasting,
Aggregating-Up, Disseminating-Down, and replication traffic
of the corresponding operations, which are triggered for every level during an ag-
gregation interval. Taking the download traffic as an example, the resulting mean
Aggregating-Up traffic represents 87.63 % and 87.22 % of the overall download traf-
fic without and with churn. In terms of C-BlockTree.KOM, the Aggregating-Up
traffic only accounts for 52.18 % and 52.55 % without and with churn, because the
corresponding Aggregating-Up operation is executed only once per aggregation
interval. For P-BlockTree.KOM, the remaining traffic arises due the transmission
of Leaf-Broadcasting messages. In this context, the results reveal that C-Block-
Tree.KOM generates less traffic for the dissemination of Leaf-Broadcasting in-
formation, though, both approaches use the same strategy and interval to execute
the operation. The reason for the decreased Leaf-Broadcasting traffic of C-Block-
Tree.KOM results from the fact that a node at lx with x > 0 uses a replication message
(i) to replicate its hierarchy table as well as (ii) to disseminate its locally measured
attributes in the block. Consequently, only nodes at l0 exclusively use Leaf-Broad-
casting messages to disseminate their local information, which leads to the illus-
trated difference between both approaches for the Leaf-Broadcasting traffic. The
remaining traffic of C-BlockTree.KOM is nearly evenly divided into Disseminating-
Down and replication traffic. Despite the fact that only a fraction of nodes transmits
and receives replication messages, the amount of the replication traffic is compara-
ble to the Disseminating-Down traffic. This outcome indicates that the replication
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of the hierarchy table constitutes a costly operation, which is reflected by the trans-
mission of large messages but which are indispensable for the proper operation of
the hierarchical approach.
a.2.2 Leaf Information Timeout Factor
The leaf information timeout factor represents a factor, which is multiplied with
the aggregation interval to determine the effective duration of the leaf information
timeout tleafInfoTimeout. After the specified amount of time, cached data of neighboring
nodes from the same block are removed from the leaf information table. Thus, the
parameter just influences a node’s current view of the state in its block but does not
affect the communication between the nodes, which will become apparent by the
resulting cost in terms of traffic.
Table 47 provides an overview about the different configurations of the system pa-
rameter. A factor of 1.2 represents the default configuration, which yields to a longer
leaf information timeout than the aggregation interval. Consequently, the leaf infor-
mation table is only purged from old data, if a neighboring node could not update
the data during its previous aggregation interval. With a reduced leaf information
timeout factor we evaluate how both approaches perform if the table is cleaned be-
fore neighboring nodes are able to send their periodical updates. Vice versa, we
assess the performance if the leaf information timeout is extended and more than
twice as long as the aggregation interval.
System parameter Configuration
Leaf information timeout factor 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5, 2.1
Table 47: System parameter variation of the leaf information timeout factor. The underlined
value represents the default configuration of the system parameter.
accuracy and staleness
Figure 82a depicts the mean relative node count error as a function of the varied leaf
information timeout factor and reveals the negative impact of short factors. Configu-
rations of the parameter, which lead to a shorter leaf information timeout than the ag-
gregation interval, considerably increase the mean relative node count error, because
a shorter timeout often purges the leaf information table before an Aggregating-Up
operation is triggered by the aggregation interval. As a result the Aggregating-Up
operation uses data that do not correctly reflect the current state in the corresponding
block, leading to the observed mean relative error. A longer leaf information time-
out than the aggregation interval has no impact on accuracy, because the data are
either timely updated before the next Aggregating-Up operation or the correspond-
ing data of a node, which left the current block, are actively purged, as described in
Section 4.4.3 and 4.5.3 for C- and P-BlockTree.KOM.
Figure 82b shows the mean relative UDSF error and outlines the small impact of
the factor on the mean relative monitoring error of this attribute. The reason for the
small effect on the relative error mainly arises from the application of the average as
aggregation function. Based on this function, the results reveal that both approaches
provide accurate results, because the aggregation function mitigates the impact of
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Mean relative UDSF error using the average as
aggregation function
Figure 82: Overview on accuracy of the provided monitoring results for a varying leaf infor-
mation timeout factor
missing data. In contrast, the monitoring accuracy of this attribute mainly depends
on the time to collect and disseminate the data, which is represented by staleness and
depicted in Figure 83. In fact, the presented results outline that a faster collection and
dissemination as well as the integration of recent data lead to a reduced staleness and
a reduced mean relative UDSF error for a shorter interval. The reduced staleness for
shorter leaf information timeouts originates from the exclusive utilization of recent
data for the Aggregating-Up operation. Older data are purged from the leaf infor-
mation table during every aggregation interval so that data are collected, which have
been stored in the table just before executing the Aggregating-Up operation. If the
leaf information timeout exceeds the aggregation interval, the staleness of the results
is not influenced anymore. This originates from the fact that the leaf information ta-
ble is periodically updated based on the aggregation interval or that stale entries are
deleted if neighboring nodes leave the current block.
traffic
As already indicated in the introduction and confirmed by the depicted results (cf.
Figure 84a and 84b) the leaf information timeout factor does not influence the arising
upload and download traffic. Due to the fact that every node operates at least on
its locally measured data and initiates an Aggregating-Up operation, the periodic
Figure 83: Mean staleness of the provided monitoring results for a varying leaf information
timeout factor
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 84: Overview on the overall mean traffic per node for a varying leaf information time-
out factor
operations will always trigger an information exchange, independent of the current
configuration of the leaf information timeout factor. Consequently and as outlined
by the results, the traffic is not influenced.
a.2.3 Timeout Factor
Similar to the previous factor timeout factor represents a parameter, which does
not influence the communication between nodes. Instead, it specifies when to purge
data from the tables, which hold the current knowledge of a node. In this context,
the timeout factor specifies when to clean the hierarchy or result table. Consequently,
we mainly focus on performance during the following evaluation and just examine
the replication traffic of C-BlockTree.KOM. Apart from that, the parameter has no
influence on the arising cost.
The timeout factor just represents a factor, which is multiplied with the aggrega-
tion interval. The computed interval determines the duration of the Aggregating-Up
and the Disseminating-Down timeout taggUpTimeout and tdissDownTimeout in terms of
C-BlockTree.KOM as well as the Aggregating-Up and the result caching timeout
taggUpTimeout and tresCacheTimeout for P-BlockTree.KOM. The different values for the
configuration of the timeout factor are listed in Table 48. The parameter is varied in
both directions to examine the impact of smaller and larger intervals on performance
and cost. In contrast to the experiments of the 2k ∗ r factorial design we extend the
set of configurations with 0.6 and 6.1 to stress the impact of very small and large
factors. With 1.1, 2.1, 3.1, and 6.1 the corresponding timeouts are longer than the n-
fold of the aggregation interval to evaluate the impact of purging the tables after an
aggregation interval has been completed. A factor of 0.6 and 1.6 is chosen to observe
the impact if the corresponding tables are purged during an aggregation interval.
System parameter Configuration
Timeout factor 0.6, 1.1, 1.6, 2.1, 3.1, 6.1
Table 48: System parameter variation of the timeout factor. The underlined value represents
the default configuration of the system parameter.
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Distribution of the relative node count error
of all collected measurements. The plot does
not comprise the results for a timeout factor
of 0.6 to highlight the differences between the
remaining results.
(c) Mean relative UDSF error using the average as
aggregation function
Figure 85: Overview on accuracy of the provided monitoring results for a varying timeout
factor
accuracy and staleness
Figure 85 provides an overview about the influence of different configurations of the
timeout factor on the accuracy of both approaches. Starting again with the evaluation
of the mean relative node count error (cf. Figure 85a), the results reveal the negative
impact of a timeout factor below one, which leads to a considerably increased mean
relative error. The observed negative outcome for a timeout factor of 0.6 arises from
the deletion of data in the hierarchy and result tables before the reception of new
information, which is triggered by the next cycle of the aggregation interval and
typically updates older results in both tables. After the premature purging of tables
before the reception of new information, the tables are nearly empty when start-
ing a new Aggregating-Up or Disseminating-Down operation, which leads to the
increased mean relative error. The default configuration of the blocking interval fac-
tor, which is set to 0.9 and defines how long messages are blocked, also prohibits
a premature transmission of information during the aggregation interval to provide
the required information. A reduction of the blocking interval factor counteracts the
lack of information, however, the evaluation of this parameter in the following sec-
tion outlines that the small gain in accuracy and timeliness comes at disproportional
cost.
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(a) Mean replication upload traffic per node (b) Mean replication download traffic per node
Figure 86: Overview on the mean replication traffic per node of C-BlockTree.KOM for a
varying timeout factor
In terms of the node count, the results reveal that a larger timeout factor is benefi-
cial for the accuracy of BlockTree.KOM, because the mean relative error decreases
for both approaches. The reason for the improved performance results from the fact
that a larger timeout factor avoids an early deletion of data in the hierarchy and
result tables and prevents data loss during the collection and dissemination of data
over the different levels of the hierarchy.
Figure 85b depicts the distribution of the relative node count error. In this context
we omit the results for the first experiment with a timeout factor of 0.6 to focus on
the remaining experiments and to stress the differences between them. In fact, the
results outline that the accuracy benefits from a growing timeout factor, because it
reduces both (i) the deviation of the monitored from the effective state as well as (ii)
the fraction of underestimating nodes. Moreover, the results reveal that even large
timeout factors, e.g., of 3.1 or 6.1, do not necessarily result in a considerable overesti-
mation, but reduce the deviation from the effective network state and the fraction of
underestimating nodes. BlockTree.KOM prevents an overestimation of the results
due to the implementation of the following procedures, which are triggered if a node
enters a new block (cf. Section 4.4.3 and 4.5.3).
• Nodes purge their leaf information tables of entries from the leaving node.
• To prevent the distribution of incomplete or redundant information a node
does neither trigger an Aggregating-Up nor Disseminating-Down operation
for a certain amount of time if it detects that it entered a new block.
Based on these procedures, BlockTree.KOM reduces the probability that stale or
redundant information is collected and disseminated so that longer timeout inter-
vals are used to reduce the impact of a premature deletion of data in the hierarchy
and result tables. However, the results additionally unveil that P-BlockTree.KOM
generally suffers from an underestimation even for long timeout intervals, whereas
C-BlockTree.KOM begins to overestimate the current state in the network.
Figure 85c depicts the mean relative UDSF error of both approaches of Block-
Tree.KOM. In terms of P-BlockTree.KOM, the results outline that the applied aggre-
gation function on the attribute mitigates the strong impact of a timeout factor of 0.6
on accuracy. The corresponding mean relative error of this configuration only indi-
cates the tendency that the accuracy decreases. Contrary to this, C-BlockTree.KOM
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(a) Mean average staleness of the provided moni-
toring results
(b) Mean maximum staleness of the provided
monitoring results
Figure 87: Overview on different types of staleness of the provided monitoring results for a
varying timeout factor
suffers from this configuration of the timeout factor, because the mean relative error
significantly increases for a timeout factor of 0.6. To explain this phenomenon we
consider the impact on the arising upload and download traffic for the replication of
hierarchy tables in the concentrating blocks, as depicted in Figure 86a and 86b. We
limit our examination on the replication traffic, because it constitutes the only traffic
type, which is influenced by the timeout parameter, while the remaining traffic types
are not affected. The results for the replication traffic show that a timeout factor of
0.6 significantly reduces the arising upload and download traffic for the replication,
which confirms that the corresponding hierarchy tables in the concentrating blocks
do not contain the information from all surrounding blocks or sectors. The missing
data in the concentrating blocks cannot be concealed by the applied aggregation func-
tion as good as for P-BlockTree.KOM, which explains the increased mean relative
UDSF error for a configuration of 0.6.
To complete the evaluation of the timeout factor we examine the impact of the
parameter on the mean staleness, as shown in Figure 87a. The results reveal that a
larger timeout factor influences the mean staleness and leads to older results. For
the special case of a factor 0.6 the results uncover that the mean staleness is consider-
ably reduced, because only recent data is included. However, the observed reduction
of staleness comes at the expense of highly incomplete data, which leads to the
previously discussed inaccurate results. To stress the impact of a timeout factor on
staleness Figure 87b additionally depicts the mean maximum staleness, which is cal-
culated as tstale = treq − tmax. In this formula tmax replaces tavg and constitutes the
oldest value, which has been integrated into the global view of the corresponding
attribute. Based on this worst case analysis, the results of the mean maximum stale-
ness support the statement for the mean average staleness and confirm that a larger
timeout factor generally increases the staleness of the results. However, the results
for the mean relative node count and UDSF error indicate that these extreme val-
ues have little influence on accuracy, because BlockTree.KOM already deletes the
majority of stale and redundant data at the bottom of the hierarchy to prevent their
collection and dissemination.
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a.2.4 Blocking Interval Factor
The blocking interval factor is used to configure both the Aggregating-Up and the
Disseminating-Down blocking interval, which are represented by taggUpBlocking and
tdissDownBlocking, respectively. Both intervals specify how long a message ID of an
Aggregating-Up or Disseminating-Down message from a particular block or sec-
tor is stored in the message forwarding cache before the ID is removed from the
cache. While the cache holds this ID, further messages from the same block or sector
are blocked and not forwarded to avoid that the MANET is constantly flooded with
messages. Similar to the timeout factor the blocking interval factor just represents
a factor, which is multiplied with the aggregation interval to calculate the effective
values for taggUpBlocking and tdissDownBlocking. Contrary to the timeout factor the pa-
rameter influences the communication between the nodes, because it specifies how
long messages are blocked and the corresponding information is ignored.
The different configurations of the blocking interval factor are depicted in Table 49.
As detailed during the description of the default configuration of BlockTree.KOM a
parameter of 0.9 specifies an interval, which blocks most of the messages during an
aggregation interval. Before the old aggregation interval has ended, nodes can trig-
ger new Aggregating-Up and Disseminating-Down operations ahead of schedule.
With smaller factors we investigate the influence of nodes, which are not synchro-
nized with the current cycle of the aggregation interval, but trigger their operations
in the middle or even at the beginning of the current interval. With larger factors
we examine how both approaches perform if the blocking interval of messages ex-
ceeds the current aggregation interval. Similar to the variation of the timeout factor
we extend the initial configuration range from the experiments of the 2k ∗ r factorial
design with 0.3 and 1.5 to stress the impact of very small and large factors.
System parameter Configuration
Blocking interval factor 0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5
Table 49: System parameter variation of the blocking interval factor. The underlined value
represents the default configuration of the system parameter.
accuracy and staleness
The impact of different configurations of the blocking interval factor on accuracy of
the monitoring results is depicted in Figure 88. In terms of the mean relative node
count error (cf. Figure 88a) the results reveal that a configuration with a lower value
than the default configuration slightly reduces the mean relative error of P-Block-
Tree.KOM, whereas no significant tendency is observed for C-BlockTree.KOM. In
contrast, a higher factor, which is larger than the factor of the default configuration
and defines a longer interval than the aggregation interval, significantly increases
the mean relative error for both P- and C-BlockTree.KOM. The increasing error
arises from the blocking of Aggregating-Up and Disseminating-Down messages
in a subsequent cycle. If both messages are triggered during the current cycle and
the nodes are roughly synchronized, the subsequent transmission of messages is
blocked during the next cycle, because the blocking interval is longer than the aggre-
gation interval. Consequently, data collection and result dissemination are delayed,
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Mean relative UDSF error using the average as
aggregation function
Figure 88: Overview on accuracy of the provided monitoring results for a varying blocking
interval factor
as confirmed by the increasing mean staleness in Figure 89. The delayed collection
and dissemination lead to the decreasing accuracy in terms of the node count, be-
cause the hierarchy and result tables are purged from stale entries, as these entries
are not updated in time with recent information. Based on the outcome, it is con-
cluded that the blocking interval factor should be configured so that taggUpBlocking
and tdissDownBlocking are smaller than the aggregation interval. In contrast, a higher
timeout factor could be chosen so that the delayed collection and dissemination does
not lead to the observed increasing error due to the periodic deletion of stale entries
in the hierarchy and result tables. During the following section, we focus on the
influence of both parameters in parallel.
Dealing with the impact of the blocking interval factor on the mean relative UDSF
error, Figure 88b depicts the corresponding results, which unveil that a smaller fac-
tor does not only reduce the mean staleness but the mean relative monitoring er-
ror for UDSF as well. A reduction of the factor leads to shorter blocking intervals
so that the transmission of messages after the beginning or during a new aggre-
gation interval already improves the accuracy of the results. More precisely, nodes
send Aggregating-Up and Disseminating-Down messages earlier, also leading to a
faster data collection and result dissemination. For a longer blocking interval factor
the typical and previously discussed characteristics for this attribute are observed.
Figure 89: Mean staleness of the provided monitoring results for a varying blocking interval
factor
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 90: Overview on the overall traffic per node for a varying blocking interval factor
The mean relative error increases as for the node count, however, the applied aggre-
gation function mitigates the effect of incomplete or lost data on the resulting mean
relative error. Consequently, the impact on this attribute is not that strong as for the
node count. In fact, the relative UDSF error mainly depends on the duration for the
collection of data and the dissemination of results and increases for a decelerated
collection and dissemination due to a longer blocking of messages.
traffic
Dealing with the resulting upload and download traffic, Figure 90a and 90b un-
cover that an increasing blocking interval for the transmission of Aggregating-Up
and Disseminating-Down messages leads to a decreasing traffic. Consequently, the
higher accuracy in terms of UDSF and the reduced staleness come at increased
cost. In terms of the node count a shorter blocking interval factor marginally im-
proves P-BlockTree.KOM’s accuracy, whereas no significant improvements are ob-
served for C-BlockTree.KOM. Similar to the observed results for the variation of
the aggregation interval (cf. Section 6.3.2.4) the minor gain in performance comes at
increasing cost. Since the blocking interval factor only influences the transmission
of Aggregating-Up and Disseminating-Down messages, while the remaining mes-
sage types remain unaffected, the impact on cost is not that strong as for the aggre-
gation interval. However, the minor performance gain does not justify the observed
increase in traffic.
a.2.5 Evaluating the Combination of Timeout Factor and Blocking Interval Factor
After the description of the individual parameter variations for the timeout and
blocking interval factor, this section contains the combined evaluation of both pa-
rameters. The respective configurations for every parameter are depicted in Table 50
and consist of four configurations for the timeout factor and of three configurations
for the blocking interval factor, leading to 12 experiments in total.
In terms of the timeout factor we restrict the variation to a subset of the initial
parameters, because the previously presented results reveal that timeout factors of
0.6 or 1.1 lead to inaccurate and incomplete results (cf. Section A.2.3). Regarding
the blocking interval factor, we only rely on values above the default configuration
of 0.9, because lower values considerably increase the traffic, while the resulting
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(a) Mean relative node count error of P-Block-
Tree.KOM
(b) Mean relative node count error of C-Block-
Tree.KOM
(c) Mean relative UDSF error of P-Block-
Tree.KOM using the average for aggregation
(d) Mean relative UDSF error of C-Block-
Tree.KOM using the average for aggregation
Figure 91: Overview on the mean relative node count and UDSF error for the combined
parameter variation
performance does not justify this increase. Instead, we configure the parameter with
a value of 1.2 and 1.5, despite the fact that these configurations lead to a degraded
performance of both approaches, as presented in Section A.2.4. However, as already
indicated during that discussion, we examine the influence of a higher blocking
interval factor when combined with a timeout factor above the default configuration
of 1.6. During the following plots, we abbreviate the timeout factor as TF and the
blocking interval factor as BIF.
System parameter Configuration
Timeout factor 1.6, 2.1, 3.1, 6.1
Blocking interval factor 0.9, 1.2, 1.5
Table 50: Overview on the identified configurations for the combined evaluation of both sys-
tem parameters, comprising four configurations for timeout factor and three for the
blocking interval factor, which results in 12 experiments in total. The underlined
values represent the default configurations of both system parameters.
accuracy and timeliness
Figure 91a and 91b depict the mean relative node count error for P- and C-Block-
Tree.KOM and reveal the interesting fact that both approaches accurately monitor
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(a) Mean staleness of the provided monitoring re-
sults of P-BlockTree.KOM
(b) Mean staleness of the provided monitoring re-
sults of C-BlockTree.KOM
Figure 92: Overview on the impact of the combined parameter variation on the freshness of
monitoring results
the number of nodes in the network even for larger blocking interval factors. How-
ever, the timeout factor must be chosen accordingly and should ideally be set to
3.1 or even 6.1. With a higher timeout factor the hierarchy and result tables avoid an
early deletion of data so that the decelerated data collection and result dissemination
do not lead to the previously observed data loss accompanied by the degrading per-
formance. Instead, the influence of a delayed transmission of Aggregating-Up and
Disseminating-Down messages mitigates with a higher timeout factor. In contrast
to this outcome the results for the mean relative UDSF error (cf. Figure 91c and 91d)
and for the mean staleness (cf. Figure 92a and 92b) unveil that a higher timeout
factor does not compensate the delayed and decelerated data collection and result
dissemination. Consequently, the mean relative UDSF error and the mean staleness
increase for a higher blocking interval factor. A higher timeout factor amplifies this
effect, because hierarchy and result tables may contain older information. However,
the combined impact of both parameters on UDSF and staleness is rather small, as
already indicated by Table 22 and 23 for P- and C-BlockTree.KOM, which list the
proportion of variation of the system parameters from both approaches.
traffic
Figure 93 shows the well-known and already discussed results in terms of traffic if
both parameters are separately examined. The timeout factor has no impact on P-
BlockTree.KOM’s traffic and slightly increases the traffic of C-BlockTree.KOM as
a function of the factor. With a longer blocking interval factor the arising upload and
download traffic of both approaches are reduced, because the parameter prevents an
early and frequent transmission of messages.
If both parameters are considered together and linked with the results for the
performance metrics, two interesting findings are made. In terms of the mean relative
UDSF error and staleness, we observe that both metrics increase as a function of
the timeout factor for all configurations of the blocking interval factor. However,
the positive influence of both parameters is observed based on the outcome of the
mean relative node count error. Paired with a higher blocking interval factor the
differences shrink for the varying configurations of the timeout factor in terms of the
mean relative node count error. In terms of P-BlockTree.KOM, the mean relative
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node of P-
BlockTree.KOM
(b) Mean overall upload traffic per node of C-
BlockTree.KOM
(c) Mean overall download traffic per node of P-
BlockTree.KOM
(d) Mean overall download traffic per node of C-
BlockTree.KOM
Figure 93: Overview on the overall mean traffic per node for the combined parameter varia-
tion
node count error for the combination TF = 6.1 and BIF = 1.2 nearly catches up with
TF = 1.6 and BIF = 0.9, while the arising upload and download traffic for the first
configuration are significantly reduced (cf. Figure 93a and 93c). In terms of C-Block-
Tree.KOM, the positive influence of both parameters becomes even more obvious.
For TF = 6.1 the performance of a blocking interval factor of 1.2 or 1.6 is comparable
to the performance for a factor 0.9 at considerably lower cost (cf. Figure 93b and 93d).
To summarize the observations in terms of performance and cost the combined
variation of both parameters constitutes an effective alternative to reduce the aris-
ing traffic, while preserving the accuracy in terms of monitoring the number of
nodes. However, the results additionally reveal that the observed efficiency comes
at a higher mean staleness and an increased mean relative UDSF error, because both
parameters cannot compensate the decelerated data collection and result dissemina-
tion.
a.2.6 Operation Blocking Interval Factor
The operation blocking interval factor represents the last system parameter of Block-
Tree.KOM that is evaluated. It represents a factor, which is multiplied with the aggre-
gation interval parameter to define the effective interval for the operation blocking
interval tblockOperation. The operation blocking interval specifies how long a node must
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(a) Mean relative node count error (b) Mean relative UDSF error using the average as
aggregation function
Figure 94: Overview on accuracy of the provided monitoring results for a varying operation
blocking interval factor
wait before it is allowed to trigger an Aggregating-Up or Disseminating-Down op-
eration after entering a new block. With this parameter BlockTree.KOM prevents
that incomplete or wrong data are spread in the networks from nodes, which just
entered a new block.
Table 51 lists the different configurations of the parameter with the default config-
uration of one, which corresponds to a complete aggregation interval before a node
triggers an operation on its own. During the evaluation, we assess the impact of a
shorter and no operation blocking interval on performance and cost by reducing the
factor as well as the influence of a higher factor.
System parameter Configuration
Operation blocking interval factor 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0
Table 51: System parameter variation of the operation blocking interval factor. The under-
lined value represents the default configuration of the system parameter.
accuracy and staleness
Based on the results in Figure 94a, which show the mean relative node count error,
it becomes apparent that the influence of this parameter differs to the influence of
the previously discussed parameters. Contrary to these parameters, where the vari-
ation has an unidirectional effect on the mean relative node count error, the results
indicate that the best performance is obtained by choosing a value from the middle
of the configuration range. In terms of no or short intervals, a node, which entered a
new block, has insufficient information that do not reflect the state of its block or sec-
tor. As a result triggering an Aggregating-Up or Disseminating-Down operation
based on this current state leads to the collection and dissemination of incomplete
data. In contrast, longer operation blocking intervals prevent a node from participat-
ing in collecting data and disseminating results for a longer amount of time. Due to
the long interval, it might happen that multiple nodes inside a block are currently
not allowed to trigger operations. In the worst case the monitoring information from
that block cannot be collected or disseminated and gets lost, though, the block is
populated with nodes. Figure 94a also reveals that operation blocking intervals be-
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Figure 95: Mean staleness of the provided monitoring results for a varying operation block-
ing interval factor
low the default configuration of the parameter have a stronger impact on P- than on
C-BlockTree.KOM. The stronger influence on P-BlockTree.KOM arises from the pe-
riodic tasks per block, every node has to execute. In C-BlockTree.KOM every block
just triggers one Aggregating-Up operation to transmit its data to the corresponding
concentrating block and only the highest concentrating block is in charge to dissem-
inate the results. In contrast, every block of P-BlockTree.KOM participates at every
active level of the hierarchy. Consequently, a node with insufficient information trig-
gers an Aggregating-Up operation at every level, which leads to the collection of
incomplete data at the remaining sectors per level and becomes apparent by the
increased mean relative node count error.
The results for the mean relative UDSF error (cf. Figure 94b) outline again that
missing values and incomplete data do not severely influence the global view of
this attribute. It suffices to collect only a fraction of data to reflect the effective global
view of that attribute. With a shorter blocking interval in terms of P-BlockTree.KOM
the waiting time for nodes is reduced so that they contribute earlier with their local
information, which becomes apparent by the smaller mean relative error as well as
by the smaller mean staleness of the results (cf. Figure 95). With a longer operation
blocking interval both the mean relative UDSF error and the mean staleness increase.
The results of UDSF and staleness reflect again the strong interdependence between
both metrics, which indicates that a faster collection and dissemination improves at
least the accuracy of this attribute. The same interdependence is also observed for
C-BlockTree.KOM, however, this approach does not benefit that much from shorter
operation blocking intervals, because the results do not reflect the gain in accuracy
and timeliness, as for P-BlockTree.KOM. As stated above, the smaller influence
arises from the periodic tasks per block in C-BlockTree.KOM, because a node with
incomplete information is only a member of one level and not of all active levels.
Thus, the influence of collecting incomplete information is limited to one and not to
all active levels.
traffic
The results for the mean upload and download traffic in Figure 96a and 96b also
reveal for this parameter that delaying the participation from a fraction of nodes
reduces the arising upload and download traffic. The illustrated reduction is primar-
ily attributed to the reduced traffic for the Aggregating-Up operations, while the
impact on the Disseminating-Down traffic in terms of C-BlockTree.KOM is negli-
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(a) Mean overall upload traffic per node (b) Mean overall download traffic per node
Figure 96: Overview on the overall traffic per node for a varying operation blocking interval
factor
gible. In general, the impact of this parameter on the arising traffic is not that strong
compared to the other parameters, such as the aggregation interval and the blocking
interval factor, which configure the information exchange between the nodes and
considerably influence the overall upload and download traffic. The operation block-
ing interval factor just influences a fraction of nodes, whereas the two mentioned
parameters affect the behavior of all nodes.
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a.3 mobi-g .kom : evaluation of the different traffic types
Contrary to BlockTree.KOM, this section does not deal with the evaluation of fur-
ther system parameters, which have not been examined in the evaluation chapter.
Instead, we just focus on Mobi-G.KOM’s different traffic types. For the examination
and ranking of the different types of traffic we evaluate the results from the scenarios
with and without churn. Table 52 and 53 depict the overall upload and download
traffic, which are partitioned into the four listed traffic types, where the correspond-
ing figures represent the mean upload and download traffic per second per node.
Contrary to the two approaches of BlockTree.KOM, the types of traffic are the same
for Mobi-G.KOM DM and CM.
Mobi-G.KOM DM Mobi-G.KOM CM
Traffic type [Bps] No churn Churn No churn Churn
Overall traffic 22.57 24.22 50.91 49.74
IC traffic 1.16 1.84 10.88 11.17
Ack traffic 0.37 0.47 3.63 3.55
IS traffic 12.16 13.14 26.11 24.90
Army traffic 8.73 8.54 8.72 8.52
Table 52: Classification of the overall arising upload traffic into IC, acknowledgment (ack), IS,
and army traffic
Mobi-G.KOM DM Mobi-G.KOM CM
Traffic type [Bps] No churn Churn No churn Churn
Overall traffic 464.08 505.81 766.88 790.12
IC traffic 1.05 1.37 10.52 10.38
Ack traffic 0.36 0.58 3.54 3.64
IS traffic 270.30 306.99 560.72 588.82
Army traffic 192.37 196.88 192.11 196.23
Table 53: Classification of the overall arising download traffic into IC, acknowledgment (ack),
IS, and army traffic
Based on the classification, it becomes apparent for both variants that the trans-
mission of IC messages and their corresponding acknowledgments (acks) just ac-
count for a small amount of the traffic, whereas the largest amount results from
the dissemination of IS messages followed by the army messages. The difference be-
comes particularly apparent for the download traffic, because IS and army messages
are broadcasted and received by multiple nodes. In contrast, the gap between the
amount of sent and received IC and ack messages is considerably smaller, because
these messages are always exchanged between two nodes, using unicast. Looking
at the differences between Mobi-G.KOM DM and CM, the results uncover that the
overall larger amount of traffic is attributed to the higher amount of IC, ack, and IS
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messages. Again, the IS traffic accounts for the largest part of the traffic, however,
the results outline the influence on the IC and ack traffic as well, because the mes-
sage exchange is not limited to the beginning of an epoch, as for discrete monitoring,
but takes place during the whole epoch. In contrast to this observation the outcome
for the army traffic unveils that the identification of a beacon and its corresponding
army is neither influenced by discrete nor continuous monitoring. As expected and
reflected by the results the identification of the beacon and its army does not de-
pend on the type of monitoring and if tokens are exchanged only at the beginning
or during the whole epoch.
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